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Political and military aspects of the Irish Army’s service with
United Nations forces in the Congo 1960 – 64

ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the Irish Army’s service with United Nations forces (ONUC)

in the Republic of the Congo, in the period 1960–64, and also studies the political

motivation of the Irish Government in acceding to the request from the Secretary

General of the United Nations Organisation when, in July 1960, he sought an Irish

military contingent to join UN forces in the Congo.

The thesis opens by outlining the political situation in the newly established

Republic of Congo, touches upon the international relations climate of the cold-war

era, and includes an examination of the efforts of the USA, USSR & Belgium to

destabilize the new Republic of the Congo.  The thesis then studies the political

motivation of the Irish Government in acceding to the UN request for a troop

contribution to ONUC against the background of Ireland’s foreign policy, spanning

the period from the League of Nations to Ireland’s membership of the United

Nations Organisation.

This thesis then progresses to examine and discuss the readiness condition of the

Irish Army in 1960 and also the Army’s response to the UN request for dispatch of

troops to the Congo.  The military aspects of the Irish Army’s service in the Congo

and is then studied, in depth, encompassing the entire four years of Congo service in

both peacekeeping and peace-enforcement.

In its concluding elements, this thesis evaluates the effectiveness of the Irish Army’s

contribution to the UN operation in the Congo.  In addition, these concluding

elements discuss the challenges presented to military command overseas and

includes some less than favourable facets of the Army’s service in the Congo.
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Political and military aspects of the Irish Army’s service with
United Nations forces in the Congo, 1960 – 64

Introduction

War is,
A grave affair of state;
It is a place
Of life and death,
A road
To survival or extinction,
A matter
To be pondered most carefully.
Sun Tzu.1

Beginning on the 27 July 1960, and over the three days following, 650 Irish soldiers

of the newly formed 32nd Irish Infantry Battalion (32 IrBatt) boarded US Air Force

Military Air Transport C.124 ‘Globemaster’ aircraft at the Baldonnel airfield of the

Irish Army Air Corps, in west Dublin County, and set out on their journey to

tropical, central Africa.

These soldiers - all volunteers - were dressed in home-service woollen uniforms,

and wore leather studded boots; their weapons and equipment dated from World

War Two.  They had no assigned armour, heavy weapons or air support.  They did

not have combat experience or battle training, nor had they any mission-specific

training.  The vast majority, officers included, had never before been outside the

island of Ireland; for almost all of them, it was to be their first experience of flying.

They had no relevant language skills, few maps and no clear idea of - or briefing on

- their mission or operational role in the Congo.2  Very many of them were sick due

to reactions to the accelerated course of tropic-specific preventative inoculations

that they had received in the days prior to departure.  Less than one month later, a

                                                  
1 Sun Tzu, The Art of War  c.500BCE (London, 2008), p.1.
2 National Archives of Ireland, Files of Department of Foreign Affairs File DFA/305/384/10.
The file contains inter alia messages to/from Irish UN delegation and Irish Embassy, Brussels
requesting they urgently acquire maps of Congo & Katanga.
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second battalion, followed.  By the end of 1960, over one thousand Irish soldiers

were under UN command in the Congo; and there, over the following years, a total

of some 6,000 men would serve.  Of these, twenty-six men would not return alive:

one soldier’s body has never been found.

During the subsequent four years of this Irish army mission, the military aspect of

the Irish troops would change - dramatically – from military amateurs to an

experienced and capable force, thus laying the foundations for the expertise of the

modern Irish Defence Forces in UN peacekeeping missions.

The dispatch of an Irish military contingent to join with those of other nations in the

then United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) in the Congo was an event of major

historical significance for both the Army and the nation.  Irish Army involvement in

what was to become ONUC (Opération des Nations Unies au Congo) would

continue for four years, until 1964.  This un-paralleled, momentous and under-

researched event has never been treated as a comprehensive, inclusive research

project which embraces the Irish political, geo-political and military aspects of this

first Irish troop contribution to UN forces.

Research questions
The core research questions, which will be addressed in this thesis, are threefold.

Firstly, what political motivation underpinned the Irish government’s decision to

dispatch troops to support the UN operation in the Congo?  Secondly, were the Irish

troops adequately trained and prepared for their mission?  Thirdly, over their four-

year period of service, what contribution did the Irish troops make to the

effectiveness of the UN force?

In addressing these research questions, this study will explore the options open to

the Irish government when they received the request from the UN for a military

contingent, and will also examine the preparedness for, or capability of the Irish
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Defence Forces in embarking on the UN mission – inasmuch as the Defence Forces

had not theretofore had any experience of such a mission. This thesis will

demonstrate that the government must or should have been aware of the total un-

readiness of the Defence Forces for such a mission.  A further research objective is

to make brief comparison between the readiness of the Irish Army in 1960, as it

embarked on the Congo mission, and the state of the Irish Army as it began its

participation in the UN mission to Cyprus in 1964.

This thesis, based on parallel themes – Irish political attitudes and foreign policy

coupled with Irish military history and evolving military operations – must also take

into account the contributory factors of local or Congolese politics and history.  In

addition, the geopolitical climate, as it affected the Congo, and the actions and

strategic objectives of the main political actors had a direct bearing on the

experiences of the Irish military contingents.  The activities of international political

actors – especially those of the former coloniser, Belgium, and some of the

members of the UN Security Council of the 1960s – will be shown to have impacted

on Irish soldiers serving in the Congo with the UN forces.

The military and political activities of some of the principal powers and UN

Security Council members - the US, USSR, Britain and France are also examined.

These members – while acting politically in support of the UN resolutions – had

their own national objectives, which were not necessarily in harmony with their

international objectives stated at the UN.  The military and political actions of

Belgium are assessed as their strategic objectives for their former colony - given the

economic importance of the Congo to Belgium, and also of the Belgians living and

working there – were underpinned by a determination to continue deriving

economic benefits from the Congo and most especially from the mineral rich, and

secessionist Katanga.

To a lesser but significant extent, Portugal had common economic interests in the

Congo, specifically copper mining output in Katanga.  The Portuguese overseas
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province of Angola, sharing a frontier with Katanga, benefited from the copper

mines in Katanga through the Benguela railway running from Katanga to the

Portuguese Angolan port of Lobito.

Why this topic merits attention

This thesis will show that, when, in July 1960 the Irish government and Dáil

Éireann agreed to the UN request for an infantry battalion to join the UN emergency

force in the Congo, little real consideration was given to the implications and

consequences of that decision.  Perhaps the deputies assembled in Dáil Éireann on

Wednesday, 20 July 1960 had the impression that the Defence Forces in general,

and the army in particular, were in a state of ‘standing-to’ and merely waiting for a

‘call’ from the UN.  As Mr. James Dillon, leader of the opposition stated in the

course of the debate on amendments to the Defence Act 1954:
I think the House would wish to express its admiration of the state of preparedness
in which the Army and the General Staff find themselves so as to be able to provide
troops for such a mission at so short a notice.3

Dillon’s congratulatory remark was in response to the Minister for Defence, Kevin

Boland’s statement that:
It is expected the troops can be assembled together by tomorrow night and that they
can be inoculated with the assistance of civilian doctors on Friday. Then they must
wait four days for vaccination so they should be ready to go on Wednesday if the
transport is available at that time.4

The Minister for Defence’s expectation that the timetable outlined in the Dáil could

be maintained was not dashed: the first contingent of Irish troops departed for the

Congo on the following Friday, 29 July 1960.

By any standards, this was a remarkable achievement; to assemble - from a

volunteer base – a fully equipped infantry battalion and send that battalion to the

                                                  
3 http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/20/00039.asp Dáil Éireann Debates, Vol. 183 No. 14
(2 Mar. 2013).
4 Ibid.
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Congo in less that ten days, was something that had never before been achieved –

nor rehearsed by way of manoeuvres or exercises by the Irish Defence Forces.

A further reason why this topic merits attention is to explore the rationale or

political motivation of the Irish government for their decision, in the context of their

historical foreign policy.   This thesis will link the Irish government’s decision to

dispatch troops, taken in July 1960, with Irish foreign policy concepts and

exhortations - historically and frequently enunciated at the meetings of the League

of Nations and, later, at the United Nations general assemblies.  Of especial

significance are the Irish attitudes to the role of small nations in international

organisations and the international relations principle of the rule of law.

What the Irish troops actually did or achieved in their Congo service requires a

balanced appraisal.  It will be shown that not only were these Irish soldiers

untrained and unprepared for UN service, they were not properly equipped or

clothed or supplied before departure or subsequent to their arrival.   Irish

contingents acted both as peace-keepers and peace-enforcers in the Congo: their

stated mission was that of ‘keeping the peace’, but in their second year of service,

1961, their role changed from valuable, if routine, peacekeeping duties to military

action against well trained and equipped military formations.

During 1960-64, twenty-six Irish soldiers lost their lives on UN service in the

Congo.  In all, some 6,000 Irish soldiers served there: this thesis is intended to serve

as a tribute – however small - to the memories of all those who served and died on

this groundbreaking mission to the Congo.
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Approach

This thesis does not purport to be a chronological record or sequential appraisal of

the individual military units that saw service with the United Nations forces in the

Republic of the Congo (ONUC) from July 1960 to May 1964.   Although in some

chapters Irish Army units are discussed sequentially, this is done to facilitate

overviews of aspects of UN service and to enable assessment of the evolving

military tasks, factors and challenges that faced the Irish soldiers in that four-year

period.

This study will also examine the strengths, weakness, opportunities and threats

presented to the Irish army contingents.  Importantly, it will analyse these factors to

determine how these military neophytes responded and highlighting key features of

the military learning process in a peacekeeping environment will be a priority.  The

quality of the Irish Army’s discipline and morale in these four years in the Congo

will also be reviewed.

Qualitative interviews, which were based on a pre-supplied interview questionnaire,

(included as a final appendix) were conducted with twenty veterans. Some 6,000

troops served in the Congo: an unquantifiable number served on multiple tours,

varying from two to three tours, each of six months duration.  In effect, once 32, 33

& 34 IrBatts – the first three battalions – completed their tours of duty, some men

returned to the Congo to serve with 35 IrBatt and subsequent units.  This feature of

Congo service could only be identified at interviews, as Irish Army records do not

centrally register the service of individual soldiers in multiple UN units, nor, indeed,

do these records register the number of Congo veterans surviving.

This holistic approach is taken in order to establish the overall performance of the

Irish Army in the Congo.  In the period 1960-64, the Army Air Corps formed part of

the Irish Army itself, and some Air Corps members saw service in the Congo:

however, no members of the Irish Naval Service served in the Congo units.
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A proper examination of the Irish experiences in the Congo cannot be undertaken

without researching the relevant international political influences and actions.  Of all

of these, it will be shown that the actions of the Belgian state apparatus are the more

important.

Methodology and sources

Concerning military matters, challenges arise. For example, the examination of the

overall strategic approach taken by the Defence Forces General Staff in response to

the political request to supply a battalion to the UNEF (ONUC) is, in itself, a

challenging one.  However, from this issue alone, several supplementary questions

spring to mind, including, did the Army General Staff evaluate the training,

preparedness, and suitability of the troops who would be committed to the Congo

operation?  Did the General Staff fully understand the activities of relevant actors on

the international stage, affecting the Congo?  What was the quality of the briefing

given to commanders?  Did they (General Staff) set parameters for military and

physical suitability of volunteers for overseas service? Within this area of research

falls issues such as logistics and the acquisition of specialist equipment including

tropical uniforms and emergency rations.  Briefing, alone, can cascade downwards

along the chain of command – from battalion commander to company and platoon

commanders.  Given the number of volunteers for service, what did a typical non-

commissioned officer or man know about the mission, or indeed, the country for

which they were bound?   The underpinning of this study rests on asking key

research questions, ethical interviewing of veterans and examining files and

documentary primary source records – including veterans’ personal records where

available.
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National primary sources

The participation of political figures is explored through examining and interpreting

records, notably Irish government Cabinet records and Department of External/

Foreign Affairs files, together with Oireachtas debates.

Most of the Irish military primary source material is located in Military Archives at

Cathal Brugha Barracks, Dublin.  In so far as Irish Army records of service with

ONUC, Congo are concerned, the principal – indeed only documented sources

available are those of the various battalion and unit histories.  This paucity of

records led to a reliance on the various unit histories found in Irish Military

Archives.  These unit histories are undated, unsigned and authorship is not

attributed.   Individual unit histories appear to be have been written or collated by a

single author, save those of 38th and 39th Infantry Battalions (38 and 39IrBatt) where

contributions from sub-unit commanders are clearly evident.  These histories were

written by men who had served in their respective units, and accordingly are un-

likely to be self-critical.  Intelligence regarding ‘enemy’ logistics, strengths,

dispositions, capabilities or intentions is patchy and specific detail on ‘enemy’

munitions appears only in the history of 38 IrBatt.  One unit history, that of 35

IrBatt, charts dispositions and strengths of Katangese Gendarmerie in 1961;

however, the chart is based on estimates and is not supported by raw intelligence

sources.  In addition, standard reporting formats were not used and this shortcoming

was disadvantageous in the collation of statistics relevant to the logistics or

disciplinary and illness records of Irish units in the Congo.  Unit histories do not

reveal whether ‘lessons learned’ or the experiences of preceding units were

transmitted to subsequent units by way of briefings or de-briefings, nor do they

record where officers or men served on repeat tours of duty.    It is not possible to

gauge, by comparison to other relevant sources, the accuracy or reliability of these

histories.  Other relevant sources that would assist in comparison, or indeed add to
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research material, would be unit journals, or files of unit quartermaster, intelligence

or operations officers: such records or sources were not discoverable. Accordingly,

material in unit histories was critically appraised, and where possible supplemented

from other relevant sources dealing with the Congo, such as material in three

Belgian archives (Military, Diplomatic and the University of Louvain); Irish

National Archives, Frank Aiken archive at UCD and information gleaned from

veteran interviews and recollections.  Interviews with, or memoirs of, veterans of

the Congo mission greatly assisted in supplementing material found in unit histories,

especially if interviewees had served on more than one tour, and the extent of their

mission-specific training given prior to, or post, departure for the Congo.  Oral

histories, taken from those who had personal experience of incidents such as the

Niemba ambush and of the Irish Army’s military offensive actions in the Congo,

were invaluable.  To a limited extent, secondary sources such as David

O’Donoghue’s ‘The Irish army in the Congo 1960-64’, which in the main comprises

interviews with veterans of the Congo mission,5 and Michael Kennedy and Art

Magennis ‘Ireland, the United Nations and the Congo’- of which the contribution

by Magennis is autobiographical were of value in attempting to address the research

questions comprehensively.6

In the National Archives of Ireland, Bishop Street, Dublin, the government Cabinet

records of the period, the files of the Departments of the Taoiseach and of External

Affairs are indispensable.  The papers of Frank Aiken in University College Dublin

Archives are instructive, as Aiken was Minister for External Affairs during the

entire period covered by this thesis, and he also made several relevant speeches on

Irish foreign policy at the UN General Assembly.

The National Library Ireland holds copies of Aiken’s speeches on Irish Foreign

Affairs.  It also yielded a White Paper of the Government of Katanga, which

                                                  
5 David O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo 1960-1964 (Dublin, 2005)
6 Michael Kennedy and Art Magennis, Ireland, the United Nations and the Congo (Dublin, 2014)
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imputes to UN forces atrocities allegedly committed during fighting in

Elisabethville in 1961.  University College, Dublin Archives also holds material on

Aiken’s speeches.

Also useful are national and foreign newspapers of the time and contemporary

cinema newsreels, found in the Irish Film Archive, Temple Bar, Dublin.

Interviews of Irish Army ONUC veterans

Even allowing for the more than fifty years that have passed since Irish soldiers first

set-out for the Congo, interviews with men who served in the various contingents

were very instructive in their recall of events in which they were involved.  Of

particular value was their recall of offensive military actions, and roles played in

key events – such as the ‘Ambush at Niemba’ and the ‘Siege of Jadotville’.  Here

the methodology was to identify and contact veterans, either by personal reference

or with the assistance of the Irish UN Veterans Association.  Selection was not

randomly based, rather it was carried out  - in so far as was possible - across a range

of Congo service units and of both officers and other-ranks.  In the thesis

bibliography, veterans interviewed are listed giving their rank when serving in the

Congo: as interviews were carried out on the basis that interviewees would only be

named where their written consent was given, and only two are named.    However,

it proved impractical to interview veterans across the entire range of ONUC units.

Taking extremes of ages of personnel who went to the Congo as youngest at

seventeen years and oldest at about fifty-five years of age, the age range of veterans

falls between seventy and one hundred and eight years of age.

Interviews were conducted in accordance with ethical guidelines set by the Ethics

Committee of the National University of Ireland, Maynooth (a copy of Ethics

Committee approval letter is included as first appendix).  An advance questionnaire

was supplied to all interviewees and all interviews were recorded in writing.  A

verbatim transcript provided to each interviewee and where any interviewee is

quoted and identifiable, his written permission was obtained.  In instances where

any documentary sources emanating from veterans were quoted, advance
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permission was secured.  A copy of this thesis will, in due course, be lodged in Irish

Military Archives, Cathal Brugha Barracks, Dublin.

Extra-national primary sources

Belgium

Of direct relevance in researching this thesis were the Belgian Military Archives in

Brussels.  These extensive archives house Belgian Military records, not only for pre-

independent Congo but also for the activities of the Belgian forces in post-

independence Congo, including official and un-official or covert actions of Belgian

forces in the Congo and in the secessionist state of Katanga.  Also of great value

were the Foreign and Diplomatic Archives of the Kingdom of Belgium, Brussels –

especially those records dealing with the then (1960) indigent Congolese military

forces the Force Publique.  The latter would become – after Congolese

independence – the Armée Nationale Congolaise (ANC).

The Archives of the Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium, house the papers of

M. August Edmond deSchryver (the former Belgian government Minister for the

Congo and Ruanda-Urundi).  The papers dealing with the period from January to

August 1960 were of most significance, as deSchryver was the minister en place

and therefore directly involved in all political and military events during this period.

This latter period covers the Belgian decision to grant independence to Congo-Belge

and also includes the final withdrawal of official Belgian military forces.

Britain

British government Cabinet papers of the period 1960-64 are readily available on-

line through British National Archives website.  This source reveals British

government discussion and actions of that time, covering British government

concerns regarding their citizens in the Congo in the chaotic days following

Congolese independence and also in relation to British commercial mining interests

in Katanga.  These Cabinet papers cover military support readiness in (the then)
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Rhodesia and contingency plans for the protection of British nationals and national

interests – especially in Katanga as this was where British involvement was mainly

centred and it was also readily accessible by air from Rhodesia.

France

France had a multi-faceted – if indirect - involvement in the Congo.  Not only was

France a member of the UN Security Council, she also afforded humanitarian

assistance to refugees from the former Belgian Congo supported by elements of her

air force, then based in Congo-Brazzaville. France was also involved out of concern

for her citizens who were living in the newly independent Republic of the Congo.

Relevant research material is located at Service Historique de la Défense at Chateau

de Vincennes, Paris.  Unfortunately, despite early application for access made

during April and May 2012, it was not possible to gain research access to these

records, as they were being re-catalogued.  However, the records held in Vincennes

embrace those of the French Minister for Defence, the Secretary-General for

National Defence, those of French military headquarters and attached organisations

– including the French military Deuxieme-bureau.  As an example of the

comprehensiveness of the French military records in Vincennes: one dossier, GR 1

R 204, includes details of the Irish contingent in the Congo in the period 1960-64,

and covers the strengths and dispositions of all the UN forces in the Congo, together

with relevant location maps.  French Military Archives’ coverage of the Irish

contingents includes such detail as the names of the commanding officers of all the

Irish units that served with ONUC, 1960-64.7

Portugal

Portuguese National Archives, Lisbon - some documents relating to Portuguese-

Katangese affairs emanating from these archives were consulted.8

United Nations Archives

                                                  
7 List of dossiers supplied by Dr. Nathalie Genet-Rouffiac, Service Historique de la Défense, Château
de Vincennes, Paris.
8 Copies supplied by Professor Filipe Ribeiro de Meneses, NUI Maynooth.
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Primary sources available on-line at UN web-site were used for details of UN

Security Council Resolutions, some other UN Peacekeeping Operations and relevant

speeches given at UN General Assemblies

United States of America

Primary on-line research sources include those of the U.S. Central Intelligence

Archives (CIA): although the latter are redacted, they proved to be useful for this

study. Other sources include those of the archives of the State Department of the

United States of America at Washington, D.C., in particular, Documents on Foreign

Relations of the United States.

USSR

No primary sources were available from the USSR and therefore, secondary sources

only have been employed in examining the role of the USSR in the Congo.  As with

the other states, above, the actions and involvement of the USSR will be discussed

in chapter one.

The significance of all of these records and sources lies in that these nations or

organisations as political players - especially Belgium – had significant roles or

parts in what might be described as the first act of the Congolese independence

drama.  As this thesis will break down this drama into its several constituent parts, a

similar methodological approach will be used in researching each part.

Literature review

An examination of the socio-political picture of the Congo of 1960 needs must be

made against the backdrop of the history of the country.  For this purpose, such

monographs as Pakenham’s The scramble for Africa; Hochschild’s King Leopold’s

ghost and Nzongola-Ntalaja’s The Congo: a people’s history serve to delineate the

historical evolution of the Congo as a state, and her people as a nation. Some

historical events – in addition to political ones – had a bearing on the secession of
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provinces such as Katanga and Kivu from the new Congo state.  These secessions,

in turn, impacted both directly and indirectly on the Irish Army and its experiences.

Background on the political state of the Congo just prior to independence was

gleaned from Belgian writers Georges-Henri Dumont and Jacques Brassinne de La

Buissière, writing in the journal Courier hebdomadaire du Centre de Recherché et

d’Information Socio-Politique [CRISP] on the subjects of decolonisation and

independence negotiations. Jules Gerard-Libois, Jean Kestergat and Joseph

Mbungu-Nkandamana wrote about the political state of the Congo in the weeks

immediately following on independence, and the rapid decline of the new State into

chaos.

Several monographs dealing with some aspects of the Congo, and while these are of

some value, but do not represent the total picture.  However, some – because of their

research quality – have been of value in preparation of this study.  For example,

Rose Doyle’s The heroes of Jadotville gives an account of the ‘Siege of Jadotville’

from the perspective of participants in the engagement – as does Declan Power’s

Siege at Jadotville: the Irish Army’s forgotten battle and Michael Whelan’s The

Battle of Jadotville, Irish soldiers in combat in the Congo 1961.  However, these

monographs fail to address the overall strategic implications of the events in

Katanga at that time.  Joe Fitzpatrick’s My time in the Congo is – again – an account

of a limited period and of a narrow range of events from Fitzpatrick’s own

perspective, focussing on what is now known in the Irish army as ‘The Niemba

ambush’.  David O’Donoghue’s The far battalions: The Irish army in the Congo

1960-64, is the most useful, as it comprises a series of interviews with Congo

veterans – across a spectrum of ranks and responsibilities.  Archie Raeside’s The

first Irish United Nations peacekeepers provides a pictorial record of the first Irish

battalion in the Congo.  Raymond Smith’s Under the blue flag is a broad spectrum

overview of several Irish UN missions – including the Congo operations.
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The limitation of these books of Irish origin, is that they do not address the overall

political and military aspects of the Congo operation – although they are informative

regarding events such as at Niemba and Jadotville.

Irish political motivation and decisions are not extensively researched: however,

Katsumi Ishizuka’s Ireland and international peacekeeping operations 1960-2000 is

a very useful primer.  Michael Kennedy’s work on Irish foreign affairs, specifically

with Joseph Morrison Skelly, The study of Irish foreign policy from independence to

internationalism 1919-66, is instructive in the analysis of Irish government

motivational influences on the political aspects of UN military participation.  Also,

Michael Kennedy and Victor Laing on The Irish Defence Forces 1940-1949: the

Chief of Staff’s reports is useful in forming a picture of the Irish Defence Forces in

the period between World War Two and the 1960s.

Histories of the Irish Army are mostly useful in considering the Army as an

establishment, per se, prior to Congo service. Such histories are O’Halpin’s

Defending the Irish state and Duggan’s A history of the Irish Army.  Again, these

are useful in visualising the Army of the1960s – and how its capability might be

rated or assessed. Karl, Martin’s Irish army vehicles: transport and armour since

1922 is most useful for evaluating military vehicle attributes as used in the Congo.

In the overall examination of these four years, the capability of the Army in 1960

and that in 1964 and its progression from first condition to that on departure to

Cyprus in 1964 (its next major UN mission) is more researched in primary sources.

For secondary sources, this is an area where journals are fundamental.  Also, how

veterans perceive and recall their own effectiveness is a useful – if somewhat

oblique – literary fount.

Other pertinent Irish military material is located in the Military Library at Pearse

Barracks, Curragh Camp, which holds an extensive collection of An Cosantoir – the

journal of the Irish Defence Forces – and The Irish Sword – the journal of the Irish

Military History Society.  These journals (An Cosantoir and The Irish Sword) tend
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to represent views of serving, or of ex-service, personnel of the Defence Forces.  (In

passing, it might be noted, that at the time of the Congo operation - Army Nursing

Service apart - no women served in the Defence Forces).   These journal articles

have the value of a military perception of historical events.

The politics of the Congo and the international relationships of the adversarial states

in the Cold War are inseparable from the actual experiences of the Irish Army as it

went into a fraught situation - created in part by national and international tensions

and rivalries.  In building up an overall picture of the international political events,

Larry Devlin’s autobiographical Cold war in a hot zone and Madelaine Kalb’s

Congo cables reveal some American perspectives of events unfolding in the Congo.

Kalb is somewhat more dispassionate in her approach – which is an analysis of the

diplomatic cables of the period - whilst Devlin presents his account of his role as an

active participant and US agent provocateur.   On the other hand, Sergey Mazov’s A

distant front in the Cold War recounts the activities of the USSR in the same period

in the Congo.  These individual monographs cannot be taken solely as strictly

authoritative sources: rather, they help to set the scene for the dramatis personae on

the Congo political stage, albeit that some players were off-stage and spoke from the

wings.

Taking a holistic view, examination of all these sources leads to the conclusion that

there are many facets to the Congo situation and to the UN operations there. When

the dimensions of Irish political and Irish military elements are added, extant works

embracing UN operations in the Congo fail to consider - from an Irish perspective -

the four years covered in this study.   This thesis aspires to address this shortfall.

Thesis structure

This thesis will present an historical overview and examination of Irish Army

operations in the Republic of the Congo from 1960 to 1964.  The political

motivation of the (then) Irish government in dispatching over 1,000 Irish troops to

the Republic of the Congo – in significant numbers vis a vis the strength of the
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Army (representing about fifteen per cent of the then manpower of the Irish Defence

in 1960 Forces) will be examined.9

The historical background of Ireland’s foreign policies, originating at the League of

Nations and coming to fruition at the various assemblies of the United Nations

Organisation, will be explored.

Successively, the military situation and levels of preparedness of the Irish Army in

1960 will be appraised.  The movement of the first Irish army contingents to the

Congo, and their deployment on their arrival in Kivu and Katanga provinces of the

Congo will be discussed, as will the military activities of the Belgian state, in so far

as all of these activities impinged on the stability of, and political situation in, the

Republic of the Congo.

One chapter is devoted to the tragic events of the Niemba ambush in 1960, where

the Irish army suffered its first losses in action.  A subsequent chapter will examine

offensive military actions in which Irish troops were involved and another chapter

will be devoted to the Siege of Jadotville, where the Irish Army experienced the

taking of an entire infantry company as prisoners-of-war.

An overall evaluation of the success – or otherwise – of the Irish troops in their

peacekeeping mission with the UN in the Congo will feature in subsequent chapters.

This will be followed by a discussion of ‘The challenges of command’ that also

examines such factors as the maintenance of discipline, morale and good order in

very strange and new situations for the Irish Army on their first overseas mission.

There will then follow disclosures of some less-than-flattering material and facets of

the Irish Army’s service in the Congo that have not hitherto been examined.  These

factors are an integral part of the history of the Irish Army in the Congo.

                                                  
9 Military Archives Ireland: annual report from Adjutant General to Chief of Staff for 1960.
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The concluding chapter will summarise and revisit all of the research questions and

advance answers to those questions.  Also, the learning experiences of the various

Irish units - and the Irish Army as an entity with overseas experience – will be

discussed and a summary comparison presented between the Congo and Cyprus

missions.  This chapter will end by discussing how lessons learned in the Congo

were absorbed into the Irish Army’s body of experience, an evaluation of the Irish

contingent against comparable ones and the Congo experience will then be placed in

the context of the UN peacekeeping missions to date.
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Chapter 1

1. Political aspects of the Belgian-Congo, Belgium and the new Republic of the

Congo 1960

This chapter discusses relevant political aspects of the Congolese and Belgian states

in so far as these had a bearing on, or were likely to effect, the UN mission in the

Republic of the Congo.   The actions of the main cold-war protagonists, the USA

and the USSR, also impacted to some extent on the new state of the Congo.  In the

first section of this chapter the political state of the newly emergent Republic of the

Congo in the lead-up to its independence will be examined. Thereafter, the activities

of the ‘cold-war’ actors - the USA and the USSR – will be explored.  The military

activity of the Belgian state, in so far as this activity impinged on the stability of the

Republic of the Congo will be analysed.  The fourth section will present an

overview of the political condition of the Republic of the Congo in early July 1960:

from the euphoria of Independence Day to the civil and political chaos that soon

ensued.  Section five of this chapter will examine the international community of

nations, in the context of the Congo, in 1960.
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1. 1: ‘ Minister de Schryver encourages the Belgian Congo towards
independence.’

(Source: - Godfried Kwanten, August Edmond deSchryver 1898-1991 (Louvain, 2001),
p. 513. With the kind permission of Mr. Godfried Kwanten, KADOC Archive: Catholic
University of Louvain, Belgium)
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1. 1
The political state of the Republic of the Congo circa 1960

Merely to pick up the tools of any trade does not turn a man into a craftsman:
The tool is useful only to the man that knows how to use it
- and has had enough practice in the use of it.
Plato. 1

On 30 June 1960 independence came to the Republic of the Congo within a very

short time frame and without any extended, preliminary, decolonisation process.  An

interval of a mere five months had elapsed between the agreement for independence

following on the conclusion of the Brussels Round Table Conference (27 January

1960) and the effective date of the creation of the Congo as an independent,

autonomous state (30 June 1960).2  According to Nzongola-Ntalaja:
The decolonization of the Belgian Congo did not follow the classical pattern of a
long period of initiation by the colonial rulers of their successors, preferably a
group of moderate nationalists ……
With Belgium’s failure to transfer power in an orderly fashion to a well-groomed
moderate leadership group that could be expected to advance Western interests in
Central and Southern Africa, the crisis of de-colonization in the Congo required US
and UN intervention.3

Jean Kestergat, in his work Juillet 1960: de mutineries en secessions, identifies

several destabilizing influences, and players, in the immediacy of post-

independence when he writes:
Those who knew Lumumba [Prime Minister in July 1960] also knew he was not a
man content to be a mere puppet.  Kasavubu [President in July 1960] was more
conciliatory, but the Belgian designed constitution made his post an honorary,
ceremonial one – while true political power lay with his redoubtable rival
[Lumumba]. Kasavubu, with difficulty, abided by the ancient Aftrican proverb that
there was room for only one person on the Leopard Skin – [an African allegory for
a symbol of power].4

                                                  
1 Plato, The republic, translated by Desmond Lee (2nd ed., London, 1974), pp 124-5.
2 Joseph Mbungu Nkandamana, L’independance du Congo Belge et l’avenment de Lumumba
(Paris, 2008), p. 33.
3 Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, The Congo from Leopold to Kabila: a people’s history (London, 2002),
p.95.
4 Jean Kestergat, ‘Juillet 1960: de mutineries en secessions’ in Andre Versaille (ed.), Congo 1960;
echec d’une decolonisation (Brussels, 2010), p.86.
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Kestergat points out further weaknesses in the process of decolonisation when he

observes that:
Numerous Belgians were employed as government functionaries, but they were
without precise policy directives, from either the inexperienced Congolese
government, or from the Belgian government itself, departing with a tranquil
conscience: believing that it (Belgium) had fulfilled all its necessary obligations and
had left the nascent state with sufficient guarantees of stability.5

He continues by observing that the post-independence aspirations of the Congolese

people could not be realized in a State burdened by debt and in a difficult budgetary

situation.  Adding to this already volatile socio-political mixture of government

inactivity and inability to ‘deliver’ the people’s perception of the fruits of

independence, there stood in the background, menacingly, the Congolese armed

forces - the Force Publique of colonial times - largely unchanged and still officered

by Belgian nationals.  They felt marginalised and excluded from the general

independence-induced euphoric state of their fellow-countrymen.  Furthermore, they

were fatigued by incessant parades, and more seriously, by the suppression of tribal

strife.6

To better understand these tribal strivings and rivalry, it is necessary to briefly

explore the history of the Congo – from its beginnings as the personal fiefdom of

Leopold II, through its colonial past, and to the immediate pre-independence years.

In this latter, pre-independence period, a political system in the Congo, based on

political parties, came into being only in the twenty years immediately preceding the

Belgian/ Congolese Round-table Conferences of December 1959 and January 1960.

At these conferences it was established that the granting of independence to the

Republic of Congo would be effected on 30 June 1960.  A further rationale for this

brief historical review is to better understand and appreciate the significance of

tribalism – especially where this tribalism extends to perception of territorial rights

and translates into the formation of political parties and their developing of their

individual political philosophies.

                                                  
5 Kestergat, Juillet 1960, p. 86.
6 Ibid, p. 87.
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The excesses and rapine committed on the indigenous Congolese peoples in the

nineteenth century and afterwards had their beginnings in the voyages of

exploration in the Congo by Henry Morton Stanley, sometime newspaper reporter,

finder of Livingstone and employee of Leopold II, King of the Belgians.  Stanley

was tasked by Leopold II with exploring this vast land; and, importantly, with

increasing Leopold’s territorial claims and augmenting the country’s wealth-earning

potential.7   These excesses are well documented and, as such, do not require

repetition – save to note that King Leopold’s cash-crops of ivory and rubber were

secured by enslavement, torture and murder. Enduring damage to the Congolese

people lay in their collective memory of atrocity: such collective memories did not,

in any way, endear the Congolese to their new colonial masters - the Belgian state -

from their re-colonisation per se, of 1908.8

Germane to later commentary on Congolese armed forces is to note that King

Leopold’s army in the Congo, the ‘Force Publique’, retained its basic structure on

formation - that of indigenous soldiers officered by Belgians - throughout the

colonial period and up to July 1960, when Prime Minister Lumumba renamed it as

the Armée Nationale Congolaise (ANC).

The army itself had a history of being the subject of repressive measures, also

retained in collective memory, and this, too, had a bearing on the de-stabilising

events of early July 1960.  In the years just prior to Belgian state colonisation there

were three significant army mutinies (1895 to 1908).9  Despite this, in the early

years of WWI, the Congolese Force Publique had achieved the feat of forcibly

expelling German troops from Ruanda and Urundi: these territories remained

protectorates of Belgium until 1962.

The tribalism and discontentment of the Congolese population – although festering

throughout the years of Leopold’s rule – began to come to a head after the army

mutinies in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Nzongola-Ntalaja

recounts a history of worker and peasant revolts in the period 1900 to 1945: these

revolts centred, on the one hand, on resistance to the colonial government’s policies
                                                  
7 Thomas Pakenham, The scramble for Africa (London, 1991), pp 11-39; 434-51; 561-85; 656-68.
8 Nzongola-Ntalaja, Congo, a people’s history p. 267.
9 Ibid, pp 45-46.
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of enforced cultivation of cash-crops by peasants, and on the other hand, mine-

workers strikes, particularly in the period of World War II.10  These manifestations

of unrest were - at first - brutally suppressed by the infamous operations policiers in

African townships, but as the unrest continued, concessions by way of improved

wages and better working and living conditions ameliorated the disturbances.11

Nzongola-Ntalaja traces the evolution of Congolese political parties to these unrests

- and to the evolution of the new Congolese phenomenon of social classes,

bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie, based on the status of their employment – which

in turn were overlaid by tribal influences that swayed political allegiances.12

Concerning the latter, a manifestation of politico-tribalism very relevant to the

operational experience of the Irish Army was the tribal tensions between the Lunda

and Baluba tribes and their relevant political affiliations – Lunda as Konakat and

Baluba as Balubakat - in the province of Katanga.13 O’Donoghue, in The far

battalions, quotes a report from Louis Mambwe, a commandant of the Katanga

Gendarmerie who investigated the ‘Niemba Ambush’ when nine Irish soldiers were

killed in 1960 in Katanga.   Commandant Mambwe attributed these killings to a

local group of Balubakat members who, allegedly, attacked the Irish soldiers in the

belief that they were working for their enemies - Konakat adherents of the Lunda

tribe.14  Of relevance to this question of tribal loyalties and political affiliations is

the fact that Moise Tshombe, President of (the secessionist state of) Katanga, was of

the Lunda tribe, and his Konakat political party was the dominant one in Katanga at

the time of the Niemba killings.15

                                                  
10 Nzongola-Ntalaja, Congo, a people’s history, pp 51-53.
11 Ibid, pp 53-4.
12 Ibid, pp 61-89.
13 Ibid, pp 96-7 &103-4.
14 David O’Donoghue, The far battalions: the Irish Army in the Congo 1960-1964 (Dublin, 2005),
   pp 209-13.
15 Jules Gerard-Libois, ‘Vers l’indépendance: une accelaration imprévue’ in André Versaille (ed.),
   Congo 1960; échec d’une décolonisation (Brussels, 2010), p. 68.
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In the immediate years preceding Congolese independence in 1960, these political

movements created tensions, which led to riotous disturbances, and began to

pressurise the Belgian government into granting freedom to the country.16  Gerard-

Libois traces the beginnings of consistent agitation in the capital, Leopoldville, from

when in 1956, various indigenous social and political groupings began to make their

voices heard: Gerard-Libois also attributes much of the origins of this fervour for

change to the publication by one A.A.J. van Bilsen, a professor at the University of

Antwerp, of a proposal entitled Plan de trente ans pour l’émancipation de l’Afrique

Belge (A thirty-year plan for the emancipation of Belgian Africa) which circulated

widely in the Congo.17  As always in independence movements, there is a tipping

point: in the Congo, this was reached on 4 January 1959 at Kinshasa

(Leopoldville).18  On this date, a mass political rally was organised by ABAKO, the

Congolese political party, led by Patrice Lumumba and Joseph Kasavubu, later

Prime-minister and President respectively of the Republic of the Congo.  Employing

an otiose bureaucratic fiction, the Belgian mayor of Leopoldville banned the rally,

thus precipitating a four-day period of rioting, which resulted in some 49 deaths and

116 injured.  Nzongola-Natalaja opines that this mass action sounded the death-

knell of Belgian colonialism, as the rioters, and later many protestors at subsequent

rallies, shouted the slogan ‘Indépendance Immédiate’.19  From then onwards,

granting of independence became merely a matter of time: on 13 January 1959 both

the Belgian king and the Belgian government issued separate but complementary

statements explicitly endorsing the idea of independence.20

It is not proposed to continue with a detailed examination of politics or political

events in the Congo between January 1959 and June 1960, as this thesis is

concerned with the implications and events of post-colonisation – indeed, the failure

of decolonisation – and then only in so far as the instability of the Congo provoked

its government to seek UN assistance and the effects of, or the culmination of

political, social and tribal struggles on the operations of the Irish Army as part of
                                                  
16 Nzongola-Ntalaja, Congo, a people’s history, pp 85-8.
17 Gerard-Libois, Vers l’independance p. 61.
18 Nzongola-Ntalaja, Congo, a people’s history, p. 85.
19 Ibid. pp 85-6.
20 Ibid. pp 85-6.
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ONUC.  Nevertheless, to assess the implications of political events for the Irish

military contingent, it is necessary to trace events as the Congo moved from being a

Belgian colony to being an independent state: it is necessary to examine the

implications of state collapse and Katanga secession and the roles of other non-

Congolese political players.  All of these post-independence events have a direct

relationship to the Irish governments political participation in ONUC  - as well as

Irish Army experiences under UN command.

In their anxiety to sever connections with their former colony, the haste with which

the Belgian government convened the Brussels Round-Table Conference in

December 1959 and concluded this conference in January 1960 with a fixed

commitment to independence on 30 June 1960, boded ill for future stability of the

Congo – not least because of want of indigenous Congolese political and

administrative experience.  To illustrate this point, Brassinne de La Buissiere

observes that at the time of independence, in 1960 there were but twenty Congolese

university graduates. 21

Independence came to the Congo on 30 June 1960, with fanfares, speeches,

celebrations, parades and balls.  King Badouin of Belgium made a speech granting

statehood: this was followed by a graciously moderate speech from the newly

elected President, Joseph Kasavubu.   However, newly elected Prime Minister

Patrice Lumumba’s speech was more fiery and controversial, and his inflammatory

tone would later leave him open to allegations of socialism and communism.22

In the weeks immediately preceding independence, the majority parties in the new

House of Representatives were the MNC-K (Mouvement Nationale Congolais-

Kalonji) and the MNC-L (Mouvement Nationale Congolais-Lumumba).  These two

main parties were led by Albert Kalonji and Patrice Lumbumba respectively - both

former members of ABAKO (Alliance des Bakongo).  Albert Kalonji was a native

of Kasai province: Lumumba was born in Orientale province.  Kasavubu, a native of
                                                  
21 Jacques Brassinne de La Buissiere, ‘La decolonisation du Congo belge’ in Courier hebdomadaire
du Centre de Recherché et d’Information Socio-Politique [CRISP] Numéro 2063-2064 (2010), p. 74.
22 Gerard-Libois, Vers l’independance, pp 76-8.
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Bakongo was president of ABAKO, a party founded on tribal loyalties of the

Bakongo peoples of the lower river Congo.  This divergence would have

repercussions for the entire country in a few weeks after independence.

Nevertheless, a government of some diversity was formed, with Lumumba as prime

minister.  Within two weeks from 30 June 1960, the ANC had mutinied, first in

Leopoldville, then in Stanleyville and other provincial locations.  Kivu Province,

whose rump government was led by the former ABAKO member, Albert Kalonji,

seceded from the Republic of the Congo.  This secession was closely followed, on

13 July 1960, by the secession of Katanga.  Amid reports of attacks on, and

massacres of, Belgian nationals and their families, the Belgian government

authorised Belgian military action.  This included Belgian intervention in Katanga

to support its new government, led by Moise Tshombe.  The Congolese capital,

Leopoldville was invested and the port of Matadi, sea gateway of the Congo was

occupied.23  As a sop to the ANC, Lumumba appointed one of his aides, Joseph

Mobutu, as Chief-of-Staff to replace its Belgian commander, General Emile

Janssens, who had been dismissed – together with all Belgian ANC officers.  The

ANC had no indigenous officers: Congolese soldiers did not advance beyond non-

commissioned rank.  As a consequence of Belgian military intervention, fighting

broke out between the ANC and the Belgian army in and around Matadi, which then

spread to the outskirts of Leopoldville. In secessionist Katanga, the richest in

resources of all the provinces of the Congo, the ANC was disbanded and replaced

by the Gendarmerie of Katanga - supported by Belgian military forces and Belgian

technocrats – in an atmosphere of relative peace and stability.24

On 14 July 1960 the government of the Republic of the Congo sought military and

technical assistance from the United Nations Organisation to end the Belgian

military intervention, to keep peace, and support the Congolese central government

in maintaining stability.25  On 27 July 1960, elements of the Irish Army’s 32nd

Infantry Battalion joined with other contingents in establishing the UN Emergency
                                                  
23 Nzongola-Ntalaja, Congo, a people’s history,  pp 96-106.
24 Ibid, pp 96-106.
25 Nzongola-Ntalaja, Congo, a people’s history, pp 96-106.
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Force in the Congo: later, this force would become known as ONUC  (Opération

des Nations Unies au Congo).

Somewhat later, on 5 September President Kasavubu – supported by General

Mobutu, Chief-of-Staff of the ANC - announced the dismissal of Patrice Lumumba

as Prime Minister: the Mouvement Nationale Congolaise/ Alliance des Bakongo

political split had come to a head.  Lumumba’s Independence Day speech of 30

June 1960, and subsequent appeals to the USSR for military logistical assistance in

his attempts to suppress the ANC mutinies, now had repercussions for him.  These

events will be discussed and examined later in this work.  It will be shown that the

USA was a proactive player in the removal of Lumumba from political power.

Patrice Lumumba was assassinated near Elisabethville on 17 January 1961.  On 24

February 2000, the House of Representatives of the Belgian Federal parliament

established a commission to investigate the circumstances of his assassination, and

the role – if any – played in this event by the Belgian state, its nationals or its

agents.  The report of this commission details, inter alia, the residual and actual

influence of the Belgian state in post-independence Congo: this report is a valuable

resource in examining the experiences of the Irish Army units in Katanga province,

Congo.26

                                                  
26 Chambre des Représentants de Belgique. ‘Enquête parlementaire visant à déterminer les
circonstances exactes de l’assassinat de Patrice Lumumba et l’implication éventuelle des
responsables politiques belges dans celui-ci.
http://www.dekamer.be/kvvcr/showpage.cfm?section=search&language=nl&cfm=cfsearch.cfm?db=
FLWB  (13 Oct. 2011). [Hereafter, Lumumba Commission Report].
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1. 2
The USA & the USSR: Cold War political actors on the Congo stage

In the late 1950s, and early 1960s, decolonisation was proceeding rapidly

throughout sub-Saharan Africa, beginning with Ghana in 1957.  The Congo’s

neighbouring states of Gabon, Central African Republic, Congo Republic

(Brazzaville), Chad and Nigeria became independent in 1960.27 In north Africa,

France was engaged in a bloody and protracted war in Algeria.28  The Belgian

government, faced with strident demands for independence from their Congolese

subjects in 1959-60, were aware of the possibility of their being similarly embroiled

as were the French in Algeria, and there were the recent precedents of insurrections

in Indo-China, Cyprus and Kenya.29

Unlike Belgium, Britain, France or Portugal, the USA and the USSR had no

colonial possessions in Africa.  In the period of the late 1950s and 1960s, the USA

and the USSR were not directly in conflict in the Congo; rather, their interests and

influences on the continent of Africa were played out in an atmosphere typical of

the Cold War era, that is, in ideological rather than in military conflict.30  In so far as

spheres of influence are concerned, especially when these are allied to economic or

commercial interests, the Congo represented a trove of mineral wealth, with mining,

metal extraction and basic metal refining accounting for 51% of the Congo’s GDP.31

Sergey Mazov recounts that:
The U.S. atom bombs dropped in 1945 on Hiroshima and Nagasaki had a ”filling”
of Congolese origin – from the uranium mines in Shikolobwe.32

The United States received three quarters of its imported cobalt and half its
tantalum from the Congo.  Both minerals were widely used in the nuclear and
aerospace industries.33

                                                  
27 Pakenham,  Scramble for Africa, p. 672.
28 Ibid, pp 676-7.
29 Georges-Henri Dumont, ‘Il y a 50 ans, la Table ronde belgo-congolais’ in Courier hebdomadaire
du  Centre de Recherché et d’Information Socio-Politique [CRISP] Numéro 2063-2064 (2010), pp
96-8.
30 Sergey Mazov, A distant front in the Cold War (Stanford University Press, 2010), pp 15-32.
31 Nzongola-Ntalaja, Congo, a people’s history, pp 72-3.
32 Ironically, Shinkolobwe mine was in the area occupied by ‘A’ Company 35th Irish Battalion,
during ‘The Siege of Jadotville,’ 1961.
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This wealth was mostly controlled by Belgian enterprises, such as Union Minière du

Haut Katanga.  This conglomerate was financially supportive of the Tshombe

government of secessionist Katanga, and with Belgian government connivance,

maintained Belgian troops, administrators and technicians in the province.34   Both

Belgium and the USA being members of NATO, the natural inclinations of the

Union Minière conglomerate and the Belgian government would be to favour US

interests above those of the USSR.

In the area of diplomatic activity, the USA had a long established consulate in

Leopoldville, which was raised to the status of an embassy in early 1960.  To this

embassy in the same year, 1960, the United States Central Intelligence Agency

(CIA) posted Larry Devlin, their Chief of Station, Congo – who later, would claim

to have played a key role in the overthrow of Prime Minister Lumumba.35

The USSR, on the other hand, established an embassy on 1 August 1960 –

somewhat after independence and the Congolese appeal for UN assistance.

Between 30 June and 1 August 1960, telegrams to and from the Congolese

government to the USSR were sent directly, or channelled through the USSR

embassy in Guinea or Congo (Brazzaville).36  The appointment to Leopoldville of

the first ambassador from the USSR reflected the importance that the Soviet Union

attached to the Congo: the appointee was Mikhail D. Yakovlev, formerly Foreign

Minister of the Russian Soviet Socialist Republic  - the largest constituent republic

of the USSR.37

Like the USA, the USSR dispatched officers of its intelligence service, the KGB,

amongst the first personnel posted to Leopoldville.  The head of station for KGB in

Leopoldville was Leonid Gavrilovitch Podgornov.  He and his two colleagues – one

                                                                                                                                              
33 Mazov, A distant front, p.81.
34 Madeleine G. Kalb, The Congo cables, the Cold War in Africa from Eisenhower to Kennedy (New
York, 1982), pp 11 & 32-33.
35 Larry Devlin, Chief of station, Congo: fighting the Cold War in a hot zone (New York, 2007), pp
8-10.
36 Mazov,  A distant front, pp 81-101.
37 Kalb, Congo cables p.41.
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working in the embassy as part of the diplomatic staff, the other as a correspondent

for the Soviet news agency, TASS, were, according to Mazov, entrusted with the

tasks of fulfilling their brief, which was to respond to their government’s

instructions to gather intelligence on the Congolese political parties and leaders,

their attitudes, and also their foreign-policy orientation.38 Lumumba, in his

Independence Day speech of 30 June 1960, had left himself open to accusations of

being pro–communist and these accusations were repeated when he later appealed

to the USSR for military assistance in suppressing the ANC mutinies.39

Unfortunately, perhaps, for Lumumba, the USSR responded by providing him with

transport aircraft, and in addition, much needed trucks – which Lumumba would

utilise in his futile attempts to suppress both ANC mutinies and over-turn or reverse

Katanga’s secession.40  Although these accusations would contribute to his

(Lumumba’s) downfall, it does not appear that the rationale of the USSR in

supplying aid of any kind to Lumumba, was effected in order to engineer his fall

from power: it was not an exercise by the Soviet Union of maskirovka, meaning,

‘strategic deception’.41

The political leaders of both the USA and USSR displayed varying reactions to both

the Belgian decision to grant independence to the Congo and events subsequent to

independence.  Madeleine Kalb describes the attitudes of both parties:
While the Russians were approaching the Congo on the basis of an ideologically
based geopolitical strategy, the Americans were approaching it in a state of blissful
ignorance. At the time the Congo became independent, the US government was
aware of Belgian concern that Lumumba was a radical… and that he might accept
offers of Soviet economic aid. But there was no sense of urgency in Washington
until two weeks after independence, when Lumumba turned to the Russians for
military assistance.42

In his autobiography, Diplomat among warriors, Robert Murphy’s assessment of

Lumumba’s political leanings mirrors that of Kalb.  Murphy relates that despite his

                                                  
38 Mazov, A distant front, pp 108-9.
39 Ibid,  p.95.
40 Ibid, pp 109-10.
41 OxfordReferenceOnline
http://www.oxfordreference.com.jproxy.nuim.ie/views/SEARCH_RESULTS.html?y=9&q=maskirov
ka&x=21&ssid=728533224&scope=global&time=0.33174339248275   (15 Mar. 2011)
42 Kalb, Congo cables, pp xxvi- xxvii.
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having retired from the diplomatic service of the USA in 1959, he was asked by US

President Dwight D. Eisenhower to lead the US delegation to the Congolese

Independence Day celebrations on 30 June 1960. Although Murphy does not date

his ‘private conversation with Lumumba’, it is clear from the autobiographical

narrative that this conversation took place in the day(s) immediately following on

Independence Day.43  The question of Lumumba’s political views also concerned

the US ambassador to the Congo, Clare Timberlake.  As the situation in the Congo

unravelled, the USA gradually became more closely involved in what was fast

becoming a quagmire in both the political sphere and the looming failure of the

Congolese government’s control of the country.  Kalb relates that on 13 July 1960

two members of the Congolese cabinet, Deputy Premier Gizenga and Foreign

Minister Gizenga, called on the US ambassador Timberlake, with a request for US

military intervention in response to the Belgian Armed Forces intervention at

Matadi, Congo.  In Washington, the US administration ruled out such intervention,

even as part of a UN force – at the same time, the US Navy announced the

deployment of the aircraft carrier USS Wasp from the Caribbean to the Congo in

case of a need to evacuate US citizens.44  Even before then, the US embassy in

Leopoldville was assiduously working on assessing Prime Minister Lumumba’s

foreign policy leanings; whether he was pro-western, ergo, pro-democracy, western

style, or, pro-USSR, ergo, communist.  A telegram from the US embassy in

Leopoldville sent on 4 July 1960 to the US Department of State contains an

assessment of Lumumba’s political leanings, which indicated that the Congo would

maintain a neutral position in international affairs.  This assessment concluded that

Lumumba was of the view that the Congo was not inclined towards Communist

ideology, but looked to the US, Belgium and western democracies for support and

assistance.  However, the US embassy had the view that the Congo would accept aid

from Communist countries, with the attendant risk of attracting Communist

influence.45

                                                  
43 Robert Murphy, Diplomat among warriors (London, 1964), pp 407-9.
44 Kalb, Congo cables, pp 8-9.
45 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1958–1960 Volume XIV, Africa, Document 107. Telegram
From the Embassy in the Congo to the Department of State. Source: Department of State, Central
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By 9 July 1960 it was becoming clear to US diplomats that the situation in the

Congo was deteriorating rapidly, and on that date Ambassador Clare Timberlake

reported to the US Department of State that the Congo government was ‘striving to

maintain loyalty of the Force Publique’ and that action taken by the Congo

government by way of removing Belgian officers from the Congo’s Army (ANC)

might not be sufficient to maintain the Army’s loyalty.  There had been recent

incidents where American citizens had been attacked and robbed by ANC soldiers

on the streets of Leopoldville.   US Ambassador Timberlake also stated that

evacuation of US citizens – by US military helicopters from USS Wasp - was now

an urgent priority.46

It also appears that US Ambassador Timberlake was, progressively, becoming very

closely involved with and indeed, close to the Congolese Government, as the next

transmission from him to Washington on 12 July 1960 suggests.  Timberlake

reported to the US Department of State that he had attended ‘a Cabinet meeting of

the Congolese Government’ and that the Congolese Government requested

Ambassador Timberlake to transmit to the United States Government its request for

‘a contingent of 2000 men to the Congo to maintain law and order, as there was no

hope for any co-operation between the Congolese and Belgian Armies’.47  It is clear

from the content of the above telegram that the situation was worsening, to the

extent that Ambassador Timberlake was requesting US military intervention cabinet

meeting. However, Timberlake was advised later that day that ‘Congo proposal to

send US troops has been fully discussed by Secretary with Defense’ and that ‘we

                                                                                                                                              
Files, 770G.00/7–460. http://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1958-60v14/d107 (15 Mar.
2011).
46 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1958–1960.Volume XIV, Africa, Document 109. Telegram
from the Embassy in the Congo to the Department of State. Source: Department of State, Central
Files, 770G.00/7–960  http://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1958-60v14/d107 (15 Mar.
2011).
47 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1958–1960.Volume XIV, Africa, Document 116. Telegram
From the President’s Assistant Staff Secretary (Eisenhower) to the Staff Secretary (Goodpaster), at
Newport, Rhode Island. Source: - Eisenhower Library
http://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1958-60v14/d107 (15 Mar. 2011).
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cannot undertake to send US troops to Congo under purely US auspices but we will

do all we can to help in framework of UN’.48

These particular concerns of the US diplomatic mission in the Congo seemed to be

assuaged as a transmission of 15 July appeared to hold out hope for action to

prevent collapse of the Congo:
Last night Major General Alexander arrived Leopoldville. He is British
Commander-in-Chief, Ghana forces … and has under command two battalions
troops under UN banner in response appeal from Government of Congo.
I told Alexander that in my estimation situation called for statesmanship and asked
him prevail on Kasavubu and Lumumba to delay break in diplomatic relations with
Belgium at least until today and hopefully for indefinite time.
I sent Devlin* to airport to seek Kasavubu and Lumumba and express similar
thoughts. They met the two as they left plane and gave message. The reception was
polite but frigid—both men being under great strain and obviously very angry with
Belgians.

* (Larry Devlin, then head of station, CIA, at US embassy Leopoldville).

Also in early July 1960, the diplomatic delegation of the USSR was active, but did

not have the closeness or access to the Congolese government that was, apparently,

enjoyed by the US delegation.  If the US government, through Ambassador

Timberlake, was beginning to see some progress in the UN efforts towards

stabilization of the Congo, the USSR, having its own agenda, began to take action.

This action by the USSR was in response to requests from Prime Minister

Lumumba for aid and assistance by way of military materiel, such as transport

aircraft and road transport vehicles.  However, contemporaneously with the USSR’s

ambassadorial appointment of 1 August 1960, the Soviet Union issued the following

statement:
In the event of the aggression against the Congo continuing ….the Soviet
government will not hesitate to take resolute measures to rebuff the aggressors who
… are in fact acting with the encouragement of all the colonial powers of NATO.49

The government of the USSR was, in its statements at least, affirming its support for

Lumumba’s government – if not for Lumumba himself as Prime Minister.  For a

                                                  
48 Foreign Relations of the United States, 1958–1960. Volume XIV, Africa, Document 119.Telegram
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more practical and visible show of support, an opportunity presented itself on 15

August 1960, when Lumumba wrote to Khrushchev requesting urgent assistance in

the form of ‘transport planes, trucks, sundry armaments of high quality, up-to-date

military transmission equipment and food rations for troops in the field’.50

According to Mazov, Khrushchev - having balanced the risks of confronting the US

and its allies - preferred to send limited military assistance in the form of planes,

trucks and advisers.51  This appeal by Lumumba for aid was triggered by the

continuing secession of Katanga, which had been recently followed by the secession

of Kasai province: Kasai abuts Katanga, and Kasai is a major source of industrial

diamonds, and therefore a source of government revenue.52  Trucks which initially

were promised by Soviet Union to ONUC, were diverted to Luluaburg (now,

Kananga, Lulua province), a jumping-off point for the Lumumba authorized ANC

offensive into Kasai and Katanga provinces.53  Mazov, quoting Larry Devlin –

(Head of Station CIA in Leopoldville), observes:
In those days, when everything was measured in Cold War terms, we were
convinced that we were observing the beginning of a major Soviet effort to gain
control of a key country in central Africa for use as a springboard to control much
of the continent.54

The actions by the USSR in supplying aid and the involvement of its personnel was

exercising not only the US administration, but deep unease was being expressed in

other quarters.  The Times on 5 September 1960 published a piece under a heading

‘Soviet Grip on Congo Tightens’ expressed ‘concern over activities of

“Technicians”’ and queried the precise role of the 200 or more ‘diplomats and

technicians present in the Congo’, suggesting that these Russian and Czech

personnel were other than what they described themselves to be.  Continuing the

story The Times noted how frequently Soviet aircraft, painted with Republic of the

Congo roundels, used Kamina airbase.  This provoked a sub-heading, ‘Russians
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eyeing Kamina base’.  The presence of humanitarian assistance, ‘by way of twenty-

four doctors and nurses’ was noted – but not commented upon.55

Anti-Russian or anti-USSR sentiment was not confined to London or Washington:

the Irish Permanent Delegation to the UN (UNEireann, sic.) in a cabled message of

18 August 1960 reported that they were made aware by their Canadian counterparts

of an attack by Congolese ANC soldiers on Canadian UN troops in Leopoldville,

which resulted in the Canadians ‘being disarmed and beaten-up’ in the belief that

they were, in fact, Russian soldiers.56  On 23 November 1961 the Irish Minister for

External Affairs, Frank Aiken, in the course of a long statement to Dáil Éireann on

the Congo situation and the Irish contingent there, expressed the view of the Irish

government on Soviet communist influence.  As he expressed support for the then

Prime Minister Cyrile Adoula, Aiken observed:
In these circumstances it would seem improbable that ONUC intervention in the
Congo is helping to prepare for a Communist coup.
It is true, however, that political insecurity and economic difficulties, such as those
that at present plague the Congo, are forcing beds for Communism, and a
weakening of the position of Mr. Adoula, who is dedicated to a moderate course,
might increase the dangers.57

Madeleine Kalb believed that Khrushchev was well aware of the risks involved in

supplying Prime Minister Lumumba with military aid, especially as the lines of

communication between the Soviet Union and the Congo were too extended to

sustain any sort of military challenge to the ‘entrenched Western powers’.58  This

risk assessment was based on the Soviet Union’s experience of earlier non-military

flights, such as those delivering food aid, being routed across the Sahara, or by way

of Cairo, Khartoum, and Stanleyville with (their) attendant diplomatic hazards.59

For the USSR, supporting Lumumba’s government by way backing it in the forum

of the UN Security Council was a relatively simple step, without much hazard –
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other than those arising in the exercise of diplomacy.  At an UN Security Council

meeting of 21-22 August 1960, Antoine Gizenga, the Republic of the Congo’s

Foreign Minister, rejected Secretary General Dag Hammarskjöld’s contention that

ONUC (Operation des Nations Unie au Congo) had no authority by way of UN

mandate, to use military means to bring an end to the secession of Katanga.

Gizenga was vigorously supported by Vassily Kuznetsov, the Soviet Union’s

representative at the UN Security Council.60

Khrushchev was also active in seeking support from various UN member states, to

the extent that he sent a long letter on 12 March 1961 to the Irish government,

through the Irish delegation at the UN, in which he elicited the backing of the Irish

UN delegation for an USSR proposal to the UN General Assembly, which proposal

effectively expressed lack of confidence in the UN Secretary General.  Taoiseach

Séan Lemass responded on 14 March 1961 stating that he, and the Irish government,

had every confidence in the UN Secretary General’s handling of the Congo

intervention.61

However, as August and September 1960 passed, domestic politics in the Republic

of the Congo – manifested in a power struggle between President Kasavubu and

Prime Minister Lumumba – began to embroil both the USA and the USSR.  This

struggle for power had ended by mid-September with the overthrow of Prime

Minister Lumumba who was subsequently arrested, imprisonment and eventually

assassinated.  A new and powerful alliance now emerged between General Mobuto,

commander of the Army (the ANC), who supported President Kasavubu and

Lumumba’s successor, Cyrile Adoula.62

A side-effect of the emergence of the new Congo troika ruling elite comprising

Kasavubu, Mobuto and Adoula came about with the ascendancy of US influence

over the government of the Congo, coupled with a decline of USSR influence.  As

far as the USSR was concerned, this had the un-desirable result that the Congo
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broke off  diplomatic relations with the USSR, and  expelled its embassy staff on 17

September 1960.63

Evidence suggests that the USA were deeply involved with supporting the

Kasavubu - Mobuto  - Adoula troika in their actions in overthrowing Lumumba.

Kalb and Mazov both implicate Larry Devlin – Head of Station, CIA at

Leopoldville - in the plotting that preceded the coup d’état.64

Devlin himself recounts the events of the over-throw of Lumumba, and the part he

played on behalf of the US government in his autobiographical book, Chief of

Station, Congo.  Devlin claimed that he acted under the instructions of then CIA

Director, Allen W. Dulles (brother of J. Foster Dulles, the Secretary of State in the

Eisenhower administration), to the extent that he – Devlin – was allocated a budget

of 100,000 US dollars for the purpose. These funds, together with repeated

assurances to Kasavubu and Mobuto that the US administration supported the

removal of Lumumba, appear to have had the desired effect – at least from the

perspective of the US administration.65

The turmoil of these political events which occurred in the period from 30 June until

mid-September 1960 both preceded and were subsequent to the Irish government’s

decision to accede to the UN request for a military contribution to ONUC.  In so far

as the Irish Army’s mission in the Congo was concerned, the drama played out by

these political actors of the USA and USSR in 1960 would have implications for

their military participation, later in 1961, when Irish troops would become involved

in ONUC efforts to effect the restoration of Katanga to Congolese central

government control.
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1. 3

Belgian intervention in the nascent Republic of the Congo

The Round Table Conference in Brussels of late 1959 and early 1960, allowed for a

transition period for the repatriation of Belgian military forces, following on Congo

Independence when Belgian forces would withdraw to Kamina Air Base in Katanga

province and to Kitona in Bas-Congo province. The former, Kamina, was the

principal air base in the Congo for the Belgian Air Force and paratroop elements of

the Belgian Army.  Kitona base was close to the main ports of the Republic of the

Congo - Boma and Matadi - at the mouth of the Congo River.66

In making their preparations for withdrawal from the Belgian Congo, the Belgian

authorities had become aware of a restriction on possible uses of military power

there, that Belgian defense legislation of 1958 placed certain restrictions on overseas

service for conscript troops. The government acted quickly to amend legislation,

which, as subsequent events would demonstrate their prescience was timely, and

from the point of view of the Belgian state, fortunate indeed.67 The Belgian Minister

for Defence, M. Gilson, presenting the amended legislation to the Belgian Chamber

of Deputies on 3 November 1959, described the purpose of the amendment as being

necessary in tempore non suspecto. (in unforeseen circumstances).   In addition -

again possibly with foresight, or merely in order to maintain a presence in the

Congo and keep control of military bases close to Ruanda Urundi - within the

‘General Treaty of friendship, assistance and cooperation between the Kingdom of

Belgium and the Republic of the Congo’, signed by both parties at Leopoldville on

29 June 1960, the Belgian negotiators had included two articles.  One of these,

Article 2, allowed for the ‘Belgian government to put at the disposal of the

Congolese government … personnel in the fields of administration, judiciary,

military, cultural, scientific and education’; Article 6 stipulated that ‘any military

intervention by Belgian forces stationed in the Congo can only occur following on
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the express request of the Congolese Minister for National Defense’.68  It is doubtful

whether the Belgian government could have anticipated the Congo’s descent into

chaos in the short period between 30 June and 14 July 1960: in the event, Belgium

had troops at hand in the Congo when the safety of Belgian nationals there was

threatened.

At this point, it is appropriate to recall that when Belgian troops did intervene,

militarily in early July 1960, it was following the 4 July 1960 mutiny of the Force

Publique (soon to become ANC), and the subsequent dismissal of all their Belgian

officers.   Kalb puts the number of Belgian troops in the Congo, in early July, at

2,500 in all.   On 9 July 1960, the Belgian government announced that a further

1,200 were being sent to reinforce the existing forces.  These forces, however,

would not intervene without a specific request from the Congolese government, as

the Belgian communiqué put it, but added that ‘it would be unthinkable that Belgian

soldiers would stand idly by, should there be attacks on Europeans’.69  On 10 July,

amid reports of atrocities against Europeans, and faced with the paniced flight of

Belgians out of the Congo, even via Brazzaville (Republic of Congo, across the

Congo river), these Belgian troops went into action at Matadi and at Leopoldville

where they confronted units of the mutinous Congolese Army - the ANC.70  Jean

Kestergat adds that initially, when reports of attacks began to reach Belgium, the

Belgian government reacted in a manner suggesting their being badly informed:

their communiqué inappropriately indicating that ‘these events were to be expected,

as small upsets occurring in a young country’.71  As the Congo began to disintegrate

both politically and administratively, as Belgian technicians and specialists fled the

country, events forced Belgium’s hand to the extent that the Belgian Cabinet

ordered military action by their forces: this intervention took place at dawn on 10
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July 1960.72   Kestergat maintains that Lumumba dithered on the question of seeking

Belgian assistance in quelling the ANC mutinies and restoring rule of law.  As

Belgium acted decisively, if belatedly, its army restored calm of sorts: the ANC

withdrew to their barracks, and Belgian paratroopers succeeded in freeing hostages

taken by the mutineers.73  Also, Belgian naval forces occupied the port facilities at

Boma and Matadi, Bas-Congo.  Belgian Prime Minister, Gaston Esykens, related

these actions in his statement to the (Belgian) House of Representatives on 18 July,

adding that Belgian naval forces were also patrolling the mouth of the river Congo.

Prime Minister Esykens’s justification for these offensive naval actions against a

sovereign, independent state was given as ‘the need to protect the sea-borne supply

routes to Leopoldville’.74

Thereafter, events began to spiral out of control so far as Lumumba and his

government were concerned, as the Belgian army showed no signs of withdrawal.

On the contrary, they not only maintained the status quo but, on 11 July, possibly on

the pretext of suppressing a Congolese Army (ANC) mutiny in Elizabethville,

Katanga, Belgian troops assisted the secessionist government of Moise Tshombe in

Katanga province by disarming elements of the ANC there.  Supported by Tshombe,

the Belgians announced that they were staying ‘at Tshombe’s request to help

maintain order and to protect their fellow-countrymen’.75  As Kestergat relates, these

same Belgian troops would remain in Katanga and assist in setting-up and training

the Gendarmerie of Katanga.76  Following on UN intervention in mid-July 1960,

under the terms of an accord brokered by the UN Secretary General Dag

Hammarskjöld, the Belgian government agreed to withdraw their forces, but a cadre

of Belgian officers would remain with the newly established Gendarmerie du

Katanga.77   As will be shown later in this work, this Gendarmerie du Katanga
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75 Kestergat, Juillet 1960, pp 92-93.
76 Ibid. pp 93 & 95-96.
77 Ibid, p. 96.
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would, later in 1961, robustly engage Irish troops in Kamina, Jadotville and

Elizabethville, in Katanga province.

Brassinne de La Buissiere remarks that:
The preparations for Congolese accession to independence were formulated
somewhat belatedly, and the effecting of independence full of vagueness and
vagaries.
It was patently obvious that the Belgian government had no real doctrinaire
convictions or plans.  Belgium was one of the colonial powers that failed to arrive
at the prior belief that the granting of independence to a former over-seas
possession required a patient, wise and constructive approach.78

Brassinne de La Buissiere’s views reflect the actuality of events in the period 30

June to the end of July 1960: indeed, this period and through 1961, the activities -

both real and rumoured - of the Belgian government’s military intervention in the

Congo caused concern and dismay not only to the Congolese government, but to the

UN as a body and its Security Council. Resolutions passed at a meeting of the UN

Security Council of 9 August 1960 (Resolution S/4424) not only reiterated the UN’s

call to the Belgian government to withdraw its troops (Resolution S/4387, 13 July

1960), it added a further call to the Belgian government to withdraw its troops from

Katanga.79  That UN Security Council Resolution S/4387 referred to the UN’s

receipt of a request for military and technical assistance from the government of the

Republic of the Congo of 13 July 1960. It also authorised the UN Secretary General,

in consultation with the government of the Republic of the Congo, ‘to take such

steps, by way of military and technical assistance, as the Secretary General deems

appropriate’.80   On 2 September a minute of the UN committee on the Congo

(chaired by UN Secretary General) noted that the UN forces (ONUC) had occupied

the (formerly Belgian) bases of Kitona and Kamina: also, that at that time, 13

                                                  
78 de La Buissiere, ‘La decolonisation du Congo belge’ p. 89.
79 NAI, Dept. of External/ Foreign Affairs, File DFA 305/384 II, cable from UNEireann, New York
of 9 August 1960 to Dept. of External Affairs, Dublin. Undated, but authenticated copy of minutes/
resolution of UN Security Council meeting of 9 August 1960 attached to cable.
80 United Nations Organisation
http://search.un.org/search?ie=utf8&site=un_org&output=xml_no_dtd&client=UN_Website_English
&num=10&lr=lang_en&proxystylesheet=UN_Website_en&oe=utf8&q=S%2F4387&Submit=Go
(18 Mar. 2011)
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countries had contributed a total of 17, 000 troops and that a total of 19 countries

were supplying ‘support units and other assistance’.81

Nevertheless, apprehension and rumour about Belgium’s intentions continued:  as

an example, the Irish ambassador to Belgium, in a letter dated 2 September 1961 to

Conor Cruise-O’Brien of the Department of External Affairs Dublin, refer to a (un-

attributed) report of ‘possible moves of Belgian military from Ruanda to Kivu

province, Congo’.82  This letter is also significant in that the apprehensions and

misunderstandings raised by the Belgian government’s military intervention in the

Congo were such that the Belgian delegation to the UN made a statement, on 31

January 1961, on behalf of its government, which included the following:
We stress that the Belgian government has always fully co-operated with the UN.
Over a critical period, in July 1960, the Belgian government had provided military
protection for its nationals. This was a humanitarian task.
Specifically, in the period 14 to 17 July 1960, co-operation meetings were held
between Generals Alexander, Mpolo, and Gheysen*.83

*Alexander - acting commander of ONUC: Mpolo – ANC: Gheysen – Belgian
Army.

Madeleine Kalb relates the circumstances and events of the visit to Katanga by Dag

Hammarskjöld of 12 August 1960, when he and the Katanga president, Moise

Tshombe, agreed on that UN forces would take possession of Kamina air base from

the Belgian armed forces.   The details having been worked out between the two,

Swedish troops took over the base on 13 August 1960.84

As highlighted above, a minute of the UN committee on the Congo (chaired by UN

Secretary General) of 2 September, noted that the UN forces (ONUC) had occupied

the (formerly Belgian) bases of Kitona and Kamina.  This minute presumes or

suggests that the Belgian forces had withdrawn from the Congo:  Jules Gerard-

                                                  
81 NAI, Dept. of External/ Foreign Affairs, File DFA 305/384 II, letter & copy minutes of UN Congo
committee of 2 September 1960 from UNEireann, New York of 2 September 1960 to Dept. of
External Affairs, Dublin.
82 NAI, Dept. of External/ Foreign Affairs, File DFA 305/384 III, letter from the Irish ambassador to
Belgium, dated 2 September 1961 to Mr. Conor Cruise-O’Brien of the Department of External
Affairs Dublin.
83 NAI, Dept. of External/ Foreign Affairs, File DFA 305/384 III, Note and copy UN statement from
Belgian Ambassador to Ireland, to Minister for External Affairs, Dublin, 31 January 1961.
84 Kalb, Congo cables, pp 43-5.
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Lubois is of the opinion that the Belgian presence ‘the omni-present Belgian factor’

continued through 1960 and 1961.85  Gerard-Lubois states that Belgian influence - in

the form of Belgian mercenaries - remained in Katanga province until they were

expelled by the UN forces in their several battles with the Katanga Gendarmerie of

August, September and December 1961.

1.4
The Congo – July 1960: from the euphoria of Independence Day to civil and

political chaos

In the Belgian Congo, on 30 June 1960, the final step on the road from the Brussels

Round Table Conference to Congolese Independence was about to be taken.

Baudouin, King of Belgium – resplendent in the white tropical uniform of a

Lieutenant-General - had arrived on the previous day to a warm welcome accorded

him by the newly installed Congolese President Kasavubu and Prime Minister

Lumumba.  Representatives of the Belgian government had arrived in Leopoldville

on 28 June; these included the Belgian Prime Minister Eyskens, his Foreign

Minister de Schryver, and representatives of both chambers of the Belgian

parliament.86  The Minister for External Affairs, Frank Aiken, represented Ireland at

the Independence Day ceremonies.87  This was to be Aiken’s first visit  - but not his

last – as he would return to the Congo in September 1961.88

At 11 a.m. on 30 June 1960, following on a national Te Deum, the Ceremony of

Independence was held in Leopoldville, at the Palais de la Nation - beginning with

the proclamation of independence, and followed by speeches.89

Some observers, including Gerard-Lubois, are of the opinion that the first stage of

the subsequent disintegration of the Republic of the Congo began during this round

                                                  
85 Gerard-Libois, Vers l’independance, pp 123-6.
86 Gerard-Libois, Vers l’independance p. 77.
87 University College Dublin Archives, Frank Aiken Papers, Volume 8, P104/8233.
   [Hereafter, Aiken Papers].
88 Aiken papers, Volume 8, P104/6391 pp 8,9.
89 Gerard-Libois, Vers l’independance p. 78.
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of speeches.90  The first exhortation was that of King Bauduoin: in a paternalistic

speech prepared for him by his advisers, he lauded the work of his predecessor,

Leopold II, and that of Belgium as the colonial power in the Congo.91  This was

followed by the speech of President Kasavubu, which had a conciliatory tone, even

inclining towards fawning on the king and his government: however, Kasavubu

omitted the final part of his (previously circulated) speech, in which the omitted part

referred to him ‘extending the gratitude of the Congolese people to the king who

had loved and protected them’.92   The ceremonial order for Independence Day did

not provide for a speech by Prime Minister Lumumba, but so incensed was he by

the tone and content of the king’s address, that he strode onto the dais and in a

passionate, unscripted and lengthy harangue, he listed the sufferings endured by the

Congolese people under their Belgian oppressors.    The general tone of his speech

was also suggestive of being an exhortation to the people to create, with him, a

socialist country.  It was, however, as he approached his concluding comments, that

Lumumba made the statement that Belgians, in particular, found menacing when he

said:
If the conduct of foreigners leaves anything to be desired in our eyes,
our justice system shall without delay expel them from the territory of our
Republic; but also, should they be of good conduct, they may peacefully remain,
especially if they, too, shall work for the prosperity of our country.93

Despite the chilly atmosphere that was engendered by this outburst, the celebrations

continued, and at the official lunch following the Palais de la Nation ceremony,

Lumumba proposed a toast to King Bauduoin with the words ‘Solemn homage to

the King of the Belgians and his noble people for their accomplishments of the last

three quarters of a century’.  The celebrations continued with a military parade -

headed by its Belgian officers – of the Force Publique (soon to be the ANC)

through the Congolese districts of Leopoldville.  In the bars and on the streets,

                                                  
90 Gerard-Libois, Vers l’independance, pp 76-8.
91 Ibid. p. 77.
92 Gerard-Libois, Vers l’independance, p. 77.
93 Joseph Mbungu Nkandamana, L’independance du Congo Belge et l’avenment de Lumumba
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enthusiastic crowds sang and danced the (specially composed) ‘Independence Cha

Cha’.94

This festive atmosphere was dispelled within a few days by the mutinies of the

Force Publique in Leopoldville, Thysville and Stanleyville.  Lumumba’s response

was to remove Belgian officers from the Force and promote Congolese to officer

rank (notably the promoting his aide du camp, Joseph Mobutu, to be ANC Chief-of-

Staff) this did little to resolve matters.95  In addition to the strain of parades and

suppression of tribal strife, Congolese soldiers found themselves ‘presenting arms’

to Congolese ministers whom they had, only a short time earlier, helped to

incarcerate: these drove around in new, shiny black limousines and expected the

soldiers to open the limousine doors on their arrival at offices.96  The actions of

mutinous troops, especially when Belgians were mistreated, led to panic amongst

the general European population, and Europeans began to flee the country. 97   The

Belgian government decided on military intervention: Belgian troops supported the

secession of Katanga by Moise Tshombe’s provincial government.98  The Republic

of the Congo was fast becoming ungovernable.

                                                  
94 Gerard-Libois, Vers l’Independance, p.78 .
95 Kestergat, Juillet 1960, pp 87-9.
96 Kestergat, Juillet 1960, p. 87.
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Chapter 2

2. The Irish government’s political motivation in dispatching troops to the

Republic of the Congo

What does independence consist of?
It consists fundamentally and basically of foreign relations.
That is the test of independence.
Pandit Nehru.1

This chapter will explore the political motivation of the Irish government in

dispatching Irish troops to the Republic of the Congo – in significant numbers vis á

vis the overall strength of the Army - in the early 1960s.   It will examine Ireland’s

historical military obligations – as a member of the League of Nations – and how

those League obligations transmuted into peacekeeping obligations under the

Charter of the United Nations Organisation. It will be argued that the commitments

given and the policy sentiments expressed in (several) foreign policy speeches at

both the League of Nations and at the United Nations General Assembly were such

that when the Irish government was in fact requested to actively support a UN

peacekeeping mission, it had limited options when considering that request.  These

were to decline; to accede swiftly; to accede after an interval of careful military,

logistical preparation; and lastly, to decline but pledging financial assistance to the

UN Congo operation.2  The government’s assent - and the speed at which it was

effected - clearly signaled Ireland’s eagerness to discharge its obligations to the UN.

The dispatch of the Irish contingent in a relatively short time-span bears the stamp

of the then Taoiseach Séan Lemass’s leadership style, as identified by his

biographer, Brian Farrell.3   Some reference will be made to the Irish Defence

Forces status and capability but only in so far as the Army’s readiness was germane

at the time of the UN request for troops.
                                                  
1 Quoted by Ronan Fanning, ‘The evolution of Irish foreign policy’ in Michael Kennedy and Joseph
Morrison Skelly, (eds.), The study of Irish foreign policy from independence to internationalism
1919-66 (Dublin 2000), p. 315.
2 United Nations Charter, http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/chapter7.shtml
(19 Sept. 2011).
3 Brian Farrell, Sean Lemass (Dublin, 1983).
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2. 1: Congo bound: the 32nd Irish Battalion parading through Dublin,

 27 July 1960

(Irish Film Archives)

2. 1

The political state of the Republic of Ireland circa 1960

The Republic of Ireland, by the mid-decades of the twentieth century was a stable,

democratic state, with a parliamentary and governmental system largely mirroring

that of Great Britain and endowed with a well-functioning public administration,
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inherited from the union with Britain.4 By 1960, Ireland had emerged from its

protectionist and isolationist cocoon: since the election of Sean Lemass as

Taoiseach in 1957, Ireland could be described as being a country emerging from the

relative obscurity engendered by the somewhat inward-looking policies of Eamonn

deValera: it was now a more forward and outward-looking state.5  The single party

Lemass government, having defeated the previous inter-party government led by

John A. Costello, held over fifty-three per cent of the seats in Dail Eireann, and

being a single-party majority government, were in a strong position to implement

change, and/ or take (seemingly) radical decisions – such as that instanced by

dispatching Irish troops to the Congo.6  However, at this time Ireland was largely

isolated in international affairs, being unaligned and neutral.  Ireland was not, for

example, a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO).  Her

membership of the United Nations Organisation (UN) was relatively recent,

admission having occurred in 1955.7  Although Ireland had applied for membership

of the United Nations Organisation in 1946, the nine-year interval between

application and admission was, according to Laffan and Tonra, more to do with

Cold War politics than with Irish politics.8  For his part, Eunan O’Halpin directly

attributes this delay to Soviet disapproval of Ireland’s Second World War

neutrality.9  Ireland, in 1960, although looking towards European horizons, was not

then a member of the European Economic Community (EEC): accession to the

Treaty of Rome only occurred in 1973.10

In 1960 the Irish Defence Forces were concerned mostly with routine barrack

duties.  The IRA border campaign of the late 1950s had effectively ended: the Irish

government had closed the IRA internment barracks at the Curragh military camp in

                                                  
4 Basil Chubb, The government and politics of Ireland (2nd ed. Stanford, 1972), pp 7-10.
5 Alvin Jackson, Ireland 1798-1998. War, peace and beyond (2nd ed.,Chichester, 2010), p.314.
6 Chubb, Government p.147.
7 Jackson,  Ireland p.318.
8 Brigid Laffan & Ben Tonra ‘Europe and the international dimension’ in John Coakley and Michael
  Gallagher (eds.), Politics in the Republic of Ireland (4th ed. Abingdon, Oxon., 2006), p.434.
9 Eunan O’Halpin, Defending Ireland: the Irish state and its enemies since 1922 (Oxford, 1999),
  pp 269-70.
10 Jackson, Ireland, p.380.
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autumn 1958.11  The army had not seen active service since the ending of the Civil

War in 1923.  Eunan O’Halpin, in discussing the post-second world war role of the

Defence Forces succinctly quotes the poet Patrick Kavanagh who, in 1952 observed

that:
As a military force we would stand no chance and we should not be flaunting our
red flag in the face of the bull of the world… we should have a standing army of
about 500 for the purposes of giving us the thrill of the parade.12

O’Halpin, commenting upon the historical possibility of Irish military obligations

engendered by membership of the League of Nations, which had turned out to be

purely theoretical, states that membership of the UN was a different proposition. In

1958, the first opportunity for overseas service in the peacetime Defence Forces

came about when five Army officers who had volunteered for UN observer duty

went to Lebanon.13   It might be said that in the summer of 1960, the Irish Army was

somewhat somnolent, as they went about their routine duties. The numerical

strength of the Irish Defence Force in 1960 remained at about 8,250 men.14 The

significance or criticality of the personnel numbers serving at any time in defence

forces lies in their ability to fulfil the demands of routine duties and training

commitments – and also to have the capacity to respond to other demands.15  This

responsive capacity would be uniquely tested in 1960: by the end of July the Irish

Army would be called upon to serve in the U.N. military peacekeeping mission to

the Republic of the Congo that would enthuse them, and the nation.  Colonel Ned

Doyle in his preface to David O’Donoghue’s work, The Irish Army in the Congo

1960-64, aptly refers to the Congo experience as ‘an honourable past effort, and an

important time in our Army’s development’.16

                                                  
11 O’Halpin, Defending Ireland, pp 299-300.
12 Ibid, pp 263-4.
13 Ibid, p. 270.
14 Dáil Debates, http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/05/05/00008.asp Cols. 782-4,
   Vote 51—Defence. Thursday, 5 May 1960. (8 December 2011).
15 Daniel Moran, ‘Geography and strategy’ in John Baylis, James Wirtz, Colin S. Gray and Eliot
Cohen (eds.), Strategy in the contemporary world  (2nd ed., Oxford, 2007), pp 124-8.
16 David  O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo 1960-64 (Dublin, 2005), p. xviii.
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2.2

Ireland’s foreign policy and historical international (military) obligations.

Membership of the League of Nations carried a military obligation: one which, in

common with similar obligations of other league members, Ireland had never been

called upon to fulfil.17  Ireland, as a member of the League, subscribed to the

Covenant of the League of Nations which provided, in Article 16, that:
Should any Member of the League resort to war in disregard of its covenants under
Articles 12, 13 or 15, it shall ipso facto be deemed to have committed an act of war
against all other Members of the League…
It shall be the duty of the Council in such case to recommend to the several
Governments concerned what effective military, naval or air force the Members of
the League shall severally contribute to the armed forces to be used to protect the
covenants of the League.18

In a speech delivered to the assembly of the League of Nations in Geneva on 12

September 1938 Eamonn deValera, then President of the Assembly, said:
This institution, this Society of Nations, was acclaimed some twenty years ago as
providing the alternative that reason suggested to the madness of force.  Let us cling
to it and make it effective by using it as an instrument for the righting of
international wrong wherever it exists.19

It is clear that Eamonn deValera conceptualised the League of Nations as a forum –

even as a tribunal – to hear and adjudicate upon inter-national difficulties or

disputes, supported by the moralistic instrument of an assembly of nations, in a

climate of peace.  This extract shows deValera as exhorting all member nations to

lend the League their moral support, and by implication expressing his – and his

country’s - moral support and commitment.

Later, that September, deValera articulated his thoughts more precisely and

expanded upon his concepts of international rule of law  – and its enforcement –

when, in a radio broadcast from Geneva to the United States of America, he said:

                                                  
17 O’Halpin, Defending Ireland, p. 270.
18 http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/leagcov.asp Yale law school: The Avalon project,
documents in law, history and diplomacy. (19 Sept. 2011).
19 UCD Archives, Aiken papers, Volume 4, P104/3614, p. 68.
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There are only two ways in which order and law can be secured. One is by one
unified State getting so powerful that it can impose its will on all the other States
that they will accept the law it imposes - a Roman peace: the other that there should
be a coming together of the States each because of the advantage of peace
submitting itself voluntarily to a rule of law and sacrificing its selfish desires when
they clash with the rule of law.
We would need an international parliament to declare the law. An international
judiciary to interpret it and an international authority with police force to see that
the law be kept. There are those who would use their power and force to take
possession of what belongs to another.20

deValera had, therefore, in 1938, developed his thinking on the role of international

bodies, such as the League of Nations - precursor to the United Nations

Organisation – as a forum for the resolution of inter-state disputes: indeed, he

envisaged such organisations as both arbiter and enforcer.

In becoming a member of the United Nations in 1955, Ireland subscribed to the

Charter of the UN, and had, therefore a de facto obligation to contribute to a UN

military peacekeeping force.  Specifically, the United Nations Charter, chapter VII,

in Articles 42 and 43 - on military requirements for peacekeeping – is precise as

regards the obligations of member states.
Article 42 of the UN Charter states:

Should the Security Council consider that measures provided for in Article 41
would be inadequate or have proved to be inadequate, it may take such action by
air, sea, or land forces as may be necessary to maintain or restore international
peace and security. Such action may include demonstrations, blockade, and other
operations by air, sea, or land forces of Members of the United Nations.

Article 43 continues with, inter alia, the following wording:

All Members of the United Nations, in order to contribute to the maintenance of
international peace and security, undertake to make available to the Security
Council, on its call and in accordance with a special agreement or agreements,
armed forces, assistance, and facilities, including rights of passage, necessary for
the purpose of maintaining international peace and security.21

                                                  
20 http://www.difp.ie/docs/Volume5/1938/2367.htm Documents on Irelands foreign policy. No. 221
UCDA P150/2809. (19 Sept. 2011).
21 http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/chapter7.shtml United Nations Charter, (19 Sept. 2011).
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However, Article 43 (of the UN Charter) allows - in paragraph 3 thereof - a proviso

for negotiation on any national military assistance contribution to a UN force:
The agreement or agreements shall be negotiated as soon as possible on the
initiative of the Security Council. They shall be concluded between the Security
Council and Members or between the Security Council and groups of Members and
shall be subject to ratification by the signatory states in accordance with their
respective constitutional processes.22

At the 669th Meeting of UN General Assembly, on 10 September 1957, speaking on

a report of the special committee on Hungary, Frank Aiken, Ireland’s Minister for

External Affairs stated:
Each of us must regret the absence of a generally accepted and clear-cut rule of law
which would forbid such action by the strong against the weak, not only in
Hungary, but anywhere, at any time, and the absence of necessary power to enforce
such law, not only in Hungary but anywhere at any time.23

Again, at the United Nations General Assembly’s meeting on 20 September 1957,

Aiken repeated and expanded upon Ireland’s foreign policy concept of international

harmony:
I believe that where there is a vital conflict of interests, or mutual fear of deadly
violence between two sets of human beings, peace can only be maintained in two
ways: by acceptance of the rule of law or by the superior force of a third party. We
are all now in the inescapable dilemma that we have no third party except the
collective judgment of mankind represented in this Assembly.24

Here Aiken reiterated the view on international relations and peacekeeping

enunciated by deValera in 1938. Thus, Ireland’s foreign policy was now defined and

restated as fully subscribing to the principles of the charter of the United Nations –

as Ireland had been formerly a subscriber to the covenant of the League of Nations.

Indeed, some two years after Aiken delivered that speech in the UN General

Assembly, in another speech in the same forum on 20 November 1959 he again

                                                  
22 http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/chapter7.shtml United Nations Charter, (19 Sept. 2011)
23 National Library of Ireland,  (NLI) Call No.10A61, Browne & Nolan, (Dublin, 1957?) pamphlet,
“Ireland at the United Nations, 1957” Speeches of Frank Aiken, p.6.
24 NLI, Call No.10A61, Browne & Nolan, (Dublin, 1957?) pamphlet,
“Ireland at the United Nations, 1957” Speeches of Frank Aiken, p.14.
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used terminology similar to that used by deValera.  When deValera spoke of ‘the

Roman peace’ in 1938 – Aiken exhorted in 1959:
For some periods in the past it was possible to secure a reasonable stability in
important parts of the world through a Pax Romana or a Pax Britannica.  Today in
the nuclear world, the only peace that can be stable is a Pax Mundi – which can
only be imposed, we submit, through common action in the United Nations.  We
must talk and negotiate our way towards that peace. There is no possibility of
fighting our way to it.25

It is noteworthy that both deValera and Aiken envisaged Ireland’s foreign policy as

being supportive of a world order based on the rule of law; of an international forum

controlling an ‘international police force’; as guardians and guarantors of a peaceful,

harmonious inter-state co-existence.

Eamonn deValera’s reflection on ‘The Roman peace (of those powerful states) who

would use their power and force to take possession of what belongs to another’ and

Aiken’s ‘clear-cut rule of law which would forbid such action by the strong against

the weak, not only in Hungary, but anywhere, at any time’, contain a mixture of

idealistic vision of Aiken on the one hand and  the international relations realpolitik

of deValera on the other.  There can be no doubt that Aiken was not merely

repeating deValera’s words, or expounding deValera’s concepts as his being

Aiken’s own - in his high-flown rhetoric at the United Nations General Assembly,

thousands of miles from Ireland, the seat of government and Dáil Éireann to which

Aiken was ultimately responsible.  Aiken’s position and policies were fully

supported by his Taoiseach and ipso facto by the Irish government.   Addressing

Dáil Éireann on 7 July 1959 on ‘Ireland’s role in the United Nations and Ireland’s

Foreign Policy’ – the (then) Taoiseach, Séan Lemass endorsed Frank Aiken as

speaking for Irish government:

I wish to intervene in this debate for the purpose of making it clear that the attitude
taken by the Minister for External Affairs at the United Nations Assembly …
followed on discussion with the Government and had their prior approval…

                                                  
25NLI, Call No 10A61, Full text of the Speeches delivered by Mr. Frank Aiken T.D., Minister for
External Affairs at the 14th Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations September/
October1959.  (Dublin, 1960?), p.10.
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They [Aiken’s speeches] have secured recognition of the fact that this country has a
viewpoint and the speeches are contributing to the growth of our influence in the
United Nations which can be of importance to us in the future.26

Lemass continued:

We believe in the United Nations and we want to be good members of it… small
countries must support the development of a world organisation such as it and the
commencement of the rule of law between nations.27

This endorsement of Aiken by Lemass occurred almost exactly one year before the

UN exercised Articles 42 & 43 of the Charter and called for an Irish troop

contribution.28  In the course of his address to Dáil Éireann, on this same occasion (7

July 1959) Aiken contributed:
As I see the situation, we should make every effort to establish an international
rule of law based on justice – justice for all countries, including our own.29

Aiken had some days earlier prepared this speech, delivered on 7 July 1959 as

containing the following words:
The only road to a better peace for any nation other than the peace being kept by the
“balance of terror” is the road of negotiation, discussion and agreement on the best
and most speedy means to establish the rule of law enforceable by an international
police force.30

However, for reasons that are unclear, he did not include that part of the passage

which explicitly refers to ‘an international police force’ in his subsequent speech of

7 July 1959.

Aiken’s contribution to the Dáil Éireann debate in July 1959 substantially expressed

the same concepts of Ireland’s policy regarding international law as he had

expressed at the United Nations General Assembly.  These were the same concept

as Lemass had espoused in Dáil Éireann on the same day: both men echoing the

                                                  
26 NLI Call No.– 9A188.Pamphlet -- Cahill & Co. (Dublin, 1959?) Speeches delivered by Séan
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27 Ibid.
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29 NLI Call No. – 9A188. Pamphlet -- Cahill & Co. (Dublin, 1959?) Speeches delivered by Séan
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Ireland’s Foreign Policy ‘in Dáil Éireann on 7 July 1959, p.4
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policy enunciated by deValera at the League of Nations.  This, then, was the foreign

policy of Dáil Éireann in 1959, and was the substantive foreign policy stance when

Séan Lemass spoke in Dáil Éireann on 20 July 1960 to request deputies to endorse

the earlier cabinet decision to send troops to the UN force in the Congo, and to

amend defence forces enabling legislation to allow for military service overseas

with UN forces.31

2.3
The UN requests assistance from Ireland and Ireland’s response

Since joining the United Nations Organisation (UN) in 1955, the Irish government

was aware of the possibility that, at some indeterminate future time, they might be

called upon to supply troops as part of a UN peacekeeping mission.  On 18 July

1960, when the Departments of Foreign Affairs and Defence were in the process of

preparing and presenting a memorandum for Cabinet on proposed amendments to

the Defence Act of 1954, to allow Irish troops to take part in a ‘UN mandated

emergency force of a police character’, they made reference in this memorandum to

earlier Cabinet discussions of 3 September 1957 (minuted as S16137), and of 21

March 1958 (minuted as S7359F).

It is clear that those earlier Cabinet discussions were not followed up by any action,

as the Irish government Memorandum to Cabinet of 19 July 1960 reads in part:
Is in connection with a Bill to amend the Defence Act (No. 18 of 1954), to render
legally feasible a contribution from Oglaigh na hEireann to an UN emergency
force, providing such to be of a police character.32

Telegram number 63 precipitated this sudden Irish government activity: this

telegram was received by the Department of External Affairs, on 17 July 1960 - sent

by the Irish Permanent Delegation to the UN (UNEireann):
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The Secretary General of the United Nations is appealing (to us) for assistance in
building up the UN emergency force in the Congo.
He requests one battalion with light arms and normal supporting services.33

There is now no evidence of delay: the Cabinet minutes of 19 July 1960, item 5,

reference G.C, 9/85 reads
Approves the Minister for External Affairs and the Minister for Defence to take
such steps as may be necessary … to comply with the UN request.34

That same day, 19 July 1960, in the Dáil, the government moved the first stage of a

Bill to Amend the Defence Act of 1954.35  It is notable that this amendment to the

Defence Bill 1954 specifies that such service overseas on UN missions by members

of the Defence Forces was on a voluntary basis. Again, moving rapidly on the

necessary legislation, the second and subsequent stages were taken in Dáil Éireann

on 20 July 1960.36 Seanad Éireann passed all stages of the Bill with equal rapidity

on the next day.37  It appears that the Department of Defence acted speedily, as on

the following day, Lt. Col. Mortimer Buckley, who was to command the 32nd

Infantry Battalion, was advised of his appointment by the Chief of Staff, General

Séan McKeown.38  A mere ten days later, on 27 July 1960, the first elements of that

battalion departed Baldonnel Airfield, bound for the Congo, via Tripoli, Libya and

Kano, Nigeria.

That the Secretary General of the United Nations chose Ireland, amongst other

countries for this mission, is, according to O’Halpin, owing to two advantages:

firstly, that the Irish were professional soldiers, and secondly, that they came from a

European state that had itself gained independence within living memory, and since

gaining independence, was itself untainted by colonialism.39
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2.4

Ireland’s domestic politics – in responding to the United Nations troop request

Since achieving membership of the UN in 1955, Irish governments had considered

making Irish troops available for United Nations peacekeeping missions.40

Nevertheless, Defence Forces legislation had not been amended to allow for extra-

state service.  In 1958 Ireland had - for the first time - responded to a request of a

military nature from the United Nations Secretary General when he requested ‘five

Irish Army officers of the rank of Major/ Captain for service with the United

Nations Observer Group in the Lebanon (UNOGIL)’.41  The request from the UN

Secretary General was relayed to the Department of Foreign Affairs by cable, and

there followed an explanatory, supporting letter sent by the originator of the cable,

Eamon Kennedy, Charge d’Affairs of Ireland’s Permanent Mission to the United

Nations (PMUN).  This letter sets out the views of PMUN, endorsing the policies

enunciated by deValera, Aiken and Lemass:
We, for our part, would like to express the hope that this opportunity to participate
in a useful and practical task of the United Nations in a vital area for world peace
will not be missed. This is the first time that Ireland’s participation in a joint UN
team has been requested by the Organisation.   It would seem fair to say that our
successful participation would open the door to sharing in further efforts of this
kind for which our position in the organisation is admirably suited.42

As these officers were to be observers, the government of the day did not see any

necessity to amend the relevant Defence Act of 1954.43

Now, having received the request from the UN Secretary General for an Irish

military contribution to the UN force in the Congo, specifically for ‘a battalion with

light supporting arms’, an amendment to the Defence Act of 1954 became a matter
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of urgency.44  This request was – in contrast to that of 1958 – one for armed troops:

that was a matter requiring amended, if not new, defence legislation.

Discussing Lemass’s leadership style, in his biography Séan Lemass, Brian Farrell

observes:
An example of Lemass’ preference was the decision to send Irish troops to the
Congo; this was the first occasion when Irish troops would come under the
command of the United Nations, although earlier, Irish officers had been sent as
observers to the Middle East. There was disagreement among senior ministers.
MacEntee [Tanaiste & Minister for Health and Social Welfare] argued that
Lumumba was a communist and that Ireland would be coming in on the wrong
side; Aiken [Minister for External Affairs] had reservations about sending troops
and the Department of Finance questioned a proposal that might lead to increased
costs. However, Lemass had made up his mind, there was a majority in the cabinet
and he was willing to sanction the operation despite these objections.45

In his autobiography of Séan Lemass, Bryce Evans observes – in the context of

Lemass’s foreign policy objectives that – ‘(Thirty years on), he attached greater

importance to Ireland’s position as an actor on the world stage and worked to move

Ireland towards a more definite pro-western stance’.46 Regarding Lemass’

leadership style as Taoiseach, Evans offers:
Around the cabinet table, Lemass encouraged his ministers to develop policy within
their own departments, but gave them little opportunity to debate.  Whereas
deValera would allow meetings to continue for hours, Lemass was ‘brusque and
peremptory’.47

In early 1969, some three years after he had resigned as Taoiseach, Michael Mills,

political correspondent of the Irish Press, interviewed Séan Lemass about his life

and political experiences: these interviews were published in the Irish Press over

the period 20 January to 6 February 1969.  The published material did not contain

any reference to the Lemass government’s foreign policy; the UN is mentioned

only in the context of Lemass’ recall of an undated meeting with Portugal’s Prime

Minister Salazar – in which Salazar sought to elicit Ireland’s support at the UN for
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Portuguese assertion of Angola as part of metropolitan Portugal.48  However, Mills

did cover the question of Lemass’s leadership style and decision making, to which

Lemass responded:
Generally I would argue that a quick decision is always better that the long delayed
decision.  My own personal experience was that once you had some clear concept
of a problem that you rarely added to your wisdom by going back and looking at it
again and again.49

Lemass’s concept of decision-making, as reported by Michael Mills, appears to

bear out both Farrell’s and Evans’ descriptions of Lemass’ leadership and decision-

making style – in that once his mind had been made up, and speedily so, Lemass

proceeded on such a course of action as he saw fit.  This style is evident in the

rapidity at which the cabinet moved – or was led by Lemass to move – to a

decision to send Irish troops to the Congo in 1960.

The Irish government lost no time in introducing the second (and subsequent)

stage(s) of this amending legislation in Dáil Éireann on 20 July 1960.  The first

stage had been taken on 19 July 1960, when the Minister for Defence, Kevin Boland

sought:
Leave … to introduce a Bill entitled an Act to authorise the dispatch of contingents
of the Permanent Defence Force for service outside the State with international
forces established by the Security Council or the General Assembly of the United
Nations for the performance of duties of a police character.50

Then, on the following day, 20 July 1960, Taoiseach Lemass, addressing Dáil

Éireann, outlined the request from the United Nations Secretary General, the UN

rationale for the force in the Congo and additionally, the rationale of the Irish

government in preparing to accede to the request.  With regard to the government

rationale, Lemass stated:
As Deputies are aware, the Secretary-General of the United Nations has requested
the Government to contribute a Battalion of Irish troops to the United Nations Force
which is at present being constituted for service in the Congo. The Government
have decided to comply with this request and the purpose of this Bill is to enable
them to do so.
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Lemass continued by referring to the obligations imposed on UN member states by

the UN charter and stated that the government’s view was that Ireland should

honour her obligations and concluded by saying that he believed Ireland had been

asked for assistance in light of:
The special position we occupy in relation to world affairs and by the policies we
have been able to pursue since we became a member of the United Nations in
1956.51

On this (20 July 1960) date, Lemass’ speech to Dáil Éireann seeking an amendment

to the Defence Act, 1954 allowing for army personnel serving overseas with the

UN, met with no resistance from the main opposition parties. Deputy James Dillon

(Fine Gael spokesman on External Affairs) stated in the House:
As members of the United Nations, we must accede to that request of the Secretary-
General… we shall facilitate the Government in the passage of this Bill to make
that contribution by us to this joint force within the shortest possible time.52

Nor did the leader of the Labour party in the Dáil, Deputy Brendan Corish, make

demur as he offered his party’s support:
We have an excellent record in international organisations and have always
demonstrated that we are prepared to accept the responsibilities we accepted when
we joined them. We are members of the United Nations Organisation …and I think
it only right that we should act in accordance with our responsibilities.53

In putting the proposed amending defence legislation to the Dáil, Lemass met with

no formal opposition to his government’s proposal: that is not to say that the house

did not make comment on the government’s proposal and various aspects of the

mooted UN service by Irish soldiers.

Katsumi Ishizuka, quoting Norman MacQueen, writes:
If the Dail debate on the Bill showed anything, it was the extent of the Deputies’
ignorance of the complexities of the situation in the Congo and the likely position
of UN troops. The debate clearly indicated a certain lack of circumspection,
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induced no doubt by the very natural pride in the prestige attached to the invitation
to participate.54

A reading of the debate throws up some interesting aspects of the deputies’

approach to the Bill and its implications.  For example, Deputy Frank Sherwin

contributed:
 It has been suggested that this new force should be given the title of “The
Casement Brigade”. We all know that Casement came into public life originally
because of his disclosures of the ill-treatment of natives of the Congo. I am sure
that the title “The Casement Brigade” would appeal to the natives of the Congo and
bring home to them the work of Irishmen, particularly that of Casement. It would,
perhaps, give them protection and make for respect.55

Clearly, Deputy Sherwin could not have been aware of any complexities of the

Congo situation, if he believed that the average Congolese citizen was in any way

concerned with Casement’s activities in the Congo Free State of Leopold II.  In the

same debate Deputies Sherwin and Corish engaged with the Minister for Defence on

the question of whether selection of army volunteers for Congo service would be

confined to un-married soldiers, and if married soldiers were selected, whether the

consent of their wives would be necessary.  If Sherwin was somewhat ignorant of

life in the Congo, both he and Deputy Corish had little understanding of military

life.  The Minister for Defence, however, made it perfectly clear that the question of

spousal consent did not arise.56

This Dáil debate of 20 July 1960 was not, however, entirely devoid of cogent and

constructive observations as this contribution from Mr. Brendan Corish (Labour

Party, in opposition) shows:
Our volunteers will be sent there in good faith by the Government, with the consent
of this House, to police and patrol under the direction of a General appointed by the
Security Council or by the Secretary of the United Nations. I applaud the idea of
sending this volunteer force in the preservation of peace in the Belgian Congo, and
possibly it is a contribution towards peace in the world.57
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An observation by Dr. Noel C. Browne (Independent deputy in this 16th Dail) is,

perhaps, one of the more incisive and thoughtful observations made – as Browne

observes  ‘It also seems to me that there is the very much greater problem in the

Congo at the moment that concerns the very delicate and dangerous relations

existing between East and West in relation to the Congo. I am rather concerned

about both aspects of this affair.’  Deputy Browne had a realistic grasp on

international affairs, as played out in the Congo.58

Even though the matter before Dáil Éireann on 20 July 1960 was one of an

unprecedented and momentous nature, viz, the dispatch of Irish troops into a

virtually unknown and possibly fraught situation, the preparedness and competence

of the Defence Forces to undertake the UN mission to the Congo was not raised or

questioned in any depth by any of the Deputies or Senators during the Oireachtas

debates.

This contribution from Deputy James Dillon (Fine Gael party, opposition) suggests

that he may be taken it as a given, or assumed, that the Irish soldiers were in a state

of preparedness – a state worthy of admiration - when he contributed the following:
I understood the Taoiseach to say it was contemplated that the force would leave on
Wednesday next…I think the House would wish to express its admiration of the
state of preparedness in which the Army and the General Staff find themselves so
as to be able to provide troops for such a mission at so short a notice.59

On the other hand, Deputy Dillon may have been speaking ‘tongue in cheek’ when

he made this observation.  In any event, the Minister for Defence Kevin Boland in

responding to supplementary queries, raised by Deputy Dillon on the medical

prophylaxis of the troops stated:
With regard to the prophylactic measures, it is expected the troops can be
assembled together by tomorrow night and that they can be inoculated with the
assistance of civilian doctors. Then they must wait four days for vaccination so they
should be ready to go on Wednesday if the transport is available at that time. With
regard to the special equipment, the required tropical uniforms and everything else
necessary will be available, on arrival, from the United Nations.60
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The celerity, indeed the precipitous nature, of the actions by the Defence Forces and

the government in organizing and dispatching the 32nd Irish Battalion to the Congo

in the space of a mere ten days from UN request of 17 July to departure of the first

elements of the battalion on 27 July 1960 is, to say the least, impressive.  It is

worthy of note, from a domestic political perspective,  that Dáil Éireann rose for the

summer recess on the day after the debate on the amendment to the 1954 Defence

Act, the passage of which (amendment) gave legislative effect to the Irish Army’s

contribution to the UN force.

Ishizuka is of the opinion that the motivation of the Irish government in responding

speedily, even precipitately, might be attributed to the government’s long-standing

desire to enhance its own international prestige by contributing to the UN

Emergency Force in the Congo.61 This desire to enhance Ireland’s international

standing was expressed in Lemass’s almost prophetic words in Dáil Éireann of 7

July 1959: ‘We believe in the United Nations and we want to be good members of

it’.62

Somewhat later, on 23 November 1960, during the adjournment debate which

included the topic of ‘the Congo situation’, specifically on the (possible)

appointment of an Irish political representative there, Lemass in a reply to Deputy

Noel Browne (Socialist labour party), showed another aspect of his political

thinking on the UN intervention in the Congo and Ireland’s participation in that UN

force:
Our motive in acceding to the United Nations request is above all possible
suspicion as to ulterior aims. It was inspired by the fundamental precepts of our
Christian Faith as well as by our obligations to the United Nations. We felt obliged
to subscribe to the ideal of human relations which is expressed in the parable of the
Good Samaritan. We decided that we could not, having regard to our Faith and our
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policy, pass by looking the other way when we were called upon to help. That was
the ideal that inspired us in accepting the request from the United Nations.63

Noel Dorr, then Secretary General at the Department of Foreign Affairs, speaking at

a seminar held in the Military College, Curragh Camp - in the period from 29 June

to 1 July 1995 - offered observations on the Irish government’s rationale in

participating in the UN force in the Congo, and reflected on the government’s

rationale in agreeing to the UN request.  He saw the emanation of Ireland’s

international obligations as stemming from membership of the League of Nations,

and stated:
I would suggest that the answer to this question it is necessary to look back to the
1920s and 1930s and our approach to the League of Nations, the first faltering
effort to establish an effective international organisation to regulate and diminish
conflict between states. The attitudes, perspectives and the rhetoric of a nation are
formed by its historic experience.64

The Christian liberal idealism of Lemass was shared by his Minister for External

Affairs, Frank Aiken, and was consistently a feature of Aiken’s speeches. In an

undated, annotated, draft speech to be delivered in Dáil Éireann on about June/ July

1959 Aiken writes:
The only alternative to the relentless drift to nuclear war is that nations should
combine to establish the rule of law based on justice for all nations without
exception …..The only road to a better peace for any nation other than the peace
being kept by the “balance of terror”, is the road of negotiation, discussion and
agreement on the best and most speedy means to establish the rule of law
enforceable by an international police force’.65

Again, this idealism (Aiken’s vision of a world order based on the rule of law, and

policed by an United Nations international force) was reiterated when, in July 1960,

in a speech delivered to the officers and men of the 32nd. (Irish) Infantry Battalion

prior to their departure to the Congo, Aiken declared:
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For many centuries the Irish people have longed for the rule of law in the world
based on justice. Law to be effective must have a supporting arm. The 32nd

Battalion, I trust, is part of an advance guard of the armed force of the world we
want – a world in which national armies will be gradually reduced and international
United Nations forces gradually increased to uphold a regime based on law.66

Ignoring Aiken’s rhetorical flourish of ‘ For many centuries the Irish people have

longed for the rule of law based on justice’; his assertion that effective law required

a supporting arm was certainly accurate – if idealistic.  In the climate of the Cold

War, Aiken’s somewhat idealistic approach to international relations would shortly

be put to test in a situation of a more realistic nature.67   Even as Aiken was

addressing the departing Congo-bound Irish troops, the major powers of the USSR

and the US were confronting each other in situations both in the chamber of the UN

General Assembly and also ‘on the ground’ in the Republic of the Congo, which

were – as shown in Chapter One of this thesis - very much more realistic in a

realpolitik sense in the international relations aspect.  The incipient weakness of the

Irish government’s idealism in international relations, coupled with the hasty

dispatch of a mal-prepared troop contingent to the Congo, would – inter alia -

indirectly contribute to the loss of life suffered by the Irish Army when nine Irish

soldiers would die as a result of an attack at a remote river-crossing near Niemba in

the Katanga province of the Congo.

2.5
Domestic media and the polis

A further element of the domestic political scene that will now be addressed is the

reactions and opinions of the polis to the news of both the UN request and that of

Irish soldiers being called upon to serve in an African country.  To briefly reflect

upon the time-line: the UN request was received on 17 July 1960; the Irish

government, in cabinet, considered the request on 18 July.  In the intervening three

days – between the receipt of the cable from Ireland’s permanent mission to the
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United Nations in New York (UNEireann) and the Dáil debate on the necessary

parliamentary amendments to Irish defence legislation, preparations for the dispatch

of a battalion had begun.   Therefore, as will be shown, the news media – and thence

the polity were aware of the request and the preparations, which (preparations) were

under-way even before the legislative approval was given.  Patently, Taoiseach Séan

Lemass was confident of carrying the Dáil vote.

To some extent, public opinion is formed, perhaps even expressed by, the news

media of the day.   In 1960 print was one of the principal news media in the

Republic of Ireland, then boasting three main daily mass-circulation newspapers.

Ireland’s RTE television did not begin to broadcast until 1961.  Dermot Devereux

discusses the debate as to the role of media in forming or expressing public opinion

in Understanding the media.68  Devereux quotes the opinions of Stuart Hall (1973)

and Antonio Gramsci (1932): Hall suggests that the media ‘not only reflect

“reality”, but are actively engaged in constructing it’.  Gramsci is of the opinion that

mass media engages in ‘negotiating and renegotiating hegemonic ideology’.

Accepting these views as expressed by Devereux leads to the observation that mass

media – in the instant case, print media can, and does, influence public opinion.69

This being so, the commentary and observations by way of reportage and also by

way of leading articles, or editorials, in newspapers can both reflect and shape

public opinion or views.  This element of public engagement in national politics can

influence government action and can be used by government as a barometer of

(their) performance.  Not only is such public engagement necessary, but also the

freedom of expression of opinion, is as John Stuart Mill puts it ‘ a necessary defence

of the “liberty of the press” as one of the securities against corrupt or tyrannical

government’.70  Mill expands this thought into:
No argument, we may suppose, can now be needed against permitting a legislature
or an executive, not identified in interest with the people, to prescribe opinions to
them and determine what doctrines or arguments they shall be allowed to hear.71
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In this example, commenting on the situation in the Congo in July 1960 – before

any request for troops was received - the Irish Times, in its leading article observed:
But what is going to happen to the white men, women and children in the days,
weeks and months ahead?   Can Belgium be expected, in these circumstances, to
stand by and do nothing?  Assistance from a UN force provided by the smaller
nations  - those of Ghana, which have already been offered, would be particularly
suitable – would be greatly preferable.72

At this time, the UN Secretary General had not as yet requested Irish military

participation in the UN emergency force for the Congo: it would appear from the

Irish Times commentary that this newspaper was almost ‘writing a script’ for the

Irish government.  On 19 July 1960 the Irish Times, while commenting on the UN

request for Irish troops, observed: ‘There is a grave obligation to implement the

request (for Irish troops) if the spirit of the (UN) Charter is to be honoured’.73

This observation was reinforced in the leading article on the following day, lauding

the government’s decision to send Irish troops to the Congo, it stated:
Such an invitation is a high honour.  It reflects very flatteringly upon the ability that
our small group of officers displayed two years ago in the Lebanon.
Our Army will benefit by experience of foreign service – even if it takes the form
of “police action” rather than military action in the broader sense.
We are giving the best evidence of our willingness to discharge our obligations
under the Charter of the United Nations.74

The above extracts from the Irish Times foreshadow what the Taoiseach would say

in Dáil Éireann some days later.  In these relatively short passages quoted, the

harmony of the Irish Times’s opinions and views and those of the government are

remarkable.

Some time passed before the first public reaction – by way of ‘A letter to the editor’

- appeared in the Irish Times.  On 30 July 1960 Mr. Ewart Milne, of Essex, England,

contributed the following:
This Congo lark now – I probably don’t understand it. You say in your report of 25
July that for most of the Irish Army’s NCOs and men it is to be their first time they
may be asked to face fighting.
Fighting whom?  The Belgians? The native Congolese?75
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Then, giving as his opinion that Katangese and Congolese resources appeared to

being farmed–out to Belgian interests, Mr. Milne further remarks, ’It does seem to

me as if “granting independence” is merely going out the front door – the better to

come in the back’.76  Milne was indeed prescient - in so far as events would

subsequently attest in Katanga, at least.

By 30 July 1960 all of this detachment of Irish troops, the 32nd Infantry Battalion,

had departed for the Congo.  No other letters, on the topic of the Congo, appear

about this time. The Irish Times, in the period 27 and 30 July 1960, also gave

considerable column inches and photographic coverage to the formation and

departure of the newly formed 32nd Infantry Battalion.77

The Irish Press captured the euphoric and enthusiastic atmosphere of the time, and

of the Irish people at large in their edition of 28 July 1960, covering the battalion’s

march-past and departure of the first ‘chalks’.78  The descriptive language of the

Irish Press in late July 1960, is noteworthy and symbiotic of the public mood, as

reflected by the numbers who lined Dublin’s streets for the march-past and review

by the Taoiseach on 27 July 1960:
All along the route from Castle Yard to Parnell Square, the green-clad troops, with
bands playing and pennants flying were greeted by thousands of cheering citizens,
young and old.  The capital has never witnessed a greater outburst of enthusiasm
and the cheering, which was continuous, mounted to a deafening climax as the
troops passed the G.P.O. where the Taoiseach took the salute.79

Shortly before the departure of the first troop elements from Baldonnel Airfield on

27 July 1960, they received the blessing of the Archbishop of Dublin, John Charles

McQuaid who exhorted them:
You are leaving Ireland on a mission of peace.  For that reason, you will be
welcomed by the people.  You will find a people, who like all the ordinary people
of the world, is gentle and sympathetic and anxious to live in peace.

                                                                                                                                              
75 Irish Times, 30 July 1960.
76 Irish Times, 30 July 1960.
77 Irish Times, 27-30 July 1960.
78 This is military parlance for flight numbers/ designations.
79 Irish Press, 28 July 1960.
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The name of our tiny island is well known and loved in the continent of Africa
because for many years we have carried to its peoples (only) the message of the
one, true Faith.80

McQuaid’s self-delusional and sophistic words would not be reflected in the lived

experience of Irish soldiers in the Congo: certainly not in the experiences of those

who would fall at Niemba, some few months later.  Co-incidentally, the

archbishop’s sentiments on this occasion echoed the aspirations expressed by the

Irish Press’ own masthead  - ‘Do chum gloire De agus honora na hEireann’  (For

the glory of God and the honour of Ireland).

The theme of friendship also runs through the speech given by their commanding

officer, Lt. Col. Buckley, to the 32nd Infantry Battalion’s officers and men: this

speech was reported in the Irish Press as containing this exhortation – ‘Remember

we are going on a mission for friends.  Remember, when you get to the Congo, that

everyone is your friend – until they prove otherwise’.81

The Irish Press on 25 July 1960 published on its front page a piece from an United

Press International correspondent, based in Leopoldville, who described conditions

there. For reasons of populism, possibly, or to establish ‘an Irish connection’ as Irish

troops would be serving in the Congo under ‘foreign’ command – this piece carried

the sub-heading ‘Swedish General Has Irish Blood’.  This information was ascribed

to an earlier interview with Major-General Carl von Horn, the Swedish national then

commanding UN forces in the Congo: von Horn is quoted as saying - ‘I have Irish

blood myself.  My great-grandfather was the Archbishop of Armagh.  I feel as

though I have now got my own people coming under my command’.82  General von

Horn was, clearly, proud of his Irish ancestry: in his autobiography Soldiering for

peace he detailed his Irish (and Dutch) forebears.83

                                                  
80 Irish Press, 28 July 1960.
81 Irish Press, 25 July 1960.
82 Irish Press, 25 July 1960.
83  Carl von Horn, Soldiering for peace (London, 1966), p.3.
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However, in (earlier) editorial comment on 20 July, the Irish Press demonstrated a

cogent understanding of the UN mission in the Congo and the role to be played

there by Irish troops:
It was fortunate that the United Nations should have been ready to agree to a
military mission… it was well that contingents from newly liberated states of
Africa were the first to arrive.  Their presence, together with troops from countries
like Ireland, will provide the Congolese people with visible proof that the purpose
of the United Nations is to establish peace.84

Then, some few days after the Irish battalion had arrived in the Congo, the Irish

Press editorial of 30 July again manifested a firm grasp of realpolitik international

relations, when, commenting on super-power tensions in the UN and ‘on the

ground’ in the Congo, it observed – in a tone of some self-delusion:

…as things stand, each side is watching the other jealously, ready to pounce at the
first sign of a false step. The task in the Congo had to be given to countries such as
ours, whose impartiality has been placed above challenge.85

The Irish Press editorial writer succeeded in correctly identifying super-power

tensions, correctly establishing the nature of the UN mission in the Congo and

asserting that Ireland’s impartiality was above challenge – an implied vindication of

Ireland’s foreign policy, as articulated by Lemass and Aiken.

The Irish Independent began its Congo coverage on 18 July.  It carried a report on

page nine – opposite the editorial page – that Ireland, along with five other

(unnamed) nations had been asked for troops. The source for this story was the

(Irish) Government information bureau: the report was factual and without comment

as to the merits or demerits of the UN request.  In the same column space, the

newspaper reported the Congolese government’s threat to seek Soviet assistance,

and that Belgium was continuing to fly her troops into the Congo, with about twenty

‘key centres’ there under Belgian control.  The sources for the reports on Belgian

troop movements and on the threat by the Congolese government to seek Soviet

military assistance were not attributed to any news agency or reporter.  In fact, the

                                                  
84 Irish Press, 20 July 1960.
85 Irish Press, 30 July 1960.
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Congolese government had done somewhat more that threaten to seek help from the

USSR.  On 14 July, some three days earlier than reported by the Irish Independent,

a telex – ascribed to Kasavubu as President and Lumumba as prime minister of the

Congo – had been sent to ‘His Excellency the President of the Council of Ministers

of the Soviet Union’: this telex advised him of the Belgian aggression against the

Congo; that the lives of the two signatories (to the telex) were in danger.  This

message contained a request that the USSR might closely monitor the situation in

the Congo, and advised that the Congolese government were on the point of

requesting the intervention of the USSR.  What the Congolese had in mind in their

use of the word ‘intervention’ is not clear: however, in the context of the telex

advising the USSR of hostilities between Congolese troops and Belgian forces at

Matadi, Congo, and ‘Western military aggression’ against the ‘sovereign state of the

Congo’, it is reasonable to speculate that military intervention was being sought

from the Soviet government.86  In addition, a similar request had earlier been sent to

the US government, on 12 July, through the US ambassador in Leopoldville, which

cited Belgian aggression.  In this instance, the letter was signed by Gizenga (Deputy

Prime Minister), Nyembo (Secretary of State for National Defence) and Bomboko

(Minister for Foreign Affairs) – and specifically requested US military assistance by

way of 3,000 troops.87  Although the aircraft carrier, USS Wasp, was steaming

towards the Congo in order that it may be used for necessary evacuation of US

nationals, and two companies of US troops based in Germany were being readied to

assist, Madelaine Kalb writes that ‘President Eisenhower had categorically ruled out

use of US troops in the Congo itself’.88

Whether the editorial team of the Irish Independent were aware of these

machinations is not known: in the event, they were not reported in the days

preceding, or following, the day when the UN request for Irish troops was made.

However, a reflective leading article was published in the Irish Independent on 27

July: and, as with the earlier quoted Irish Press leading article, the Irish Independent

                                                  
86 deSchryver papers, 11.4.9.1.
87 deSchryver papers, 11.4.9.2.
88 Kalb, Congo cables p .9.
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on this date capably and comprehensibly assigned credit for the Congo mission.

This leading article opens as follows:
The departure of our troops to the Congo to-day signifies in a special way Ireland’s
high standing among the nations. In a delicate situation where emotions are high
and cruel violence has been done between white and black, Irish soldiers have been
given the task of keeping the peace. This is a tribute to our Army, whose officers
have already given a good account of themselves in the Lebanon.  More than that, it
is an expression of the world’s confidence in our country’s impartiality, and
therefore in our maturity.89

In this piece, the Irish Independent had repeated the sentiments and, indeed, the

Irish government’s viewpoint, as expressed in Dáil Éireann on 20 July by the

Taoiseach.  In later issues during the latter part of July 1960, and up to early August

1960, the Irish Independent confined itself to factual reporting of Congo related

activity by the Irish Army:  photographs of the period taken at Baldonnel between

27 July and 1 August, during the departure of various troop-flights, show an almost

holiday or picnic atmosphere, as families of the departing soldiers and other

spectators thronged to the airfield to witness the momentous occasion.90  In this

year, before Ireland had its own television station, cinema newsreels recorded and

showed many (news) items of interest.  The departure of the Congo troops was no

exception: as an example, the Irish newsreel service Amarach Eireann gave

extensive coverage to the events.91  Other newsreels such as British Pathe gave

coverage to and commentary upon the departure of Irish troops – this footage also

showed many civilian spectators at Baldonnel.92

                                                  
89 Irish Independent, 27 July 1960.
90 Irish Independent, 18 July to 1 August 1960.
91 Irish Film Archive, Amárach Éireann (Gael Linn) Eagrán 61.
92 British Pathe, http://www.britishpathe.com/record.php?id=41551 (24 Oct. 2011).
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2.6

Conclusion

It is clearly the case that when, in July 1960, the UN Secretary General, Dag

Hammarskjöld, elected to call upon the Irish state to fulfill its obligations under the

UN charter, the Irish government of the day had limited options but to agree to his

request.  This opinion is based upon the records of speeches by Eamonn deValera at

the League of Nations, and by Frank Aiken at the United Nations assembly where

they expounded upon and lauded the principles of ‘Rule of Law’ and ‘collective

action by member nations’.  Accordingly, Ireland’s trumpeting of her international

relations support for these principles were now indisputably on record; as was her

support for the resolution of inter-nation disputes amongst members of the United

Nations body.

In so far as domestic politics were concerned, the Lemass government was in a

majority position in Dail Eireann: whatever the misgivings of some cabinet

members, Lemass – having made his decision to accede to the UN request for a

military contribution to the Congo contingent – was determined to have it speedily

implemented.  The cabinet’s affirmative decision, of 19 July 1960, to proceed was

followed by furious military, logistical and administrative activity.  The end result

was the departure of the first troops on the afternoon of 27 July 1960 - a mere ten

days from the UN request of 17 July to first departures on 27 July 1960.

In so far as the news media of the day – and the Irish people of the time – were

concerned, the entire events of those ten days were awesome and exciting.  The

print news-media of the day is replete with photographs of the Irish troops, the

parades, the ceremonials and the ‘strange’ aircraft at Baldonnel airfield.  This

airfield hosted an almost festive atmosphere during the three days of arrivals and

departures of the giant C-124 Hercules Globemaster aircraft, with families of the

troops and the general public flocking to witness events.  All of the media comment

was positive towards the operations: no ‘nay-sayers’ spoke out – or if they did, they
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went unreported.  Although the activity of Belgian military forces, ANC mutinies

and the conflicts between Belgian and Congolese forces were reported, none of the

media organs raised any questions of Irish military capabilities – as measured

against the forces (Belgian and Congolese) that might potentially be arrayed against

Irish soldiers in a hostile manner.

It appears that the unprecedented nature of the occasion, the kudos that Ireland had

suddenly gained, the general feeling of Ireland’s prevenient maturity in international

affairs and the prevailing atmosphere of accomplishment left little room for publicly

expressed doubts or misgivings.  It was almost as if good sense, common sense, had

been forgotten.  In mid-summer 1960, Irish soldiers whose military experience was

largely limited to, or bounded by, performing routine domestic duties of guard

duties and parades, whose sum of battle training was comprised of firing practices at

fixed and swiveling targets on rifle-ranges, were going into – literally – the

unknown.  The two major cold-war powers of the USA and the USSR were in

confrontational mode arising from the actions of the Congolese government in

seeking their aid.

At the Irish troops’ destination in the Congo, paratroops and naval forces of

Belgium – a member of NATO – were in situations of conflict with the Congolese

army.  The formidably armed and escorted US aircraft carrier USS Wasp was

standing-off the Congolese coast, ready to assist in the evacuation of US citizens

who might have been caught up in the Congo conflict.  In short, it is submitted that

by late July 1960, the Congolese state had imploded: her armed forces were in a

mutinous state, her sovereignty had been compromised by Belgian military action

and Belgian administrators and technicians were in flight from the Congo.   The

gravity of the situation, in the Republic of the Congo in mid-July 1960, and its

potential for causing harm to members of the UN Emergency Force there,Irish

soldiers among them, appeared to have been underestimated, indeed, ignored.
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Chapter 3

3. The Irish Army in 1960:  request, reaction, readiness and response

The end for which a soldier is recruited, clothed, armed and trained,
the whole object of his sleeping, eating, drinking and marching is
simply that he should fight at the right place and at the right time.
Carl von Clausewitz.1

This chapter will discuss the general state of preparedness and military efficiency of

the Irish Army as it was in 1960 and its reaction to the UN request for an Irish

military contingent.  From the Irish Defence Forces, the Army alone provided the

manpower for the Irish UN contingent.  The Army Air Corps was involved

principally as a key component of the logistical effort: Baldonnel airfield was the

point of departure for the first two Irish battalions to serve in the Congo and the Air

Corps also provided the official photographer to the 32 IrBatt, and subsequent

battalions.2

                                                  
1 Carl von Clausewitz, On war Translated by Michael Howard and Peter Paret, (Oxford, 2007), p. 38.
2 Archie Raeside, The Congo 1960: the first Irish United Nations peacekeepers (Portlaoise, 2004),
passim.
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3. 1: Diverse military stores prepared for dispatch to the Congo, July 1960

(Military Archives, Ireland)

In this chapter, reaction is defined in terms of how the Army command structure and

its personnel reacted to the request from the UN and the news that a 600-man

infantry battalion would serve abroad – for the first time in the Army’s history.

Response is defined as the physical nature of the actions taken and organisation

needed to get the contingent into a coherent formation, in order to depart.  In the

context of this chapter, ‘readiness’ means the state of preparedness for the mission:

it is what might be termed ‘fitness for mission purpose’.
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3.1

Request.
When the request from the UN Secretary General for an Irish troop contingent,

came in July 1960 and the government’s subsequent agreement, the Irish Army was

almost completely unprepared for such an eventuality.  The precedent of Irish

participation in UN observer groups in the Middle East, when only un-armed

officers were involved, did not directly contribute to any preparedness for a mission

of ‘one battalion with light arms and the normal supporting services’ as requested

by the UN Secretary General.3

In his General Report on the Defence Forces for the year 1 April 1945 to 31 March

1946, and again in his (Defence Forces) report, year 1 April 1947 to 31 March 1948,

the then Chief-of-Staff, Major General Daniel McKenna raised the question of

extra-national military service – however obliquely.  In the situation statement

prefacing his 1945-46 report, in the context of noting the establishment of the

United Nations Organisation, General McKenna observed:
It is the stated intention that this new organisation should have at its disposal an
international force to ensure compliance with its decisions, but it is not clear how
such a force could be organized or controlled, or what military obligations will be
placed on members of this new world organisation …4

However, the above quoted observation did not then suggest any Irish involvement

in such ‘an international force to ensure compliance’.

In his report for the year 1947-48, General McKenna was, perhaps, prescient of

extra-national Irish military service with the UN ’if admitted as a member to the

United Nations’ when he observed in his prefacing situation-statement:
Apart from the possibility of this State having to assume military obligations, if
admitted as a member to the United Nations or of entering into any defence
commitments, such as are being organized by the Benelux States, it may be doubted
whether it will be possible for this state to remain neutral in the next world
conflict.5

                                                  
3 NAI, Files of the Department of the Taoiseach, File number S16137B. Memorandum for Cabinet,
prepared by Departments of External Affairs & Defence, dated 18 July 1960.
4 Michael Kennedy and Victor Laing, The Irish Defence Forces 1940-1949: the Chief of Staff’s
reports (Dublin, 2011), p. 438.
5 Kennedy & Laing, Chief of Staff reports, p. 615.
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Whatever the prescience of General McKenna in 1948, on 5 May1960 – just two

months before the UN request for Irish troops - the Minister for Defence, Deputy

Kevin Boland, addressing Dáil Éireann on the vote for defence, demonstrated no

such foresight.  Deputy Boland did, indeed, refer to the detachment of volunteer

Irish army officers in the UN observer group in the Middle East, but his speech

focused mainly on the proposed integration of the FCA (Local Defence Force) with

the regular army.6  From the opposition benches, Deputy Jack McQuillan

(Independent), a former army officer, riposted that ‘the people should have an

opportunity to examine the whole question of the Defence Forces and the purchase

of “stone age” equipment, which is out-of-date before it even reaches our shores’:

here Deputy McQuillan was referring to the proposed purchase, from the United

Kingdom, of three Vampire jet training aircraft.7

As the Congo crisis did not erupt until July 1960, the UN request for troops for the

UNEF Congo could hardly have been anticipated at this time (May 1960): indeed,

the Deputies assembled in Dáil Éireann for this debate were mainly concerned with

the Defence Forces financial estimates for the fiscal year 1960/61 – then put by the

Minister for Defence at IR£7.66 m.8 As a comparison, in early July 1960 the

Katanga, Congo based mining company, Union Miniere de Haut Katanga – itself a

division of Societe Generale, a Belgian domiciled banking and investment

conglomerate – transferred 1,250,000,000 Belgian francs to the revenue resources of

the embryonic government of Katanga, in whose territory the bulk of the Irish

                                                  
6 Dáil Debates http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/05/05/00008.asp Cols. 783-4, Vote
51—Defence. Thursday, 5 May 1960. (8 Dec. 2011).
7 Ibid. Cols. 794-804.
8 Ibid. Cols. 781-2.
9 Lumumba Commission report, p. 521.
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contingent would serve.9  This sum was the equivalent of approximately IR£19m, at

an exchange rate of sixty-eight Belgian francs to one Irish pound.10

When Deputy Boland, in the Dáil debate of 5 May 1960, referred to the Irish Army

officers serving with the UN observer group in the Middle East: it is not recorded

whether he referred to or acknowledged the Cabinet discussion of 3 September

1957, arising from which he, as Minister for Defence had been then:
Authorised as a matter of urgency to have a Bill drafted to amend the Defence Act,
1954 with a view to making the contribution of an Irish contingent to the United
Nations Emergency Force legally feasible.11

The Department of Defence duly responded on 25 November 1957, when the

Secretary of the Department sent draft amendments to the Secretary of the

Department of the Taoiseach, under ‘Secret’ cover.12  However, it appears that the

amending legislation proposed and discussed in late 1957 did not come before Dáil

Éireann until the Taoiseach introduced it there on 20 July 1960, in order that an Irish

Army contingent might be legally authorised to join the UN forces in the Congo:
The sending of Irish troops outside the limits of the State requires legislation by the
Dáil. Foreseeing the possibilities that requests, such as the present, might be
received, the Government have had legislation for this purpose under consideration
for some time. It was proposed to ask the Oireachtas to pass a permanent Bill with a
clause requiring approval of the Dáil by Resolution before it could be applied in
any specific instance. The urgency of the present request from the Secretary-
General has prompted the Government to seek the co-operation of the Dáil in the
passage into law, for a limited period of six months, of the special temporary
measure now before the House.13

The temporary measures to which Lemass referred on 20 July 1960 were two simple

amendments to the Defence Act, 1954.  These allowed for:
Firstly, the sending of contingents of the Permanent Defence Force outside the State
for duties of a police character on behalf of the United Nations and, secondly, to

                                                  

10 Central Bank of Ireland. Historical Exchange Rates  http://www.centralbank.ie/Pages/home.aspx
(26 Mar. 2012).
11 NAI, Department of the Taoiseach, File S/16137A. (Cabinet meeting of 3 September 1957, G.C.
8/40) Memorandum dated 6 September 1957.
12 NAI, Department of the Taoiseach, S/16137A.
13 Defence (Amendment) Bill, 1960, Second and Subsequent Stages, (1881-2), 20 July 1960.
http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/20/00039.asp (26 Mar. 2012).
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provide in respect of such members of the Defence Forces as may volunteer for
service overseas during the period of its operation the same statutory conditions of
service as apply to members of the Defence Forces stationed at home.14

Reverting to the legislative matter requiring such haste in September 1957 in which

the (same) Minister for Defence, Kevin Boland, had close involvement, this had its

origins in a Memorandum for Government, reference 305/173/1, dated 29 August

1957, prepared by the Department of External Affairs.  This memorandum – under

the heading of Irish Contribution to the United Nations Emergency Force set out the

views, and requests, of Deputy Frank Aiken, then Minister for External Affairs,

beginning thus:
The Head of Ireland’s Permanent Mission to the United Nations has informed the
Minister for External Affairs that it is likely that an approach may be made to the
Irish Delegation by the Secretary-General to ascertain whether Ireland would be
prepared to contribute a contingent to the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF)
at present stationed in Egypt.15

The UNEF in Egypt referred to above was that set up by UN Resolution 1000 (ES-

1) of 5 November 1956: this force formed the cease-fire buffer in the aftermath of

the Anglo-French-Israeli intervention in Suez, Egypt of November 1956.16  The

Aiken-sponsored memorandum to Cabinet concluded by requesting authorisation to

make this following statement ‘if the need arises’:
The Irish Government would have no objection in principle to contributing a
contingent to a United Nations emergency force.  If requested to contribute such a
contingent the Government would ‘consider the matter as favourably as possible in
light of the circumstances prevailing at that time.’17

This same Memorandum for Government (29 August 1957) included, as part of the

supporting documentation, a report under ‘Secret’ cover, from the Department of

Defence, dated 20 August 1957, headed as A Semi-Official minute regarding

practical difficulties from the military point of view in supplying a contingent from

the Defence Forces to the United Nations Emergency Force.  This ‘semi-official

                                                  
14 Defence (Amendment) Bill, 1960, Second and Subsequent Stages, (1881-2), 20 July 1960.
http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/20/00039.asp (26 Mar. 2012).
15 NAI, Department of the Taoiseach, S/16137A.
16 Copy of UN resolution appended to memorandum for government: in NAI, Department of the
Taoiseach, File S/16137A.
17 NAI, Department of the Taoiseach, File S/16137A.
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minute’ points out that the writer (P. M. Clarke) was directed by his minister

(Boland) to explain:
That in the military view any contingent would require to be not just so many men,
but a combat formation or formations, organized, armed and equipped on
conventional lines, such as one or two infantry companies.  The field of selection
would consequently be limited to the infantry battalions of the Army.  Our existing
battalions are very much below strength at the present time – the total number of
N.C.O.s. (sic) and men in these Units is in fact less than 2,000 exclusive of recruits.
The field of selection would be further limited by the desirability of confining it to
un-married men of a certain age group who are Three Star soldiers, i.e. of the first
class.18  The difficulty will, perhaps, be more fully appreciated when I mention that
there are only 869 Three Star Privates in the whole Infantry Corps.19

Department of Defence expressed other concerns regarding the (notional) provision

of a contingent from the Defence Forces:
Apart from the foregoing, considerable information would also have to be obtained
in regard to such matters as

(i) the exact nature of the standard equipment expected to accompany
national contingents.

(ii) whether combat vehicles are expected to accompany contingents;
(iii) whether each nation contingent should include its own chaplain.

In conclusion I would like to say that as the foregoing has been prepared urgently
you will appreciate that it is not necessarily exhaustive.20

In the event, there was then no formal UN request for an Irish contingent to UNEF,

Suez: however, some sixteen years later, the Irish 25th Infantry Group, then serving

with UNFICYP, Cyprus was transferred to UNEF II in Suez and the Sinai Desert -

in the aftermath of the Yom Kippur war of October 1973.21

However, when Taoiseach Séan Lemass came before Dáil Éireann on 20 July 1960,

proposing the relatively short – but nonetheless significant – amendments to the

Defence Act, he adverted to:

                                                  
18 More accurately, a ‘Three Star Private’ is a soldier fully trained and tested to a defined standard of
competence; rather than ‘of the first class’.
19 NAI, Department of the Taoiseach, File S/16137A.
20 Ibid.
21 Irish Defence Forces website,
http://www.military.ie/search/?cx=002081102009708133800%3Aan3dx1jx62o&cof=FORID%3A11
%3BNB%3A1&ie=UTF-8&q=Suez (5 Feb. 2014).
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Foreseeing the possibilities that requests, such as the present, might be received, the
Government have had legislation for this purpose under consideration for some
time.22

Lemass did not then state the connection with the origins of the ‘consideration’, that

is, the possibility, in 1957, that the Irish government might be approached by the

UN Secretary General with a request for an Irish defence forces contingent for

UNEF in Egypt.23  Lemass, at the conclusion of his opening statement to the Dáil of

20 July 1960, did advert to Irish Army officers who served in the UN Middle-East

Truce Supervisory Force, (UNTSO) in Lebanon of two years earlier (1958).24  This

omission of any reference to possible army service in Suez, Egypt in 1957 is

remarkable, given the importance of the proposal being placed before Dail Eireann.

3.2

Reaction
Speaking at a seminar in the Military College, Curragh Training Camp, held

between 29 June to 1 July 1995, Lt. General (retd.) Sean McKeown made some

telling retrospective observations on his – ergo, the Irish Army’s  reaction to the UN

request for military participation in the UN force in the Congo.  In July 1960, he

was then Major-General and Chief-of-Staff of the Irish Defence Forces: later, in

1961, he was appointed to the rank of Lieutenant-General and Force Commander of

ONUC in the Congo.  It is remarkable and relevant to examine some excerpts from

his speech at that seminar: the content and meaning of this discourse reflects both

his reaction to, and his attitude towards, the unprecedented request from the UN, via

his superior political authority, for release of military resources under his command;

ergo, his responsibility:
The first thing about the Congo, so far as we were concerned, was the manner in
which the request came to us for troops. It was all urgently, urgently, urgently: this
was the keynote. This was the background to our problem, not only in forming the
first battalion that went there, and the next one, but in matters of their clothing,
equipment, medical preparation etc. To give you some idea of the urgencies I have

                                                  
22 Defence (Amendment) Bill, 1960, Second and Subsequent Stages, (1881-2), 20 July 1960.
http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/20/00039.asp (26 Mar. 2012).
23 NAI, Department of the Taoiseach, S/16137A.
24 Defence (Amendment) Bill, 1960, Second and Subsequent Stages, (1881-2), 20 July 1960.
http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/20/00039.asp (26 Mar. 2012).
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referred to … we got our first battalion away on 27 July (1960), thirteen days after
the passing of the resolution which was something of a miracle in itself.25

It was no thanks to me, I can tell you, as I was pretty largely a spectator in GHQ,
looking on at what was going on in the army.26

It was indeed, as McKeown reflected, ‘a miracle in itself’ to dispatch the first

battalion, 32nd Infantry Battalion, thirteen days after the passing of the UN Security

Council resolution.  In this time-frame – as the meeting with his minister (referred

to below) took place on Sunday 17 July 1960 and the first troop departure flights

from Baldonnel began on Wednesday 27 July 1960 – of a mere nine operational

days, if one excludes the day of this meeting (17 July) and the day of first departures

(27 July), a battalion was formed from volunteers, given medical and dental

examinations – and inoculated, armed, equipped and dispatched. As General

McKeown observed, it was all ‘urgently, urgently, urgently’: this urgency was to

reflect on the 32nd Battalion’s efficiency in the first days of its operations in the

Congo.  As examples of effects on military efficiency, the unit history of 32 IrBatt

offers telling insights:
Yellow fever injections and smallpox injections were given to everyone and those
requiring teeth extractions were also attended to.  This latter operation was severe
to the point of brutality, some men getting as many as eleven teeth out in addition to
the painful yellow fever injection.27

The report from the Medical Platoon of 32 IRBatt discloses the ‘Incidence of

Reactions’ to inoculations and vaccinations thusly:
Reaction to TABT vaccine 180
Reaction to smallpox vaccination 152
(TABT – typhoid, paratyphoid A&B and tetanus).28

As the battalion numbered some 600 men, and even assuming that the reactions

were experienced contemporaneously, approximately twenty-five per cent of the

battalion were ill – and thus out of battalion effective strength for varying periods.

Unfortunately, the medical report does not indicate the duration of the illness caused

by reactions.
                                                  
25 This refers to UN Security Council Resolution 143 S/4387 of 14 July 1960.
http://www.un.org/documents/sc/res/1960/scres60.htm (14 Nov. 2011).
26 Sean McKeown, ‘Congo (ONUC): the military perspective’ in The Irish Sword
Vol. XX, No. 79, (Summer 1996), pp 43-45.
27 Military Archives Ireland, 32 IrBatt, Unit history. p.53. (Italics used by writer for emphasis).
28 Ibid. p. 88.
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This urgency was complicated by many organizational factors – such as the medical

precautions referred to above.  The physical strain on the Congo-bound troops (any

emotional strain apart) and the sapping of their energy and ability cannot have been

alleviated by an example of the schedule of the first day of embarkation of

approximately 200 of these soldiers.  As outlined above, many were feeling the

effects of dental attention and suffering reaction to various injections:
Mass at Curragh Training Camp: 06.30 hrs.
Parade through Dublin: 11.00 hrs.
Move to Baldonnel: 15.00 hrs.
Parade for review & Archbishop’s blessing: 16.00hrs.
First departure flight: 16.30 hrs.29

Mass parade at 06.30 hrs would have been necessarily preceded by Reveille call at

05.30hrs.  Mass would have been followed by breakfast; then, a 50 km journey by

truck to Dublin: a parade march of some 10 km through Dublin, transfer to Collins

Barracks, Dublin for dinner, then a truck journey to Baldonnel of some 12 km; a

further parade formation for review, receive the Archbishop of Dublin – John

Charles McQuaid’s - homily and blessing; maintaining formation for an address by

the Minister for Defence: finally, boarding the aircraft.30  As the entire 600 men of

the battalion paraded through Dublin and went to Baldonnel, 400 of the men could

then retire to barracks, pending embarkation.  The 200 who departed on 27 July,

then faced a flight of some six hours to Châteauroux Airbase in France, followed

almost immediately by a further eight hours to Wheelus Airbase in Libya – where

the battalion stayed over-night in this US Air Force base. Next day, 28 July, the men

endured a flight of ten hours to Kano, Nigeria; there, a short two-hour rest and then

a further six-hour flight to Goma in Kivu province, Congo.31  The cumulative effects

of this punishing schedule of activity are not reflected in the battalion medical or

welfare history.  However, the earlier quoted medical statistics are indicative of the

debilitated physical condition of many of the troops. 

                                                  
29 Military Archives Ireland, (MAI) 32 IrBatt, Unit history.  p.9.
30MAI, 32 IrBatt, Unit history, pp 8 - 9. [Hereafter, Unit history].
31 Ibid. pp 8 –10.
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In his discourse of June 1995, General McKeown recalled his initial reactions to a

telephone call from the Minister for Defence, made to him at his home on Sunday

morning, 10 July 1960:
He rang me at home and asked me to come to GHQ … he told me that an urgent
request had come for a battalion of troops for the Congo in a very great hurry,
laying great emphasis on the hurry party of it. I was at first taken aback about the
Congo ... wondering where the hell the Congo was for a start …
The request was for a battalion… We hadn’t given any serious thought to
participating in a UN operation with troops, apart from a short study that was done
by our plans and operations people in GHQ, which reckoned at the time the most
we could afford would be some 250-300 soldiers of all ranks.
The request for a battalion was quite staggering ... and I was prompted by the state
of affairs in the army at that time, and the sense of lack of purpose in our minds, to
say ‘yes’ to a battalion.32

In this extract, several of McKeown’s remarks require analysis. That the Chief-of-

Staff was taken aback is an understandable reaction: that he, as the senior general

officer of the Defence Forces would have ‘wondered as to where exactly was the

Congo’ is less understandable.  Irish newspapers had been prominently featuring the

Congo disturbances for some days, including references to UN forces for the Congo

being provided by small nations.33  However, the most significant sentence in the

McKeown discourse is where he recalled that:
The request for a battalion was quite staggering and I must confess that on that
Sunday morning I was prompted by the state of affairs in the army at that time,
when I recommended … that battalion be sent. It was the sense of lack of purpose
in our minds at the time that prompted me to say ‘yes’ to a battalion.34

Clearly, the Chief-of-Staff was of the view that the Irish Army was then stagnating

and had no clear vision of its role or purpose in the service of the State.

General McKeown, in these remarks, following, sums up the decision-making

process and his ideas of the mission to be undertaken when he said:
Getting the men together became largely the task of the command OCs, while GHQ
looked after the staff and the HQ company. The other horrible aspect of the thing
was the clothing … the public thought we were very simple people to send chaps to

                                                  
32 Sean McKeown, ‘Congo (ONUC): the military perspective’ in The Irish Sword Vol. XX, No. 79,
(Summer 1996), pp 43-45.
33 Irish Times, 14 July 1960. (For example).
34 Sean McKeown, ‘Congo (ONUC): the military perspective’ in The Irish Sword Vol. XX, No. 79,
(Summer 1996), pp 43-45.
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the tropics in bulls-wool. But we didn’t have anything else: the alternative was to
say to the UN ‘OK we’ll give you a battalion in six months time when we have
suitable uniforms’.
Bulls-wool was a bit of a public relations disaster.
Another aspect that strikes me was the lack of briefing of our people going there.
The briefing was virtually nil: there was no time, and in any case very few people
knew much about the political or even climatic conditions…
These were the preliminary headaches and misgivings that we had, and the one
good thing  … was the tremendous response we got from the army. It was fantastic,
and we said to hell with it whether they were prepared or not, it was worth it to give
700 men an opportunity of this experience. In fact, it was this very response that
resulted in what a good few people, including myself, thought was a bit rash.
This was the sending of a second battalion a few weeks later.  The main problem
was here at home in the wake of sending 1,400 people abroad. Unquestionably, it
was over-ambitious to send abroad so many of our 7,000 strong all ranks,
permanent defence force.35

In this extract, allowing for the thirty-five year interval between that Sunday

morning in July and the seminar in 1995, McKeown identifies three key issues in

the preparation, or lack of preparation, for the dispatch of troops. These key issues

were uniforms ‘of bulls-wool’ and by implication, other equipment; the lack of

advance briefing; and the stripping of the army of about twenty per cent of its

effective strength.

Tellingly, McKeown refers to the almost fatalistic reasoning behind his decision –

‘It was fantastic, and we said to hell with it whether they were prepared or not, it

was worth it to give 700 men an opportunity of this experience’.

This sentence captures the almost reckess attitude in the undertaking by the Minister

for Defence and the Chief-of-Staff to select, equip, transport and commit to UN

service a virtually inexperienced battalion of Irish soldiers to a mission whose aims,

objectives and strategy was – at that time – at best, unclear.

                                                  
35 Sean McKeown, ‘Congo (ONUC): the military perspective’ in The Irish Sword Vol. XX, No. 79,
(Summer 1996), pp 43-45.
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3.3

Readiness
An assessment of the preparedness of the Irish army for the mission to the Congo in

July 1960 may be usefully made by examining and analysing the annual reports

from the Directors of the various army corps and services, which were made to the

Chief-of-Staff, Defence Forces.  From these sources a picture may be obtained of

the actual military readiness of the Defence Forces - and the conditions under which

soldiers lived - in 1960.

Defence Forces strength in 1960

To begin; it is important to establish the manpower strength of the Irish Defence

Forces, and to make comparisons between the actual numbers in the forces and the

notional establishment numbers, as approved by government.  The volunteer troop

contingents sent to the Congo in 1960 came from the actual pool of manpower

available in the Defence Forces at that time. The source for these figures (below) is

the report of the Adjutant General, made for the year ending 31 December 1960.36

Defence Forces manpower statistics for 1960 (Army only)
Officers, all ranks

Strength as at 31/12/1959 1,002 Establishment 1,188 Deficiency 186

Strength as at 31/12/1960   978 Establishment 1,188 Deficiency  210

NCOs, all ranks

Strength as at 31/12/1959 2,573 Establishment 3,265 Deficiency  692

Strength as at 31/12/1960 2,681 Establishment 3,265 Deficiency  584

Men, all grades

Strength as at 31/12/1959 4,476 Establishment 7,102 Deficiency 2,626

Strength as at 31/12/1960 3,265 Establishment 7,102 Deficiency 3,54637

                                                  
36 MAI,  annual reports to Chief of Staff: year 1960.
37 MAI,  annual report from Adjutant General to Chief of Staff: year 1960.
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Some salient facts may be gleaned from these statistics.  In the two years quoted,

(1959-60) a decline in overall strength between 1959 and 1960 is evident – with

overall manpower falling by 944 all ranks, although it is noted that the NCO

strength had increased somewhat in 1960.  Since the total established strength of the

army was 11,555 and the actual strength in 1960 was 6,924 – the total deficiency

was 4,631.  Therefore, the army element of the Defence Forces stood at the sixty-

percentile strength – as against establishment numbers.  It is also clear that the

greatest manpower deficiency in the above years was that of men, private soldiers,

who comprise the bulk of any army.

In 1958 the total all-ranks strength of the army was 7,048.38  As already discussed,

the Department of Defence, when considering a possible request for a troop

contingent for Suez, were in mid-1957 giving the total strength of infantry in the

army at some 2,000 NCOs and men.39 In the light of the relative stability of total

manpower in the years 1957–60, it may be deduced that the number of infantrymen

in the Defence Forces in 1960 was still of the order of 2,000.  At the time of this

report from Adjutant General, out of the total strength of the army, 1,200 all-ranks

were deployed on ONUC service: the two battalions with ONUC in the Congo in

1960 were infantry battalions.  Each battalion had, in addition to its headquarters

and support elements, three companies of infantry, each of four platoons of thirty

men each. Accordingly, 720 of the 1,200 men in the Congo were infantrymen: thus,

one-third of the army’s infantry were on UN duty, leaving the home-based elements

stretched, perhaps over-stretched, in relation to domestic military duties.

Training matters

As the army was, in 1960, at sixty per-cent of established strength, there would have

been some strain on resources to fulfil routine training commitments. The Director

of Training, in his annual report for 1960 highlights the ‘Difficulties in training as

two battalions are overseas’: the report comments, however, that the standard of

                                                  
38 MAI, annual report from Adjutant General to Chief of Staff: year 1958.
39 NAI, Department of the Taoiseach, File S/16137A.
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training as evidenced by Range Practices (weapons firing) was satisfactory – as

compared with 1959.40

This same report observes that the shortage of troops for training purposes resulted

in the training of Commanders and Staff being circumscribed, necessitating the use

of TEWTS (Tactical exercises without troops) and cloth-model exercises.41  The

army’s experiences in the Congo – however recent – were beginning to percolate

back to home-station, as the Director of Training highlights the ‘Need to improve

training of junior leaders – particularly Corporals – based on Congo experience’.

The Director continues by reporting that ‘most units had some tactical training of

short duration at summer camps’, but the precise forms of tactical training are not

detailed: for example, no mention of training for patrol work – despite the lessons of

the Niemba ambush in November of the year reported upon and its consequent

fatalities.42

Prescribed tactical training for the army that was in force in 1960 was as laid out in

‘Manual of Field-craft and Battle Drill – Training Regulations No. 27 (GRO 10 of

1943)’, which was issued by the then Adjutant General, Colonel James Flynn, and

approved by Oscar Traynor T.D., Minister for Defence on 6 April 1943.43  This

manual extends across 104 pages, and covers the subject extensively – with drills

and practices ranging across use of cover and camouflage, night training, section

and platoon in attack, patrols by day and by night, actions against paratroopers and

actions against tanks.44  The battle-drills included soldiers being exposed to ‘live

enemy fire’ which was achieved by having personnel selected as ‘enemy’ who were

‘reliable shots placing their bullets realistically close to a man’s head’.45  A veteran

of 2nd Infantry Group (2 InfGp), recalling his pre-departure to the Congo battle

training, in Glen of Imaal, Co. Wicklow, told of being in a trench while light

machine-gun fire was directed ‘some feet above his head, while three Irish Army

                                                  
40 MAI, annual report from Director of Training to Chief-of-Staff, 1960.
41 Ibid.
42 MAI, annual report from Director of Training to Chief-of-Staff, 1960.
43 MAI, File 2/70709, ‘Manual of Field-craft and Battle Drill – Training Regulations No. 27, (GRO
10 of 1943). [Hereafter, Battle drill manual].
44 Ibid.
45 Battle drill manual, p. 4.
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Air Corps Fouga jets made a low pass over the battle area’.46  This was the sole

veteran recall of any battle training: 2 InfGp was the only unit that reported

undergoing battle training in its unit history.47

Questions put to veterans of Congo service regarding specific training for UN

service – both at home or overseas – evoked a range of responses.  Apart from

veteran quoted above, none of the others recalled mission-specific training per se.

It is of interest to note that of those twenty veterans interviewed, five remarked that

as they were technicians or specialists, the duties they performed in the Congo were

the same basic duties or tasks as they performed at home.48  As one veteran cogently

put it ‘I did in the Congo what I did in Ireland; the only difference was that the

Congo was hotter’.49

However, viewing training developments in the perspective of the Congo, the

Director of Training pointed out in his report for 1960 that three new manuals for

Congo had been issued, namely ‘Medical Hints, Hints on Congo and An

Introduction to the Kiswahili Language’.

Regarding the subject of ‘language’, Kiswahili is the lingua franca of Katanga.50

However, French – now a subject on Irish national secondary school syllabus – was

widely spoken throughout the (Belgian) Congo and taught also in national schools

there.51 Acknowledging the Irish Army’s requirement for, and lack of language

skills for service in the Congo, the 1960 report of Director of Intelligence

highlighted:

The dispatch of Irish troops to the Congo has emphasised the lack of qualified
interpreters and linguists in the Defence Forces. The total number of qualified
French interpreters stands at 2 (sic).52

                                                  
46 Veteran interviews – veteran 3/O.
47 MAI, Unit history, 2 InfGp, p. 1.
48 Veteran interviews – veterans 7,8, 9, 11 & 15.
49 Veteran interviews – veteran 7.
50 Peter M. Wilson, Simplified Swahili (Harlow, Essex, 1970), p. vii.
51 Adam Hochschild, King Leopold’s ghost (London, 1998), pp 133-5.
52 MAI, annual report from Director of Intelligence to Chief-of-Staff, 1960, p.4.
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In the Congo, the problems arising from a lack of French or Swahili interpreters

would be assuaged by UN posting of Swedish army interpreters to the Irish units.53

Reports from Corps Directors to Chief-of-Staff for 1960 – Weaponry, equipment,

vehicles etc

It is noteworthy to observe, at this point, that the Director of Intelligence report for

1960, made little mention of the Congo – save to comment that ‘The future measure

of success, or failure, of the United Nations Organisation may depend on the

effectiveness of its Congo intervention’.54  Despite devoting considerable space in

his report to the relative strengths and equipment of Western and Soviet blocs’

forces, including inter-continental missiles he made no observation on military

forces in, or near, the Congo who may have presented resistance or opposition to the

same UN forces ‘intervening in the Congo’: all the more remarkably an omission

since Irish troops were then serving with the UN.55

In assessing the Irish Army’s preparedness for overseas service in 1960, a

particularly instructive source is the report of the Quartermaster General (QMG) for

that year.  As the QMG was responsible for acquisition, distribution and

maintenance of all barrack accommodation, food, clothing, military materiel,

vehicles, ships, aircraft, weapons and ammunition, his report provides the clearest

insight into military preparedness and operational conditions.56

Arguably, some elements of the QMG’s report  (aspects of army accommodation

and food) appear to have little bearing on the readiness for UN service in the Congo.

Nevertheless, these form part of the essential picture of the functioning or readiness

of a force – ostensibly raised and trained to defend the State – and being in such

condition that their military skills be utilised over-seas.

The 1960 QMG report begins with an overview of the delivery of Defensive

Equipment (Warlike Stores) during the year under review.  From this section one

                                                  
53 MAI, 32 IrBatt & 33 IrBatt Unit histories, passim.
54 MAI, annual report from Director of Intelligence to Chief-of-Staff, 1960, p.4.
55 MAI, annual report from Director of Intelligence to Chief-of-Staff, 1960, passim.
56 MAI, annual report from Quartermaster General to Chief-of-Staff, 1960, pp 2-5.
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learns that four World War Two vintage Comet tanks, on order since the previous

year, were delivered, as was one of four-inch Quick-Firing naval gun, together with

three 20 mm Oerlikon guns. Eight twenty-five-pounder field guns were ordered, but

not delivered.  That this brief section covers all the acquisitions of major weaponry

and armour makes an emphatic statement of the minimalist expenditure in that year

on heavy weaponry and armour.  Possibly for reasons of structure, the QMG

includes ‘Clothing’ in this section and observes that the supply position here was

regarded as ‘Satisfactory’.57

The next section of the 1960 QMG report, which is worthy of some scrutiny,

concerns ‘Weapons and Ammunition’, and this will focus on the types of small-

arms weapons and ammunition carried by Irish troops in the Congo.  The standard

infantry weapon then employed by the Irish Amy was the Lee-Enfield .303 No.4

Mk II bolt-action rifle - carried to the Congo by the 32 and 33IrBatts.

Reporting on this weapon, the QMG observes:
This is now our standard service rifle,
but this rifle can now be considered obsolescent,
and what spares are procurable are at excessive prices’.58

The total stock held of these rifles was just under fifty thousand, more than

sufficient to equip a force of just below seven thousand all rank in 1960.59

However, the basic infantry weapon, the rifle that the Irish army would take to the

Congo, was unsatisfactory – in so far as it was regarded as being obsolescent, with

supply of spares parts in difficulty.  It is noteworthy to observe that the General

Staff reports for 1960 indicate that steps were being taken to consider replacing the

Lee-Enfield rifle with the Belgian-made FAL 7.62 mm automatic rifle.  The QMG’s

report, in section II, shows a stock of one only of these rifles60 and the report of the

                                                  
57 MAI, annual report from Quartermaster General to Chief-of-Staff, 1960, pp 2-5. [Hereafter, QMG
report, 1960].
58 QMG report, 1960, p. 9.
59 Idem. [The QMG includes, in this section of his report, that the ‘Mobilisation Requirement’ for
rifles was a figure of 80,000 weapons].
60 QMG report, 1960.
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Director of Ordnance mentions ‘receiving one 7.62 mm FAL rifle for testing/

appraisal purposes’.61

The supply position of .303 Bren Light Machine Guns (LMGs) largely mirrored that

of the Lee Enfield rifle, in that the stocks of Bren guns held was 2,399 weapons.

Once again, the QMG observes that :
This weapon is still satisfactory but is becoming obsolescent in the British Service
as a new 7.62 mm LMG has been introduced.
Spares are becoming difficult to procure and their cost is increasing.62

This, then, was the LMG taken by the 32IrBatt on UN service: as with the rifle, the

LMG is a basic infantry weapon and each of 32IrBatt’s three (infantry) rifle

companies would have ten of these weapons; plus, six more LMGs at HQ Company

to give a total of thirty-six in all.63

The medium machine gun (MMG) then in use by the Irish army was the .303

Vickers MMG: of these, 348 were deemed to be serviceable.  This weapon was also

carried by the 32 IrBatt, six being allotted to rifle companies and one to HQ

Company.  Reporting on the MMGs, the QMG stated:
The maintenance of this gun is becoming very difficult. It is obsolescent in the
British Service and few spares are procurable, and then at an exorbitant rate.
Because of this the future maintenance of our stock of these guns in a
serviceable condition will be difficult.64

Summarising the position in 1960 on rifles, LMGs and MMGs used by the 32

IrBatt, these weapons were in – or approaching – the end of their useful lives as

first-class infantry weapons.  Small-arms, which of military necessity must be

effective and maintained in a serviceable condition, are an elemental requirement of

any functioning infantry unit.

                                                  
61 MAI, annual report from Director of Ordnance to Chief-of-Staff, 1960, p. 2.
62 QMG report, 1960, p. 9.
63 MAI, Unit history, 32 Infantry Bn. Appendix ‘E’, p. 153. [Hereafter, Unit history].
64 QMG report, 1960, p. 10.
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In contrast, the position on sub-machine guns (SMGs) was very satisfactory.  The

1960 Irish army standard SMG was the 9 mm Swedish-made Gustaf.  According to

the QMG:
This is a very satisfactory weapon and all our stocks are in a serviceable condition.
Spares are easily procurable and we hold a fair stock of ammunition.65

The 32 IrBatt had 179 of these Gustaf SMG on their equipment table, dispersed

between officers and NCOs, with nine held as reserve stock.66

Regarding infantry support weapons, the 32 IrBatt carried both the 60mm Brandt

and 81 mm Brandt mortars: as their armament tables show, the battalion had ten of

60mm and seven of 81 mm mortars.  Most of these were assigned to rifle companies

as support weapons, with one only of each calibre at HQ Company.67 In relation to

these French-manufactured mortars the QMG reported:
All weapons continue to give satisfaction. Maintenance is not a problem as spares
are easily procurable.
Mobilisation stocks of ammunition however require to be built up.68

The 32 IrBatt did not carry any anti-tank weapons of the more conventional types,

such as Bazookas or artillery pieces.  Rather, they had – as an infantry weapon, the

Energa grenade launcher.  This Energa was a grenade-like projectile fired from a

grenade-launcher, which was fitted to a rifle and propelled by ballistite ammunition

which, when fired, emitted a large volume of gas, propelling the Energa grenade

from its launcher.  The Energa anti-tank grenade was designed to be armour-

piercing.  As to its use and effectiveness in the field, an intelligence paper

emanating from the 34 IrBatt describes the Energa thus:
Except for Energa grenade launchers,
effective only at very close range by something in the nature of a suicide squad,
we have no defensive support against armoured cars.69

                                                  
65 QMG report, 1960,  p.11
66 Unit history, 32 Infantry Bn. Appendix ‘E’, p. 153.
67 Ibid.
68 QMG report, 1960, p. 12.
69 Aiken papers, Volume 7, P104/6301 p.2. [Writers italics for emphasis].
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It is relevant to here observe that the Battle-drill Manual of 1943, then in use,

recommended that when engaging tanks at close-quarters:
Having got close to a tank, it can be destroyed with grenades, [Molotov?] cocktails
or such other weapons as are available.70

However, the QMG’s report for 1960 notes that:
Acceptance tests of 100 of 84 mm A tk (sic) guns with ammunition will be
undertaken in April 1961. This is a company weapon.71

These anti-tank weapons referred to were Swedish-made Carl-Gustaf recoilless

rifles, firing anti-tank armour piercing or anti-personnel projectiles.  This weapon, a

shoulder-held type, was designed for use by a two-man infantry team.  Unlike the

Energa, it is not a close-range weapon – but is based on ‘fire and movement’.  As

earlier noted, the 32 IrBatt did not have these weapons, nor did the 33 IrBatt, during

their UN related Congo service: as pointed out in the QMG report, the weapons had

not then undergone acceptance tests.

Regarding effective small-arms, a significant factor is, of course, the reliability and

availability of ammunition.  The 1960 QMG report for small-arms ammunition rates

all ammunition as being serviceable and in adequate supply.72  The 32 IrBatt carried

270,000 rounds of .303 inch and 9mm: also, 4,000 mortar bombs of both calibres.73

In so far as the state of readiness of the army for UN service in 1960 was concerned,

the next sections in the Quartermaster General’s report of relevance are those of

Vehicles and Technical Equipment.  In the Vehicles section, combat vehicles

include tanks – which were not relevant to UN service.  In passing, however, it is of

interest to observe that of the fourteen tanks of all types on charge in the army, the

newest tanks were eight Comet tanks of four years age, and oldest at twenty-fours

years were two Swedish-made Landsverk tanks.  Of the total of fourteen tanks, only

seven serviceable Comet tanks could be said to be fully operational, as others

                                                  
70 MAI, Battle-drill manual, p. 104.
71 QMG report, 1960, p. 12. (A tk = Anti-Tank).
72 QMG report, 1960, passim.
73 Unit history, 32 Infantry Bn. Appendix ‘E’, pp 154-5.
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suffered from lack of spares or lack of ammunition.74  As already observed, these

vehicles were not used for UN service: however, the condition of these vehicles is

clearly indicative of a state of dilapidation prevalent in the Defence Forces at the

time.

The more relevant classes of vehicles, in the context of UN service, are armoured

cars and soft-skinned vehicles, such as jeeps and trucks.  Armoured cars units did

not accompany Irish contingents in the Congo until the formation of the 34th

Infantry Battalion (34 IrBatt) in 1961.  In 1960 the total strength of armoured cars of

all marques was forty-five, of various ages; of these, thirty-three were light

armoured cars, possibly suitable for service in the Congo.  Of these thirty-three, five

Dodge were ‘out-of-service awaiting disposal’ and the remaining twenty-eight

Fords were twenty-two years old, of which eight were (at date of writing of report in

1961) in service with 34 IrBatt in the Congo.75   In giving the age of these vehicles,

the QMG may have erred: according to Karl Martin, the Ford armoured cars were

developed, and built in Ireland, between 1940 and 1943.76   The Ford armoured cars

dispatched to the Congo could not, therefore, have been any less than eighteen years

old, again, indicative of the state of dilapidation of the army and its equipment in

1960, as these armoured cars were built on Ford truck chassis, armoured with half-

inch boiler-plate and armed with a .303 Vickers MMG.  It would be more accurate

to describe these (armoured cars) as being scout cars for use on metalled roads only

- as these Fords did not have four-wheel drive capability.77

Regarding soft-skinned vehicles, jeep types and trucks, the QMG report mentions

that 89 trucks were in service, and that they were ‘upwards of 18 years of age, and

have mileages of over 100,000 miles performed’.78  This report does not include

jeeps, or jeep type vehicles – such as Land Rovers.  Nor does the Director of Supply
                                                  
74 QMG report, 1960, p. 18.
75 QMG report, 1960, pp 18-9.
76 Karl Martin, Irish Army vehicles: transport and armour since 1922 (Dublin, 2002), pp 33-42.
77 Martin, Irish Army vehicles, pp 33-42.
78 QMG report, 1960, p. 20.
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& Transport (Director S&T), whose service operated these vehicles, itemise their

numbers: however, the Director of S&T, in his report for 1960 – dated 28 January

1961 – expresses concern as to the overall sate of the soft-skinned fleet with ‘most

being between 8 and 25 years service’.79  A photograph in the Defence Force

commemorative booklet issued on the Congo mission shows, on page seven, a

Willys jeep of World War II vintage being loaded onto a Globemaster aircraft,

destined for service with the Irish contingent.80  As with armoured cars discussed,

above, the general picture of soft-skinned vehicles is one of aged units, requiring

replacement on an urgent basis.

Although the conditions of barrack accommodation, food and dining facilities in

barracks do not have a direct bearing on readiness for UN service, it is worth

reflecting that the QMG report for 1960 described accommodation in barracks for

NCOs and men as follows:
Many billets are of a very poor standard, large, cold and lacking even elementary
comforts.
Our efforts to improve conditions of the sanitary facilities by tiling and other
general improvements were deleted from the Estimates.81

Cooking equipment generally is poor, a lot of it is worn out and little replacements
have been made.82

With regard to ‘Food’, Section VIII of the 1960 QMG report is almost laconic, this

entire section occupying less than one A4 page.83  Curiously, half of the section is

devoted to the baking of bread, stating that the Curragh Bakery produced 783,821

pounds of bread, in two-pound weight loaves, but required the re-supply of various

items such as pan-loaf shapes and mixing bowls.  The bread production statistic is

of some interest as the practice then obtaining in the army was to provide one

quarter of a loaf of bread per man at breakfast-time and again at tea-time, so that

each soldier dining in barracks was rationed at one half-loaf per day.84  Using this

                                                  
79 MAI, annual report from Director of Supply & Transport to Chief-of-Staff, 1960,
p. 3.
80 MAI, Congo, a new departure (Defence Forces printing press, Dublin, 2010), p.7.
81 QMG report, 1960, p. 27.
82 Ibid.
83 Ibid.
84 Veteran recollections, interviews with Congo veterans 1 & 2, both in service in 1960.
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ration scale, means that at two pounds per loaf, the bakery produced sufficient bread

for 783,821 rations: which, taken across a year’s ration issue, was 2147 men’s daily

rations of bread.  This convoluted calculation establishes that of the total other-ranks

in the Defence Forces this number – 2147 – lived in barracks that comprised of, to

quote again from QMG report, ‘billets … of a very poor standard … cold and

lacking even elementary comforts’.  This extrapolated figure of 2,147 represents

almost half of the total other-ranks strength (5,946) in 1960 – as about 1,000 other-

ranks were in the Congo.

The standards in accommodation and food clearly indicate that these essential

elements of soldiering – along with dilapidated arms and vehicles – do not present a

view of an army well-equipped for even domestic duties – much less overseas

service.  Indeed, the poor standard of accommodation, food and military hardware

may have been a contributing factor to the low levels of manpower  - and possibly

low morale - in the Defence Forces at that time.

Another factor that may have contributed to deficient manpower and recruitment

was that of the low esteem in which the army was held in the 1950s and 1960s.

Although the following instance appears to be an isolated one, it is worthy of

mention as it reflects a perception of the status of the Army.  On 5 November 1952 a

man appeared as defendant at Ballina, Co. Mayo, District Court, accused of the theft

of a ten-shilling note and a postal order from a shopkeeper.  The judge, in

sentencing the defendant, offered him this option on sentence ‘Join the Army or go

to jail’.  The defendant undertook to join the Army and the case was adjourned for

one month.85

A further critical element in practice of military duties or skills is communication.

The QMG report for 1960 does not itemise the precise position on communications

equipment: however, the report of the Director of Plans & Operations for the same

year observes:

                                                  
85 Irish Times, 6 November 1952.
http://search.proquest.com.jproxy.nuim.ie/hnpirishtimes/docview/521305385/13CAFEFF46748FA1
B7C/1?accountid=12309 (8Mar. 2013).
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We practically had to strip the Army in order to provide modern communications
equipment to the 32nd and 33rd Battalions.86

The 32 IrBatt was equipped with a total of sixty-one wireless sets of various types.

Taking this as the norm for battalion usage, the total wireless sets used by the Congo

contingent in 1960 was 122 sets.  Taking the comments of the Director of Plans and

Operations as stated indicates that virtually all of the operational wireless sets in the

army in 1960 were merely sufficient to equip two battalions with reliable materiel.

This unfortunate communications position redounds to demonstrate the overall

depressed state of manpower and equipment of the Irish Army in 1960.

Overlaying all of the assessments of equipment and armament is, of course, the

matter of military training.  The training standards, reported upon by Director of

Training in 1960, ranged from ‘satisfactory’ through ‘some tactical training at

summer camps’ and noted ‘lack of troops for training purposes for Commanders and

Staff’.  An addition difficulty in the field of training and day-to-day operations,

which caused particular concern by the Directors of Cavalry and Director of

Engineers in their reports, was the shortage of technicians in their corps. The

Director of Cavalry, in his report for 1960 of 25 January 1961, sought

‘consideration of re-activating Cycle Squadrons due to shortage of vehicles for

training and lack of technicians to maintain same’.87  The Director of Engineers

echoed his colleague when he observed:
There is a critical position regarding tradesmen: it is hoped that the recent posting
of 12 Apprentices from SPA [Scoil Printisigh an tAirm - Army Apprentice School]
will improve matters. We have a shortage of suitable vehicles, and no half-tracks,
needed for bridging equipment and training in use of.88

Based on the above quoted reports, a critical assessment of the army’s state of

military readiness in mid-1960 shows one well below an adequate, acceptable

standard – not only such a standard as required to fulfil its primary role of national

                                                  
86 MAI, annual report from Director of Plans & Operations to Chief-of-Staff, 1960, p. 43.
87 MAI, annual report from Director of Cavalry to Chief-of-Staff, 1960.
88 MAI, annual report from Director of Engineers to Chief-of-Staff, 1960.
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defence – but certainly one that was well below adequate readiness standards and

training for UN service.

Spending on national defence

It is salient, at this point, to make some observations on expenditure in the (national

budget) vote for defence in then financial year from 1 April 1960 to 31 March 1961

– the fiscal period in which the first three battalions for UN service (32nd, 33rd &

34th.) were formed.  The total vote in that year for defence purposes – including the

office of the minister and all civilian employees - was £7,472,740. Of this c. £7.5m,

the greatest expenditure was on pay for all ranks and grades, £2,813,829, or 38% of

the total.  Of more direct relevance is some selected expenditure, on ‘Mechanical

transport’, and on ‘Defence equipment’.  Expenditure on vehicles, that is, all

mechanical transport and armoured vehicles, accounted for £96,560, or 1.23% of the

total: expenditure on defence equipment accounted for £169, 185, or 2.26% of the

total vote.89  It is clear that these nugatory amounts expended on transport, armour

and defence equipment were not likely to impact significantly on the logistical

requirements of the Defence Forces – at home or overseas.  The accounting officer

in the Department of Defence who prepared the table on ‘Savings and Excesses’ in

this fiscal year, noted that under the accounting sub-head ‘K’ – provisions and

allowance in lieu of rations – an estimated saving of £40,000 would arise from

‘Reduction in strength. Units overseas do not draw rations/ allowances. They

receive rations from the UN’.90  The defence vote in 1960/61, of c. £7.5m,

represented 5.5% of the total budgetary estimate of £138.5m.91 When the defence

estimates for 1960/61 were being prepared in early 1960, there was no indication of

a UN commitment. However, in budgetary estimates 1961/62, when the UN

commitment was clear, the defence vote for that year increased by £217,300 only, a

3% increase, of which the majority of the increase was attributable to increases in

pay and allowance for all ranks of the Defence Forces.92

                                                  
89 MAI,  Department of Defence file 3/ 34981: Defence vote, Estimates and savings 1960 –1961.
90 MAI, Department of Defence file 3/ 34981: Defence vote, Estimates and savings 1960 –1961.
91 Dáil debates, http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1961/03/23/00007.asp (16 July 2012).
92 Dáil debates, http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1961/04/19/00038.asp (16 July 2012).
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3. 4

Response
As the interval between the formation and departure of the 32 and 33 IrBatts was a

relatively short one of just two weeks, the elements of ‘response’ will be now

discussed, conjointly, for both battalions.

In his work, The Irish Army in the Congo 1960-1964, O’Donoghue quotes the

memoir of Lt. Colonel Mortimer Buckley, the commanding officer of the 32nd

Infantry Battalion (32 IrBatt).  On his being notified of his appointment as Officer

Commanding 32 IrBatt, Col. Buckley recalled – ‘It was a very big responsibility but

we didn’t even know where the Congo was’.93  The Unit History of 32 IrBatt

records that the officer establishment of the battalion was selected and published on

19 July 1960.94  It also recounts the formation or assembly of the battalion at the

Curragh Training Camp (CTC) on 22 July, when the first full parade of the battalion

took place on Sunday, 24 July 1960 – to Mass in the CTC garrison church.95

The formation of the 32 IrBatt was by the process of volunteering and selection, and

then ‘finding’, officers, NCOs and men to make up rifle and HQ companies from

the Army’s various commands.  In all, this (32nd) battalion comprised forty-three

officers, 184 NCOs and 460 privates.96  33 IrBatt had like strength, and was formed

by a process similar to that of 32nd.   Accompanying the 33 IrBatt were nine officers

and NCOs: these additional men were to serve with, variously, with 9th Brigade HQ

in Elizabethville, Katanga, and UN HQ in Leopoldville.97

In this critical build-up and marshalling period for the 32 IrBatt first ‘overseas’

battalion there is no mention of training: this battalion had been assembled within a

period of five days, and yet its first full parade was focused not on briefing or

training; rather, the occasion of the first coming together of the composite battalion
                                                  
93 O’Donoghue,  The Irish Army in the Congo, p.15.
94 Unit History, 32 IrBatt, p.5.
95 Unit History, 32 IrBatt, pp 5-6.
96 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p.4.
97 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p.1.
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was a religious ceremonial.  Indeed, 32 IrBatt were plagued, to a great extent, by

ceremonies.  In their few days as a formed battalion, at CTC they also paraded at the

CTC gymnasium to hear speeches from the Minister for External Affairs, Frank

Aiken T.D. and also from Minister for Defence, Kevin Boland T.D., followed by an

address from General McKeown, Chief-of-Staff.  This ceremonial parade was

followed by a colours presentation by Mrs. Donagh, wife of Officer Commanding

CTC, of ‘a unit flag of green and gold, beautifully embroidered by the ladies of the

Curragh’.98  In the afternoon of that same day, 26 July 1960, the entire officer cadre

of the 32 IrBatt travelled for CTC to Aras an Uachtarain, Dublin where they were

received by President Eamonn de Valera, ‘accompanied by the Taoiseach, Sean

Lemass T.D. with other government ministers present’.99  Their final ceremonial

parade, before departure to the Congo, was through Dublin’s principal streets on 27

July 1960.100

The unit history of 33 IrBatt refers to the relatively short period available to the

battalion for any form of unit training - other than being able to ‘zero’ weapons and

fire range practices at CTC ranges.101  Despite General McKeown’s (earlier quoted)

self-effacing claim that ‘I was pretty largely a spectator in GHQ, looking on at what

was going on in the army’, the General took time to prepare a two-page ‘Directive

to the Officer Commanding, 32nd Infantry Battalion’ which was in effect, the CO’s

operational orders.102  These orders effectively placed the CO, officers, NCOs and

men under the command of the ‘Chief of the United Nations Command’ or other

officer to whom the ‘Chief of UN Command’ delegated his authority as

commander.  For day-to-day operations in the Congo, this was the relevant Brigade

Commander.  McKeown was explicit in his directive that any such orders or

instructions given – even if in conflict with Irish defence regulations or procedures –

                                                  
98 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p.5.
99 Ibid.
100 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, pp 5-6.
101 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p.4.
[The procedure necessary to ‘zero’ weapons is one in which individual riflemen fire at a static
roundel target: the variation of strike of shot from aimed point on target to true aim and strike, is
reconciled by a soldier-armourer adjusting the rifle foresight].
102 Appendix “C” to Unit History, 32 IrBatt. pp149-50.
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were to be observed, nevertheless.  This makes it quite clear to the commanding

officer, 32IrBatt that he and his men were now de facto solely under UN command.

General McKeown also exhorted the battalion CO to ensure that all personnel were

fully aware of his directive and its contents.  McKeown added a further exhortation

that Irish troops were to behave correctly and courteously at all times, whilst

ensuring that troops did not offend Congolese political, religious or racial

sensibilities.103  Thus, the main thrust of the Chief-of-Staff’s directive concerned

matters of UN/ Irish command structure, with troop conduct and behavioural

expectations clearly specified.

The depth of any pre-departure briefing is unclear; however, the Unit History of 32

IrBatt includes an undated Operational Order (OO), No. 1.104  This OO is partly an

order of battle, partly a situation report/ mission statement and finally a strategic

plan to execute the UN mission.  As sub-unit locations are included, this OO was

likely to have been issued in the days immediately after arrival of the battalion and

its first deployments on 30 July 1960.105  The O. includes dispositions of ‘Armed

Forces’ and lists dispositions of Congolese Force Publique in Kivu province.

Veteran recall indicates that the first - and only - pre-departure briefing to the

battalion as a whole was give to them in the gymnasium of the Curragh Training

Camp, shortly after arrival there.  They extent were told that ‘The situation in the

Congo was tense as the army had mutinied against its white (Belgian) officers’.106

This recall and the contents of the OO indicate that the knowledge in possession of

32 IrBatt commander of the situation in the Congo was, to say the least, sketchy.

This (same) OO shows up an interesting facet of the battalion’s equipment and

necessities taken on UN service. It refers to maps of the Congo and of Kivu

province: in the days of preparing to respond to the UN mission, many things were

sought as equipment and necessities – including all-important maps of the mission

area.  Several government agencies were involved in this process – including the

                                                  
103 Appendix “C” to Unit History, 32 IrBatt. pp149-50.
104 Appendix “A” to Unit History, 32IrBatt. pp137-8.
105 Unit History, 32IrBatt. p. 19.
106 Veteran interviews - Veteran 1.
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Irish embassy to Belgium, who were busily engaged in sourcing maps of the Congo

and the Congolese provinces, especially for Katanga and Kivu provinces.107  The 32

IrBatt consolidated equipment table equipment lists various items taken on the

mission, including ‘Instruments and Field Equipment:  Romers –110’: however, 33

IrBatt carried only 62 of these, the rationale for this reduced number being

unclear.108  A romer, or a reference card as it is also known, is a device used to

increase the accuracy of map references.  This increased accuracy is required for

such purposes as artillery fire-control or air-support, and the rather more mundane

task of precise location of places or military formations such as those used for patrol

locations and encampments.  The accuracy or positions are typically given as map-

references.  Romers – usually a small plastic transparent scaled square - are applied

to a grid square on a map and typically increase both the northing and easting co-

ordinates from the accuracy of a measurement of a letter plus two digits (giving a

one-hundredth element of a grid-square): romers allow for a further digit to be

added to both co-ordinates, thus increasing accuracy from one-hundredth of a grid-

square to one-thousandth of the grid-square.   The maps sourced by the Irish

embassy to Belgium - and referred to in 32 IrBatt OO No. 1 – were in metric scale,

while the romers taken to the Congo by the Irish army, were based on the imperial

scale of measurement.

This shows not only lack of readiness, but in this response mode while critical

necessities such as maps and location finders such as protractors and romers were

being sourced, a lack of awareness of such basic – but critical – matters was

demonstrated.  Maps were also sought from the Irish permanent mission to the UN,

who, in their telegram of 30 July 1960 to Department of External Affairs advised of

dispatch, to Dublin per Aer Lingus, of the only two maps of the entire Congo

available at UN headquarters at that time.109

The Irish embassy in London was also involved in the Congo response preparations

with requests for items such as 1,000 individual water purification kits and 1,400
                                                  
107 NAI, Files of Department of External Affairs DFA 305/384/10.
108 Appendix “E” to Unit History, 32 IrBatt. p. 153.
109 NAI, Files of Department of External Affairs, DFA 305/384/10.
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water sterilizing outfits.  Then, they were requested to source – via British War

Office – fifteen copies of medical leaflets covering topics ranging from ‘Treatment

of Malaria’ to ‘Surgery in the Field’.110  The delivery of the water equipment and the

medical leaflets arrived at Baldonnel airfield on 27 July and 18 August 1960,

coinciding with the departure schedules of the two battalions.111

The Cultural Attaché of the Canadian Embassy to Ireland sent on 15 August 1960,

in response to a request from Mr. Paul Keating at the Irish Department of External

Affairs, six black-and-white 16 mm films ‘for showing to the Irish troops in the

Congo, in response to (your) request of last week’.  The film titles range from ‘The

development of forests’ to ‘Memories of the Klondike gold-rush’.  Although the

Canadian Cultural Attaché requested ‘that he might be informed of the troops

response to the films’, this response – if any - does not appear to be recorded in this

section of the National Archive material.112  More appreciated were the many gifts

given to this battalion of ‘foods, clothing, cigarettes, drink, books, games etc’.
We were very glad to have these items especially early on in the period when our
movements outside the camp area were limited or severely controlled.113

The further appreciation of these gifts – and interpretation of the motivation of the

gifting - was seen by the authors of the Unit History as:
Helping us to realise that our work was considered important and worthwhile by the
donors, and also the man in the street. The army got a new lease of life … the
soldier felt he was important again and this was great boost to morale.114

33 IrBatt history gives more detail on gifts which they received: apart from ‘various

books, board games and films’, they also were given 120 dozen cans of ‘Guinness’,

100 dozen of ‘Phoenix’ ale and 14,000 cigarettes, from Messrs. Player’s, on the

                                                  
110 NAI, Files of Department of External Affairs, DFA 305/384/10.
111 Ibid.
112 Ibid.
113 Unit History, 32 IrBatt, p.135.
114 Ibid.
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basis of twenty per man on departure.  In addition, at Christmas, 1960, cash gifts

from various government and army messes were received.115

This 33rd. Battalion also had with it an element representing the Army Canteen

Board: the extent of the material carried by them, and the total sales thereof, are

carefully detailed in unit history.  520 dozen cans of ale, 144 bottles of whiskey,

376,000 cigarettes, fifty pounds of pipe-tobacco, twelve dozen tins of boot-polish,

twelve dozen pairs of boot-laces and 10,000 razor-blades went with them as

stores.116

The assembly and acquisition of military and other materiel apart, amongst the

many things that were happening with and to the first Irish UN volunteers in this

response period were some relatively unusual ones – such as multiple inoculations.

In the five-day response period from battalion formation on 22 July 1960 to first

departures on 27 July 1960, all officers and men were given multiple inoculations

against smallpox, typhoid, paratyphoid and tetanus.117  Veteran recall evoked the

recollection of being told of (their) imminent receiving of these injections during the

first battalion briefing in the Curragh Camp gymnasium.118

This same recall involves also being briefed on the requirement that each man

would, of necessity, make his Last Will and Testament: this latter briefing point had

a sobering effect, to say the least, on those present.119

As the response mode quickened and stores were being assembled, an examination

of the 32 IrBatt consolidated equipment table is rewarding, in that it gives an insight

into which items of armament, ammunition and extent of equipment were deemed

necessary by the various planning elements.  The methodology of appraisal for

necessary selection of arms, ammunition and equipment is not given in either
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117 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 88.
118 Veteran No. 1-  interview recall.
119 Veteran No. 1 - interview recall.
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battalion history: 32 IrBatt history merely observes that it was ‘as visualized to meet

peacekeeping requirements’.120

An interesting statistic can be extrapolated from an analysis of both 32nd. and 33rd.

battalions small-arms equipment, as against the quantities of ammunition

transported to the Congo ‘as visualized to meet peacekeeping requirements’.  32

IrBatt strength included 417 riflemen, and 85, 000 rounds of ammunition for the Lee

Enfield rifles was carried: this equates to some 200 rounds of ammunition per

rifleman: with regard to a similar analysis of SMGs and appropriate ammunition,

the figures are 179 SMGs and 155,000 rounds of ammunition – an allowance of 850

rounds per man.121  So, those soldiers equipped with SMGs had ammunition about

four times greater than those with rifles.

The small-arms, weapons and ammunition carried by this first UN service battalion

have, to some extent, been discussed earlier in the ‘Readiness’ section of this

chapter. The armament section of the 32 IrBatt equipment table throws up some

interesting facets.  Two .455 revolvers were included in the 32 IrBatt armament

table – but no indication was given as to the carriers or users of these weapons: 33

IrBatt carried five .38 revolvers instead, again with no indication of users.  In the

ammunitions section of the table, it is noted that 120 rounds of .455 ammunition

were carried by 32 IrBatt, whilst 33 IrBatt carried 300 rounds of .38 ammunition –

clearly, significant firing of these close-order weapons was not anticipated.

32 IrBatt  carried eighty-five Energa grenade launchers, whilst 33 IrBatt carried

eighty-eight of these launchers.  For the eighty-five Energa grenade launchers, 405

grenades were carried, this gave a ratio of just under five grenades per weapon – but

1,860 rounds of ballistite ammunition (used to propel the Energa grenades) were

brought, working out at about five rounds per grenade.  Normally, just one round of

ballistite was needed to fire a grenade, and it is open to conjecture as to why such a

                                                  
120 Unit History, 32 IrBatt, p. 5.
121 Appendix “E” to Unit History, 32 IrBatt. p. 156. & Annex B, Unit History 33 IrBatt.
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surplus was brought for Energa grenade launching.  33 IrBatt stock of ballistite

ammunition was similar to 32 IrBatt.122

However, in comparing the armament and equipment tables of the two battalions, a

very significant discrepancy appears.  Unlike 32 IrBatt, 33 IrBatt did not carry any

81 mm mortars or any Vickers .303 MMGs.123 32 IrBatt were equipped with thirty-

six LMGs and seven MMGs: 33 IrBatt, although carried a greater number of LMGs

– forty-five of, nine more than 32 IrBatt.124  In total, 32 IrBatt carried 627 personal

weapons (revolvers, sub-machine guns and rifles), while 33 IrBatt carried 647 of the

same.125

Both battalions also carried a significant amount of tear gas and smoke grenades

(800 in all) and 2,000 hand generators for smoke.126

The 32 & 33 IrBatts’ consolidated equipment table affords a basis for reflection on

‘Response’ related issues.  The ‘Engineering tools & Equipment’ section of the

battalion equipment table lists field equipment carried, including axes and pickaxes,

crowbars, wire cutters, slashing hooks, saws, shovels, sledges, spades, wedges and

sandbags.127   This was the field equipment of a battalion on service in Ireland – as

distinct from field equipment that one might expect to be carried for service in

Africa such as machetes, mosquito netting, light bridging and vehicle field recovery

equipment.  However, 32 IrBatt did carry some very important and necessary

supplies with them.  The battalion unit history mentions in their quartermaster report

that ‘The battalion also carried with them 21 days pack-rations (Irish made)

which were of excellent quality and design’.128

In summary, the Army’s response was more enthusiastic than skillful, in the martial

sense. The Irish Army in 1960 was under-manned, deficient in training routines,

hampered by obsolete vehicles. It was furnished with obsolescent small-arms and
                                                  
122 Appendix “E” to Unit History, 32 IrBatt. p. 156. & Annex B, Unit History 33 IrBatt.
123 Annex B, Unit History 33 IrBatt.
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military equipment.  Yet this Army responded in a credible if imperfect fashion to

the needs of the UN for their support in the Congo mission.   On 27 July 1960, at

14.30 hours, the first elements of the 32 IrBatt departed for the Congo aboard US

Air-force ‘Globemaster’ aircraft from Baldonnel. Thus began a period of UN

service described by General McKeown as:
… fantastic, and we said to hell with it whether they were prepared or not, it was
worth it to give 700 men an opportunity of this experience.129 

                                                  
129 Sean McKeown, ‘Congo (ONUC): the military perspective’ in The Irish Sword, XX, No. 79
(Summer 1996), pp 43-45.
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Chapter 4

4. The first Irish peacekeepers arrive in the Congo
So it is said:
Know the enemy,
Know yourself,
And victory is never in doubt,
Not in a hundred battles.
Sun Tzu.1

This chapter will examine the arrival and initial deployments of the 32nd Infantry

Battalion (32 IrBatt); also that of the 33rd Infantry Battalion (33 IrBatt) in the Congo.

The political and military situation ‘on the ground’ will also be appraised.  Non-UN

military forces in the Congo comprised both the Congolese army – the ANC (Armée

National Congolais) and Belgian air, naval, and ground forces which included

parachute regiments, both regular and reserve.  The precise dispositions of the

various forces, Congolese and Belgian who had a potential to oppose, as it were, the

arrival of UN forces, whether Irish or of other nationalities, were somewhat unclear,

but Belgian troops were active in the principal port, Matadi, and in Leopoldville,

Elisabethville and other towns.2  As the departure from Ireland of the 33 IrBatt

shortly followed that of the 32 IrBatt, the dispositions of both battalions and their

initial deployment are included here.

Two essential issues will also be addressed: firstly, the strength and dispositions of

any other military forces, whether potentially hostile or otherwise, in or indeed near,

the Congo: secondly, to what extent – if any – was intelligence information on such

forces available to the commanders of Irish troops arriving in the Congo, during

July/ August 1960.  These two questions are significant in any military assessment

of potential hostile risks, especially regarding the deployment and dispositions of

‘own’ forces and the level of readiness that they maintain.  Equally, knowledge of

dispositions of ‘friendly’ forces, such as other UN forces influences deployment of

‘own’ forces is important for mutual support and any necessary assistance.
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2 Nzongola-Ntalaja, Congo, a people’s history, pp 96-106.
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As the political situation was fluid, and the military situation in the Congo was

evolving in the days preceding the arrival of the Irish contingents, these political and

military factors will be discussed at the outset.

4. 1: Irish soldiers preparing an encampment

(Military Archives, Ireland)
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4. 1

Tactical dispositions of non-UN military forces in the Congo, in July 1960

Prior information
Enables wise rulers,
And worthy generals
To move,
And conquer,
Brings them success
Beyond that of the multitude.
Sun Tzu.3

The military dispositions of both Armée National Congolais (ANC) and the Belgian

forces when Irish troops arrived in the Congo may be described as tactical

dispositions.   In so far as the Belgian military forces were concerned, their strategic

mission was to protect Belgian nationals and interests.4  The dispositions of the

ANC were largely those in which the Belgian government and military commanders

had previously placed them as the Force Publique throughout the Congo state, prior

to its gaining independence from Belgium on 30 June 1960.

An additional force, one which would be more directly poised to be ‘in contact’

with Irish UN forces during these early days of July and August 1960, was that of

the nascent Gendarmerie du Katanga, as the de facto Army of Katanga was known.

The strength and disposition of this force, while somewhat unclear during the

months of July and August 1960, will therefore be assessed also.

Evidence from Belgian Military Archives and also from the Archives of Belgian

Foreign & Diplomatic Affairs/ African Archives tends to indicate that some

personnel of both Belgian and former ethnic Congolese forces transferred to the

Gendarmerie du Katanga – sometimes in units, sometimes individually.5  Shortly

after the declaration of the independence of Katanga province from the new

                                                  
3 Sun Tzu, The Art of War c. 520BCE. (London, 2002), p. 96.
4 Lumumba Commission, pp 41-5.
5 Centre de Documentation Historique des Forces Armées, Quartier Reine Elisabeth, Rue d'Evere 1,
1140 Evere, Belgium:  &  Royaume du Belgique, Ministere des Affaires Etrangere, Direction des
Archives, Rue des Petits Carmes 15. 1000. – passim.
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Republic of the Congo in July 1960, the government of Katanga began the active

recruitment of mercenary soldiers into its Gendarmerie, and the acquisition of

military materiel and weaponry, including aircraft: this acquisition continued

through 1961.6

The dispositions of Congolese and Belgian armies will be now be examined and

analyzed, in so far as such dispositions presented either as a threat to, or indeed as

potential allies of, the Irish Army on their first foreign service mission.  In

discussing the Belgian forces in the Congo in July 1960, both the forces in situ

under the Belgo–Congolese Treaty of Friendship and Co-operation, and the Belgian

metropolitan forces that were airlifted into the Congo in early July 1960 by order of

the Belgian government will be reviewed.7

4.1.1
Force Publique and Armée National Congolaise

The Belgian-officered Force Publique was renamed as the Armée National

Congolaise (ANC) shortly after Congolese Independence on 30 June 1960.  The

strength and establishment of ANC was then, effectively, that of the former Force

Publique, including the weaponry, equipment, artillery and armour.

Following on a late 1958 reorganisation of the Force Publique, the manpower of all

units was in the order of 860 officers (adjutant and above) and 15,000 other ranks

(below adjutant).8  The disposition of this force mirrored the Belgian assessment of

strategic interests, as shown in a Force Publique order of battle of 1 July 1960.9  On

this date, the deployment of the Force Publique places a Brigade (2nd. Bde.) in

                                                  
6 Centre de Documentation Historique des Forces Armées, Quartier Reine Elisabeth, Rue d'Evere 1,
1140 Evere, Brussels, Belgium:  &  Archives de la Royaume du Belgique, Ministere des Affaires
Etrangere, Direction des Archives, Rue des Petits Carmes 15. Brussels1000. – passim.
7 Conseil De Cabinet du 9 Juillet 1960. (Minutes of Belgian Government meeting, 9 July 1960),
http://extranet.arch.be/lang_pvminister.html (23 April 2012).
8 Archives de la Royaume de Belgique: Affairs Etrangere II: Archives Africaine, Force Publique.
Bundle A27, File No. 62.
[Hereafter AE II, AA, FP].
9 AE II, AA, FP Bundle A27: Files 774, 775 &776.
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Leopoldville, responsible for the protection of the Bas Fleuve region, that is, the

Congo river from the Port of Banane/ Matadi to Leopoldville itself and including

the ferry crossings between Leopoldville and Congo Brazzaville’s capital,

Brazzaville.10  A further Brigade (3rd. Bde.) was also based in Leopoldville, as a

reserve – and was posted near the main airport of Ndjili.  Precise compositions of

Brigades are not given in sources quoted/ available, save that the manpower per

brigade was in the order of 130 officers and about 2,250 other ranks.  An air force

unit, including a helicopter squadron, comprising in total 200 Belgian aviators, was

based at Banane/Matadi.11  In addition, Leopoldville had a Mobile Reserve Group

numbering 32 officers and 300 other ranks.12  Therefore, the total strength of Force

Publique/ ANC forces based in, or near Leopoldville, on 1 July 1960 was in the

order of some 500 officers and 5000 other ranks.  In effect then, approximately one-

third of the Force Publique was based in or near Leopoldville, which tends to

indicate that the axis Banane/ Matadi/ Leopoldville was regarded as vital –

controlling as it does the sole maritime approach to the major port of Banane/

Matadi in the Republic of the Congo.  A further Brigade (1st. Bde.) was based at

Elisabethville: and the 4th. Brigade was at Stanleyville.13   Small arms of the Force

Publique comprised Belgian 7.62 mm FAL rifles and light machine guns: Browning

pistols and 0.300 and 0.500 Light Machine Guns/ Medium Machine Guns (LMGS/

MMGs).14   

Support, reconnaissance and artillery units made up the balance of the manpower.15

The attachments of these complementary units are not shown in the order of battle

of 1 July 1960: however, standard military practice suggests that the deployment of

armoured reconnaissance and artillery units would, logically, be mirrored in the

tactical placing of brigades for port/ airport protection.

                                                  
10 AE II, AA, FP Bundle A27: Files 774, 775 &776.
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
14 Centre de Documentation Historique des Forces Armées: ‘Historie de l’Armée Belge de 1830  a
nous Jours : Tome II, 1920 a nous Jours’ pp 336-345. [Hereafter, Belgian Mil. Arch.].
15 Ibid.
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The reconnaissance units or squadrons were equipped with medium armoured cars:

in total the Force Publique were in possession of thirty-one U.S. made marque M8

‘Greyhound’ vehicles, according to a Situation Report originating from the HQ of

the Force Publique dated 5 June 1960.16  These armoured cars, designed and built

originally for the US Army during 1943/44, were equipped with a 0.37 cannon and

had off-road capability.17  These were superior to the later-deployed Irish army Ford

armoured cars.  In addition, the force was equipped with twenty-four 25 pounder

artillery pieces, twelve 17 pounder anti-tank guns and eighteen 24mm anti-aircraft

guns.18  The order of battle already quoted does not give the unit or brigade

attachments of armoured cars or artillery pieces.  A reasonable assessment of

evidence to hand suggests that heavy weapons and vehicles would be deployed

proportionately to brigades protecting principal airfields and ports, meaning the

deployment of at least six, or possibly eight, M8 Greyhound armoured cars and

eighteen artillery pieces with the two brigades in Katanga.

While the totality of Force Publique manpower and arms – in Katanga - made for a

relatively light ‘opposition force’, it was still a formidable one, given that UN forces

were lightly armed (the Irish Army’s heaviest weapon in the Congo being Brandt

80mm mortars).19

The Force Publique order of battle of 1 July 1960 listed an air force unit based at

Banane/ Matadi, and referenced a helicopter squadron.  This order of battle does not

specifically mention fixed-wing aircraft.  However, a letter of instruction dated 19

February 1959, and originating from Colonel J. Ducq, permanent secretary to

Belgian Forces Chiefs of Staff, required the commanding officer of Kamina airbase

to upgrade and refit sixteen Harvard aircraft of the Force Publique by fitting four of

7.62mm machine guns (two per wing), six rocket launchers and racks capable of

carrying six of 50 KG bombs to each aircraft.  In Ducq’s attached rationale, he, and

                                                  
16 AE II, AA, FP Bundle A27: Files 774, 775 &776. Situation Report No: -
132/Cab/E/F/P/1.0.0/1016, dated 5 June 1960.
17 http://www.ospreypublishing.com/store/M8-Greyhound-Light-Armored-Car-
1941%E2%80%9391_9781841764689 (29 April 2012).
18 AE II, AA, FP Bundle A27: Files 774, 775 &776. Situation Report No: -
132/Cab/E/F/P/1.0.0/1016, dated 5 June 1960.
19 Military Archives Ireland, 32IrBatt. Unit history.
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therefore the Chiefs of Staff, justified use of this armament for use in case of

defence against external threat and, ‘in case of Suppression of Civil Disorder’.  He

extolled ‘the spectacular effect of the machine guns, the rockets and bombs, to say

nothing of the causation of multiple casualties’.20  As with the dispositions of the

Force Publique’s armour and artillery, this order of battle does not precisely place

the base or bases of these now well-armed Harvard aircraft  - other than placing 200

Belgian aviation personnel at Banane/Matadi.

4.1.2
Belgian Forces in the Congo & in Katanga

Article six of the Belgian-Congolese ‘Treaty of Friendship and Co-operation’,

signed by representatives of both states on 29 June 1960, allowed Belgian troops to

be based in the Congo that could be called upon, if required, to aid the Congolese

government, but then only by the express requisition of the Minister for National

Defense of the Republic of the Congo.21  This treaty does not specify the numbers of

troops, nor their bases, but article six of the treaty allows that the factors of numbers

and bases would be the subject of separate agreements between the two

governments, to be established at a later unspecified date.22

The de facto bases that were occupied by Belgian forces on 1 July 1960 in

accordance with or as provided by the treaty, were at Kamina, Banane/ Matadi and

Kitona.23  Kamina was principally an air-force base, comprising of a fighter wing, a

transport/ logistics wing and a flight training school.24  The base at Banane/ Matadi

was manned by a company of marines of 100 men, a detachment of fifty military

police, one reconnaissance company of 125 men and carried four armed Harvard

aircraft with crews and support personnel.  The naval element at Banane/ Matadi

                                                  
20 AE/II, AA, FP Bundle 2670, File 152.
21 Archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Belgium,  (Courtesy of Embassy of
the Kingdom of Belgium to Ireland).
22 Ibid.
23 Belgian Mil. Arch. ‘Historie de l’Armée Belge de 1830  a nous Jours’, Tome II, 1920 a nous Jours.
pp 336-345.
24 Belgian Mil. Arch. Papers of Major General  Champion, Box 4, File no 5.
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consisted of four frigates, four supply vessels and one naval transport vessel,

together with their crews.25

Kitona, along with Banane/ Matadi, were the bases placed as part of the defence and

protection of the essential economic axis connecting the Congo River ports of

Banane and Matadi to Leopoldville by way of the railway network, according to a

strategic review of 2 December 1959, conducted by Colonel L. van Inthout, military

advisor to the Belgian Gouverneur de Congo Belge et Ruanda-Urundi.26  A battalion

of 450 para-commandos, together with a 100-strong air-defence unit, 100 marines

and four armed Harvard aircraft, garrisoned Kitona.27

The military elements at Kamina airbase were one para-commando battalion of 450

men, an 100 strong air-defence unit, fifty military police and two mobile

reconnaissance companies, each of 125 men.  In addition, the base carried twenty

armed North American Harvard aircraft, twenty armed Fouga Magister fighter/

trainers, eight Douglas DC3s, four Fairchild C119s and three Bristol Sycamore

helicopters.28  With the exception of the jet propelled Fouga Magisters, all other

aircraft were propeller/ rotor driven.  Nevertheless, the presence of forty armed

fighter-type aircraft in Kamina represented an air power of significant strength at the

disposition of the Belgian military commander in Katanga.

As Kamina base is in Katanga, the Belgian military forces there were close to the

Irish UN contingent’s area of operations – a significant force to be taken into

account by UN Command, especially given the Belgian air capability.  Interestingly,

a letter dated 13 January 1960 from M. Cornelis to the Brussels-based Minister for

Congo-Belge & Ruanda-Urundi, stated that for command and control purposes,

these Belgian forces came under the direct political discretion of Cornelis,

Governor-General of the Belgian Congo.29  However, the Belgian troops air-lifted to

                                                  
25 Belgian Mil. Arch. ‘Historie de l’Armée Belge de 1830  a nous Jours’, Tome II : 1920 a nous
Jours. pp 336-345.
26 AE/II, AA, FP Bundle 2456, File 192.
27 Belgian Mil. Arch. ‘Historie de l’Armée Belge de 1830  a nous Jours’, Tome II: 1920 a nous Jours.
pp 336-345.
28 Ibid.
29 AE/II, AA FP Bundle 2456, File 191.
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the Republic of the Congo in July 1960, were under the political control of the

Minister for Defence in Brussels.30

The government of Belgium raised the stakes in the military situation in the Congo

when, by their action of 8 July 1960, they made a decision to dispatch an

intervention force to the Congo, with the specific mission brief to protect the lives

of Belgian nationals and secure Belgian property.31  These troop reinforcements,

comprising 5,000 serving soldiers, were, on the following day 9 July 1960,

augmented by calling-up two reserve para-commando battalions.32  This brought the

total number of troops inserted into the Congo to 6,000.

In so far as the Irish UN troops were concerned, the Belgian forces in Katanga

presented the most formidable force on the ground, possessing valuable experience

and local information on tribal matters and topography.  Veteran B, at interview,

observed that ‘the Belgians took this knowledge with them, which the UN might

well have tapped’.33  In summary, the Belgian forces already in Katanga were now

augmented, according to a situation report/ order of battle of 9 July to 30 August

1960, by a battalion of para-commandos of 474 men and seven composite

companies totaling 868 men; in all, some 1,344 men.34

When the Belgian military units already in place are added to the July 1960

intervention force insertion, the total manpower strength in Kamina, Katanga - when

the Irish troops arrived in July and August 1960 - was some 2,190 Belgian combat

troops. Supplementing this manpower were the air assets of forty combat aircraft

and the twelve transport aircraft that afforded logistical support and para-commando

                                                  
30 Conseil De Cabinet du 9 Juillet 1960. (Minutes of Belgian Government meeting, 9 July 1960),
http://extranet.arch.be/lang_pvminister.html (1May 2012).
31 Conseil De Cabinet du 8 Juillet 1960. (Minutes of Belgian Government meeting, 8 July 1960),
http://extranet.arch.be/lang_pvminister.html (1May 2012).
32 Conseil De Cabinet du 9 Juillet 1960. (Minutes of Belgian Government meeting, 9 July 1960),
http://extranet.arch.be/lang_pvminister.html (1May 2012).
33 Interview, Veteran B.
34 Belgian Mil. Arch. Box No. 2,  File 169.  Les troupes metropolitaine au Sud-Katanga, Situation
report, pp 24 –33.
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air dropping capability, although the order of battle applicable at that time does not

specify whether all aircraft were operational.35

The earlier mentioned Belgian forces situation report, covering the period of 9 July

to 30 August 1960, does not include any reference to Belgian armour assets.

However, the Belgian general officer who was then in command of metropolitan

troops in Katanga, Major-General Champion, maintained a campaign diary for his

active service period in Katanga which covered the period from 9 to 19 July 1960: in

concluding his account of an extended patrol from Kamina airbase to Elisabethville

city, Champion refers to ‘three Greyhound armoured cars requiring repair, of a total

of twenty-one on the mission’.36

In July and August 1960 the Belgian forces in Katanga outnumbered the Irish troops

by two to one.  In addition, the Belgian military had the support of a considerable

airpower asset at Kamina airbase, along with Greyhound medium armoured cars and

artillery.  The Belgian light arms of automatic FAL rifles and LMGs afforded them

a superior rate of firepower, when compared with Irish bolt-action rifles and Bren

LMGs.  As some Belgian reserve forces had been recalled to active service, many of

the Belgian troops would have had previous experience of Congo service.  A further

military resource available to the Belgian forces lay with the potential to recall to

active service the considerable numbers of Belgians in the military reserve: such a

call-up would have yielded two infantry battalions and one battalion of para-

commandos.37

The question as to whether the Belgian forces were prepared to engage in hostilities

with UN troops is strictly hypothetical.  However, in considering this proposition, of

possible overt or covert resistance by Belgian military to the arrival of UN

peacekeepers in Katanga or elsewhere in the Congo, it is instructive to examine the

                                                  
35 Belgian Mil. Arch. Box No. 2,  File 169.  Les troupes metropolitaine au Sud-Katanga, Situation
report, pp 24 –33.
36 Belgian Mil. Arch. Papers of Major General Champion. Box 4, File No 6: ‘Carnet de Campagne’,
p.12.
37 AE/II AA FP (2456) File 192. Report: Major Loos to Minister for Defence Brussels, 16 May 1960.
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rationale and motivation of the Belgian government in dispatching their military

forces to the Congo in July 1960.

Although the Belgo-Congolese ‘Treaty of Friendship and Co-operation’ allowed for

Belgian troops in specified bases, the insertion of over 5,000 Belgian troops, which

began on 8 July 1960, represented a hostile or warlike act.  The Congolese President

Kasavubu and Congolese Premier Lumumba, in their cable of 14 July 1960 to the

President of the Council of Ministers of the Soviet Union, described this act as:
An act of aggression against the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Congo:
in effect, military occupation by the Belgian forces.38

In their deliberations in cabinet on 8 July 1960, the Belgian government considered

the deteriorating situation in the Congo, which had been caused by the mutinies in

the Force Publique, coupled with the loss of control by, and disarming of, the

Belgian officers of this force.39   The Belgian cabinet, whilst carefully setting out the

strategic aims of the military forces of intervention, defining the strategy as being

limited to the protection of Belgian life and property, also stipulated that their troops

would occupy airbases, centres of telecommunications and any other locations or

services of strategic importance in the Congo, and, in addition, to disarm such

elements of the Force Publique as might be encountered.  The cabinet rationalised

that Belgian armed intervention, in so far as they had qualified their strategic

objectives, could be defended, in the context of international relations, if the brief of

the intervention force was limited as being solely to the protection of life and

property.40  The Belgian cabinet also took into consideration an additional factor,

described in the cabinet minutes of 8 July 1960 as ‘the risk of provoking a violent

reaction by M. Lumumba, who might possibly incite the population to revolt’.41

The Belgian cabinet gave further consideration to the question of an appeal to the
                                                  
38 de Schryver papers, 11.4.9.1. Cable of 14 July 1960 from Kasavubu and Lumumba of the Congo to
Kruschev of the USSR.
39 Conseil De Cabinet du 8 Juillet 1960. p.537. (Minutes of Belgian Government meeting, 8 July
1960), http://extranet.arch.be/lang_pvminister.html (8 May 2012).
40 Conseil De Cabinet du 8 Juillet 1960. pp 537-8. (Minutes of Belgian Government meeting, 8 July
1960), http://extranet.arch.be/lang_pvminister.html (8 May 2012).
41 Conseil De Cabinet du 8 Juillet 1960. pp 537-8. (Minutes of Belgian Government meeting, 8 July
1960), http://extranet.arch.be/lang_pvminister.html (8 May 2012).
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UN for assistance, but the cabinet minutes are unclear as to whether it that would be

Belgium or indeed the Congo which would appeal.  In the event, the cabinet is

recorded as being convinced that the UN had neither the resources nor the necessary

manpower to intervene.42  Nevertheless, the Belgian cabinet felt that the UN should

be informed of their planned action, ‘without delay, in view of the state of anarchy

which existed in the Congo’:  however, they also felt that to elicit the support of

their NATO allies would, at this stage, be premature.43

On the following day, 9 July 1960, the Belgian government met again to discuss the

situation in the Congo: on this occasion, they focussed on Katanga and decided to

‘encourage provincial autonomy only in Katanga, the other provinces being

considered as not being viable’.  Enigmatically, this section of the discussion

concludes by stating that ‘the (Belgian) metropolitan forces are ready to intervene, if

necessary’.44

From this appraisal of these discussions of the Belgian cabinet, the underlying

objectives of their orchestrated military intervention was to protect Belgian

interests, especially in Katanga.

It remains, therefore, a purely hypothetical question as to whether there was a

potential for an outbreak of hostilities between the Belgian and UN forces,

especially against Irish UN troops who were based in Katanga, the latter’s mandate

covered only peacekeeping and self-defence,.  However, the tenor of Belgian

government discussion and attitudes, as earlier outlined with reference to

contemporary cabinet minutes, would not seem to have precluded hostile military

action by the Belgian forces.

                                                  
42 Conseil De Cabinet du 8 Juillet 1960. p. 540. (Minutes of Belgian Government meeting, 8 July
1960), http://extranet.arch.be/lang_pvminister.html (8 May 2012).
43 Ibid.
44 Conseil De Cabinet du 9 Juillet 1960. p. 547. (Minutes of Belgian Government meeting, 9 July
1960), http://extranet.arch.be/lang_pvminister.html (8 May 2012).
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4.1.3

The Gendarmerie du Katanga

While source material dealing with the formation and composition of the

Gendarmerie du Katanga (Katangese Gendarmerie) is scarce, some evidence –

albeit of a sketchy nature - was located in Belgian Military Archives, and in the

Archives of the Belgian Ministry of Foreign and Diplomatic Affairs.

This force was formed from the existing core, or residual elements, of the Force

Publique stationed in Katanga on its secession from the Republic of the Congo. In

secessionist Katanga, non-Katangese members of the Force Publique/ ANC had

been disarmed and dismissed, while indigenous Katangese, led by Belgian officers,

formed the embryonic Gendarmerie du Katanga.45

The constitution of the State of Katanga, promulgated in the Katangese

government’s official publication Moniteur Katangese on 8 August 1960, conferred

on the President of Katanga, the power to make appointments to, and revoke

appointments in, both the Gendarmerie and Armed Forces of Katanga.46  The

president of Katanga was, therefore, the de facto commander-in-chief of both forces.

In his unpublished autobiographical account of his post-colonial activity in the

Congo, Lt. Colonel Ferdinand Vandewalle, formerly head Sûreté Nationale in the

Congo, recounts leaving his position in Leopoldville on 20 July 1960.  He then went

to Elisabethville, and took over as commander of the embryonic Katangese

Gendarmerie on 3 August.47   The officer cadre available to Vandewalle was

nineteen in number, ranging from the rank of captain to sub-lieutenant.  The sole

two names listed as officers suggest that they were Africans: the recruitment target

given was for 1,500 men, to be raised between 3 and 15 August.48  A cable from the

                                                  
45 Nzongola-Ntalaja, Congo, a peoples history, p. 99.
46 AE/II, AA, Constitution de l’Etat du Katanga, Bundle 1616 File 3.
47 Belgian Mil. Arch. Box IA, File 1832/1 Mille et quatre jours: Contes du Zaire, Part II, p. 161.
48 Belgian Mil. Arch. Box IA, File 1832/1 Mille et quatre jours: Contes du Zaire, Part II, p. 161.
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Belgian consul-general at Elisabethville to Belgian ministry of foreign affairs, dated

27 July 1960 referred to:
The numbers of Belgian mercenaries here has swollen in the past weeks, and
European volunteers have been arriving during the past week. Reaffirmed that
Belgium bears no responsibility for these men, recruited by the Katanga
government.49

The Belgian consul-general at Elisabethville dispatched a list of the arms sought by

the Katangese government: this was sent to Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs on

or about 27 July 1960 and referred to:
The acquisition of FAL automatic rifles, flame-throwers, radios, twenty-two
armoured cars: sundry small arms and grenades.
In Johannesburg, Mr. Stuart Finlay-Bisart is recruiting six fighter pilots, and
seeking two or three fighter planes.
Mr. Nathaniel Bumba is the Katangese agent there and he has 60 million US dollars
available for purchases.50

In so far as the strength of the Gendarmerie du Katanga in July /August 1960 may

be reckoned, the assessment, it would appear that two brigades of the Force

Publique were placed in Katanga with at least six, or possibly eight, M8 Greyhound

armoured cars together with eighteen artillery pieces there.  These elements became,

in effect, the Gendarmerie du Katanga.51  While the totality of Gendarmerie du

Katanga manpower and arms, then in Katanga, made for a relatively light

‘opposition force’, its experience and territorial knowledge made it one to be

reckoned with, especially given that Irish UN forces were lightly armed – and did

not enjoy a similar depth of experience and local knowledge.52

The unit history of the 35th (Irish) Infantry Battalion includes an intelligence

estimate – by way of a map of Katanga, marked-up by military symbols as a chart

(following) of the strength of the Gendarmerie du Katanga during the hostilities

between UN forces and Katangese forces during August and September 1961.53

                                                  
49 Belgian Mil. Arch. Box 3, File VIII/ C ‘Technicians & Mercenaries’.
50 Ibid..
51 Nzongola-Ntalaja Congo, a peoples history,  p.99.
52 MAI, Unit history, 32 IrBatt.
53 MAI, Unit history, 35 IrBatt: Chart facing p.3 of Annex “G”. [Hereafter, 35 IrBatt. Chart].
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4. 2: Chart taken from unit history, 35 IrBatt: facing p.3 of annex ‘G’

(Military Archives, Ireland)

This chart shows the tactical dispersal throughout Katanga of the Gendarmerie du

Katanga as on 30 September 1961.  This chart gives the Gendarmerie order of

battle, on that date, of some five battalions, themselves comprising twenty-nine

companies plus two Groupes Mobile.  However, in or near Elizabethville – the

capital of Katanga state – additionally there was based a full brigade of an estimated

strength of 2,000 combat troops and 200 of supporting elements.54

The unit history of 36th (Irish) Infantry Battalion also gives a breakdown of the

Katangese forces in or near Elizabethville as of 3 January 1962, when the hostilities

of 1961/2 were almost at an end.  In summary, the estimated Katangese strength was

that of a brigade, comprising 1,500 combat troops, supported by a Groupe Mobile

                                                  
54 35 IrBatt. Chart.
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plus an armoured unit of fourteen Greyhound armoured cars.55  These combat troops

included a full company of mercenary soldiers.  The breakdown has an end-note

which gives the estimated strength of a company at 100 men armed with FN rifles,

supported by rocket launchers, 4.5 inch mortars and FN MMGs.  The Groupe

Mobile structure was not detailed, but comprised some forty Jeeps, mounted with

cannon or bazookas.56  Neither source (35 or 36 IrBatt histories) gives any

indication of air support, artillery, transport or logistics such as available

ammunition.

It is, therefore, extrapolated that the build-up of the Gendarmerie du Katanga was

progressive from July 1960 until late 1961/ early 1962.  Accepting the chart of 35

IrBatt unit history would give a total Katangese force of the order of some 5,000 –

5,500 combat troops plus supporting armour and heavy weapons.   The standard of

training of the Katangese forces is not assessed – nevertheless, a force of that

strength is a considerable one, especially if supported by airpower.

                                                  
55 MAI, Unit history, 36 IrBatt. p. 19.
56 Ibid.
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4. 3: ‘Greyhound’ armoured car: type in service with Force Publique/
Gendarmerie du Katanga

(Belgian Military Archives: Histoire de la Force Publique, Box IA/1832/1)
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4.2

Political situation - on the stage and in the wings.
In 1960, the permanent members of the UN Security Council were Britain, France,

USA, the USSR and The People’s Republic of China.57  The USA, the USSR and

Britain had both political and commercial interests in the Congo – to a greater or

lesser degree.  These strategic interests (as distinct from the tactical military

interests) or indeed contingency plans and preparations by the three of these powers

comprising of Britain, USA and USSR will be now examined and considered as any

actions by these four powers arising from the execution of strategic plans or

objectives would, or could, have impacted on the mission performance of the Irish

troops, and indeed, their safety.  In addition, Portugal, although not a member of the

UN security council, had strategic and economic interests in Katanga: economic by

way of mining and railway interests; strategic in that the territory of Portuguese

Angola borders on south Katanga and an independence movement was burgeoning

in Angola.   Portuguese interests will also be, briefly, examined.

In July 1960, Belgian military forces which had been ordered into the Congo by

their government were carrying out their strategic mission of the protection of

Belgian nationals and of Belgian economic interests: contemporaneously, the

Belgian government was pursuing other national strategic interests, most especially

in Katanga where the Union Minière du Haut-Katanga’s very significant mining

operations were centered.   An example of this kind of activity, carried out whilst

Belgium was a member of the UN, and therefore subscribing to, or observing UN

Security Council resolutions and ostensibly supporting the UN’s recognition of the

sovereignty of the Republic of the Congo, is where the Belgian government overtly

observed Congolese independence, and at the same time, covertly treated with

Moise Tshombe’s breakaway Katangese government.

On 15 July 1960, Compte Harold d’Asperemont Lynden, chef de cabinet of Belgian

Prime Minister Eyskens, was charged with the delivery of  a note to Moise
                                                  
57 United Nations Security Council http://www.un.org/sc/searchres_sc_year_english.asp?year=1960
(21 Jan. 2012).
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Tshombe, outlining the position of the Belgian government in regard to Katanga.

d’Asperemont Lynden duly fulfilled this mission, and the note, presented to

Katangese President Tshombe on 17 July 1960 at Elizabethville, Katanga read, in

part:
Belgium cannot be seen to officially recognize the government of Katanga, for
reasons of international diplomacy and threatened by a declaration of war by the
Congo …Belgium has approached certain friendly powers with a view to having
them promise recognition. France’s response is notably, favourable on the whole.
The Belgian government wishes to assist Katanga, in their de facto independence,
in the creation of:
- Drafting a Constitution reflecting these new conditions.
- An independent broadcasting service.
- A police service.
- A justice system.
- Information services ...
As regards the UN [forces] it is obvious that we will oppose them by all possible
means – short of violent confrontation – despite the presence of our (Belgian)
troops.
The Belgian government considers the Independence of the Government of
Katanga to be actual and comprehensive. Belgium does not wish to become
involved in internal [Katangese domestic] affairs. This is a matter for the people of
Katanga: if clearly and willingly expressed, it will be respected.58

 Notably, in the above document, no mention is made of Belgian assistance in the

formation of armed forces in Katanga.  It may be deduced however, from the

following evidence, that some military assistance had already been given by

Belgium to the Tshombe’s Katanga government.

Writing on 18 July 1960 from Brazzaville, the former dismissal as Chief of Staff of

the force Publique/ANC, Lt. General F.P. Janssens addressed to the Belgian

Minister for Defence a comprehensive report ANC mutinies of 1960, and Janssens’

attempts to restore discipline.  He concluded his report with a plaint that the Belgian

government had dismissed him under pressure from Congolese government.

However, whether the Belgian government was covertly, or overtly, giving

assistance in the creation of Katangese armed forces, Janssens pleaded, in an end-

note to his report, that he:
… wishes to repeat what he had already said to the Belgian consul-general at
Brazzaville; that I am at the disposition of the Belgian government … I reaffirm my
strongly held desire to be posted to Katanga, where, even if shunned by the Belgian
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government, I can exercise some influence. Again, I request, Mr. Minister, that you
send me there.59

From this excerpt, it is clear that General Janssens was aware of the existence of

Katangese armed forces, and that the Belgian government were in a position to give

him an appointment there.  The Belgian government could not have done this if they

not closely involved in the creation of a Katangese army.  Letters of commendation

given by Belgian Ambassador Victor Rothschild and Compte Harold d’Asperemont

Lynden in support of the promotion of Lt. Col. Ferdinand Vandewalle to the rank of

Colonel in September 1962 testifies to Vandewalle’s ability ‘when, having been

appointed Commander of the Gendarmerie Katangaise he performed his duties

exceptionally, especially in difficult and dangerous situations in Elisabethville,

Katanga’.60  These letters also clearly indicate that the Belgian government had

influence in Katangese military affairs.

The Belgian government’s long-term strategic interests in their former colony, and

in Katanga in particular have described by Jean Kestergat as ‘le pari congolais’  -

the Congo wager.
The Congolese wager largely rested riskily on a vast deception.
The Congo was formally independent … but, the administration remained in the
hands of Belgian functionaries. This was the Congo wager – that the ministers and
parliamentarians would be content with their titles, villas and cars and have
confidence in the ability of their Belgian collaborators to carry out essential
business, and progress gently towards completed independence.61

Whatever about the ‘completed independence’ described by Kestergat, the Belgian

government note delivered by Compte d’Aspermont Lynden to Katanga’s President

Tshombe on 17 July 1960 certainly showed a very pragmatic approach by the

Belgian government of the day.  This government, while publicly and overtly

supporting the Republic of the Congo, was covertly treating with the government of

a secessionist province of the Congo republic.  Nevertheless, Kestergat’s views on

                                                  
59 de Schryver papers, 11.4.9.7.
60 AE/II AA FP Bundle 2760, File 775.
61 Jean Kestergat, ‘Juillet 1960: de mutineries en sécessions’ in André Versaille, (ed.), Congo 1960:
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the ‘Congo wager’ – that is, the practical business of running the Congolese state by

Belgian bureaucrats had been foreseen by the Belgian King Badouin in the early

months of 1960.

On 18 February 1960, exercising the powers conferred on him by the Constitution

of the Kingdom of Belgium, King Badouin summoned the Royal Council to his

residence.62  This council comprised of all the ministers of the government of the

day.

There, at the royal palace, King Badouin addressed them:
It appears to the King that the superior interests of the country are to be served.
The Belgian Congo and Belgium itself face very serious difficulties posed by the
proximate independence of the Congo. I feel it is my duty to bring these concerns to
the attention of this council…
I wish to observe the fact that without Belgian technicians and administrators, or
medical personnel, the newly independent state of the Congo will be unable to
function.
The Congo has, as does Belgium, a priority interest in maintaining a stable currency
in the interests of its peoples and its economy.
I feel that the outcome should be … that measures are taken to ensure a smooth
transition of powers from Belgium to the new Congolese state.63

The King of the Belgians had, indeed, prevision of the events that would unfold,

following on Congolese independence in June 1960.

It is of value to now, briefly, reflect on the value of Katanga in the context of its

own economy, and that of the greater Congo of 1960.  The major economic

enterprise then in the Congo was the Union Minière du Haut Katanga (UMHK): it

represented seventy percent of Congolese economic activity.  It was a major

producer of uranium, and it accounted for sixty-three percent of world production of

cobalt, being also engaged in copper and iron mining and diamond production.  In

Katanga it employed in the order of 2,000 Europeans (mostly Belgians) and about

21,000 indigenous workers.64  In its edition of 12 July 1960, Le Lloyd d’Anvers, a

Belgian financial journal, detailed the exports from the entire Congo in 1959 as
                                                  
62 Constitution of the Kingdom of Belgium: Title III, Section II Article 9. Legal Department of the
Belgian House of Representatives, Document Number:- D / 2009 / 4686 / 08.
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arch/search.cfm?db=FLWB  (31 Jan. 2012).
63 Lumumba commission: Document number 164, p. 614.
64 Lumumba commission: pp 516-8.
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being in the order of 25 milliards of Belgian francs, to which UMHK contributed

forty-five percent of those exports.65 The expediency of Belgian clandestine

recognition of the Katangese regime would store up future difficulties when the

Irish troops, as part of the UN forces, attempted to forcibly restore the Katanga

province to the control of the government of the Republic of the Congo.

Britain, one of the powers that made up the UN Security Council, also monitored

unfolding events in the Congo in so far as these events concerned British national

interests.  Britain, as a colonial power had many preoccupations with, and interests

in, the stability of African nations, and kept a close watch on developments there.

As an instance, at the British government cabinet meeting of 8 July, 1959, the

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Selwyn Lloyd M.P. presented to his

colleagues a memorandum entitled ‘Africa: the next ten years”, which was a

comprehensive overview of likely developments for the next decade. In this

memorandum, the Congo was referred to in the following terms:
In the non-Commonwealth territories the pace of political advance will probably be
rapid—particularly in the Belgian Congo … at the same time it may be the scene of
considerable tribal tension and rivalry.66

On 25 July 1960, as events in the Congo were spiraling downwards, the British

Secretary of State for Defence, Harold Watkinson M.P., advised the cabinet that:
Importance was being attached to the attempt to deny to the Belgian troops the use of
their bases in the Congo, and possibility that the United Nations would intervene over
Katanga's attempt to secede from the Republic. In view of possible disorders in
British territories in Central Africa, some reinforcement of the strategic reserve in
Kenya was desirable, and he proposed to send instead an infantry battalion there from
the United Kingdom.67

The British government was concerned with the safety of its own citizens, to the

extent that they were prepared to intervene in the Congo, with military force if

necessary, to ensure the safe evacuation of British nationals: this extract from

cabinet papers illustrates the level of intervention being readied:
                                                  
65 DeSchryver papers, 11.5.2/2.
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Catalogue Reference: CAB/129/98,
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In further discussion the Cabinet expressed their approval for the authority which
had been given to the Governor of Kenya to arrange for the evacuation of British
subjects from the Congo. In this connection it was suggested that the Secretary-
General of the United Nations should be warned that a military operation for the
sole purpose of the evacuation of British residents might become necessary.68

The political interests of the USA and the USSR have been already discussed in

chapter one.  Neither state had a direct military involvement in the civil unrest in the

Congo, save for the US positioning of the aircraft carrier USS Wasp off the coast of

the Congo, as noted earlier.

Portugal, although a member of NATO, was not a member of the UN Security

Council, but shared a border with the Congo: that is the Congolese - Portuguese

frontier, as Portugal regarded Angola as an overseas province of the state.  For this

reason, it is prudent to briefly touch upon Portugal’s relationship with the newly

independent Congolese state and also their relations with secessionist Katanga.

As President of the Council of Ministers of Portugal, Antonio de Oliveira Salazar

was, in 1960, the de facto ruler of an authoritarian state.  According to Filipe De

Meneses, Salazar’s political philosophy was ‘that only the State could ensure that

the national interest was respected, and only the State could ensure that strategic

economic functions were nurtured and developed in order to safeguard national

independence’.69

In so far as Portuguese relations with the new Congo state were concerned, Angola

bordered Katanga, and support for this putative country would emerge as

Portuguese policy.70 From an economic-strategic perspective, Portuguese/Angolan

and Congolese/Katangese interests lay in the business of transporting South Katanga

minerals for export from South Katanga via the port of Lobito, on the north-west

coast of Angola: the minerals were transported from the Congolese/ Angolan border
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to the coast by means of the Benguela railway, running to Lobito from Teixera de

Sousa in Angola, where the line joined with the rail line of Compagnie de Chemin

de Fer du Bas-Congo au Katanga (BCK), just across the border at Dilolo.71

4. 4:  The Benguela railway arrives at Dilolo,
to join-up with BCK railway -  Katanga to Lobito, Angola: July 1931

(Union Minière du Haut Katanga, Brussels, 1956), p.174.

The economic benefits to the Portuguese economy may be gauged from the

Benguela railway’s income from mineral traffic, which, in 1960 was just less than

one million pounds at STG.£922,360.00.72  In commercial terms, at least, the co-

operation between Portugal and the then Belgian Congo dated back to the Belgo-
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Portuguese Convention of 21 July 1927, when both countries agreed on the

development of the railway linking Katanga to the west coast of Africa. Belgium

agreed to complete their section of the railway, and Portugal agreed to expand the

port facilities at Lobito.  in an exchange of territory, Belgium acquired ‘a small

amount of land near Matadi port on the river Congo’ and Portugal acquired 1,375

square miles of Congo territory west of Dilolo, which moved the Congo/ Angolan

border from Luacano to Teixera de Sousa.73

In so far as relationships with the Belgian Congo and the new Congo state were

concerned, Salazar and his government carefully observed events leading to the

independence of the Congo.74  According to Katzenellenbogen:
The Portuguese, like the Belgians, wanted to maintain control over their African
colonies. Portuguese interest in these colonies stemmed not only from the desire for
economic gain, but also for the tangible links they provided with Portugal’s past
glories as a seafaring nation.75

In the tense days of July 1960, as Europeans fled the Republic of the Congo,

Portuguese aircraft assisted in their evacuation by air from Congo Brazzaville to

Luanda in Angola, and Salazar was kept appraised of the developing situation in the

Congo, by his ‘eyes and ears’ in Africa, Jorge Jardim.76 In mid-July 1960 the

Portuguese embassy in Leopoldville, full of Portuguese refugees, was surrounded by

mutineers and its staff attacked.  Despite a recommendation from military

commanders in Angola, that Portuguese forces should cross the border into the

Congo to impose order in the neighbouring provinces, Salazar ruled against this

course of action, and no Portuguese intervention took place.77  Following on the

secession of Katanga, Portuguese economic interests seemed to prevail as can be

seen from contacts between Salazar’s government and that of Katanga.78  On 2

September 1961 Moise Tshombe of Katanga wrote to Salazar, expressing his

sympathy, on ‘their enemies sowing the discord of war in Angola’.  In this same
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letter, Tshombe advised that all communications from Portuguese sources received

his personal attention, and hoped for a continuance of joint endeavours between him

and Tshombe:
I am glad to be able to reaffirm the happy and fresh cooperation between our two
nations. I have the pleasure to encourage this development, and to bring to your
attention that my government has recognised as sole mediator in our joint
commercial interests, the consul-general of Portugal at Elisabethville.79

These joint commercial interests continued to be of importance, as seen in a letter

dated 3 February 1962 from Tshombe’s chef de cabinet, M. H. Demers, to the

Portuguese Minister for Overseas Provinces, advising the minister of the name and

title of the sole representatives of the Katangese government for shipping, who were

in possession of letters of credence in that respect.80  Relations between Salazar and

Tshombe that did not extend to military support, as evidenced by a note in the

diaries of Portugal’s Foreign Minister, Alberto Franco Nogueira:
Lisbon, 20 April 1962. Good Friday.
Went to the ministry to receive an emissary from Tschombe (sic), accompanied by
Brigadier Almeida Viana.  What does the emissary say? That Tschombe proposes
to gather sufficient planes in Katanga to destroy the UN forces; and that the
operation will be launched in 15 days time. I ask technical questions like someone
interested in the material aspect – but do not commit the government to any help.81

It would, therefore, appear that Salazar and his government in Portugal were content

to continue to pursue economic interests with breakaway Katanga that were of

benefit to Portugal, but that the pursuit of these economic interests did not extend to

either military intervention in 1960, or to support by way of military materiel in

1962.
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4.3 Irish peacekeeping troops arrive in Kivu and in Katanga

The 32nd. Infantry Battalion arrives and is posted to Kivu province

Prior to the departure of the main elements of the 32 IrBatt, the battalion advance

party, commanded by the battalion second-in-command, Commandant Adams -

traveled on 23 and 24 July 1960 by civilian airlines, arriving in Leopoldville,

Congo, on the morning of 24 July.  Once there, they were tasked with preparing the

ground for the battalion, receiving briefings and orders, and organizing necessary

logistics.82  General van Horn, the Swedish commander of UN forces in the Congo,

and several of his staff met the advance party at Leopoldville airport. Later, in the

afternoon of 24 July, they were briefed on the situation and the disposition of UN

and other troops.83  Followed this briefing, it was proposed that the Irish battalion

would be posted or deployed to Coquilhatville, in Equateur province of the Congo.

The then Chief Medical Officer of the UN forces, a colonel of the Ghana contingent,

advised that this area was swampy, on the river Congo and climatically equatorial,

and was therefore unsuitable for European troops: the proposed deployment of 32

IrBatt was then changed to Kivu province.84

During the course of the following day, 25 July, Comdt. Adams and the battalion

medical officer, who was part of the advance party, began to gather intelligence on

Kivu province and the military and civil conditions there.  This intelligence

gathering was achieved by telephone conversations with officials from Sabena

airlines and ‘various commercial concerns in the province as well as limited

intelligence available at UN HQ’.85  The focus of this intelligence was logistics,

conditions and locations of airports suitable for large aircraft, transport within the

province and reliability of power supplies.86  Later that day, 25 July, the two Irish

officers held ‘fly-in’ and deployment discussions with UN HQ staff – these

discussions would establish the airports and aircraft to be used in transferring the

main body of troops from Leopoldville to their various destination airports, and
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stations, in Kivu.87   The 32 IrBatt history gives, at this point, a fairly detailed

account of the discussions on 25 July 1960.  Briefly, however, it was initially

proposed by UN HQ that the battalion would deploy, in Kivu province, to the

provincial capital, Goma, and to the towns of Bukavu, Kindu and Beni.  The

commanding officer (C.O.) of the advance party, Comdt. Adams, demurred at using

Bukavu airport as this was actually in Rwanda–Burundi, which was then Belgian

held.88  The unit history relates that the discussions of 25 July were inconclusive, but

resumed on the following day, 26 July.  On this occasion, Dr. Ralph Bunche, the

UN secretary general’s representative in the Congo was present as were members of

the US Air Force liaison team, lately arrived in the Congo.89  The battalion

deployment was agreed with Battalion HQ, with HQ Company and one rifle

company based at Goma, one rifle company detached to Kindu, and a further rifle

company detached to Bukavu.90   Goma would be used as the airhead, as other

airfields were unsuitable for the incoming Globemaster aircraft, according to the US

liaison personnel present.91  Then, on 27 July, as the main body of the battalion was

leaving Ireland en-route to the Congo, the advance party set about agreeing and

organizing rations for the battalion, fixed on Canadian army ration-scale with extra

potatoes and tea substituted for coffee.92  The day of 27 July was a very busy one for

the advance party, as they then sourced supplies of US army ‘C’ rations, UN

helmets, UN badges and caps, along with tropical shirts and trousers on the scale of

two sets per man.93   In addition, the C.O. of the advance party was given a sum of

650,000 Congolese francs (cfrs) and an additional 500,000 cfrs ‘to use for payment

for accommodation and sundry services’.94  The C.O. advance party now had a case

containing in excess of one million cfrs – but without any accounting procedures

being arranged.95  As it was close to the time when the main body of the Irish
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contingent would arrive, necessary arrangements were made for the advance party

to go to Goma to prepare for the incoming troops.  The men of the advance party

had traveled to the Congo by civilian aircraft, and therefore, they were unarmed.96

Accordingly, it was arranged that the advance party, now accompanied by

interpreters, viz, seven Swedish army officers on UN service, would depart

Leopoldville on 28 July 1960 at 04.30 hrs for Goma, carried in three Sabena airlines

aircraft (types unspecified), chartered by UN for the purpose.  On the morning of 28

July, at 02.00 hrs, the advance party and the Swedish officer-interpreters arrived at

Leopoldville airport  to find that no loadmasters or loaders were available, and the

advance party personnel then loaded the aircraft, which delayed their departure until

08.30 hrs: also on board were two reporters from Irish newspapers, the Irish Times

and the Irish Independent, and one UN political officer.97

Whilst in the air en-route to Goma, the captain of the aircraft in which Comdt.

Adams was traveling, was advised by radio of potentially hostile reception from

Congolese troops, should they land at Goma.  The captain, according to the unit

history, ‘panicked’ and advised that he planned to divert to Usumbura in (Belgian)

Rwanda-Burundi.  When Comdt. Adams, as O.C. of advance party 32 IrBatt became

aware of this, he insisted that they continue to Goma as planned; Comdt. Adams

prevailed.98

On arrival at Goma airport, the aircraft and their occupants were met by a mixed

force of police and Congolese soldiers, together with a large crowd of local people –

estimated at 350 and 10,000 respectively.99  All men of the Irish UN advance party

on the aircraft were unarmed; however, Comdt. Adams, standing on his aircraft

steps, gave a short speech outlining the UN mission and purpose – doubtless with

assistance from Swedish army interpreters accompanying the advance party - and

the UN party disembarked without any difficulty.100  The relative ease with which

the advance party disembarked the aircraft was not matched by the unloading of
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stores, as the Congolese soldiers decided to ‘take charge’ of the stores, which

although off-loaded, were held at the airport.101

As part, no doubt, of a tactical ‘easing-in’ of the Irish contingent, Comdt. Adams

hosted a reception and dinner at the near-by Grand Lacs Hotel for local officials –

such as the district and territorial administrators; also present was the Congolese

commanding officer of the army forces encountered by the Irish advance party at

Goma airport.  The unit history relates that:

The Belgian proprietor of the hotel was vaguely hostile to the presence of
Congolese in what had been a ‘whites-only’ hotel. The situation at dinner was not
helped by the presence of the ANC commander, armed with a SMG and grenades
at his belt, and all the while accompanied by two bodyguards, themselves armed
with SMGs, who sat at his elbows.102

During the evening of 28 July, Comdt. Adams arranged to set up the Headquarters

of the in-coming 32 IrBatt at the Grand Lacs Hotel.  During the night of 28 July, UN

HQ advised Adams, by telegram through the Post Office at Goma, that the first

elements of 32 IrBatt on board US air-force Globemasters at would arrive at 02.00

hrs on 29 July – in reality, the same night/ early morning at 02.00 hrs.103

At this time, late evening of 28 July 1960, Comdt. Adams and his party had been on

the move for some twenty-four hours since their early departure from Leopoldville

at 0.200 hrs on that same day.  The unit history does not mention this factor: nor

does it tell how transport was acquired in Goma to facilitate the movement of men

and stores.

It was discovered that Goma airfield was not equipped with landing or runway

lights: and as the first ‘chalk’ of the main body was due in hours of darkness, oil

barrels were sourced to be lighted and used as approach and runway-marker

flares.104  While the arrival of the first ‘Globemaster’ flight was being awaited, the

stores which had been ‘taken charge of’ by the local ANC detachment, were

returned to the advance party on the airfield at 04.00 hours.  At 08.30 hours – in
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daylight – the long-awaited ‘Globemaster’ landed, carrying the 32 IrBatt

commanding officer, Lt. Col Mortimer Buckley, some of his staff officers, elements

of HQ Company and the battalion pipe-band.105  The inclusion of the pipe-band on

the first chalk proved fortuitous.  Recalling that the advance party was unarmed, as

this first Globemaster to land at Goma came into its final approach – having first

circled the airfield – some ANC soldiers adopted a hostile set, and took up firing

positions about the airfield.  The unit history relates this part of the story as:
As our CO, officers and men disembarked the aircraft, each officer and man carried
a Gustaf (SMG), Bren (LMG) or rifle – but not a single round of ammunition.
Fortunately, the pipe-band were first off the aircraft, they formed-up and began to
play.  This totally defused the situation, and the remainder of the first chalk
disembarked, without incident.106     

Shortly after this ‘Globemaster’ landing, an unannounced Douglas DC 3 aircraft

landed, with a platoon of armed UN Tunisian troops aboard, apparently, in response

to the earlier confusion involving the advance party in transit over possible hostility

at Goma and possible Usumbura landing.  These Tunisian UN troops had no orders,

or rations, but were fed and accommodated by 32 IrBatt until the Tunisians were

redeployed to Leopoldville, one week later.107

At this point, it is of interest to trace 32 IrBatt’s three-day journey from Baldonnel

to Goma.   Unit history records the departure of the first flight from Baldonnel on

the afternoon of 27 July and arrival at Goma on 29 July 1960.108  The route was

Baldonnel to Evereux, France – to Wheelus US air-force base near Tripoli, Libya –

then, via Kano, Nigeria, to Leopoldville, and onwards to Goma.  Stops at Evereux,

Kano and Leopoldville were aircraft refueling points of short-duration, and the sole

rest and overnight stage was at Wheelus airbase.  The unit history tells of the

discomfort experienced in traveling by the Globemasters:
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The seats were very uncomfortable, canvas webbing on bars parallel to aircraft
sides, with little legroom as the centre of aircraft was occupied by mounds of stores
and/ or vehicles.109

However, in contrast the unit history also records:
Great welcome at Wheelus air base by Col. GRIFFITH and his officers, who
conducted us to their officers’ mess for lunch. Great welcome too from the Royal
Irish Fusiliers who were stationed at nearby TRIPOLI and their brass band and our
pipe-band gave a recital and marching display. Very hospitable place  - and great
food.110

This short passage clearly shows that the arrival of the Irish army contingent at

Wheelus was as exciting an event for the US and British military hosts there as it

was for the Irish military guests.

It is clear, when looking at the experiences of the 32 IrBatt advance party and the

arrival of the main body of the first Irish contingent, that the UN organization in the

Congo at this time was fluid – if not bordering on the chaotic.

The advance party of 32 IrBatt forayed, unarmed, into an unknown, and perhaps a

hostile situation.  This foray was followed by the comic-opera landing of Irish main-

body troops, who were armed but without ammunition, and with their pipe-band as

their sole asset.  These forays might be described as bordering on farcical.  It may be

kinder to observe that, despite the advance party’s obvious hard work and

undoubted personal courage, the approach of the commanders of Irish contingent to

their first UN mission in Africa was distinctly amateurish.

Over the next five days, from 29 July to 2 August, the remainder of 32 IrBatt had

arrived in Goma, save for ‘B’ company, which had been detached to Kindu.  The

32nd. Infantry Battalion had now assembled in Goma and in Kindu, in Kivu

province, Congo, to begin the first Irish Army UN mission.111
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The 33rd  Infantry Battalion arrives and is posted to Katanga province

The commanding officer of 33 IrBatt, Lt. Col. R.W. Bunworth, wrote the foreword

to his battalion’s unit history whilst he was serving with the UN Truce Supervisory

Organisation (UNTSO) in Damascus, Syria on 7 June 1966, almost exactly six years

after his departure for his first UN tour of duty in the Congo.  During those six

years, the Irish Army had concluded its UN mission to the Congo (ONUC), and

were two years into their UN mission to Cyprus, (UNFICYP).112   A certain degree

of justifiable pride may be detected in Bunworth’s opening sentence: ‘This is the

History of the first Irish Unit in KATANGA, the Republic of the CONGO (sic)’.113

Col. Bunworth’s foreword is deserving of some further quotation as he observed:
We were soon to realize the very considerable difference between the peacetime,
barrack life at home in IRELAND and the active service type of operation with the
U.N. in the CONGO.
Above everything else we lacked experience, and consequently it was difficult for
all of us to visualize what a UN peacekeeping mission entailed.
I cannot omit mention of our great tragedy at NIEMBA. This will always be our
special memory.114

From the perspective of military history, the experiences of 33 IrBatt are, in some

respects, of more significance than 32 IrBatt: indeed, it was the first Irish unit in

Katanga province, which had then lately seceded from the newly independent

Congo state.   The majority of later Irish army contingents would see UN service in

the Katanga – but more significantly, 33 IrBatt would, tragically, be the first Irish

army formation to experience active-service casualties, with the death of nine of its

men at the river crossing near Niemba on 8 November 1960, just over two months

following on its arrival in Katanga.115

33 IrBatt formed-up at the Curragh Training Camp (CTC) on 10 August 1960, and

its pre-departure period there largely mirrored that of its predecessor 32 IrBatt,

                                                  
112 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, foreword. & http://www.military.ie/overseas/history (18 June 2012).
113 Ibid.
114 Ibid.
115 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 88-102.
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parades, inoculations and the ceremonial march through Dublin.116  The battalion

remained in CTC, until first move-out from Baldonnel airfield on 19 August.117

The battalion advance party, led by Comdt. Louis Hogan, battalion second-in-

command (2 i/c), accompanied by the battalion Quartermaster, four company

quartermasters and two additional NCOs, departed on 10 August 1960.  These latter

two NCOs were assigned to take up duty at UN HQ, Leopoldville.118  As with 32

IrBatt, this unarmed advance party, traveled to Congo by way of civilian aircraft –

on a most circuitous route indeed: Dublin, Paris, Nice, Banqui (Central African

Republic), Fortlamy (Chad), Brazzaville and Leopoldville, where they finally

arrived on 12 August.  They would remain in Leopoldville until 18 August.119  The

unit history recounts that during their stay in Leopoldville, the advance party

gathered together 1,400 tropical shirts and 700 UN caps and insignia: the shortage

of tropical kit was remarkable, with no indication as to when further supplies of this

kit might be available.120  As with 32 IrBatt, they were also given large cash imprest

– a total of 1,800,00 cfrs, again without any accounting procedure in place.121

On 18 August 1960, the advance party was advised that they – and the following

main body of 33 IrBatt would be posted to Kindu, in Kivu province, to join up with

‘B’ company of 32 IrBatt, on the following day.  Whilst airborne on 19 August, en-

route to Kindu, the advance party was re-directed to Kamina air base, then under the

control of Belgian armed forces.122  The unit history does not relate in which type of

aircraft they were traveling, but when they landed at Kamina, at 11.00 hours on 19

August 1960, it quickly transpired that their arrival was unexpected.  The base

commander of Kamina, Col. Van Lierde was summoned, and he indicated that he

was unaware that UN troops were expected.123  However, he requested that the Irish

troops would remain on this Kamina air base, as he was anxious that only European

                                                  
116 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 1.
117 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp1 & 3.
118 Ibid, p. 1.
119 Ibid, p.2.
120 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 2.
121 Idem.
122 Unit history, 33 Ir Batt pp 2-3.
123 Unit history, 33 Ir Batt pp 3 - 4.
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UN troops would be on base.   At this point a UN Canadian liaison officer arrived,

(the unit history does not say from where or how he traveled) but presumably from

UN HQ as he had orders that ‘One company of 33 IrBatt would remain in Kamina

and that the remainder of the battalion would have an operational area in North-East

Katanga, extending from Albertville to Manono’124.

Despite the unexpected arrival of the Irish advance party, Col. Van Lierde was very

accommodating, as the unit history recounts:
At the request of o/c advance party, Col. VAN LIERDE agreed the following
facilities for the reception of the unit… accommodation for ‘A’ company at Kamina
air base.
Twenty trucks and three buses, with Belgian officers in-charge, would be available
to the (Irish) battalion on a 24 hr basis.
Food would be available as planes arrived, day or night.
An English-speaking Belgian officer, base administration officer, would act as
liaison officer for Irish troops.125

As the main body of 33 IrBatt began to arrive at Kamina on 21 August, they were

given meals at the air base; they then moved to quarters at Kaminaville, some

fifteen kilometers from Kamina air base, where they were housed, variously, in

schools and at the Hotel de la Gare – save for ‘A’ company which remained at

Kamina airbase proper.126

The hard-working advance party was not to enjoy the facilities of Kamina, for long

as, on 22 August, they were removed by air to Albertville to prepare for the transfer

and arrival there of 33 IrBatt. When advance party arrived in Albertville they

discovered:

That Albertville was occupied by one company of UN troops from Mali.
Also, one company of Belgian paratroops…the local BALUBA population were in
revolt and attempting to disrupt movement of Belgian troops from outlying districts
to join their HQ in Albertville, in preparation for withdrawal of all Belgian troops
by steamer across Lake Tanganyika to Rwanda Burundi.127

                                                  
124 Unit history, 33 Ir Batt pp 3-4.
125 Ibid.
126 Unit history, 33 IrBatt pp 3-4.
127 Unit history, 33 IrBatt pp 4-5.
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The Irish officers of the advance party were of the opinion that ‘relations were bad

between the UN Mali troops and the local Baluba population, but the latter made no

attempt to disrupt or interfere in the activities of the Irish advance party’ who set

about establishing their HQ in part of the local Regina Pacis convent, the remainder

of the convent occupied by Belgian White Sisters.128  Later that day, 22 August, the

officers of the advance party held a conference with various authorities in

Albertville, including the Katangese minister for the interior, Mr. Goffried

Munongo, who was initially opposed to Irish UN troops coming in Katanga.  Other

parties present at this conference were the district commissioner, and the

commanding officers of the Belgian armed forces and the Katangese gendarmerie

and Katangese police.129 It was agreed that the battalion would arrive in the

immediately following days, and occupy quarters in Albertville.130

Unopposed, the main elements of 33 IrBatt began to arrive at Albertville; firstly, on

24 August, a ‘Globemaster’ with the commanding officer, ‘C’ company and about

twenty of his men.   In the period 24 and 25 August, the remaining elements of 33

IrBatt – less ‘A’ company, who remained at Kamina until they rejoined the main

body on 25 October 1960.

By 25 August, 33 IrBatt, less ‘A’ company in Kamina was deployed in Albertville

as follows: HQ company and battalion HQ at Regina Pacis convent;  ‘B’ company

at a second convent of the White Sisters; and finally, ‘C’ company at Quatier

Kakomba.  At the latter post, the company quarters were strategically placed on a

hill that over-looked the road to Albertville airport.131

In short, the airborne journey of 33 IrBatt from Ireland to their stations in Katanga,

Congo, followed the same route as the 32 IrBatt had taken, and using ‘Globemaster’

aircraft also.  By the end of August 1960, two Irish battalions – some 1,200 men -

were serving with the UN in the Congo.

                                                  
128 Unit history, 33 IrBatt pp 4-5.
129 Ibid.
130 Ibid.
131 Unit history, 33 IrBatt p. 9.
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The experience of the 33 IrBatt, in its early days, indicates a certain better sense of

organisation and efficiency of its advance party.  However, those of the advance

party in Leopoldville, the critical shortage of tropical uniforms, the aborted journey

to Kindu – coupled with the unexpected arrival at Kamina, suggests that, even three

weeks after the confusion surrounding the arrival and posting of 32 IrBatt, the UN

HQ operation at Leopoldville was still very much in a state of flux.

The questions addressed in this chapter were those of firstly, the strength and

dispositions of potentially hostile forces in, or indeed near, the Congo and secondly,

the extent – if any – of intelligence information on those forces which was available

to the commanders of the Irish troops arriving in the Congo, during July/ August

1960.

As this study has shown, the strength of potentially hostile military forces, facing

the Irish battalions as they landed, were considerable and they significantly out-

numbered the Irish units.

The unit histories of both battalions do not show that their commanders were given

formal intelligence briefings as regards the strengths of potentially hostile military

forces. 
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Chapter 5
5.  Irish peacekeepers suffer first casualties - the Niemba ambush

And then those men who die bravely on active service,
We shall reckon them as men of gold.
And we shall bury them with special ceremonies,
And for the rest of time treat their tombs with reverence.
Plato.1

On the afternoon of 8 November 1960 an eleven-man patrol, drawn from No. 2

platoon, ‘A’ company, 33 IrBatt, led by their commander, Lieutenant Kevin

Gleeson, set out from their post at Niemba, Katanga, to reconnoitre the road

southwards towards Manono. The composition of the patrol was one officer, one

sergeant, two corporals and seven privates.  Twenty kilometers south from Niemba,

where the road to Manono crosses the Luweyeye River, they were attacked by an

unknown number of Congolese Baluba tribesmen.  Nine of the patrol died on, or

soon after, that day.

These were the first casualties suffered by the Irish army on overseas service: the

first from hostile action since the Irish Civil War, 1922-23.2  This was the day upon

which the Irish army ‘came of age’: a day that would mark a milestone in Irish

military history.  This was the day when Ireland paid the price for her presence as an

actor on the international political stage.

                                                  
1 Plato, The Republic Translated by Desmond Lee (2nd ed., London, 1974) p. 256.
2 Eunan O’Halpin, Defending Ireland, the Irish state and its enemies since 1922 (Oxford, 2000),
  pp 35-6.
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5. 1: The River Luweyeye crossing: scene of the Niemba ambush

(Military Archives, Ireland)
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5.1 The Niemba Ambush

The sole, discovered, contemporaneous written record of the Niemba ambush is

contained in the unit history of 33 IrBatt and extends across fifteen pages, six of

which comprise statements attributed to the two survivors of the ambush.

Fortunately, the writer located the commander of the first post-ambush search and

rescue patrol - Lieutenant Jeremiah (Jerry) Enright, now Brigadier-General (retired):

he agreed to be interviewed on his experiences and on his recall of the post-ambush

scene.  He was the first Irish soldier to come upon the site of the engagement, and

find bodies of his fallen comrades.

A reference to a further primary source, which was discovered but not obtained, was

mentioned in an undated, unsigned memorandum in the files of the department of

the Taoiseach.  This memorandum notes that a tape recording was made in

Albertville, Katanga, on Sunday 13 November 1960: this tape recording contained

the accounts, or recall of, various officers and men of the 33rd. battalion concerning

the Niemba ambush and its aftermath.  These deponents were, variously, one of the

survivors of the ambush, members of the two search and recovery patrols, the

brigade commander (Colonel Byrne), the battalion commander, the company

commander, the commander of the first search patrol, and Corporal J. Lynch, who

was i/c Niemba post in the absence of the platoon officer, Lieutenant Kevin

Gleeson.  The memorandum notes that this oral record was sent by air from

Albertville to Army HQ in Dublin: it further notes that the tape was received at

Army HQ at 16.30 hours on Thursday 17 November 1960.3   Regrettably, this tape

was not discovered.

A useful contemporaneous reference to the events at Niemba, and comments

attributed to Colonel Byrne, the brigade commander above, was discovered in

Belgian state archives, foreign affairs section, in a ‘weekly report’ that included

notes of a meeting between Col. Byrne and author of the report, the Director-
                                                  
3 NAI, files of the department of the Taoiseach, S.16959.
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General of the local railway company, C.F.L. – Compagnie des Chemins de Fer du

Congo Supérieur aux Grands Lacs Africains – held at Albertville, Katanga, on 15

November 1960, one week after the ambush.  The meeting was concerned with train

guards, then supplied on an ‘on notice of request’ basis by the Irish contingent at

Albertville.   The record of this meeting purports to reflect the sentiments of the

Irish brigade commander in the aftermath of the ambush by reporting:
Quite suddenly, Colonel Byrne digressed to the bloody incidents at Niemba, which
had cost the lives of 11 (sic) Irishmen - perhaps in an attempt to gauge my opinion
of the incident. In his view, the Irish blue-helmets were mistaken for Belgian
soldiers of Katanga. It was the colour of their skin that had brought them
misfortune.
They [the Irish] had a strong desire to visit retribution on the attackers, but were
inhibited by the orders of their superiors. They [the Irish] had been badly shaken by
the mutilations visited on their men.4

Prior to Col. Byrne’s digression, this meeting had focused on the difficulties that the

railway general-manager had been experiencing with an Ethiopian UN contingent

based at Kabalo, Katanga, which was also under Col. Byrne’s command.

Interestingly, the general-manger (G-M) reports that he sought to influence Byrne’s

opinion as to the causes of the ambush, ‘it being in our interests to do so’.  In fact,

the G-M reports it was his conviction that:
The rebels were well aware that an attack on these Blue Helmets could be followed
by rumours being spread that the Irish were Belgians in disguise.
That the objective of these rebels [Balubas] was to capture arms.
From conversations overheard, we understand that the abandonment of their [Irish]
post at Niemba is interpreted by the blacks as evidence of fear on the part of the
Irish.5

The G-M does not state how he sought to influence Col. Byrne: however, in

passing, it is noted that this report, dated 15 November, was received at the Brussels

head office of Compagnie des Chemins de Fer du Congo Supérieur aux Grands

Lacs Africains on 21 November 1960, a mere six days having elapsed – evidencing

a functioning postal system at this time.  It is not known how this report – an

internal railway company document – found its way into the African affairs section

                                                  
4 Archives des Affaires Etrangère du Royaume de Belgique, AE/II AA, Bundle 3286, 183/3. Letter:
Fouart? to Head Office Brussels, 15 November 1960.
5 Ibid.
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in the archives of the Belgian foreign ministry.  It is relevant to here observe that

officers of 33 IrBatt found some officials of this same railway company, C.F.L., to

be a useful intelligence source, especially following on the Niemba ambush:
After the NIEMBA ambush, the local European population were much more
friendly towards us and productive of a good deal of information. In particular the
senior railway officials, whose antennae seemed to reach into every village and area
through which the railway line passed.6

The C.F.L. railway company’s lines ran eastwards from Niemba to Albertville –

gateway to Ruanda-Urundi and reached by ferry across Lake Tanganyika: also, rail-

lines ran southwest to Dilolo - the border with Angola and ultimately, to the west

coast of Africa, at Lobito, Angola.7  The railway officials’ ‘antennae’ of information

was, therefore, potentially quite extensive.

Another useful source is a report and analysis on the Niemba ambush, dated 15

November 2006, produced by Colonel Tom Behan, then executive officer of the

(Irish army) 2nd Eastern Brigade, which he prepared on the instructions of the Chief

of Staff, Defence Forces.  This report revisited the records of the ambush, and also

referred to interviews conducted with ambush survivors and some members of the

two search and recovery patrols that were carried out during the two days following

the ambush.8

Attached to this report is a transcript of a trial on 13 November 1961, at the District

Penal Court, Elizabethville, translated from the original French. This report purports

to be a record of the charges preferred against, and the subsequent conviction of,

five members of the Baluba tribe in connection with ‘the killing with premeditation’

of eleven (named) Irish soldiers.  This transcript also purports to contain some

details of the events of 8 November 1960.9

                                                  
6 MAI, Unit history, 33 IrBatt, ‘Intelligence System ’p.99. [Hereafter, Unit history].
7 Simon Ellis Katzenellenbogen, Railways and the copper mines of Katanga (Oxford, 1973), map
facing p.150 and Unit history 33 IrBatt, map following p.57.
8 Behan report, Oireachtas library, reference number:- 54023001093282. [Hereafter, Behan report].
9 Behan report, appendix.
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It is remarkable that none of the reports above make reference to any official

inquiry, such as a military court or board of inquiry, conducted by either the Irish

defence forces, or by ONUC command HQ.   This is remarkable in that nine

soldiers were killed on the day, while another, Trooper Anthony Browne, whose

body was not found until some two years later – was presumed to have died soon

after the ambush.10  Additionally, all their weapons, save one rifle carried by

survivor Fitzpatrick, and almost all of their ammunition, were lost.

The following reconstruction of the ambush is qualified, and constrained, by the

twin factors of firstly, necessary reliance on the two survivors’ accounts and

secondly, apparent lack of any forensic examination of the ambush site in the

immediate aftermath thereof.  The accounts of two survivors - Privates Fitzpatrick

and Kenny – were taken, in writing, by Commandant P.J. Liddy, legal officer of 32

IrBatt, who was in Albertville at the time of the ambush: according to the unit

history, the ‘words of the two survivors were taken down by him a few days after

the events to which they relate’.11

5.1.1

The ambush – prelude

A factor bearing on the ambush at Niemba is now introduced, namely the events in

the days immediately preceding the ambush, and recounted in the unit history:
During the first week of November, LIEUT. GLEESON’S signals contained a note
of concern about the number of road blocks around NIEMBA.  On each patrol, he
found that the road blocks were coming closer to the village. The Battalion
Commander decided to mount two simultaneous patrols, one Southwards from
NIEMBA, and one Northwards from MANONO, to clear the road.12

Of these two patrols, the one of direct relevance is that of the twenty-strong patrol

that travelled from Albertville southwards to Niemba.  Commanded by

                                                  
10 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 101-2.
11 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 88.
12 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 86.
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Commandant P.D. Hogan, it set out from Albertville on Sunday 6 November 1960.

The unit history recounts that after an apparently uneventful journey, this patrol

arrived at Niemba during the evening, had dinner there and later that evening ‘the

meal was followed by an impromptu concert: all retired to bed at about 21.30

hours’.13  The next morning, Monday, 7 November 1960, Hogan’s patrol, reinforced

by Lieut. Gleeson and twenty of his platoon, travelled southwards in eight vehicles.

They departed Niemba at 05.45 hours and continued south until noon, when they

reached the River Luweye, a distance of some fourteen miles from Niemba. During

that time, they had cleared fourteen obstacles from the road, and the patrol’s average

progress was just over two miles per hour.14

At the river Luweyeye crossing they found that the bridge span of about twenty feet

was ‘down’: an NCO of engineers, Cpl. O’Reilly, estimated that several hours were

required for repair.  On reporting this estimated additional time on patrol to the

battalion commander, Comdt. Hogan was ordered to return to base at Albertville.

This patrol of forty men, drawn from Hogan and Gleeson’s resources, included an

interpreter from the Swedish UN contingent, Lieut. Stig vonBayer, seconded to the

Irish contingent.  Hogan and vonBayer, on seeing some local Katangese (who were

unarmed) on the south bank of the Luweyeye, crossed the river and engaged them in

conversation.  During this conversation, Hogan and von Bayer were appraised by

shouts from the Irish patrol ranks (now on the north bank of the river from them)

that ‘there were more Balubas in the bush’.15  The two officers immediately re-

crossed the river: Hogan then deployed part of his patrol into the bush on each side

of the road.  Shortly afterwards, one member of the patrol brought out from the

bush, and onto the road:
 … a native whom he had surprised and captured.  The man was carrying a bow and
some arrows which could be seen to be poisoned. When questioned by LIEUT.
VON BAYER, he said that the poisoned arrows were for hunting.16

Lt. Stig vonBayer was fluent in French, Swahili, and English.  As a youth, he had

lived with his parents in Kivu province for six years, attended boarding school in
                                                  
13 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 85-6.
14 Ibid.
15 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p 87.
16 Ibid.
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Bukavu, and by his own account, when on vacation, he regularly went hunting ‘to

feed the workers’.17  If, as contended by the Congolese man captured by the patrol,

that the poisoned arrows were for hunting, it might be reasonably concluded that

von Bayer might recognise a ‘poisoned arrow’.  This reference in 33 IrBatt unit

history is the first occasion on which poisoned arrows are mentioned.  However,

later in the narrative, arrows (poisoned or otherwise) again become significant.  The

use and composition of poisoned arrows was researched by the Belgian military

medical service in 1959.  A circular letter from the Belgian Army senior medical

officer to all units, dispatched on 27 August 1959, describes these arrows in some

detail and states that the poisons used ‘putrefied animal intestines, fish gonads,

rarely serpent venom’.  The circular was based on a study conducted by the senior

toxicologist at the Institute for Tropical Medicine, at Leopoldville.18  This circular

letter also warns that the poisons used in the arrows are nerve poisons and blood

coagulants:
There is no effective antidote. Effective measures are to immediately extract the
arrow.
If the arrows are not extracted within five seconds, death is inevitable. If extracted
within two seconds, only recoverable fever and some muscular pain may follow.19

Therefore, there is little doubt that some Congolese used poisoned arrows, and that

the extent of such usage warranted toxicological study by the medical services of

the Belgian army who, presumably, had first-hand experience of poisoned arrows.

The officers, of the Hogan/ Gleeson patrol accepted the captured Baluba tribesman’s

explanation; gave some food to him and to other Balubas who were ‘about the

river’. Having been earlier ordered to return to Albertville, Comdt. Hogan then

instructed Lt. Gleeson to reconnoitre the same road on the next day (8 November):

this instruction was confirmed later to Lt. Gleeson, by radio from battalion HQ, on

the evening of 7 November 1960.20

                                                  
17 David O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo 1960-1964: The far battalions (Dublin, 2006),
p.76.   
18 Belgian military archives, Box 2, file 169.
19 Ibid.
20 Unit history, 33IrBatt, p. 89.
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Factors that arise from this patrol report have a direct bearing on the events of the

next day: firstly, clear evidence of potential hostile elements in the area of the

Luweyeye river crossing and secondly, the damaged bridge there.  If the Luweyeye

bridge could not have been repaired by a forty-strong party (as was estimated in the

afternoon of the Hogan/ Gleeson patrol) it seems illogical that a patrol of one

quarter of the superior strength would have attempted to restore the bridge and open

the road in the daylight time available to them during the afternoon of 8 November.

5. 2: Number 2 platoon, ‘A’ company, 33 Infantry Battalion.
The Niemba garrison: November 1960

(Military Archives, Ireland)
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5.1.2

The ambush – reconstructed

He regards his troops as children,
And they will go with him,
Into the deepest ravine
He regards them as his loved ones,
And they will stand by him,
Unto death.
Sun Tzu.21

As instructed by his company commander on the previous day (Monday, 7

November 1960), Lt. Kevin Gleeson led-out this eleven-strong patrol which would

be ambushed at the River Luweyeye, from their post at Niemba, Katanga at about

13.30 hours on Tuesday 8 November.

The physical conditions of the quarters at Niemba post were described as

‘dilapidated, but made more comfortable by the installation of a lighting system and

a water filtration system to allow use of water from the Lukuga’.22  An indication of

the level of morale at Niemba post can be gauged from this observation:
Towards the end of October, the battalion 2 i/c visited them and on his return
reported in glowing terms on the efficient manner in which the primitive conditions
were being overcome and on the very noticeable happy family atmosphere which
prevailed.23

Lt. Gleeson and his men were not unfamiliar with their post and the surrounding

area.  Gleeson and nineteen of his men had arrived there from Kaminaville, Katanga

on 8 October 1960: a further eleven all ranks arrived on 14 October.  However, the

final eleven all ranks arrived on 7 November, the day just prior to the ambush.24

33 IrBatt’s order of battle puts the strength of the relevant platoon - No. 2 platoon of

‘A’ Company - at Lt. Gleeson, Sgt. Gaynor (platoon sergeant) and forty-seven other

ranks organised in four rifle sections.25  The discrepancy between the strength of the

                                                  
21 Sun Tzu, The Art of War c. 520BCE (London, 2002), p. 69.
22 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 82.
23 Ibid.
24 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 33.
25 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p.47.
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Niemba garrison – at forty-two all ranks - and that of Gleeson’s platoon as in the

battalion’s order of battle – at forty-nine all ranks – cannot be reconciled from the

unit history.

Some of the men of the Niemba garrison, including Lt. Gleeson, had been on the

previous day’s patrol with Commandant Hogan.26  On the afternoon of 8 November

the patrol travelled in two vehicles, a Land Rover and a Volkswagen pick-up truck.

The weapons carried by the patrol were five Gustaf sub-machine guns (SMGs), two

Bren light-machine guns (LMGs), and three Lee-Enfield rifles – a total of ten

weapons.  The medical orderly of the patrol was not armed.27

The quantity of ammunition carried per man by the patrol is not recorded in this

narrative part of the unit history.  However, the equipment tables of 33 IrBatt lists,

for all ranks, 17,000 rounds of rifle ammunition as being ‘on the man’: dividing this

figure by the number of ‘combat’ rifles in the same tables, gives a figure of fifty

rounds per man.  Applying the same basis of calculation to SMGs and to LMGs

extrapolates 216 rounds of 9 mm per man for SMGs, and 750 rounds of .303 per

gun for LMGs.

In total, assuming that this standard issue of ammunition was taken on patrol by all

ranks, the patrol carried some 2,730 rounds, a not insignificant quantity, giving

considerable firepower.28  Critically, the unit history does not record whether the

patrol weapons were loaded prior to the patrol’s departure.  A significant detail of

observation on this point – as to whether weapons were loaded or otherwise prior to

patrol departure – can be extracted from the statement attributed to survivor Kenny,

found in the unit history.  In the concluding paragraph, Kenny related that:
I lay down in a channel on the side of the road.
I still had no weapon,29 but I had my bandolier of ammunition and my bayonet.30

This bandolier to which Kenny referred was made of light cloth, held fifty rounds of

.303 ammunition, of five rounds in each of ten pouches: this method of carrying
                                                  
26 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 86-8.
27 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 88.
28 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, Annex B.
29 Kenny’s statement in 33 IrBatt unit history does not indicate where his weapon was lost.
30 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 93.
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ammunition was used by riflemen, and it also facilitated the issue and return of

ammunition to the unit quartermaster.31  The webbing equipment of the British 1937

pattern then used by the Irish army in the Congo, had ammunition pouches attached

to waist-belt and shoulder straps.32  A photograph of Kenny, taken in the aftermath

of his finding by a rescue patrol, shows Kenny being attended to by an army

medical team: this photograph shows arrows protruding from him, and it is just

possible to discern his bayonet, but not an ammunition bandolier. On a matter of

detail, he is seen as wearing his webbing waist-belt, but no shoulder straps or

ammunition pouches.33

This attention to the specifics of how Kenny as a rifle-man carried his ammunition,

and the use of bandoliers is relevant to whether weapons – rifles, at least – were

loaded prior to departure of the ‘Niemba’ patrol: the loading procedure for the Lee

Enfield No. 4 rifles used by the Irish contingent in the Congo was a relatively slow

process as compared to SMGs or LMGs.  The method of carrying ammunition has a

direct bearing on the process of loading the Lee Enfield rifles used by the patrol and

the ability to maintain rifle-fire when under sudden attack, as the patrol would be on

that fatal afternoon of 8 November 1960.  This topic will be reverted to later in this

chapter when the reaction of the Niemba patrol to the Baluba onslaught at the river

Luweyeye will be discussed.

The unit history reports do not refer to any means of radio communication by the

patrol with its base at Niemba, or with battalion HQ at Albertville.

This deduction is supported by the following extract from unit history:
At about 18.30 or 18.45 hours that same (8 November 1960) evening, the Duty
Officer at  Battalion HQ received a message from CPL. J. LYNCH whom LIEUT.
GLEESON had left in charge at NIEMBA, to say that LIEUT. GLEESON’S patrol
was overdue. [It being assumed that the patrol was delayed by roadblocks, Lynch
was told to make contact again in about an hour if the patrol had not returned by
then]. At about 22.00 hours, CPL. LYNCH came on again to say the patrol had not

                                                  
31 Donal MacCarron and Bill Younghusband, The Irish defence forces since 1922  (Oxford, 2002),
plate C, illustration 3.
32 Ibid, photograph p.16.
33 O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo, photograph 12, p. 67.
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returned. At this stage, it was decided to send out a patrol from ALBERTVILLE to
find LIEUT. GLEESON … and his men.34

If, therefore, Gleeson’s patrol had radio communications with their base or battalion

HQ, either Cpl. Lynch or the duty officer would certainly have made reference to

this before a search patrol was dispatched.  Obviously, absence of radio

communication meant that the patrol commander was unable to contact his superior

echelon to report progress, get instructions, or to seek reinforcements or assistance.

For the purposes of the reconstruction of events, it is salient to make some further

observations.  Firstly, when it became clear that the Niemba patrol was somehow

delayed, the first search/ rescue patrol did not leave battalion HQ at Albertville until

22.30 hours on 8 November 1960 – the day of the ambush – and did not arrive at the

ambush site until 06.30 hours on the following day, 9 November.  Secondly, the

process of fixing a time-line of events on the day of the ambush is hampered by

having one only source for a time sequence (that of survivor Fitzpatrick) from the

patrol’s departure to the patrol’s arrival at the river, one and one half-hours after

leaving Niemba at 13.30 hours.  This sequence would fix the beginning of the attack

on Gleeson’s patrol at about 15.00 hours on 8 November.  The first search patrol,

with Lieutenant Jeremiah Enright in charge, came upon the site of ambush some

fifteen hours later.  This elapsed time-period makes it more difficult to establish,

with any degree of certainty, whether casualties other than the Irish fatalities

occurred, the form or sequence of the action and its duration, and when or where

Trooper Browne died.35  Trooper Browne’s remains were not located until 7

November 1962, almost exactly two years following the ambush.36

However, reverting to the reconstruction of the Niemba patrol and ambush: both

survivors, Fitzpatrick and Kenny relate events in a sometimes complementary

manner, and sometimes in a diverging fashion.  In this reconstruction of the ambush,

where survivor accounts are used, a caveat applies.  Survivors of traumatic events
                                                  
34 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 94.
35 Unit history, 33IrBatt, p. 88 and p. 94.
36 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 101.
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such as the Niemba ambush can suffer, variously, from feelings of guilt, denial and

selective reconstructive recall in that certain specifics may be ‘blocked out’ or

recalled by way of ‘guilt absolution’.37    It is relevant to observe also that copies of

survivor statements in the unit history of 33 IrBatt are unsigned.38

The patrol begins

At 13.30 hours on 8 November 1960 the eleven-strong patrol departed Niemba,

travelling southwards towards Manono, Katanga.  They were mounted in two

vehicles.  The unit history does not state whether weapons were loaded prior to

departure.  Both survivors travelled in the second vehicle, which also carried both of

the Bren gunners, together with their LMGs and their ammunition.39

It is submitted that the loading, or otherwise, of the rifles and the other weapons and

the placing of the Bren guns in one vehicle had a bearing on the outcome of the

ambush.  As earlier discussed, the factors of whether weapons, especially rifles,

were loaded or not would have a direct bearing on the ambush itself. Should

riflemen need to open fire in the ‘heat of battle’ and these had no previous combat

training or experience, the slow process of loading rifles may very well have been

exacerbated.  As both of the LMGs were in the same vehicle, flexibility of

deployment of LMGs in any subsequent engagement was compromised.

The patrol encountered roadblocks on the road southwards; both survivors tell of

meeting these obstacles –‘four or five I think: there were big holes dug in the road’

and, ‘we crossed three obstacles, laying down big oil-drums and planks, and another

trench we filled in with earth and drove across’.40

Thus far, the accounts of both survivors are, more or less, in harmony.

Survivor accounts now diverge, as Fitzpatrick tells that following the clearance of

these roadblocks, the patrol made a halt:

                                                  
37  Peter E. Hodgkinson and Michael Stewart, Coping with catastrophe (London, 1991), pp 10-18 &
147-153.
38 Unit history, 33 IrBatt. pp 90 & 93.
39 Ibid, pp 88 & 91.
40 Unit history, 33 IrBatt. pp 89 & 91.
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When we were on the road about an hour and a half, the first vehicle stopped, and
we stopped behind it. LT. GLEESON hopped out of the front car along with SGT.
GAYNOR and ran to meet three Balubas who were on the road. They were carrying
bows and arrows. LT. GLEESON was calling ‘Jambo’41 as he went up the road, but
the Balubas disappeared into the bush.42

At this time, when the roadblocks thus far had been cleared, survivor Kenny

recalled this same halt as follows:
We carried on down to a village. The front car stopped at the village, on the left of
the road about six miles from NIEMBA. LT. GLEESON and SGT. GAYNOR went
into the village unarmed and spoke to some natives there.43  Further down the road,
we stopped again. There were Balubas running across the road into the bush at both
sides, they were dressed in ordinary clothes and had clubs in their hands. LT.
GLEESON got back into the car, we moved on and stopped again. There was a big
number of Balubas on the road, they were armed with clubs and, I think, bows and
arrows.44   

There are, obviously, some material differences in the above accounts and although

not of significance in themselves, they clearly show divergence of recall: also,

Kenny’s account contains more by way of detail than that of Fitzpatrick who makes

no mention of a halt at a village.   The most telling detail in these accounts is

contained in that of Kenny: he recalls the halt at the village, but more importantly,

that there was ‘a big number of Balubas on the road … armed with clubs and, I

think, bows and arrows’.  The fact that many Balubas were in the area and were

seen during the patrol on the previous day, was a clear indication of some form of

activity linked possibly to the roadblocks, if not to anticipated hostility.

The patrol comes under attack

The survivor accounts are again complementary in relating the final halt at the

broken bridge over the river Luweyeye, and that there the members of the patrol

dismounted from their vehicles.45  It was at this point, at the halt at the broken

bridge, that the attacks by the Balubas began.  Here the survivor accounts again

                                                  
41 Jambo; In the Swahili language – a greeting, approximate meaning ‘Hello’: Peter M. Wilson,
Simplified Swahili, (Harlow, Essex, 1985), pp 4 & 291.
42 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p.89.
43 Possibly Kamanda village: Unit history, 33 IrBatt, map following p. 102.
44 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 91.
45 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 89 & 91.
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diverge, as do their recall of events and the sequence of the action once arrows were

shot at them and return fire began.  What can be extrapolated from both accounts is

that the attacks by the Balubas came from the north, towards Niemba, and from the

south bank of the river Luweyeye, so that the patrol was under attack from two

directions, simultaneously.  Both accounts are in harmony regarding the inspection

of the broken bridge and an attempt to turn vehicles towards Niemba in order to

withdraw, when it became clear to Lt. Gleeson that the Balubas were both numerous

and hostile.46  What is equally clear from both survivor accounts is that even in the

initial confusion after Baluba attacks which culminated in the vehicles being

surrounded, all the Irish soldiers had crossed the river southwards.  It is important to

note that at the point where the patrol vehicles were surrounded – before all the

soldiers had crossed the river, southwards - the Bren LMGs and more than half of

the patrol’s ammunition were still in the second patrol vehicle, and thus lost.47  The

most effective part of the patrol’s firepower, their LMGs, was now out of their

hands: the LMGs were magazine fed quick-loading weapons, and 1,500 rounds of

ammunition for the LMGs were carried by the patrol.  Their two vehicles, their

means of withdrawal, were now also lost to the patrol.  Three members of the patrol

were now unarmed: two LMG gunners and the medical orderly.

It is now apposite to again return to the question of weapons and whether loaded or

unloaded.  With the LMGs now lost, the patrol was left in possession of five Gustaf

SMGs with 216 rounds of 9 mm per man and three bolt-action Lee Enfield rifles

with fifty rounds per rifleman.  The patrol had, collectively, eight weapons and

1,230 rounds of ammunition: the SMGs were automatic magazine fed and the rifles

bolt-action magazine fed.  Each SMG magazine held thirty-six rounds and each rifle

five rounds per magazine, when loaded.  The relevance of this detail is that when

first contact was made and firing by the Irish soldiers began, each SMG user could

discharge thirty-six rounds without reloading, and each rifleman, five rounds.

Assuming that all soldiers fired more or less simultaneously, the opening volley

without reloading would have been in the order of 195 rounds.  This latter statistic

                                                  
46 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 89 & 91.
47 Ibid, pp 89 – 92.
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is, of course, dependent upon the weapons being loaded before the patrol departed

or, at least, before the attacks began: clearly, it is dependent upon all men being in

physical possession of their weapons.  The unit history does not detail loading of

weapons before the patrol began, nor does either of the survivors (who were

riflemen) mention in their statements in the unit history loading weapons at any time

from their departure on the fateful patrol to their return.48  However, survivor

Kenny, in his re-telling of the events of the ambush forty-five years later said that

when the massed Balubas were closing in, ‘Then Gleeson gave us the order to load

our weapons, so we loaded them’.49  On the subject of whether patrols had standing-

orders regarding the loading of weapons prior to mounting patrol, Jerry Enright does

not recall any such: however, it was his practice to load weapons prior to mounting

patrols, save for Gustaf SMGs which are prone to accidental discharge.50  It is noted

that Jerry Enright was an officer of ‘B’ Company 33 IrBatt, stationed at Manono,

Katanga: he was in Albertville receiving treatment for an injury, when detailed to

command the search and rescue patrol.51  The ill-fated patrol was from ‘A’ company

33 IrBatt.

The specifics of the mechanics of weapons loading and, indeed, cocking (that is,

immediate preparation of a weapon for firing) are very relevant in the context of this

or any military defensive action.  The LMGs and SMGs were magazine-fed

weapons, which merely required fitting of a pre-loaded ammunition magazine onto

the weapon, cocking them by the simple action of pulling back on the weapon’s bolt

handle until checked by the trigger mechanism: the weapon was then ready to fire

by simply pressing the trigger, and the weapon would continue to fire until the

trigger was released or the magazine emptied.

The Lee-Enfield rifles, carried by three members of the patrol (and all of the

riflemen were in physical possession of their rifles at the outset of the Baluba

attacks) required a much slower process, and especially so if the ammunition was

carried in cloth bandoliers. To begin the rifle loading process it was firstly necessary
                                                  
48 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 88-93.
49 O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo,p. 66.
50 Interview with Brigadier General (retd.) Jeremiah Enright, 5 October 2012.
[Hereafter, Enright interview].
51 Enright interview.
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to open or pull back the rifle bolt to expose the opening to the magazine; then to get

the ammunition clip of five rounds, out of the pockets of a cloth bandolier.  This

was difficult, as it involved fumbling with one hand while holding the rifle in the

other hand.  Once achieved, the clip of ammunition was inserted into the magazine

opening, and the five rounds of ammunition pushed down into the magazine, the

bolt then pushed forward which also simultaneously cocked the rifle, now ready to

fire.52  It is necessary to discuss one further detail of the rifle loading process: the

Lee Enfield ammunition was .303 rimmed, meaning that ammunition had to be

loaded without over-locking the rounds to prevent jamming.53  A prudent rifleman

would invariably check that the ammunition was correctly sequenced before

loading; the consequences of an ammunition jam could render the rifle unusable for

some time.  If the rifles carried by the patrol were to be loaded once the Baluba

attacks had begun or were imminent, the normally slow loading process might well

be further hampered as loading in a hostile situation is more difficult, all the more so

if the riflemen had not had battle-training.  (Survivor) Private Kenny and any other

members of the patrol, who may have loaded their weapons as the Baluba onslaught

began, would of necessity be required to be both cool and well trained to succeed in

both loading their weapons and then returning effective fire under what were de

facto battle conditions.  The Defence Forces manual of rifle marksmanship, then in

use, was very specific as regards rifleman training:
In action, a soldier’s life may depend as much upon the rapid loading of his rifle as
upon the accuracy of his shooting. His actions must be so clean and quick that not a
second is wasted.
No soldier can become a really good shot with the rifle unless he is given ample
opportunity to fire with live ammunition.54

Equally, the Defence Forces manual of musketry, published in 1946 and in use in

1960, also stresses training on harmonising weapon-sights with targets and the

                                                  
52  MAI, Manual of Rifle Marksmanship (No, 4 Rifle) LL2 –2: Stationery Office, Dublin 3/21862
(Dublin, 1955), pp 20-22.
53 MAI, Manual of Rifle Marksmanship (No, 4 Rifle) LL2 –2: Stationery Office, Dublin 3/21862
(Dublin, 1955), pp 20-22 & Appendix D, plate 7.
54 MAI, Manual of Rifle Marksmanship (No, 4 Rifle) LL2 –2: Stationery Office, Dublin 3/21862
(Dublin, 1955), pp 19 & 83.
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theory of small-arms fire.  Both manuals, therefore, lay emphasis on practice

–however, they are based on firing small-arms at static targets.55

For the purpose of reconstruction of the ambush, the individual survivor accounts of

the parts they played in the action will not be examined, save when an analysis is

made of the actions of Trooper Browne who was subsequently and posthumously

awarded the Military Medal for Gallantry, the first to be awarded.56  From sources

available, it was not possible to determine the duration of the action at the

Luweyeye River.

5.1.3

An analysis and discussion of the military action during the attacks at the river
Luweye

Some recapitulation on earlier points is now appropriate for the purposes of

discussing the military action - and the communication, command and control

aspects of the afternoon of 8 November 1960.  Firstly, it appears (on balance) that

no weapons were loaded before the patrol departed.  The sole instance where the

two survivor accounts agree on this core issue of weapons – loaded or otherwise – is

when Lt. Gleeson dismounted from his vehicle at the final halt.
Lt. Gleeson got out of the car. He had a Gustaf in his hand. It was loaded and
cocked. I did not see him carry a pouch of ammunition.
And …
I saw Lt. Gleeson drop his Gustaf. He had no more ammunition.57

At some stage, in what must have been a confused action, some members of the

patrol may have loaded their weapons and may have opened fire.  Lt. Gleeson

dismounted, carrying his loaded SMG: he was not carrying an ammunition pouch;

therefore he was limited to firing thirty-six rounds only.58  This detail of Gleeson’s

                                                  
55 MAI, Manual of musketry TR 4, part I. Stationery Office, Dublin, (Dublin, 1946) passim.
56 Report by Colonel Behan. Oireachtas library, reference number: - 54023001093282, p.10.
[Hereafter, Behan report].
57 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 89 & 91.
58 Ibid.
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Gustaf SMG and his ammunition will be re-visited when the arrival of the first

subsequent search and rescue patrol is discussed.

When the patrol departed, both the patrol commander and his second-in-command,

Sergeant Hugh Gaynor, were in the same vehicle, and at various and most times

prior to and following the attacks, were together.59  When their bodies were found

on 9 November, they were also together.60  Both of the Bren LMGs, their

ammunition and gunners were in the same patrol vehicle.   When the patrol

dismounted the LMGs were left in the vehicle, and not deployed in defensive

positions.  When Baluba attackers surrounded the vehicle, both LMGs were thus

lost to the patrol.61  Survivor Fitzpatrick tells that ‘Lt. Gleeson posted me on guard

at the back of the second vehicle’: this is the only mention of precautionary

defensive action having been taken.62  When the Baluba onslaught began, Sgt.

Gaynor – then attempting to turn one of the vehicles – the two Bren gunners and the

medical orderly were all unarmed: therefore, four men - one third of the eleven man

patrol - were now without weapons.63

From the command and control perspective, a further important factor in the

military action was that the patrol carried no radio equipment: communication was,

therefore, not possible from patrol to superior echelon nor inter-vehicle whilst

rolling or at halt.  Taking a command and control example and assuming that inter-

vehicle radio contact or short-range platoon radios were available: if, at the

inspection of the crossing at the river Luweyeye, one of the NCOs had been detailed

as in charge of the remaining dismounted party while the commander and the

private of engineers (survivor Kenny) inspected the bridge, when the approach of

the attackers from the northerly direction was detected, this event could have been

signalled to the patrol commander (Gleeson) and immediate defensive orders given

as further attacks began on the patrol from a southerly direction.64  When the patrol

                                                  
59 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 89 – 92.
60 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p 94.
61 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 88–91.
62 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 89.
63 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 92.
64 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 88-92.
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was split, as it was when they had dismounted and both commander and 2 i/c of the

patrol went forward to inspect the river crossing, effective communication,

command and control were no longer possible.65

Analysis and discussion of such military action as was effected by the patrol

members is necessarily circumscribed by the detail in the survivor accounts in the

unit history, and by the accounts of the search and rescue patrols carried out in the

days immediately following on the action: these are the patrols commanded by

Lieutenant. J. Enright on the 8/9 November 1960 and that commanded by

Commandant P.D. Hogan of 9/10 November 1960.66  From this analysis, three core

or critical questions emerge.

Firstly the question arises (although not directly connected to military action per se)

regarding the patrol’s departure time: Lt. Gleeson had been on patrol, on the same

route, the previous day.  When Gleeson was with Comdt. Hogan’s larger patrol, he

had seen the broken bridge at the river Luweyeye, was aware that Hogan, as patrol

commander on 7 November 1960, at noon on that day had considered the work of

repairing the bridge to be too extensive to be undertaken in the remaining hours of

daylight.67  Lt. Gleeson’s apparently elective departure time from Niemba of 13.30

hours on 8 November 1960 seems to be illogical, in the light of the information

available to him.68

Secondly, the factor of surprise: although some Balubas were met on or seen near

the road, it appears from the unit history that the subsequent massing of Balubas and

their onslaught from both sides, took the patrol and its commander entirely by

surprise.69  It is reasonable to deduce that if Lt. Gleeson, as patrol commander, had

anticipated hostile action, then a greater degree of precautionary, defensive action

                                                  
65 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 91.
66 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 94-9.
67 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 87.
68 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 87-8.
69 Ibid, pp 89-92.
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would have been taken, other than that of the posting of one private ‘on guard at the

back of the second vehicle’.70  It is equally reasonable to conclude that

precautionary, defensive action taken in light of any anticipation of hostility or

attack would necessarily have included tactical deployment of the two available

LMGs and the posting of sentries to observe the road in both northerly and southerly

directions.  The almost immediate loss of the LMGs and their considerable

firepower due to their having been left in one vehicle that was surrounded by hostile

elements on the onset of attack was catastrophic.71  However, it cannot be supposed

that even had the LMGs been ‘saved’, then the engagement might have had a

different outcome  as regards the loss of life of Irish soldiers.

Thirdly, there is the question of training: it will be recalled that this question was

examined in chapter three - concerning formation and departure of the first Irish

military contingents.72  The training of 33 IrBatt, prior to departure, was limited to

firing weapons on ‘range-practices’.  Range practices in use in 1960 were based on

the army’s manual of instruction Annual Range Practices (Small Arms) and

Allotment of Small Arms Ammunition: this manual was issued in 1950 and updated

in 1959.  During annual range practices, or once-yearly live firing of weapons, rifle-

men fired a total of thirty-five rounds of ammunition: firers of Gustaf SMGs

discharged 144 rounds, and Bren LMG gunners loosed 180 rounds. These practices

were fired under controlled, static, conditions at targets of about one metre square –

and about one-seventh of firing practice was at ‘fleeting’ targets which appeared for

five seconds, five times each.73  This type of firing practice fits a soldier for shooting

at fixed targets, with an emphasis on accuracy of aim.  Training of this kind is

markedly at variance with battle-training, where a soldier loads and fires his weapon

whilst he is himself under fire.   There is no record in 33 IrBatt unit history of any

training for patrol work: indeed, when informed of the Irish contingent’s fatalities at

                                                  
70 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 89.
71 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 92.
72 This work: Chapter 3, pp 15-17 & 26-7.
73 MAI, Annual Range Practices (Small Arms) and Allotment of Small Arms Ammunition: T.R. 11 (4th

ed.) Stationery Office, Dublin 1960 – amended November 1959.
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Niemba, the UN force commander, Gen. Carl von Horn’s reaction was the

following:
No doubt this sort of misfortune would not have happened to the battle-experienced
Tunisians or Moroccans. But although the Irish had no combat experience, the basic
fault lay in the grave shortage of vehicles which had precluded any chance of their
being properly trained in patrol work. For all I know, Lt. Gleeson and his ten men
may have been on their first patrol … I feel the tragedy might have been avoided
had sufficient vehicles been available to enable the 33rd Battalion to have initiated a
programme of rigorous training weeks earlier.74

Critically, evidence suggests that only Lt. Gleeson’s weapon was loaded and fired.

5.1.4

Trooper Anthony Browne in action and his death at Niemba

Trooper Browne was the first recipient of the Irish army’s highest decoration – the

Military Medal for Gallantry (M.M.G.).  This medal was awarded to him on the

merits of his action during the attack: at the risk of and loss of his own life, his

saving the life of his comrade, Pte. Kenny.75  The location and time of Trooper

Browne’s death remains a matter of conjecture as his remains were not found in the

immediate days after the ambush – but were found some three kilometres away,

almost two years later, by a search party from 37 IrBatt.76

Browne was the only private soldier at the ambush site said to be armed with a

Gustaf SMG: Lt. Gleeson and all the NCOs were similarly armed, and no

explanation is found in the unit history for this apparent anomaly.  The significance

of his (Browne’s) weapon lies only in that he, unlike other privates at the ambush,

was not encumbered with the (earlier described) slow loading process of the Lee-

Enfield rifle.  Survivor Fitzpatrick mentions Browne in his account ‘Browne also

carried a Gustaf’.  Fitzpatrick also mentions Browne as being with him when they

moved away from the vehicles towards their comrades across the river: and states

that he ‘saw Browne firing his Gustaf on my right’ when he had crossed the river.77

                                                  
74 Carl von Horn, Soldiering for peace (London, 1996), pp 212-3.
75 Behan report, pp 7-10.
76 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 101.
77 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 89-90.
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Nothing in Fitzpatrick’s statement corroborates the basis for Browne’s award of the

Military Medal for Gallantry (M.M.G.).78

Turning now to the statement of Private Kenny, contained in the 33 IrBatt unit

history, in so far as this sheds any light on Trooper Browne’s actions during the

ambush.   Kenny tells that when all of the patrol had crossed the river (southwards

from the first halt at the river) some five of them regrouped on a small hill.  This

element on the hill included Lt. Gleeson and all the NCOs.79  Kenny mentions

Browne for the first time:
I stood for a while and Trooper Browne caught up with me. He had a Gustaf. He
was turning around to fire the Gustaf as he ran.80  The two of us continued into the
bush. There were Balubas following us. I fell down. Browne was behind me.
Browne stood to one side of me as I lay… Browne let off a burst. I got up again and
with Browne alongside I ran on into the bush. I fell down again. I heard the Balubas
slashing their way towards us. [Kenny now recounts his being beaten by Baluba,
and continues] at that point a Gustaf opened up again, I knew it was Browne on my
right. The Balubas backed away from me and then made a charge towards the
sound of the shots. I didn’t hear the Gustaf any more.81

Colonel Behan’s report of November 2006 on his investigation into and assessment

of the ambush, draws the conclusion that it was Browne’s action in firing his Gustaf

to distract Kenny’s attackers that – undoubtedly – saved Kenny’s life, as otherwise

Kenny would have been beaten to death.82  Assessing the unit history account of the

events at this stage of the action during the ambush, leads one to the conclusion that,

assuming that it was Browne who fired the shots that distracted Kenny’s attackers, it

was the action of Trooper Browne firing his weapon that saved Kenny.  As Kenny

recounted, ‘The Balubas backed away from me and then made a charge towards the

sound of the shots. I didn’t hear the Gustaf any more’.83  The medal board, which

examined the recommendation for Browne’s M.M.G. award, accepted statements

made by Commandant P.D. Hogan and Captain Donal Crowley which evidenced

                                                  
78 Ibid. and Behan report pp 7 – 10.
79Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 91.
80 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 92.
81 Unit history, 33 IrBatt pp 92-3.
82 Behan report, p. 6.
83 Unit history, 33 IrBatt pp 92-3.
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their hearing Kenny insist – repeatedly – in the immediate aftermath of his

(Kenny’s) rescue that Trooper Browne had saved his life.84

33 IrBatt unit history does not categorically state the circumstances of Browne’s

death, nor specifically account for the reason why Browne’s body was recovered

some considerable distance from the ambush site.  The Behan report contains an

annexe comprising a translation of a transcript record of the proceedings of the

district penal court of Elisabethville of 11 November 1961.  The record itself and its

translation are not verifiable, although Colonel Behan appears to have accepted it as

such.85  This annexe purports to be a record of criminal proceedings against Balubas

accused of insurrection and premeditated killing of nine (named) Irish soldiers at the

River Luweye.  The annexe or trial transcript mentions that nine named Irish

soldiers – including Browne - were killed on that day.86  The unit history of 33IrBatt

presents a scenario that Trooper Browne was killed at the ambush scene, in the

process of saving Private Kenny, and that his body was subsequently removed from

the scene by the Baluba attackers: this scenario was based on information gleaned

from injured Balubas at Manono, Katanga, hospital, in the days following the

ambush.87  However, the same unit history offers an alternative scenario, based on

information obtained by the search party that found Browne’s remains, two years

later: this alternative scenario suggests that Browne survived the ambush by two

days when he came – wounded, exhausted and starving - to the village of Tundula,

Katanga, near which his body was found.  There, ‘he offered some women money

for food and asked for directions’ but rather than help Browne, the women

summoned ‘young men of the village who came out and killed him’.88  Either

scenario gives a plausible explanation as to why the remains of Trooper Anthony

Browne were found at a considerable distance from the ambush site: it is not

possible from available evidence to state definitively where Browne died.  Colonel

                                                  
84 Behan report p. 8.
85 Behan report - annex to, itself separately numbered – pp 1-9.
86 Behan report – annex to, p.5.
87 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 101.
88 Ibid.
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Behan, in his report, opts for the scenario of a wounded Trooper Browne ‘managing

to escape his pursuers and being killed by hostile Balubas near the village of

Tundula’.89

A further unresolved question arises with regard to the death of Trooper Anthony

Browne M.M.G. and the discovery of his remains.  The unit history, in a summary

of the report of the search party of 7 November 1962, tells that ‘the Administrator

[local civil administrator for the area] led them – the search party - to the spot where

Tpr. Browne’s body lay’.90  O’Donoghue in The Irish Army in the Congo 1960-1964

quotes in appendix VI a copy of a report made by one of the search party,

Commandant J.F. Gallagher, in which Gallagher relates that ‘Captain Lavery and I

went in the direction indicated … and found the remains lying in an area of about 20

yards in diameter’.91

This (7 November 1962) search party had set out on their final quest from the

village of Tundula, Katanga, where one scenario setting of Browne’s fate post-

ambush puts him two days later.  There, at Tundula, ‘he offered some women

money for food and asked for directions’ but rather than help Browne, the women

summoned ‘young men of the village who came out and killed him’.92  However,

Gallagher’s report as quoted by O’Donoghue places the finding of Browne’s

remains ‘lying in an area of about 20 yards in diameter’ at one and one-half miles

from the village of Tundula.93  This places the location of Browne’s remains as

being about one and one-half miles north-west of the ambush site on the river

Luweye, and one and one-half miles west-north-west of the village of Tundula.  A

map of the Niemba area contained in 33 IrBatt unit history marks the place of the

finding of Trooper Browne’s remains at this latter position.94

If Trooper Browne did survive for two days post-ambush, and made his way to

Tundula village where he was killed, then the finding of his remains at the place

given in Gallagher’s report and the marking of the place on the map in the unit

                                                  
89 Behan report, p. 9.
90 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 101.
91 O’Donoghue,  The Irish Army in the Congo, Appendix VI, p. 216.
92 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 101.
93 O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo, Appendix VI, pp 215-6.
94 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, map, p. 103.
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history some distance from Tundula do not appear to tally with the scenario of

Trooper Browne being killed near Tundula village by men from that village.

Anthony Browne’s remains were found near the village of Tundula, north of the

river Luweyeye.  All the bodies at the ambush site were found south of the river:

survivor Kenny placed both himself and Browne south of the river during the final

part of the action.95  Jerry Enright, during interview, recalled the river Luweyeye as

‘being not difficult to cross on foot’.96  Enright was of the view that ‘he (Browne)

possibly, somehow survived the engagement, and made his way towards Tundula

where he died’.97

Therefore, the precise circumstances of how Trooper Anthony Browne met his

death cannot be determined from the available sources.  Another unresolved

question may be added at this point: according to both of Gallagher’s report (quoted

in O’Donoghue) and the 33 IrBatt unit history, it would appear that Browne’s

remains were found in the open, un-buried, and strewn (Gallagher report) over about

20 yards diameter.98  These details, if factual and accurate as regards the discovery

of the remains, beg the question - How was confirmation obtained that the remains

found were those of Trooper Browne?  There is no mention in 33 IrBatt unit history

of any process of positive identification.  However, the unit history of the 37th

Infantry Battalion (37 IrBatt) does contain reference to both the party of officers

who located Trooper Browne – and the confirmation of the remains as being

Trooper Browne’s:
Towards the end of the battalion of tour of duty, a small party of four officers -
Comdts. Gallagher, McMahon and Heany; and Capt. Lavery, 38 Irish Bn were sent
to NIEMBA (sic) to recover the remains of Trooper BROWNE (sic), who had been
killed in the NIEMBA ambush. After a short search, the remains were recovered
and identified by an Anthropologist at Ruashi University [Elizabethville].99

It would appear, therefore, that reasonable steps were taken – within the parameters

of available resources and expertise – to positively confirm that the remains found at

Tundula were those of Trooper Anthony Browne.

                                                  
95 Unit history, 33 IrBatt pp 92-3.
96 Enright interview.
97 Enright interview.
98 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 101 & O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo,
Appendix VI, pp 215-6.
99 Unit history, 37 IrBatt, p. 4.
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The history of Trooper Anthony Browne’s last patrol ends with some pathos: ‘His

remains were placed in a box and taken to Elizabethville. From there they were

flown home for a soldier’s funeral and a Christian burial beside his comrades’.100

5. 3: Trooper Anthony Browne (centre), with two unnamed Congolese

(Collection of Mr. Christopher McQuaid: reproduced with his kind permission)

                                                  
100 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 101-2.
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5. 4: Niemba area. Map facing p. 109, Unit history 33 IrBatt

(Military Archives, Ireland)
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5.1.5
The first ‘search and rescue patrol’: Lieutenant Jeremiah Enright in-charge

At 18.30 hours on 8 November 1960, when it became apparent to Cpl. J Lynch,

whom Lt. Gleeson had left in charge at Niemba post, that Gleeson’s patrol was

overdue, he contacted battalion HQ by radio and appraised the duty officer there of

his concerns. The duty officer consulted Commandant P.D. Hogan who advised

waiting lest Lt. Gleeson’s patrol be merely delayed: however, Cpl. Lynch was

instructed to call again in about an hour if the patrol had not by then returned.101  He

contacted battalion HQ again at 20.00 hours, and advised duty officer that the patrol

had not returned:  Cpl. Lynch also contacted duty officer again at 21.00 hours with

the same message.102  A search and rescue patrol, commanded by Lieutenant

Jeremiah Enright was formed: this patrol was equipped for rescue duty, as it was

then believed that Lt. Gleeson’s patrol vehicles had merely encountered some

difficulties, or had broken down: they did not expect to discover some of their

comrades lying dead in the bush – or missing.  This patrol left Albertville at 22.30

hours, arrived at Niemba at 03.45 hours on 9 November and rested there for about

one hour.

Lt. Enright’s patrol was reinforced by Cpl. Lynch and eight men from the Niemba

garrison, and this strengthened patrol arrived at the river Luweyeye crossing at

about 06.30 hours on 9 November.  Some fifteen hours had now elapsed since the

attacks began on Lt. Gleeson’s patrol.103

On arrival at the river Luweyeye crossing, Lt. Enright reported his position to

battalion HQ and ‘posted his men’.104  While the unit history does not elaborate on

the phrase ‘posting his men’, it may be presumed that Enright established some

form of perimeter guard in the area.  Lt. Enright had, in fact, not only ‘posted his

men’ but had ordered them to fix bayonets to their weapons, which had been loaded

                                                  
101 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 94.
102 Ibid.
103 Ibid.
104 Ibid.
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prior to departure from Niemba.105  The patrol armament was a mixture of SMGs

and rifles, with one Bren LMG.106

A search of the area was now instituted and the unit history at this point recounts:
SGT. NOLAN of Headquarters Company discovered a pool of blood and some
Gustaf cartridges on the road just NORTH of the river. Shortly afterwards LIEUT.
ENRIGHT found an empty Gustaf magazine and an arrow in the bush beside the
road on the SOUTH side of the bridge. He reported these facts at once to battalion
headquarters and then organised an extensive search of the area.107

Here, the use of the word ‘cartridges’ is unusual: the Irish Army describes spent

ammunition cases as ‘empties’. ‘Cartridges’ described shot-gun ammunition or

ammunition for a Verey Light pistol: the use of this word may suggest that the

writer of unit history may have thought that non-military readers would not

understand ‘empties’.

It is worthy of comment that Lt. Enright’s approach was quite methodical in an

unfamiliar situation: on arrival at Luweyeye river crossing, he posted his men, that

is, he established defensive or observation positions.108  On two occasions, he

contacted his battalion HQ, firstly to advise his position, and secondly, to advise of

the discovery of blood, spent ammunition cases and the empty Gustaf magazine.109

As Lt. Enright found an empty Gustaf magazine, and Sgt. Lynch found spent Gustaf

ammunition, this fact confirms both survivors, Fitzpatrick’s and Kenny’s, accounts

that:
Lt. Gleeson got out of the car. He had a Gustaf in his hand. It was loaded and
cocked. I did not see him carry a pouch of ammunition.
And …
I saw Lt. Gleeson drop his Gustaf. He had no more ammunition.110

It is, of course, the case that Enright, by virtue of having radio communication with

his battalion HQ, had the advantage over Gleeson.111

                                                  
105 Enright interview.
106 Enright interview.
107 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 94.
108 Ibid.
109 Ibid.
110 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 89 & 91.
111 Enright interview.
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The unit history then relates that at about 08.30 hours Cpl. Lynch found four bodies

in the bush on the south side of the river about sixty yards west of the road.  Three

bodies were identified as those of Lt. Gleeson, Sgt. Gaynor, and Cpl. Duggan: the

fourth was not at that time identified.112  Jerry Enright’s recall is at variance with the

previous report (finding of bodies) extract from the unit history: Enright recalled

that ‘when we arrived at the halt at the river Luweyeye, I could plainly see – across

the river on a low rise of ground - the four bodies of our men’.113

Although not sequential to the account of the ambush and its aftermath, this is an

apposite point to refer to documentation (other than the unit history) that is of direct

relevance to the circumstances of the ambush.  On 10 November 1960, two days

after the ambush, the Minister for Defence sent a short letter to the Taoiseach,

attaching a transcript of a telephone conversation between the Chief-of-Staff,

General McKeown and Captain Monahan at HQ 9 Bde, Elisabethville, Katanga.

(33 IrBatt formed part of 9 Bde - whose C.O. was Col. Byrne of the Irish Army).114

This telephone conversation is noted in the transcript as taking place at 09.50 hours

on 10 November: although not annotated, it is reasonable to assume that the 09.50

hours referred to is Irish time – as the minister wrote to the Taoiseach later on that

same (10 November) day.115  Paragraph two of the transcript of the telephone

conversation notes:
Five bodies ONLY (sic) have been recovered.
It is not possible to identify these bodies as they have been mutilated.
These bodies are at Albertville.116

This reference to the ‘bodies being mutilated’ suggests that if victims of the ambush

were identified at the site of ambush by members of Lt. Enright’s search patrol, this

may have been on the basis of rank markings on uniforms.  The trial transcript

report annexed to the Behan report also mentions bodily mutilation – ‘whereas in

                                                  
112 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 94.
113 Enright interview.
114 NAI, files of department of the Taoiseach, S/16959. Letter, Boland to Lemass 10 November 1960.
115 Ibid.
116 Ibid.
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this massacre was mutilation by the amputation of the sexual organ’.117  With regard

to the question of identification – possibly complicated by mutilation of bodies – it

is observed that between the time of the ambush conclusion at about 15.50 hours on

8 November, and Lt. Enright’s patrol finding the first bodies at about 08.30 hours on

9 November, some seventeen hours had elapsed, of which six hours would have

been in full sunlight and tropical heat.  During the hours of darkness the bodies may

have been exposed to nocturnal predatory animals.  However, during course of

interview with Jerry Enright, he recalled that the bodies were not mutilated – save

for one only – and that the bodies which were recognisable had been stripped of all

uniforms and webbing equipment. Jerry Enright knew Kevin Gleeson as a fellow

officer and as a classmate from military college.  The others he knew from battalion

or home service.  Enright recalled that he had no difficulty in identifying the

fallen.118

Returning to Lt. Enright’s search and rescue patrol, the finding of these four bodies

was reported to battalion HQ by radio: Lt. Enright received instructions from

battalion HQ to remain at the spot.119  Enright’s next action was to regroup his men

near the bridge in a defensive position around their vehicles.120  The next noteworthy

event in the narrative is the sudden appearance of the first survivor of the ambush,

Private Fitzpatrick:
As the men were grouped around their vehicles … a man dressed in the uniform of
the Irish contingent came out of the bush a few hundred yards to the North of them
and walked towards them down the road. It was Pte. Fitzpatrick …121

It was about 09.00 hours, and as Fitzpatrick began to tell his story of the ambush:
Lt. Enright became aware of large numbers of Congolese moving about in the close
bush surrounding his position. He reported this and the finding of Pte. Fitzpatrick to
battalion HQ and was instructed to return to Niemba at once.  This he did, but as his
vehicles were very much overloaded he was unable to bring the bodies with him.122

                                                  
117 Behan report – annex to, p.5.
118 Enright interview.
119 Unit history 33 IrBatt, p.94.
120 Ibid.
121 Ibid.
122 Unit history 33 IrBatt, pp 94-5.
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During interview, Jerry Enright stated that he was not surprised to find the bodies as

‘he had been aware of protracted Baluba tribal hostilities in 33 IrBatt’s area of

responsibility’ and, that when Gleeson’s patrol did return to Niemba as scheduled,

‘my feeling was that they had been attacked and/ or killed’.  Also, on the key

question of .303 empties, which would have confirmed rifle-fire at the ambush,

Enright stated ‘I don’t remember finding any 303 empties: but then, we were not

looking for them – especially when we found the bodies and when Fitzpatrick

appeared’.  Neither did Enright remember finding any other similar detritus of the

action: no arrows – save for one mentioned in unit history – and no non-Irish bodies

or indications of them, blood etc.123

Although the rationale for the order to Lt. Enright from 33rd battalion HQ is not

given, in the circumstances it is a reasonable assumption that the battalion

commander believed that Lt. Enright and his men were in grave danger.  The total

strength of Enright’s patrol was twenty-two all ranks – twice the strength of Lt.

Gleeson’s ill-fated patrol: it is, perhaps, difficult to reconcile the order given to

Enright to retire from the ambush site, with the fact that four bodies, at least, of

comrades were thus abandoned. When asked during interview about his view on

being ordered to return to Niemba without the bodies of fallen comrades, Jerry

Enright replied:
I was given an order that – naturally – I obeyed.  Of course I was anxious to
continue to search for survivors, especially as we had found Fitzpatrick – or he had
found us.  That changed our perspective from that of ‘all fallen’ to one of possible
further survivors…
The bodies had fallen together, and there they remained.  I do not recall that they
(the fallen) were covered before we left to return to Niemba.124

                                                  
123 Enright interview.
124 Ibid.
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5.1.6

The second ‘search and rescue patrol’: Commandant P.D. Hogan in-charge

This patrol was formed on the orders of the battalion commander after he had heard

the early details of the ambush by radio from Lt. J. Enright.125  This patrol was

formed by 09.30 hours on Wednesday, 9 November: under the command of Comdt.

P.D. Hogan.  The patrol was, in addition to reinforcing Lt. Enright’s position, now

at Niemba, tasked with setting-up a forward battalion command post.  The total

strength of Hogan’s patrol was seventy-one all ranks: this number, added to Lt.

Enright’s patrol at Niemba, gave a total of ninety-three men involved in search and

rescue, although it should be noted that of this body, one man was a chaplain, and

another a medical officer (both, therefore, non-combatants).126  En route to Niemba,

at about 15.10 hours on 9 November, Hogan’s patrol was delayed by a broken

bridge on the approach to Niemba.  At about this time, Enright informed Hogan, by

radio, about the arrival at Niemba of a reinforcement platoon of Ethiopian troops,

numbering two officers and thirty-five men, dispatched from Nyunzu, Katanga:  it is

not clear from the unit history who had dispatched the Ethiopians; it may be

presumed that they were sent under the direction of the Brigade commander of 9

Bde, Elizabethville, the superior commander in North Katanga.127  The Ethiopian

soldiers were posted near the railway station at Niemba, when Hogan’s patrol

arrived at about 15.40 hours on 9 November: additionally, the railway station was at

this time occupied by about one-hundred Balubas – a confrontation appeared to be

imminent.  This possible confrontation will be examined later when the reaction of

the Irish soldiers in the area will be discussed.128

On this same afternoon of 9 November, at about 16.20 hours Hogan’s patrol,

together with the Ethiopian platoon, left Niemba for the ambush site.  Both parties

returned at about 21.00 hours later the same day.  They recovered and brought back

                                                  
125 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 94-5.
126 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 94-5.
127 Ibid.
128 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 95.
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to Niemba five bodies from the scene of the ambush.129  The narrative in the unit

history does not record where the fifth body was found, as it is recorded that Lt.

Enright’s patrol had found four bodies earlier in the day.130

At 06.50 hours on the following day, Thursday, 10 November, Comdt. Hogan’s

patrol again left Niemba and together with the Ethiopian platoon resumed search

operations in the area of the Luweye River where the ambush had taken place.  It

was almost forty hours since the ambush began: shortly after their arrival in the area

of the village of Kamanda, about six kilometres north of the ambush site, the patrol

came upon Private Kenny, the second ambush survivor, at the roadside.131  Kenny

was badly injured; beaten about the head and arms, he also had an arrow wound in

his neck and two arrows protruding from his buttocks: following first-aid treatment

at the roadside, Kenny was airlifted by helicopter back to Albertville.  Some time

after the finding of Kenny, a party of Irish and Ethiopian soldiers found three more

bodies, less that a kilometre from the road.132

The patrol, having found no further bodies, returned to Niemba at about 16.30 hours

on 10 November.  As the unit history identifies by name the three bodies found on

10 November, the sole member of the original patrol who remained unaccounted for

was Trooper Browne.

The unit history relates that when the eight bodies were all returned by helicopter to

battalion HQ at Albertville on the afternoon of 10 November, they ‘were identified

with the aid of clothing, letters found in the pockets etc.’.133  This statement of

positive identification of the dead soldiers is at variance with accounts of bodily

mutilation – and Enright’s assertion that bodies had been stripped.

It is also worthy of comment that the attribution of Private Kenny’s injuries to arrow

wounds is not reconcilable with earlier assertions of usage of poisoned arrows by

Balubas.  Either Kenny had strong resistance to poisons, which would be at odds

with (quoted) Belgian army medical advice and opinions, or arrows that struck

Kenny were not poisoned.
                                                  
129 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 95-6.
130 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 94-5.
131 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 96.
132 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 97.
133 Ibid.
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The search for Trooper Browne continued through Friday 11 November: that

evening, the brigade commander decided that further search would be fruitless –

given the exhaustive nature of searches already conducted.134  On Saturday 12

November 1960, the Niemba garrison ‘was packed-up, the flag hauled down and the

Irish troops left’.135

5.1.7

The aftermath of the ambush

The Niemba ambush claimed a last victim, at Niemba garrison, and not at the

Luweyeye River.  During the night of Thursday to Friday10/11 November 1960, an

Irish soldier was accidentally shot by a nervous comrade at Niemba.  At 21.00 hours

on 10 November, a sentry discharged shots at a person in the proximate bush who

failed to respond to challenge: the fate of this person, in the bush, is unknown.

However, another member of the garrison was awaked by these shots, and seeing ‘a

figure in a white shirt outside the window’ opened fire with a Gustaf SMG,

accidentally killing a sentry on patrol.  This tragic accident brought to nine the then

known number of fatalities of the ambush.136  The bodies of the nine soldiers were

flown back to Ireland on 18 November 1960, and interred – together in a common

grave, with full military honours - in the new ‘Congo plot’ in Glasnevin cemetery,

Dublin on 22 November 1960.137

                                                  
134 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 99.
135 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 96 -9.
136 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 98.
137 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 99-101.
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5. 5: The Niemba funerals: salute by the Firing Party
22 November 1960, at Glasnevin cemetery, Dublin

(Irish film Archive)
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5.1.8

The reaction of Irish troops of 33 IrBatt
The reaction of the Irish troops can be gauged from the very apparent heightened

tension at Niemba garrison on the night of the fatal accidental shooting.  But this

was not the only indicator of the mood or state of morale of the Irish troops

following the ambush. Earlier, it was recounted that Comdt. Hogan arrived at

Niemba – as did the Ethiopian platoon - at 15.40 hours on 9 November 1960, and

found about one hundred Balubas who were preventing access to the railway

station.138  The unit history gives a very interesting account of the events at the

station when some Irish and Ethiopian soldiers attempted to enter:
The Balubas refused to allow the Irish soldiers to enter the station, but they did not
prevent the Ethiopians from entering and using the telephone.
Comdt. Hogan had decided to clear the railway station and had begun to discuss
ways of and means with Comdt. McMahon [patrol 2 i/c] when Lt. Enright handed
him a radio message from SCOMEP139 ordering him to: -
1. Act in accordance with UN mandate – NO reprisals. (sic)
2. Recover bodies and identify.
The railway station operation was abandoned.140

There is an apparent, underlying understatement in the above quoted account: a

reasonable interpretation of this account of the events is that Comdt. Hogan was

determined to ‘clear the station’ and may have communicated this intent to his line

commander, who may in turn have informed SCOMEP, who forbade the action.

What Hogan had meant by ‘clearing the station’ is open to conjecture, but the

implication in SCOMEP’s message is that such ‘clearing’ may have been seen as a

form of reprisal for the ambush.  Lieutenant Jerry Enright, who was very much ‘on

the scene’ during the days immediately after the ambush, was – when interviewed –

very strongly of the opinion that there was no ‘mood’ for reprisal in the battalion

and that discipline continued at a high level.  He opined that Commandant P.D.

Hogan acted at all times in a highly professional and competent manner.141

                                                  
138 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 95.
139 Sub-Commander, Eastern Provinces.
140 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 95.
141 Enright interview.
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The account of the meeting between Col. Byrne and Director-General of the local

railway company – Compagnie des Chemins de Fer du Congo Supérieur aux

Grands Lacs Africains – that had taken place at Albertville, Katanga, on 15

November, one week after the ambush (and which was related in the opening

paragraphs of this chapter) purports to reflect the sentiments of the Irish troops in

the aftermath of the ambush by:
Quite suddenly, Colonel Byrne digressed to the bloody incidents at Niemba, which
had cost the lives of 11 (sic) Irishmen …
They [the Irish] had a strong desire to visit retribution on the attackers, but were
inhibited by the orders of their superiors. They [the Irish] had been badly shaken by
the mutilations visited on their men.142

This letter purports to reflect the wish for retribution, hence the reaction of the Irish

troops in the area of Albertville and Niemba. It was reported as that - ‘they (the

Irish) had a strong desire to visit retribution on the attackers, but were inhibited by

the orders of their superiors’.143  This being so, Comdt. Hogan’s the intent to ‘clear

the railway station at Niemba of Balubas’ might be interpreted as indicative of ‘a

strong desire for retribution’.144  But, as earlier recounted, Jerry Enright refuted this

during interview.145

5.1.9

The question of Baluba casualties

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, in addition to suffering casualties of some

eighty per-cent dead, the Irish patrol ambushed at the river Luweye had lost their

vehicles as well as almost all of their weapons and ammunition.  When the first

search and rescue patrol reached the river Luweyeye crossing and the search began,

the unit history notes the discovery of an empty Gustaf magazine and discharged

Gustaf rounds.146  At no point does the unit history mention the finding of .303 (rifle

                                                  
142 Archives des Affaires Etrangère du Royaume de Belgique, AE/II AA, Bundle 3286, 183/3. Letter:
Fouart? to Head Office, Brussels, 15 November 1960.
143 Ibid.
144 Unit History, 33 IrBatt, p.95.
145 Enright interview.
146 Unit History, 33 IrBatt, p.94.
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& Bren LMG) ammunition, discharged or otherwise.  Jerry Enright recalled ‘that we

were not looking for 303 empties’.147  This may simply be an omission, or oversight.

Alternatively, it may be accounted for by the absence of a forensic examination of

the site of action.  Equally, the absence of mention of .303 ammunition may reflect

the fact that none of this ammunition was expended.   Because the patrol had lost

their Bren LMGs at the beginning of the attack, riflemen only would have fired .303

ammunition, as survivors Fitzpatrick and Kenny relate in their statements.148  The

only verified account of any weapon having been fired is the account of the

discovery of one empty magazine from a Gustaf SMG.149  The other – and sole –

reference to ‘enemy’ detritus on the field was the finding of an arrow.150  Always

allowing for absence of any detailed account of examination of the action site, these

details raise questions as to casualties suffered by the Baluba.

Lt. Stig vonBayer, the Swedish army UN interpreter, had been with Commandant

Hogan’s patrol to the Luweyeye bridge on the day prior to the ambush: he was also

with Lt. Enright’s first search and rescue patrol.  His personal papers relating to his

UN service are deposited in Swedish Military Archives.  These papers do not

contain any material of his authorship relating to the Niemba ambush.151

Another factor related to the question of ‘enemy’ casualties is the absence of any

mention in 33 IrBatt unit history of the finding of any Baluba wounded or bodies at

the site.  A possible explanation lies with comment in the unit history on a search of

the village of Kiambi, carried out by a patrol of ‘B’ company, 33 IrBatt, which set

out from Manono, Katanga on 10 November 1960.152 The patrol had found two

vehicles comprising Lt. Gleeson’s missing transport in Kiambi village.153

                                                  
147 Enright interview.
148 Unit History, 33 IrBatt, pp 88-93.
149 Unit History, 33 IrBatt, p. 94.
150 Unit History, 33 IrBatt, p. 94.
151 Email correspondence with Ms. Anna Svenningsson, archivist at Swedish Military Archives
Registrator Krigsarkivet <registrator.kra@riksarkivet.se>  (18, 20, 24 Dec. 2013 and 28 Jan. 2014).
152 Unit History, 33 IrBatt, pp 98-9.
153 Ibid.
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The unit history of 33 IrBatt describes the results of the patrol and the search of the

village thus:
On the Manono side of the river Luyua they met a truck containing ten wounded
Balubas who had taken part in the ambush… they had bullet wounds.
The patrol searched the village of Kiambi and found one Congolese dead, from a
burst of SMG fire in the stomach. They also found Lt. Gleeson’s two vehicles…154

These statements raise questions about the deductions of the causation of death of

the Congolese ‘from a burst of SMG fire in the stomach’: equally, the deduction of

‘ten wounded Balubas who had taken part in the ambush and had bullet wounds’.

There does not appear to be any verification or validation of these deductions of

causes of wounds or death in the unit history.  It is relevant to comment that the

dead Congolese in the village of Kiambi might be linked to the ambush, as the

missing patrol vehicles were found in this village, and Kimabi is about one hundred

kilometres south of the river Luweye crossing.155  However, the trial transcript

annexed to the Behan report refers, in the list of charges, to ‘fifteen guerrillas were

killed, whilst a dozen others were wounded’.156  Again, this casualty figure cannot

be validated.

Conclusions

It is concluded that the overpowering of eleven well-armed soldiers by an unknown

number of Baluba at the river Luweyeye and the death of nine of these soldiers may

be attributed to the following factors: firstly, lack of reliable intelligence on possible

hostile elements in the area, or, knowledge of hostile elements but under-estimation

of their intent and capabilities.  Secondly, there was the factor of surprise: the

simultaneous onslaught of hostile Congolese from both north and south of the patrol

position-at-halt on the riverbank clearly found the patrol in unprepared modality.

Thirdly, there was the absence of communication: Lt. Gleeson had no means of

communication with higher an echelon of command whilst mobile from Niemba or

                                                  
154 Unit History, 33 IrBatt, pp 98-9.
155 Unit history, 33 IrBatt: map facing p.4.
156 Behan report, annexe p.4.
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at critical halt points en-route.  He had no inter-patrol contact as evidenced when the

patrol was split north and south of the river.  Fourthly, the Irish troops lacked

training in this type of patrol activity: the patrol-at-halt by the river Luweye

dismounted their vehicles without their LMGs, which were subsequently lost to

them at the outset of the action.  Defensive positions were not adopted at the halt.157

Fifthly, there was a notable – indeed remarkable – difference in the military

attitudes or postures of Lieutenants Gleeson and Enright as they approached the

river Luweyeye.

Lt. Gleeson, as earlier observed, had been at the river crossing on the day before the

fateful ambush and must have been aware of the presence of hostiles in the area, as

he had been present when Commandant P.D. Hogan encountered the hostiles at the

river.  As earlier observed, Gleeson had paused for some time as his patrol

approached the river on the fateful day and he had placed a loaded magazine on his

Gustaf SMG before the halt at the river.  Clearly, he believed that something was

amiss: yet, his approach to the Luweyeye river-bridge and the dismounting of his

patrol did not evidence taking defensive positions of sufficient efficacy as

demonstrated by the loss of his Bren LMGs and vehicles.

Lieutenant Enright, on the other hand, approached the river crossing very

cautiously.  He reported his position to his commander; he dismounted his men with

bayonets fixed and weapons loaded and established defensive positions.  He kept

lines of communication open to his superior commander, he responded well to

unfolding events and finally, when ordered by his battalion commander to return to

Niemba leaving the bodies of his comrades where they fell, he obeyed his orders as

befitted his training and competence – although ‘nothing in his training had

prepared him for this’.158

                                                  
157 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 88-102.
158 Enright interview.
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These conclusions are qualified by the observation that is a dearth of material in the

unit history as to the preparation for the patrol: for example, the question of loading

of weapons before the patrol mounted their vehicles; as, save for SMGs, the patrol’s

weaponry could have been carried safely if loaded and SMGs could have been

loaded safely at any dismounted halt.  Also, accounts of the action at the river are

contained in the survivor reports only.  In addition, there is an absence of forensic

examination of the site of action: for example, accurate positioning of the location

of the bodies, distribution patterns of spent ammunition and of any other detritus of

fighting.  However, this later comment is in itself qualified by the observation that

no personnel trained in forensic examination were available.
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Chapter 6

6. Lessons of combat, Katanga, Congo 1961 

6. 1: Katanga, Congo – 1961

(Map courtesy of Dr. Ronan Foley, Department of Geography, NUI Maynooth)

6. 1
The political object is the goal,
War is the means of reaching it,
And means can never be considered in isolation from their purpose.
Carl von Clausewitz.1

The move from UN peacekeeping to UN combat operations

The first combat operations by UN forces in Katanga took place in the period from

27 August 1961 to 16 December 1961. Those involving Irish troops were in

Katanga over three distinct operational phases - ‘Morthor’, ‘Rampunch’ and

‘Unokat’ – each of which will be discussed in this chapter.

                                                  
1 Carl von Clausewitz, On War Translated by Michael Howard and Peter Paret, (Oxford, 2007), p.29.
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Irish troops first arrived in the Congo in July 1960, and save for the tragic ambush at

Niemba in November 1960, had never fired their weapons in a combat situation in

the Congo.  Indeed, it is salient to observe that the Irish army had not been actively

engaged in any combat action since the Irish civil war ended in April 1923.2  During

the military actions in Katanga in the period from August 1961 to December 1961,

two Irish infantry battalions and a two-company infantry group would become

engaged in combat to various degrees, skirmishes, attacks, bombardments and in

one instance, a protracted battle leading to the capitulation and capture of an Irish

infantry company at Jadotville, Katanga.

Before analysing these combat situations and the performance of the Irish troops in

the combat or military operations, it is necessary to consider, briefly, the causes of

the shift from UN peacekeeping and stabilising operations to offensive action by

UN forces against the Katangese gendarmerie and especially mercenary officers and

other-ranks in the Katangese gendarmerie.

The foundations of, or authority for, offensive military action by UN forces hitherto

engaged in peacekeeping may be found in two UN Security Council resolutions of

21 February 1961 and 24 November 1961.

In brief, the Security Council resolution of 21 February 1961 called for, inter alia:
Measures to be taken for the immediate withdrawal (from the republic of the
Congo) of all Belgian and other foreign military personnel and paramilitary
personnel and political advisers not under United Nations command.3

The Security Council resolution of 24 November 1961 recalled the earlier resolution

of 21 February 1961 and, inter alia, authorised the UN Secretary General:
To take vigorous action, including the use of the requisite measure of force, if
necessary, for the immediate apprehension, detention pending legal action and/ or
deportation of all foreign military personnel and paramilitary personnel and
political advisers not under United Nations command, and mercenaries, as laid

                                                  
2 Eunan O’Halpin, Defending Ireland: the Irish state and its enemies since 1922 (Oxford, 1922), pp
25-29.
3 http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/RES/161%281961%29  (9 April 2013).
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down under paragraph 2 of Security Council resolution 161 (A) of 21 February
1961.4

These Security Council resolutions clearly authorized the arrest and expulsion from

Katanga and the Congo of all foreign military personnel, mercenaries and political

advisers to the Katangese government and their armed forces.  Equally, the UN

Secretary General and by implication his representative in Katanga, were authorized

to use ‘the requisite measure of force if necessary’ to implement the Security

Council resolutions.

The UN Secretary General’s representative in Katanga at that time in 1961 was Dr.

Conor Cruise O’Brien, and in his autobiographical work To Katanga and back – a

UN case history O’Brien cites the above quoted UN Security Council resolutions of

February and November 1961 as forming the basis for the offensive UN operations

of 1961.5  Cruise O’Brien also cites, in the above work, a letter from the prime

minister of the Congolese central government, Cyrille Adoula, to the UN chargé-de-

mission in the Congo, Mahmoud Khiary.  In his letter, Adoula quotes the Congolese

government’s ordinance number 70, signed by Joseph Kasa-Vubu, president of the

Republic of the Congo.  This ordinance of 24 August 1961 required the Congolese

minister for the interior and minister for national defence to expel from the territory

of the Republic of the Congo ‘all non-Congolese officers and mercenaries who are

not contracted to the Congolese central government’.  In his letter, also of 24 August

1961, Congolese prime minister Adoula ‘requests the assistance of the United

Nations in implementing this ordinance’ and Adoula in this same letter to the UN’s

Khiary also refers to the earlier UN Security Council resolution of 21 February

1961.6

From this evidence, it may be reasonably extrapolated that both the UN Security

Council and the central government of the Republic of the Congo had given the

                                                  
4 http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/RES/169%281961%29  (9 April 2013).
5 Conor Cruise O’Brien, To Katanga and back - a UN case history  (London, 1962), pp 41 and 195 –
205, and p. 318.
6 O’Brien, To Katanga and back, pp 345-6.
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requisite authority to UN political service and UN military forces in Katanga to

carry out military operations aimed at removing all non-Congolese officers and

mercenaries from the Katangese gendarmerie or military forces.

6. 2

Irish units in UN combat operations in Katanga

Attention will now focus on the military offensive actions that involved the 35th and

36th Irish Battalions (35 IrBatt & 36 IrBatt) in Elisabethville and the 1st Infantry

Group (1 InfGp) in Kamina, Katanga, Republic of the Congo, during the period

from May 1961 to May 1962 when 35 IrBatt served from June to December 1961

and their relief in Elisabethville 36 IrBatt served from December 1961 to May 1962.

The 1st Infantry Group served from May to November 1961.  The offensive and

defensive military operations in Elisabethville are examined by discussing each of

the battalions’ individual actions within the sequence of military operations.   On

occasions during the military actions in Elisabethville in 1961, elements of both 35

and 36 IrBatt were simultaneously engaged.

The events of the battle or siege of Jadotville, which involved ‘A’ company, 35

IrBatt and the attempts to relieve that siege, will be examined separately from the

principal actions in Elisabethville and not taken chronologically in this chapter.  The

‘Battle of Jadotville’ is discussed and analysed in the following Chapter 7.

However, military action at Kamina air-base by 1 InfGp which played an important

role in keeping this critical facility under UN control will be discussed in this

chapter, as 1 InfGp was engaged in some of the UN operations in Katanga during

the period September to December 1961.

1 InfGp served in Congo from 28 May to 24 November 1961, and was sent in

response to a UN request to the Irish government ‘to increase the number of Irish
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troops in the Congo’.7  This was the first Irish infantry unit to be equipped with

automatic rifles, the Belgian-made FN 7.62 mm rifle.8  The unit served initially in

South Kasai, transferred to Kamina airbase in August 1961, moved to North

Katanga in early October 1961, and then returned to Kamina in early November

1961 for repatriation later that month.

The Irish troops in service with the UN forces in Katanga – in Elisabethville and in

Jadotville - became engaged in separate combat engagements in August, September

and December. 1 InfGp was involved in combat in Kamina in September and

October 1961.  This was the Irish Army’s first experience of combat since the Irish

Civil War and certainly, the first offensive and defensive actions that were fought

overseas by the Irish Army, per se.

The 35 IrBatt unit history records:
The active operations … are of historic significance as the first occasion on which
Irish troops engaged in active combat with an organized enemy since the inception
of that army.9

Both battalions involved took casualties, both fatal and non-fatal, and 35 IrBatt had

the experience of the first man ‘missing, presumed dead’ since that of Trooper

Anthony Browne of 33 IrBatt at the Niemba ambush, almost a year earlier.  In

addition, 35 IrBatt suffered the temporary loss of a unit of company strength, the

men of ‘A’ company of the battalion having been taken prisoner and disarmed

following-on the action at Jadotville, Katanga during September 1961.

During its six-month tour of duty between June and December 1961, 35 IrBatt

experienced many facets of military action, including patrols, reconnaissance

missions, escort duties, refugee protection and guarding of vital installations.10  This

battalion spent virtually all of its service in Elisabethville, save for two rifle

companies (‘B’ & ‘C’ Coys.) that spent four weeks in Nyunzu-Niemba, towards the

                                                  
7 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p.1.
8 Unit history, 1 InfGp, Appendix ‘A’, p. 10. FN – for Fabrique Nationale des Armes de Guerre,
Belgique.
9 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 6.
10 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 8-12.
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end of their tour.  The unit history succinctly – modestly, even - sums up its period

of service with ONUC in the following manner:
Its activity may be summed up as helping to maintain the UN presence in
secessionist KATANGA (sic), including two periods of active hostilities. Broadly
speaking, the Battalion took over its locations from 34 Inf Bn and, in due course,
handed them over to 36 Inf Bn.11

The relieving 36th Infantry Battalion (36 IrBatt) was to receive its ‘baptism of fire’

as it arrived in Elisabethville during the early weeks of December 1961. The unit

history of 36 IrBatt related:
It is noteworthy to remember that the UNIT flew to the operational area in the full
knowledge that hostilities were inevitable. It was the first battalion to have an AA12

complement included and to carry steel helmets.13    

The military operations of this service period of both 35 & 36 IrBatt were the

operations to clear Elisabethville Airport of Katangese gendarmerie, 27 August:

Operation Rampunch, 28 August: Operation Morthor, 13 September and Operation

Unokat, from 5 to 16 December 1961.  It was in the latter operation – Unokat that

36 IrBatt was first engaged, together with elements of 35 IrBatt: the latter battalion

was then also in the process of gradually withdrawing from Elisabethville for end-

of-tour repatriation.  1 InfGp were involved in Operations Rampunch and Morthor

at Kamina airbase and had been repatriated at the end of its service before Operation

Unokat began in December.  Kamina lies about 450 kilometers north-west of

Elisabethville, and about 300 kilometers north-west of Jadotville: all of these

locations are joined by a common road, the N1 of the Congo.14

At Jadotville (Chapter 7) the engagements involving ‘A’ company 35 IrBatt were of

four-days duration (13 to 16 September 1961).  Operation Kane, which embraced

two attempts to relieve the ‘A’ company position at Jadotville spanned three days –

13 and 14 September and, again, 16 September 1961.

                                                  
11 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 1.
12 Anti-Aircraft
13 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 2.
14 Map of Katanga, courtesy of Dr. Ronan Foley, Department of Geography, NUI Maynooth.
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In the course of all of these six actions, 35 IrBatt expended or fired a total of

307,000 rounds of small arms ammunition (.303in & 7.62mm); 940 mortar bombs

(60 & 81mm); 1,240 grenades (HE, smoke & Energa); 146 rounds of 84 mm HE/AP

anti-tank ammunition and 220 lbs of PE explosive.15  This ammunition expenditure

represented a considerable volume of fire – allowing that in the (then) annual firing-

range practices for riflemen, thirty-five rounds of ammunition were used.16  Of this

total small-arms ammunition discharge, riflemen fired 60,000 rounds.17  This

equates to about 200 rounds per rifleman in the battalion – equivalent to the annual

firing practice for about three battalions.18  The battalion unit history commented on

needless expenditure of FN rifle ammunition by remarking that ‘The automatic

(firing) facility leads to gross over-expenditure on some occasions’.19

The strength of the opposing Gendarmerie du Katanga in Elisabethville at that time

was estimated at about 2,200 combat troops, supported by one Groupe Mobile of

battalion strength and an estimated twenty Greyhound armoured cars, each equipped

with a single 37mm cannon.20  Logistical information for this force, such as

ammunition stocks, was not discovered.  (There follows a chart from 35 IrBatt

intelligence section, taken from unit history 35 IrBatt, which shows in schematic

lay-out, the dispositions of Gendarmerie du Katanga in September 1961).

                                                  
15 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 50.
16 MAI, Annual Range Practices (Small Arms) and Allotment of Small Arms Ammunition: T.R. 11(4th

ed.) Stationery Office, Dublin 1950 – amended November 1959.
17 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 50.
18 MAI, Annual Range Practices (Small Arms) and Allotment of Small Arms Ammunition: T.R. 11(4th

ed.) Stationery Office, Dublin 1950 – amended November 1959.
19 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 50.
20 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Chart facing p. 3 of Annex ‘G’.
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6. 2: Chart taken from unit history, 35 IrBatt: facing p.3 of annexe ‘G’

(Military Archives, Ireland)

The strength of 35 IrBatt was 652 all ranks.  As personal weapons they carried

Gustaf 9 mm SMGs and FN/ FAL 7.62 mm semi-automatic rifles: supporting

weapons were Vickers .303in MMGs and both of 60 mm and 81 mm mortars; all

complemented with thirteen 84mm Carl Gustaf anti-tank rifles.21  Armoured car

support comprised of eight Ford armoured cars, armed with .303 Vickers MMGs.22

The unit history of 35 IrBatt offers the opinion that:
The Ford armoured cars had not the armour or armament to match the Katanga
Staghounds, but the superior skill of Irish drivers and gunners compensated for that.
The 84mm RCLs23 were very effective against them.24

                                                  
21 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 1 and annexes D & L.
22 Ibid.
23 84mm Carl Gustaf anti-tank recoil-less rifles.
24 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 51. (they were, in fact,  ‘Greyhound’ armoured cars).
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6. 3

UN combat operations in Elisabethville

6. 3: General map of Elisabethville, 1961

(Military archives, Ireland)

6. 3. 1

The operation to secure Elisabethville airport, August 1961

The operation to secure Elisabethville airport and deliver it into the hands of UN

forces was carried out on 27 August 1961 by 35 IrBatt and was the prelude to

Operation Rampunch.25  At the time of the operation, ‘B’ company 35 IrBatt was in

                                                  
25 Unit History, 35 IrBatt, p. 13.
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occupation of part of the airport.  This action of securing the airport was triggered

by the attempted take-over of this critical facility by Katangese gendarmerie on 26

August 1961.  The integrity of the airport, always of logistical importance to UN

forces, was at this time the more critical - as the unit history notes:
[The attempted Katangese occupation] ‘was disquieting news as aircraft
with Indian troops were due to commence landing at the Airport very early
the next morning.26

At the airport, vigilant sentries of ‘B’ company had observed Katangese infiltration.

These sentries also noted the tactical dispersal of the gendarmerie, and heard sounds

of ‘digging-in’ and of weapons being deployed and loaded.27  Following

reconnaissance patrols by a section of Irish armoured cars and the establishment of

listening-posts, which confirmed that the Katangese were preparing defensive

occupying posts close to the main runway, the battalion commander of 35 IrBatt

decided on a flanking or pincer movement to encircle, entrap and disarm the

Katangese force.28

This encirclement and entrapment manoeuvre was carried out by Irish infantry

forces, two companies strong – ‘A’ and ‘B’ companies, supported by section

strength (two) of armoured cars.  The operation commenced at first light, 06.30

hours, on 27 August, and was successfully carried out.  ‘A’ company effected the

encirclement movement around the airport perimeter and the approach roads,

detaching one of their platoons supported by a medium machine-gun section to a

‘blocking’ position to the rear of the Katangese gendarmerie position.

‘B’ company carried out the assault on the dug-in gendarmerie, and all this opposing

Katangese gendarmerie force was over-run without any shots being fired.29  The

entire Katangese force at the airport was thus taken prisoner and disarmed.  The

gendarmerie force was 44 strong; it included two European officers whose

nationality was not given.  These two officers were sent under escort to the UN base

                                                  
26 Unit history,  35 IrBatt, appendix ‘M’, p.1.
27 Unit History, 35 IrBatt, p. 13.
28 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix ‘M’, p. 2.
29 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix ‘M’, p. 3.
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at Kamina, Katanga.  The gendarmerie armament comprised FN/FAL rifles, two

mortars and two machine-guns.30  The two mortars were mounted ready to fire with

bombs fuzed and two machine-guns were loaded in readiness to fire; all the

gendarmerie personnel carried loaded rifles and were in radio  contact with their HQ

in Elisabethville.31

An unexpected side-effect of the above operation was the capture of a Belgian

intelligence officer, Major Mathys, by a platoon of ‘A’ company as part of the

encirclement of the airport approach roads.  The unit history observes that:
He was No 1 on our list to be captured in Operation “Ram Punch” (sic) and was
arrested by Lt. Leech at a road block on this (27 August 1961) morning, while he
was attempting to reach the Gendarmerie at the Airport.32

However, orders were given to release Major Mathys as it was feared that

continuing his detention might compromise Operation Rampunch of the next day

(28 August).   The unit history recounts that the Major subsequently evaded arrest

during Operation Rampunch.33

This action to secure or enhance the security of Elisabethville airport was, therefore,

a success in that 35 IrBatt objectives were achieved.

Remarkably, little detail regarding the ‘readiness’ of the Katangese force at the

airport is given in 35 IrBatt unit history leaving questions unanswered, such as, were

sentries posted?  There is no mention of any shots being fired by either side.

Whether the gendarmerie force at the airport was taken completely by surprise or

the Katangese yielded when they realised that an apparently superior Irish force

faced them is not recorded.  This absence of detail is somewhat surprising as this

action at Elisabethville airport is the first offensive action per se taken by the Irish

Army in the Congo that is recounted in 35 IrBatt unit history.  The absence of firing

                                                  
30 Unit History, 35 IrBatt, p. 13.
31 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix ‘M’, p. 2.
32 Ibid.
33 Ibid.
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by either side did not make the action the less an offensive one, as the Irish troops

carried out both an encirclement and an assault.34

6. 3. 2
Operation Rampunch: 28 August 1961.

According to the unit history of 35 IrBatt, the objective of this operation was:
To arrest white mercenaries all over the province.
35 Bn were given three tasks in Elisabethville.
(1) To take Gendarmerie HQ and arrest all white mercenaries therein.
(2) To take the “New hospital” and arrest all white mercenaries therein.
(3) To arrest all white mercenaries at Elisabethville airport.35

Operation Rampunch gave effect to UN Security Council resolution of 21 February

1961 and also was the means by which the UN acceded to the Congolese central

government’s request for assistance in effecting the Congolese government’s

ordinance number 70 of 24 August 1961.36

(Dr. Conor Cruise O’Brien, in his autobiographical work To Katanga and back,

refers to this military operation as ‘Rumpunch’: in this thesis, the term ‘Rampunch’

has been employed - as it is extensively used in Irish Army unit histories).

All three of the rifle companies of 35 IrBatt were committed in this operation: they

had six Irish (Ford) armoured cars and three Swedish armoured personnel carriers

(APCs) in support.  The Irish element of the operation began at 05.00 hours on 28

August 1961.

‘A’ company, with two Irish armoured cars and three Swedish APCs, successfully

took the Gendarmerie HQ.  Meanwhile, ‘B’ company, supported by two Irish

armoured cars, took the ‘Air Katanga’ installations at Elizabethville airport, while

‘C’ company (again supported by two Irish armoured cars) occupied the ‘New

Hospital’.  The unit history laconically notes that ‘some shooting took place at

                                                  
34 Unit history 35 IrBatt, passim.
35 Unit History, 35 IrBatt, p. 14.
36 O’Brien, To Katanga and back, pp 206-218.
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Gendarmerie HQ but no casualties occurred’.37 It does not relate which troops were

involved in the ‘shooting’.

The number of mercenaries arrested by 35 IrBatt elements in Elisabethville on that

day was forty-one: the total arrested by all UN units in Katanga on that same day

was seventy-three.  The Irish units therefore had a high success rate in this

operation, accounting for fifty-six percent of all arrests.  As with the European

officers arrested at Elisabethville airport on the preceding day, the mercenaries

captured during Operation Rampunch were ‘escorted to the airport for transportation

to Kamina’.38

The account of Operation Rampunch in the unit history of 35 IrBatt is short:

Rampunch’s objective of arresting all the white mercenaries in Katanga is modestly

outlined, with minimum detail.  From a military point of view, the objective of these

arrests was to remove the majority of (if not all of) mercenary leadership of the

Gendarmerie du Katanga and thusly, by depriving them of experienced leaders,

diminish their effective force capability.

6. 3. 3
The build-up to Operation Morthor

Following on Operation Rampunch, 35 IrBatt reverted to more or less normal

peacekeeping duties of patrols, especially aimed at gaining topographical

information: observation of gendarmerie movements and protection of a refugee

camp in their area of responsibility.39 The unit history succinctly observes that the

function of patrols was to ‘dominate areas’, to preserve law and order, and to ‘show

the flag’. In addition, observation posts were established at two key points in

Elisabethville.  One was at the house of the battalion commanding officer, affording

over-sight or observation of the main trunk road through the city: another post at

Elisabethville railway station allowed for a watch to be kept on rail movements,

                                                  
37 Unit History, 35 IrBatt, pp 8 –11.
38 O’Brien, To Katanga and back, pp 206-218.
39 Unit History, 35 IrBatt, pp 8 –11.
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especially those of Katangese gendarmerie in and out of Elisabethville and their

numbers on the move.40

In the intervening period between Operation Rampunch, on 28 August 1961 and

Operation Morthor on 13 September, a publicity campaign of vicious anti-UN

propaganda was conducted in Katangese government-controlled press and by radio

broadcasts and also at public meetings.  This publicity campaign alleged that the UN

intended to disarm the Gendarmerie du Katanga and to employ (UN) military force

in order to compel the state of Katanga into allegiance to the Congolese central

government, rather than by negotiation following on the removal of mercenaries

from the Congo.41  Also, anti-UN demonstrations took place in central

Elisabethville, and stones were thrown at UN patrols, at UN HQ and at the UN

hospital.  Some minor injuries were caused to Irish troops who were assailed by

stone-throwers while on patrol on 6 September.42  Matters worsened over the next

few days: 35 IrBatt unit history reported that on 9 September there was evidence of

increased hostile activity and blocking of roads by Katanga gendarmerie.  On the

same date a garage storing UN vehicles was set afire with one truck being

destroyed.43

Anti-UN feeling was not confined to Elisabethville and Katanga: an item carried in

the Brussels based newspaper, La Dernière Heure on 6 September, reported that the

front door and garage doors of the Irish embassy at 51, Avenue Victor-Emmanuel in

Brussels had been smeared with anti-UN graffiti – and also sentiments against

Conor Cruise O’Brien, the Irish national who was UN secretary-general’s

representative in Katanga.  The graffiti, daubed in red paint, read ‘O’Brien =

coward; Shame on Eire; Death to the UN; Long live Katanga’: and three Katangese

crosses were also painted on the embassy’s garage doors.44  The front gate of the

Irish Franciscan College at Jansenuisstraat, Louvain, Belgium was also targeted

                                                  
40 Unit History, 35 IrBatt, pp 10 - 11.
41 Unit History, 35 IrBatt, pp 14 - 15.
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
44 Papers of Auguste Edmond de Schryver, Archives of KUL/KADOC, Catholic University of
Louvain, Belgium: Box 11.5.2/3.
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with similar graffiti, and a statue of St. Anthony of Padua in a recess above the gate

was destroyed.45

Foreshadowing perhaps the proximate siege at Jadotville, on 9 September the

company commander of ‘A’ company 35 IrBatt in Jadotville reported that his

company location was completely surrounded by Katangese gendarmerie.  An Irish

reconnaissance patrol of platoon strength to Jadotville on 10 September was halted

by a strong Katangese gendarmerie force at the Lufira river bridge: it is noted that

this bridge was the only crossing-point by road from Elisabethville to Jadotville

across the strong, deep, Lufira river.46  These events appeared as clear indicators of

imminent hostility or assaults on UN forces, especially those at Jadotville.

To further complicate battalion responsibilities, there fell upon 35 IrBatt the onerous

duty of protecting refugees: this was a task for which they were untrained and,

therefore, inexperienced.47  It was estimated that on 10 September there were 40,000

refugees in a camp close to 35 IrBatt HQ.  The Irish battalion was tasked with

supplying the refugees with food and water, also the battalion had responsibility for

sanitation and essentially, the maintenance of order in the camp.48  35 IrBatt unit

history does not detail the logistics of managing the refugee operation, or the origins

of the refugee problem.

Continuing the unit history on 11 September shows the ratcheting-up of tension in

35 IrBatt’s area of responsibility; at 10.05 hours, reports of growing tension in

Jadotville with both white and black populations there arming themselves, or being

armed.  On same date, at 11.00 hours, failure is reported of top-level discussion

between Conor Cruise-O’Brien (UN secretary-general’s representative in Katanga)

and the president of Katanga, Moise Tshombe centred on removal of Katanga

gendarmerie roadblocks and re-instatement of UN freedom-of-movement.49  Again

on 11 September, at 14.10 hours, the incident of the turning-back at the Lufira river

                                                  
45 Recall of Fr. Joseph McMahon OFM - who was based in St Anthony’s (Irish) College, Louvain at
the time.
46 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 14 & 18.
47 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 14 & 48,
48 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 14.
49 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 15.
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of the relief patrol to Jadotville is noted in 35 IrBatt unit history, as is the

observation that Katanga gendarmerie were occupying both the radio station and the

central Post Office in Elisabethville.50  This section of the unit history concludes by

recording that:
At 20.00 hours that (11 September 1961) day (operational)
orders were issued by the commanding-officer, 35 IrBatt for
“Op. Morthor”.51

6. 3. 4
Operation Morthor begins

This operation commenced at 04.00 hours on 13 September.  In so far as 35 IrBatt

was concerned, its sub-formations, tasks, start-lines and objectives were outlined in

the battalion’s operational order OO No. 6.52  Regrettably, the unit history does not

record or reflect the reactions of the various sub-unit commanders on receiving this

operational order, committing them and their men to this almost certainty of armed

conflict.

This operational order (OO) begins by outlining the ‘locations and appreciations of

Gendarmerie and Police Forces as per briefing’: these forces are, naturally, the

Katangese forces, but the details of this briefing are not cited in the unit history.53

An appreciation of the Katangese forces in Elisabethville in September 1961 is

given in a chart unit included in the intelligence section of 35 IrBatt unit history.54

This chart estimates the opposing Katangese forces in Elisabethville at about 1, 500

combat troops plus a mobile unit of battalion strength.

The OO then continues to detail the ‘FRIENDLY FORCES’ (sic) supporting the

Irish battalion: these friendly forces were one Swedish battalion (12th), one Indian

infantry battalion (Dogra Rifles) and one Indian Gurkha battalion (3/1 Gurkhas).55

Allowing that the Irish battalion was less one company (in Jadotville) and that the

                                                  
50 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 15.
51 Ibid.
52 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 15-17.
53 Ibid.
54 Unit history, 35 IrBatt: Chart facing p.3 of annex ‘G’.
55 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 15-17.
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supporting friendly forces strength was at 600 all-ranks per each of three battalions,

the offensive UN forces numbered about 2,200 troops.  Eight Ford armoured cars

from the Irish battalion’s complement provided further support: of these, five were

detached to the Swedish and Indian troops, leaving three to support the Irish

battalion.56

6. 4: Operation Morthor. Irish army Ford armoured car in action

(New York Herald Tribune, 18 September 1961)

(Operation Morthor, continued).

The unit history does not cite any details of UN air-support, or Katangese military

aircraft: nor, does it state whether any armoured support was available to the

                                                  
56 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 15-17.
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Katangese forces.  This detail may have been included in the briefing referred to at

the beginning of OO No. 6.57

The principal mission objectives for the Irish battalion are stated in the OO as

follows:
35 Irish Bn will seize, hold and ctl (control): -
a. Radio station at ST FRANCOIS DE SALES.
b. Railway Tunnel crossing at CHAUSEE DE KASENGA and be prepared to

block same.58

Additional objectives stated for 35 IrBatt were:
1. To detach one Infantry section from HQ coy to guard Italian UN Hospital.
2. To arrest (Katanga government minister) M. KIBWE at his residence,
AVE DROOGMANS.
3. Retain one platoon in reserve in area ALBERT PARK, & prepare to take into
custody
M. KIMBA Minister for Foreign Affairs (Katanga government).
4. Secure refugee camp at FACTORY and own lines and VERFAILLES Garage.59

The unit history of 35 IrBatt, in relating the operational order for Operation

Morthor, does not give an indication of the wider objectives of the UN offensive:

but given the above objectives of the Irish battalion, it appears that the strategic

aims of the operation were to disable the government of the state of Katanga and

neutralise its communications.  The unit history laconically continues to record that

‘all objectives of 35 IrBatt were taken at 04.00 hours 13 Sept ’61 without

encountering resistance’.60

The unit history then records that although the Irish objectives were taken without

resistance, this was not so for the Indian Dogra battalion, which ‘became involved

in heavy street fighting at the Post Office and Radio Katanga’.61  These two

objectives of the Indian Dogra battalion, having been eventually taken after strong

resistance, were subjected to sporadic fire and street fighting which continued for up

to eight days after the events.62  It is noted in this part of 35 IrBatt unit history that

the Irish armoured car section which was attached to the Indian Dogra battalion was
                                                  
57 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 15-17.
58Ibid.
59 Ibid.
60 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 18.
61 Ibid.
62 Ibid.
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heavily involved in this street fighting at Radio Katanga and especially so at the

Post Office.63  Indeed, a veteran of 35 IrBatt, who served with armoured car group,

35 IrBatt, recalled at interview that he opened fire with a Vickers machine-gun at

the Post Office, Elisabethville in support of elements of the UN Indian Dogra

battalion.  This machine-gun fire, at 04.00 hours on 13 September 1961, was – the

veteran recalled – probably the opening shots of Operation Morthor.64

However, although 35 IrBatt’s objectives were taken ‘without encountering

resistance at 04.00 hours on 13 September 1961’, the battalion was to suffer its first

casualty later in that same (13 September) day.65  The first casualty, Private

Gaffney, occurred when a vehicle that he was driving - as part of a supply patrol to

the ‘Tunnel’ objective of 35 IrBatt – was ambushed by an armored car of the

Katangese gendarmerie at 13.00 hours on that day.66  On the late evening of the next

day (at approximately 20.45 hours on 14 September) a patrol was formed, led by

Commandant Patrick Cahalane, commanding officer of the armoured car

detachment with 35 IrBatt, and comprising two armoured cars and a platoon of

truck-mounted infantry. This patrol was dispatched as relief to another of the

previously taken objectives of 35 IrBatt, that of the radio station at St Francois de

Sales, when the patrol encountered Katangese anti-tank fire.  The armoured car in

which Commandant Cahalane was traveling was disabled.  The driver, Sergeant

Timothy Carey, rescued Cahalane who although uninjured, was temporarily

deafened and disoriented.  Sgt. Carey was himself wounded, but survived and was

taken to hospital.67  Comdt. Cahalane was taken prisoner, held for some time at a

remote farmhouse some thirty-five miles south of Elisabethville, and eventually

brought to join the other Irish prisoners – who had been captured at Jadotville in

                                                  
63 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 18.
64 Veteran interviews – veteran ‘E’.
65 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 18-19.
66 Ibid.
67 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 18-19 & Appendix ‘G’ pp 1-6.
Also, documents disclosed by Commandant (retired) Arthur Magennis, who led the patrol that
recovered the damaged armoured car and who was present at the exhumation of Corporal Nolan’s
body some days later.
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September : Cahalane was returned with them to their parent unit, 35IrBatt, on 25

October.68

However, the two other members of the crew, Corporal Nolan and Trooper Mullins,

were killed.  Corporal Nolan’s body was later recovered - having been interred,

briefly, in a local indigenous cemetery.  The body of Trooper Mullins has never

been recovered.

Documents disclosed by Commandant (retired) Art Magennis reveal some measure

of uncertainty as regards the fate of Trooper Mullins.  Following the attack on his

armoured car on 14 September 1961, Sergeant Carey – although seriously wounded

– had not only rescued his commanding officer, Commandant Cahalane, but had

also checked both Corporal Nolan and Trooper Mullins in the armoured car for

signs of life.  Having found no apparent signs of life, Sgt. Carey came to the

conclusion that the hit from the anti-tank weapon had killed them.  The armoured

car was abandoned under fire: Cahalane and Carey received medical attention and

both survived.69

Attempts made over the following two days (15 and 16 September) failed to find

this immobilised armoured car.  It was located on 17 September, some distance

from where it had been ambushed and abandoned under fire, facing a direction

which led away from the Irish camp.  Documents disclosed by Brigadier-General

(retired) Paul Pakenham and those of Art Magennis conclude that Trooper Mullins

survived and drove the armoured car away from the attack scene until it again

became immobilised by falling into a deep roadside drainage ditch.70  Commandant

Magennis disclosed that at the ‘last stand’ position of the armoured car as located on

17 September 1961, a considerable quantity of 9 mm spent ammunition cases was

found in the drainage ditch close to one of the armoured car’s wheels.  This find was

indicative of a sustained fire fight and the presumption made that Trooper Mullins
                                                  
68 Ibid.
69 Documents disclosed by Commandant (retired) Arthur Magennis - who led the patrol that
recovered the damaged armoured car and who was present at the exhumation of Corporal Nolan’s
body some weeks later.
70 Documents disclosed by Brigadier-General (retired) Paul Pakenham.
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had, alone, fought this ‘last stand’.71  This presumption is speculative as no personal

weapons of Irish soldiers were found at the ‘last stand’ nor was any forensic

assessment conducted of the dispositions of the spent ammunition cases. Sadly, the

remains of Trooper Patrick Mullins have not been found.  Anecdotally, it is believed

that Trooper Mullins was just sixteen years of age when he died in action in

September 1961.  Operation Morthor concluded when a cease-fire was agreed

between UN and Katangese forces, effective from 00.01 hours on 21 September.

6. 3. 5
Operation Unokat

This series of operations lasted from 5 to 16 December.  According to the

Operational Orders of the time, the strategic objective of these series of operations

was ‘The destruction of (Katangese) gendarmerie resistance in Elisabethville’.72  In

this - Operation Unokat - elements of both 35IrBatt and 36 IrBatt were involved.

When Operation Unokat began, on 5 December, 36 IrBatt was in process of

formation and movement to the Congo, with its first elements arriving in

Elisabethville on 7 December.73  HQ and ‘A’ companies of 35 IrBatt, together with

the armoured car element was in Elisabethville, and ‘B’ and ‘C’ companies were in

north Katanga  - at Nyunzu and Niemba respectively.  ‘B’ and ‘C’ companies had

moved to north Katanga on 6 November, and both companies were repatriated in

late December via Albertville, N. Katanga.  They did not return to Elisabethville.

During the period from 7 December to 25 December, when Operation Unokat was

in course, rotation of 35 IrBatt with 36 IrBatt was in progress on a cyclical basis.

                                                  
71 Documents disclosed by & interview with Commandant (retired) Arthur Magennis.
72 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, pp 54-70.
73 Unit History, 36IrBatt p.1.
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6. 5: Map of area of Irish military operations: Operation Unokat, December 1961

(Military Archives, Ireland)

The operational orders of the period 5 to 16 December – operational orders 7, 10, 11

and 14, issued by (Swedish) Colonel Jonas Waern, the commander of the UN

Elisabethville brigade for Operation Unokat, are preserved in the unit history of 36

IrBatt, as is also that specific operation order for ‘Operation Sarsfield’, specific to

36IrBatt.74  Operation Sarsfield by 36 IrBatt on 16 December was that operation

which committed Irish troops to major or first-line objectives in the overall

operation Unokat: in the period 5 to 16 December, both Irish battalions were

involved in supporting other UN elements, mainly the Indian Army’s Dogra
                                                  
74 Unit History, 36IrBatt pp 54 – 70.
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battalion and the Swedish army’s XII and XIV battalions. The latter were also in the

process of rotation and repatriation.75

For purposes of clarity, the roles of 35IrBatt and 36 IrBatt in Operation Unokat will

be discussed by taking separately each battalion’s activities in the period 7 to 16

December 1961.

35 IrBatt

On 5 December, as Operation Unokat began, elements of 35 IrBatt were supporting

‘A’ company 3/1 Gurkha Battalion as it assaulted a Katangese gendarmerie

roadblock/ strongpoint position on Avenue Saio, Elisabethville: this avenue was an

integral part of the primary route connection for UN camps in Elisabethville to the

airport.  The roadblock strongpoint was positioned at the end of Ave. Saio, where

this avenue entered the airport perimeter.  This route was known as ‘Route Alpha’.

The Irish support unit comprised a platoon from ‘A’ company and two armoured

cars from 35 IrBatt: also employed was a Swedish Terrangabil M42 APC and five

jeeps – one of which (jeeps) carried two 84 mm anti-tank recoilless rifles and crews

– which provided the transport for the column.76

The Irish column’s approach to the gendarmerie strongpoint was by way of Route

Charlie – a more circuitous route to the airport, looping from Irish camp easterly,

then northerly and westwards to the airport.  Taking this approach by Route Charlie

meant that the Indian Gurkhas would attack the strongpoint from the south and the

Irish column with its significant firepower would onset from the north.77  The Irish

column, commanded by Captain Arthur J. Magennis of the armoured car

detachment 35 IrBatt, crossed its start-line at noon.  Both attack elements struck the

roadblock strongpoint at 12.30 hours, 5 December 1961.   As they approached the

roadblock, a Katangese gendarmerie ‘Greyhound’ armored car was observed

approaching the Irish column from a side road west of the Irish column.78  This

                                                  
75 Unit History, 36IrBatt pp 54 – 70.
76 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix H, pp 1-3.
Note: - This ‘A’ company, 35 IrBatt, element was that of men who had been prisoners following on
the Battle of Jadotville, 14 September 1961.
77 Ibid.
78 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix H, p. 1.
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armored car, with its 37 mm cannon, presented a not insignificant threat to the Irish,

especially to their armoured vehicles and soft-skinned jeeps.79   The gendarmerie

armoured car fired at the Terrangabil APC – but missed: Magennis ordered the anti-

tank crews to open fire on the Greyhound – they did not miss, scored two hits, thus

disabling the gendarmerie Greyhound.80  At 12.45 hours, the infantry of the Irish

column attacked the Katangese gendarmerie outposts at the strongpoint from both

right and left flanks: it was estimated that the total gendarmerie force was about one

company strong, and dug-in.81 The attack paused at 14.20 hours, and the Irish

column regrouped: Capt. Magennis was requested by the commander of the UN

Gurkha company to support the Gurkha assault using the Irish armoured cars’

machine-guns at 15.00 hours, following on Gurkha mortars’ ‘softening-up’ fire from

14.30 to 15.00 hours.  Also, the Irish infantry was tasked to carry out a right

flanking attack on the main strongpoint, as Gurkhas attacked on the left flank.82

At 15.00 hours the Gurkhas and the Irish assaults on the main strongpoint began:

however, at 15.20 Capt. Magennis learned that the Gurkha commander had been

killed: the attack stalled.  Both Irish and Gurkha elements held, in cover, about 300

meters short of objective, but were faced with ‘determined gendarmerie fire’.83  At

this point, Magennis assumed overall command, and by radio called for supporting

fire from the Gurkha mortar unit: here, Magennis met with a major obstacle – the

mortar crews did not speak English, nor could the Gurkha infantry.  Capt. Magennis

then requested, via communication with his own battalion HQ to brigade HQ, an

English speaking Gurkha officer to act as a forward-observation-officer to order and

control fire from the mortar unit.  In the interim, the Irish element of the UN

attacking force, supported by Irish armoured cars, resumed their attack and, by

17.45 hours, had succeeded in gaining control of part of the strongpoint and also

earth-moving equipment forming part of the road-block.

At 17.45 hours on 5 December, the Irish troops having been in action from 12.00

hours that day, a UN brigade liaison officer arrived and informed Capt. Magennis
                                                  
79 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix H, p. 1.
80 Ibid.
81 Ibid.
82 Ibid.
83 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix H, pp 1-2.
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that the attack was to ‘hold’, consolidate, and no further offensive action to be

taken, as the Irish units would be relieved at about 20.30 hours.84  Magennis pointed

out the significant progress made in the attack on the gendarmerie strongpoint, the

weakening of Katangese resistance there and Magennis’ belief that a further

determined ‘push’ would fully clear the strongpoint/ roadblock – thus clearing

Route Alpha to the airport.   Despite these observations by Capt. Magennis, the

commander on the spot, Brigade HQ ordered the Irish units to withdraw to their

base at 19.00 hours – as it was intended to mount a fresh assault by Indian UN

troops at first light on the following day.85

The Irish column took no casualties: in his post-action report, Magennis estimated

that the opposing gendarmerie suffered forty-two dead: A number (unspecified) of

rifles and Browning .300 MMGs were captured, as was the Greyhound armored car

earlier disabled by Irish anti-tank weapons.86

Captain Magennis’s post-action report is factual and without qualifying comments –

save for paying tribute to the officer i/c the infantry platoon, and the sergeant 2 i/c.87

Nevertheless, the day’s action may have been seen by some – if not all of the Irish

column as a frustrating experience, given that they had spent some seven hours in

assault mode and were stopped short of fully achieving their objectives by orders

from UN Brigade HQ.  In the penultimate paragraph of Captain Magennis’s post-

action report, he tells that officers of the Indian Dogra UN battalion later advised

him that that they had completed the operation to capture the strongpoint and clear

the roadblock on 6 December, and that they concurred with his estimate of

Katangese gendarmerie dead.

When interviewed on 13 September 2013, Captain (now Commandant, retired)

Magennis had contemporaneous notes and he clearly recalled this action.  He related

that he and his detachment were placed under command of Captain Salarat, of the

Gurkha battalion to jointly achieve this objective on 5 December 1961: further, that
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86 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix H, p. 3.
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Capt. Salarat and eight of his men were killed in this ‘Saio roundabout’ action.88

Magennis also spoke of want of pre-departure briefing for ONUC – or indeed

briefing whilst in service there.  He was adamant that he was never briefed on the

overall situation – and rarely on Irish troops situation.  For example, he was not

aware, during any of the offensive UN operations of 1961, of the ‘names’ of the

operations, viz. ‘Rampunch’ etc.  As an example of want of briefing: on the

morning of 5 December 1961, as Operation Unokat was in course, he was ordered

by the second-in-command (2 i/c), 35 IrBatt to move with a section of armored cars

plus a platoon of infantry under command and report ‘without delay’ to O.C.

Elisabethville sector HQ.

The reason for this move was not given to him by 2 i/c 35 IrBatt at the time: on

arrival at sector H.Q. he was then briefed a sector H.Q. staff officer on his mission:

to take by military action the Gendarmerie strongpoint on Avenue Saio roundabout.

This roundabout controlled the road known as ‘Route Alpha’ to Elisabethville

Airport.

On 6 December 1961, as Operation Unokat continued, unspecified elements of 35

IrBatt, together with Swedish UN troops and two Irish armoured cars, were engaged

in a push towards the Tunnel.89  The position known as ‘the Tunnel’, was one where

the railway in Elisabethville crossed the primary road route running north/ south

through Elisabethville to the airport - Route Alpha, and UN control of the Tunnel

position was essential in ensuring freedom of movement between UN camps to the

east of Route Alpha and the airport itself.  The Irish camp was east of this line.  The

unit history does not recount what transpired on that date – 6 December 1961 as the

mixed Irish/ Swedish unit moved towards the Tunnel.

                                                  
88 Interview with Commandant (retired) Magennis of 13 September 2013.
89 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 20-21.
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6. 6: Irish army Vickers MMG post on the Tunnel, Elisabethville:
December 1961

(Military Archives, Ireland)

As the above photograph illustrates, the Tunnel was a key tactical position in the

control of Route Alpha and therefore critical for access to Elisabethville airport, the

principal airport of Katanga.

Unit history 35 IrBatt also tells that this day (6 December 1961) was the day on

which UN jet fighter-aircraft appeared over Elisabethville for the first time – thus

removing the threat from Katangese Fouga jet fighter-aircraft that had harassed the

Irish troops in Elisabethville and also attacked them at Jadotville and the Lufira
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Bridge.90   Col. Waern, the UN brigade commander in Elisabethville commented

upon UN air superiority in his operational order No.14, of 15 December thus:
Katangese air support, enemy Fougas and most of their aircraft based at Kolwezi
& Jadotville have been destroyed by UN air action. Some enemy Dorniers are still
operating at night from small airfields.
Our air strikes in the Elisabethville area have had an adverse effect on Gendarmerie
morale.91

Between 6 December and 8 December, 35 IrBatt was subjected to sporadic sniper

and mortar fire – both at their main camp and when moving around Elisabethville.92

The unit history records the arrival in this period of the first elements of 36 IrBatt,

and notes also their own depleted strength:
It should be stated at this stage that 35 Bn strength in Elisabethville was now very
low. Most of ‘A’ company had been repatriated since 29 November and ‘B’
company was in Nyunzu and ‘C’ company in Niemba.  This date [8 December
1961] was the date appointed for repatriation of HQ and a platoon plus of ‘A’
company – this repatriation did not take place until 18 December 1961.
However, at this stage, 36 Bn began to arrive and were greeted with very noisy
firefight just outside camp HQ.

The unit history continues to recount that mortar fire continued through this period,

directed at the main Irish camp, Leopold Farm, in Elisabethville.

On 8 December 1961 at 14.00 hours, elements of both 35 IrBatt and 36 IrBatt joined

Swedish units from Swedish XII and XIV battalions; this combined force –

supported by two Irish armoured cars and four Swedish Terrangabil APCs,

advanced in a further attack towards the Tunnel.  This assault continued through the

day and succeed in clearing the area between Leopold Farm and to a position ‘100

yds. Of the Tunnel by 18.00 hours’.93

35 IrBatt now largely ceased to be involved in offensive actions – but their positions

at both that one near the Tunnel and in Leopold Farm continued to be subjected to

mortar fire.  However, fortunately, 35 IrBatt did not suffer any casualties from this
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93 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 21-22.
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mortar fire and the remaining elements of 35 IrBatt were repatriated by 18

December 1961.94

36 IrBatt

This battalion, which began their arrival in Elisabethville on 7 December, became

involved in offensive action for the first time - even before they had landed at

Elisabethville airport, since the Katangese gendarmerie opened fire on the USAF

aircraft as they came in on landing approach.95  At Leopold Farm camp, 36 IrBatt

suffered their first casualties on 8 December with the death of one NCO from

Katangese mortar fire: additionally, an NCO and four private soldiers were also

injured by Katangese mortar fire.  In response, ‘A’ company 36 IrBatt, together with

one company from Swedish XIV battalion, cleared the immediate area of

gendarmerie and the night of 8 December was quiet.96

On the morning of 9 December, ‘A’ and ‘B’ companies, 36 IrBatt, were deployed

outwards from Leopold Farm, to form a protective perimeter about their camp and

36 IrBatt HQ: ‘B’ company had arrived at Elizabethville airport during the

preceding night.97

However, during the night of 9 December 1961, 36 IrBatt camp and positions came

under sustained mortar fire and sporadic fire from a Katangese Greyhound

armoured car.  Fortunately, 36 IrBatt did not suffer any casualties on that night:

during this night also, HQ company of 36 IrBatt arrived at Leopold Farm camp.98

During the period 9 to 15 December, 36 IrBatt was involved mainly in defensive

operations around its camps and the perimeters of same.  On 10 December, 36 IrBatt

commenced, and completed, evacuation of Leopold Farm camp and re-established

at Rousseau Farm, about one kilometer to the east of Leopold Farm: this operation

was conducted under sustained fire.  As a result of this mortar and MMG fire from

the Katangese forces, several officers and men were wounded: one NCO, Sergeant
                                                  
94 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 22-23.
95 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 3.
96 Ibid.
97 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, pp 3-4.
98 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 4.
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Mulcahy, who had been wounded in earlier mortar fire on 8 December 1961 was

again wounded at Rousseau Farm on 12 December and later died from his wounds.99

As an example of the intensity of hostile mortar fire, it was approximated that 105

mortar bombs fell on Rousseau Farm on the night of 10 December.100  Also in the

period 9 to 15 December, 36 IrBatt and XIV Swedish battalion which were

encamped now at Leopold Farm, began clearance operations and outwards

expansion of their defence perimeters: on 14 December 1961, the Force commander

of ONUC ordered that the UN brigade in Elisabethville would begin operations ‘for

the encirclement of the city of Elisabethville and blocking access routes’, as part of

the continuing operations to defeat the Katangese gendarmerie in Katanga

province.101  Further action in this clearance/ encirclement operation involved 36

IrBatt laying down mortar fire in preparation for Operation Sarsfield.102  Operation

Sarsfield was originally scheduled for first light on 15 December, but was

postponed for one day: 36 IrBatt unit history does not record the reason for this

delay.103

Operation Sarsfield covered the Irish role in, and their part of, the general operation

order number 14, issued by the Brigade Commander (Colonel Jonas Waern,

Swedish UN forces) for sector B of Elisabethville area on 15 December.104  In the

proximate area of the Irish objective – the Tunnel – and to the south, were the

Swedish XII and XIV battalions; 3rd Gurkha Battalion to north of the Irish and in

support, 36 IrBatt had under its command one section of heavy – 120 mm – mortars

from Indian UN forces.105  The operational order for Operation Sarsfield is

comprehensive, including mortar fire-plan, signal net structure, demolition targets,

armoured support and, of course, medical aid posts.  The operational order extends

across eight pages of the 36 IrBatt unit history.106
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Although not included in the operational order number 14, nor mentioned in the unit

history 36 IrBatt, an Irish army veteran (then a captain) recalled that he commanded

a section of two Ford armoured cars in support of a company of UN Indian Gurkha

troops who successfully attacked and took control of the Avenue Saio roundabout

on the airport road.  This was a repetition of the action fought by Capt. Magennis

and his men of 35 IrBatt during the earlier Operation Morthor on 5 December

1961.107  This veteran officer was also critical of the lack of briefing prior to, and

largely during, his ONUC service: he was equally critical of what he believed was a

lack of concern by both Irish government and Defence Forces general staff for ‘the

general un-preparedness of the army for Congo service’.108

All elements of 36IrBatt involved in Operation Sarsfield began their offensive by

calling-down mortar fire from the Indian battery, which was located in the Irish

lines, directed towards gendarmerie positions at and near the tunnel, commencing at

04.00 hours on 16 December 1961: at precisely the same time, the Irish infantry

units ‘A’ & ‘B’ companies of 36 IrBatt and the Irish armoured car section crossed

their start lines. By these actions (calling-down mortar fire and the crossing of start

lines) the assault to seize control of the strategically important Tunnel had begun.109

It should be noted that at 02.00 hours, just two hours prior to the start of Operation

Sarsfield, there had been a downpour of tropical rain on Elisabethville.110  One

veteran of 36 IrBatt, who served as an explosives demolitions expert with the

engineer platoon, recalled leaving Camp Leopold Farm ‘in lashing rain’ at about

03.00 hours on the morning of 16 December (the day of the Tunnel attack) –

accompanied by his platoon Lieutenant, their objective being to ‘clear road blocks

on routes to the Tunnel’: this task they successfully accomplished, and the veteran

                                                  
107 Veteran interview – veteran ‘D’.
108 Idem.
109 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, pp 7-8.
110 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 7.
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recalled that it was the first occasion on which he had put his specialist training to

use.111

The Irish objectives were the Tunnel itself, and the area immediately to its south:

‘A’ company was tasked to take and hold the Tunnel.  ‘B’ company was to secure

the area immediately to the south of the Tunnel, on the same axis, thus securing ‘A’

company’s left flank and the right flank of the Swedish composite battalion, who

were tasked with seizing the gendarmerie Camp Massard.  This camp was to the

south of the Tunnel and on the same axis.112  On ‘A’ company’s right flank, and to

the north of the Tunnel, the 3/1 Indian Gurkha UN battalion was to secure the

northern approaches to the tunnel and then seize control of the main road from

Elisabethville centre to the airport – Route Alpha – and protect Irish ‘A’ company’s

right flank.113  ‘C’ company of 36 IrBatt was held in reserve: therefore, all three

infantry companies of 36 IrBatt were committed on that day, 16 December.

Enemy forces  (Katangese gendarmerie) were estimated to be six companies strong

in the Tunnel, on and in railway coaches on the tracks and sidings and about Tunnel

and railway station perimeter.114  The Katangese Fouga jet was unable to sortie, as

the UN had superior airpower at that time, mid-December.115

Unit history 36 IrBatt records that ‘A’ company attack faltered at about 05.45 hours

due to enemy mortar fire, which killed a platoon officer and his radio operator.116

By 06.00 hours, the Swedish assault on Camp Massard (south of the Tunnel) began,

and pressure was taken off ‘A’ company, which continued its attack, successfully

destroying railway coach strong-points at the Tunnel by way of fire from their 84

                                                  
111  Veteran interviews - veteran 2.
112 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, pp 64-67.
113 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 60.
114 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, pp 64-67: and, tactical map following.
115 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 60.
116 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, pp 7-8.
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mm ant-tank recoilless rifles.117  By 06.30 hours, the Tunnel was in the hands of ‘A’

company 36 IrBatt.

Meanwhile, ‘B’ company 36 IrBatt had crossed its start-line at 04.00 hours as

planned: by 04.35 hours it, too, had been checked in their assault by enemy mortar-

fire.  Successful radio-directed mortar counter-fire from ‘B’ company support

platoon and the Indian mortar battery at Irish camp suppressed the enemy mortars

and by 05.00 hours, all of the 36 IrBatt objectives had been secured.118

6. 7: Operation Sarsfield – The Tunnel - 16 December 1961:
Tactical map of objectives, enemy positions & axis lines of Irish assault

(Military Archives, Ireland)

                                                  
117 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 8.
118 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, pp 7-8.
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6. 3. 6
Observations on Irish combat experience in Elisabethville, 1961

Both of 35 IrBatt and 36 IrBatt had their first experiences of aggressive military

action and combat in the period from late August to mid-December 1961.  The

operation at Elisabethville airport of late August, to clear Katangese gendarmerie

from the airport perimeter and approach, may be best described as ‘aggressive

military action’, albeit qualified by the observation that no shots were fired.

However, this operation demonstrated 35 IrBatt’s ability to hold a crucial tactical

position – in this case, an airport essential for UN air supply and support – and when

the security of that position was threatened, to call-in assistance from their own

battalion resources.  Elements of 35 IrBatt infantry guarding the airport, then

supported by reinforcements of infantry and armoured cars from 35 IrBatt HQ,

planned, coordinated and executed an effective clearance operation and thus

removed the Katangese gendarmerie threat to this vital facility.

Operation Rampunch, in which 35 IrBatt was involved, was in some respects similar

to the airport clearance operation, in that the objectives were to arrest key Katangese

ministers and officials and secure Katangese means of communication such as

Elisabethville post-office and radio stations there.  The strategic objectives of

Rampunch were to render the Katangese government ineffective, and cut lines of

Katangese government communication and publicity.  This was, again, an operation

of an aggressive military nature which did not involve firing by Irish troops, but did

accustom them to the military skills of planning, coordination, patrolling and

cooperation with other UN forces, such as Swedish and Indian troops.

Both Operations Morthor and Unokat were distinctly combat experiences.  Both

battalions in these operations had experience of receiving and giving fire from

mortars, machine-guns, anti-tank weapons and armoured cars’ guns.  They

experienced attack from the air.  During Operation Morthor, armoured cars of 35

IrBatt were engaged in fire-support roles with other UN forces: these armoured cars
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also received hostile fire from Katangese anti-tank weapons, Commandant

Cahalane’s column losing an armoured car and taking two fatal casualties, with

Cahalane being taken prisoner.

In Operation Unokat, both 35Ir Batt and 36 IrBatt were involved in actions in both

support and attacking roles.  Captain Magennis’s column in support of the Gurkha

assault at Route Alpha roadblock and strongpoint on 5 December 1961 exposed

both Irish infantry and armored cars to very aggressive combat support and attack

roles.  This column, having fought for seven hours to take the strongpoint, then

experienced the frustration of being pulled back when just in sight of achieving both

its own and those objectives of the Gurkhas, whom they set out to support.  Both 35

IrBatt and 36 IrBatt received and returned mortar fire throughout  Operation Unokat

from 5 to 17 December 1961, while they acted in support of other UN elements in

combat.

Operation Sarsfield, the assault on the tunnel in Elisabethville on 16 December,

when the entire 36 IrBatt was engaged in a combat mission of critical importance,

was not only significant from the perspective of the combat itself, and objectives

laid down for the Irish troops.  It was remarkable as this was the first occasion when

an attack in battalion strength against a superior enemy force of an estimated six

companies was carried out by Irish troops.  This attack by infantry elements of 36

IrBatt was supported by their armoured car unit and by an Indian army heavy mortar

troop, and was coordinated with simultaneous attacks by Swedish and Indian

battalions on objectives flanking the Irish battalion.  Operation Sarsfield was, in

effect, a battalion-in-attack as part of a brigade-strength operation.  As earlier

related, the assaults at the tunnel did not proceed without robust Katangese

gendarmerie opposition, both ‘A’ and ‘B’ companies being variously checked by

heavy mortar and machine-gun fire.

In connection with the assault on the Tunnel, it is instructive to refer to the post-

action report by company commander, ‘A’ company:
Prior to the attack, one platoon had spent the day and night (of 14/15 December
1961) in forward trenches.
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One pre-positioned platoon had been at their point for two nights and was relieved
only on the afternoon of 15 December 1961 (day before attack on Tunnel). There
had already been some casualties during the week (from mortar fire), the men were
tired but in good spirits.
The company had only one 60 mm mortar, but had six 84 mm anti-tank recoilless
rifles.119

The post-action report comments on the almost continuous fire received:
Heavy automatic and rifle fire was received. There were at least three LMGs and
one MMG  and an undetermined number of riflemen facing No. 1 platoon.  The
platoon responded with four rounds of 84 mm ATK. They were somewhat
disorganized as the platoon commander had been killed.120

In the assault on the Tunnel, ‘A’ company lost two men killed, and had five men

wounded.121  But, from the perspective of combat experience, new lessons had been

learned and old ones reinforced:
84 mm RCL Rifle.  This weapon must be well forward and used aggressively, at the
side of the platoon commander. It has taken over the role of the 60 mm mortars in
action, it is lighter and more portable and quicker into action.122

Communications. Control was rendered difficult by complete failure of local
communications. Quality of wireless supplied was poor.123

The 84 mm recoilless rifle (RCL) was designed as a portable infantry anti-tank

weapon: in his post-action report the company commander ‘A’ company 36 IrBatt

commented on the flexibility and portability of the 84 mm RCL. This weapon was

used by all platoons and the same report mentions the RCL being used in assault on

railway carriages, railway buildings and a gendarmerie jeep with a .5 in. MMG

mounted thereon.

The wireless sets used by 36 IrBatt for local control and communications were ‘31’

sets, designed for inter-company contact – that is, from platoon to platoon and all to

company commander.  Failure of these ‘31’ sets in a company-in-attack mode

would have rendered command and control extremely problematic.124

                                                  
119 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, pp 75-76.
120 Ibid.
121 Ibid.
122 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 76.
123 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 77.
124 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, Radio-net schematic diagram following p. 69.
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The poor performance of these ‘31’ sets was also noted by the signals officer of 35

IrBatt, who commented that:
 Within the range of theses sets, 1/2 to 3 miles are adequate if batteries are good.

Their function was severely limited by screening and distance and most of all
by bad batteries.125

Other problems appeared and lessons were learned by infantry during their basic

training appear to have been temporarily forgotten during the Tunnel assault: ‘A’

company commander observed:
Momentum. It was found difficult to get the men moving after they had been fired
on at close range. The inclination was to remain in cover and return the fire. No. 2
platoon commander had to push his men hard at one stage. Company commander
had to work hard to get the personnel of No. 1 platoon moving after the death of the
Platoon commander.
Dispersion. Despite training and instruction on the necessity for dispersion, the
tendency of the men to bunch together had to be fought throughout the action.126

However, in this post-action report he qualifies his observations by noting that ‘The

attack was carried out in torrential rain which may have militated against

efficiency’.127  He concludes his post-action report by paying tribute to his platoon

commanders and NCOs, observing that:
The success of the operation largely depended on the initiative, energy and
determination of junior leaders in applying the company commanders plan.128

Regrettably, no similar post-action reports from the commanders of ‘B’ and ‘C’

companies of 36 IrBatt appear in the unit history: therefore, comparison cannot be

made with other companies who took part in the action.  Nevertheless, 36 IrBatt

objectives, as a battalion, were achieved in such a way that the Brigade commander

conveyed his congratulations to the officer-commanding 36 IrBatt on the success of

the operation to seize the Tunnel, at 06.30 hours on 16 December 1961, just two and

one-half hours after infantry companies of 36 IrBatt in attack crossed their start-

lines, in torrential rain.129

                                                  
125 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 60.
126 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 77.
127 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, pp 76-77.
128 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 77.
129 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 7.
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6. 4
 Combat operations in Kamina airbase, 1961

The Irish 1st Infantry Group (1 InfGp), which arrived in the Congo on 28 May 1961,

had been initially based in South Kasai - but was in Kamina airbase when Operation

Rampunch began.130  1 InfGp comprised a small HQ company and two infantry

companies – some 310 all-ranks in strength.131  Armed with an almost equal number

of Gustaf SMGs and FN rifles, 144 and 140 respectively, they also carried twenty-

five Bren LMGs and four Vickers MMGs: in addition, they were equipped with six

Carl Gustaf 84 mm shoulder-fired anti-tank recoilless rifles and six of 60 mm

mortars.  They had no armoured vehicles.132

In contrast to other locations where Irish troops were based in the Congo, Kamina (a

large Belgian air-force base) was a well-fitted military and air-force facility, having

a modern military barracks in the complex which served to accommodate troops

charged with the protection of the airbase and its facilities. 1 InfGp first came to

Kamina in late May 1961.  They spent some time there before their move to South

Kasai.  Their unit history records that ‘we spent our time in Kamina mainly

involved in intensive training; riot drills, range practices and patrol training.133

However, not all of their time was spent on training: the report of 1 InfGp

intelligence officer notes that:
Our stay in Kamina was not all work. The Mess in Base 2 was very good and a
swimming pool was a favourite attraction. There was a very good sports stadium
complete with running track, soccer pitch and boxing ring. There were free cinema
shows in the Base cinema each evening.134

1 InfGp’s stay in Kamina was not to last more than two weeks: commencing on 8

June 1961, moving by air and train, 1 InfGp left Kamina for a posting to Luputa,

                                                  
130 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 2.
131 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 1.
132 Unit history, 1 InfGp, Appendix ‘A’, p. 10
133 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 2.
134 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 67.
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South Kasai province.135  By 16 June, the group had completed the movement, and

they would remain in South Kasai until early August.136

Starting on 4 August, 1 InfGp moved, somewhat piecemeal, by rail from South

Kasai, and came together again as a composite unit in Kamina base by 17 August.137

In Kamina base they were assigned the duties of:
a) Defence of Airfield.
b) Defence of Bases 1 & 2.
c) Defence of Kilubi.
d) General administration of Bases.138

Kamina airbase was, in effect, two separate bases, joined by service roads with Base

1 being the airfield and Base 2 being the military protection force accommodation

and facilities.  The Irish unit at Kamina also guarded a power station at Kilubi, some

thirty kilometers east, as this power station supplied Kamina base.139

Shortly after their arrival at Kamina, on 4 August 1961, 1 InfGp commanding

officer was then also appointed as Base Commander, Kamina.140  He and his staff

were briefed on Operation Rampunch, in UN brigade HQ Elisabethville, and

assigned the task of preparing secure accommodation for mercenaries, and any other

UN detainees captured during Operation Rampunch: these detainees would be

transferred by air to Kamina base.141  This latter task was additional to their primary

tasks of securing and defending Kamina base.142  The secure detainee quarters were

established in the former bachelor-officer-quarters at Base 1, and at the advanced

flying school –Ecole Pilotage Avancée (EPA): this latter unit had its own mess-hall

and kitchen attached.

                                                  
135 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 67.
136 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 71.
137 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 12.
138 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 13.
139 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 12 –13 & Belgian Military Archives, Box 4, File 5. Fonds de Gen. Maj.
Champion).
140 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 71.
141 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 13-14.
142 Ibid.
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6. 8: Advanced flying school, Kamina, (EPA)

(Belgian Military Archives, Box 4, File 5. Fonds de Gen. Maj. Champion)
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6. 9: The mess-hall at advanced flying school, (EPA) Kamina

(Belgian Military archives, Box 4, File 5. Fonds de Gen. Maj. Champion)

Before 1 InfGp began to receive detainees from Elisabethville and other UN

locations, ONUC HQ at Leopoldville assigned a further specific duty to them.   On

27 August, the 1 InfGp were tasked with arresting of ‘all white officers serving with

the Katangese gendarmerie in Kamina area by 09.00 hours on 28 August’.143  On the

morning of 28 August, two officers from 1 InfGp left the base for the neighbouring

town of Kaminaville to carry out the arrests: at a gendarmerie road-block just out-

side the town they were stopped at gunpoint, their vehicles searched and then

                                                  
143 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 72.
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allowed to enter Kaminaville.144  The white gendarmerie officers could not be

located in Kaminaville: the Irish officers returned and reported to their commanding

officer (C/O).  C/O 1 InfGp then decided that he and his two officers would make a

further attempt, but this time they were stopped, near Kamina airbase, by a platoon

of gendarmerie supported by two armoured cars and forced to return to Kamina

airbase.145  The arrest operation was unsuccessful.  Later that day, at about 16.00

hours on 28 August, the first batch of detainees arrived: these were accommodated

in the two secure locations that 1 InfGp had earlier prepared to receive and secure

them.146  Events now began to take on a more threatening aspect: the next day, 29

August, the Katangese gendarmerie established a roadblock on the Kamina to

Kaminaville road at about one mile from Kamina airbase, and it was manned by two

Katangese armoured cars and a gendarmerie infantry platoon.147   As a counter

measure, the base commander (C/O 1 InfGp) established a dug-in position close to

Kamina airbase, controlling this road at what was known as Luputa barrier, and

placed a platoon of Swedish UN infantry there.148

On 1 September, UN instituted the repatriation of the mercenaries/ detainees held at

Kamina: the numbers held are given in 1 InfGp unit history as seventy-six and and

three wives, plus three children.  The first group to depart comprised sixty-four men,

six women and children.149  These were flown to Brussels in a Douglas D.C.7

aircraft of Sabena airline.150  By 15 September, all the detainees had been repatriated

from Kamina, and 1 InfGp’s task of guarding them had ended.

It might be noted that the utilisation of this D.C. 7 aircraft at Kamina airbase gives

an indication of the size and scope of facilities there – the runways, as an example.

The Douglas aircraft corporation used the airport at Santa Monica, California, USA,

as their testing airport.  In 1947 this airport extended their runways to 5,000 feet

(about 1.7 kilometers) to accommodate development of the Douglas D.C.7.151  That

                                                  
144 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 72.
145 Ibid.
146 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 13-14.
147 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 73.
148 Ibid.
149 Ibid.
150 Ibid.
151 http://www.smgov.net/Departments/Airport/Airport_History.aspx (16 Jan. 2013).
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the Kamina airbase could handle an aircraft of this size indicates that the runways

there in 1961 were at least 5, 000 feet in length.  By way of comparison, the longest

runway at Dublin airport is now - in 2014 - 8,500 feet in length.152

On 14 September 1961, as the process of detainee repatriation was coming to its

conclusion, further threats emerged from the Katangese forces, when they

established yet another combined road-block/ strongpoint nearer to Kaminaville:

this position was manned by two infantry companies and six armoured cars.153

Overall Katangese forces in the area around Kamina were estimated at up to

5,000.154  In addition, it was believed from intelligence that the Katangese had an

armoured train based at Kaminaville rail-station.155  Faced with this new

development, the Base Commander ordered that all approaches to the airfield and

Base 2 would be guarded by platoon strength UN units, with a mobile reserve of a

strength of two platoons, supported by two 84 mm anti-tank recoilless rifle sections

and two UN Malayan ‘Ferret’ armoured scout cars, from forces at Base

Commander’s disposal.156  In addition to the Irish troops, UN forces at Kamina in

September included one company of Swedish infantry and two companies of Indian

‘Jat’ battalion, as well as a half-troop Malayan reconnaissance squadron of four men

with two ‘Ferret’ scout cars.157

                                                  
152http://www.dublinairport.com/gns/about-us/community-affairs/new-parallel-runway/runway-
specification.aspx  (16 Jan. 2013). & Press Office, Dublin Airport Authority.
153 Unit history, 1 InfGp, pp 73-4.
154 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 15.
155 Unit history, 1 InfGp, pp 73-75.
156 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 17.
157 Ibid.
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6. 10: Kamina airbase. Map facing p. 4, Unit History 33 IrBatt

(Military Archives, Ireland)
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The first attack by the Katangese gendarmerie on Kamina airfield began at 16.30

hours on 14 September 1961.158  This attack, at 16.30 hours on 14 September, came

at the Lupula barrier, where the Base Commander had already (with tactical

foresight) established a strong-point manned by a Swedish platoon: on the

Katangese assault, this platoon was immediately reinforced by elements of the

mobile reserve, a platoon plus a section of 84 mm recoilless rifles (RCLs).159  The

attacking Katangese force was estimated at about two platoons plus two armoured

cars: the armored cars’ 37mm canon and .5 mm MMGs gave covering fire to the

Katangese gendarmerie infantry, as well as directing fire at the UN position.160

Return fire from UN small arms and mortars scattered the attacking infantry and the

two armoured cars were knocked-out by the Irish 84 mm RCL gunners.  The

Katangese pulled-back and the attack petered out, with sporadic small arms fire

directed towards the UN position for some little time.161  Katangese casualties were

estimated at ten to twenty killed and thirty wounded.  UN mortar counter fire and

84mm RCL fire had also exploded and destroyed an ammunition truck following the

armoured cars.162

The Luputa barrier lay to the south of Base 1, with Base 2 east of the barrier.163

Kamina Base 2 joins Base 1 via the road running eastwards from Base 2, midway on

map, and joins Base 1 from the west – see preceding map of Kamina airbase.  As

darkness fell, on the evening of 14 September, all prepared defensive positions at

both of Kamina’s bases were occupied: unfortunately, gendarmerie mortar fire had

destroyed the airbase main radio transmitter at Base 2, but an alternative line of

communication to UN HQ at Elisabethville was established using the radio

equipment at the airport control tower.164  As the mission of the UN force was to

protect the airport at Kamina for UN use, a prepared plan of evacuation of non-

                                                  
158 Unit history, 1 InfGp, pp 15 & 74.
159 Ibid.
160 Ibid.
161 Ibid.
162 Unit history, 1 InfGp, pp. 74.
163 Unit history, 1 InfGp, pp 15 & 73.
164 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 15.
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essential and non-military personnel from Base 2 was put in place, with the base

defence HQ placed in the airport itself: supplies of food and fuel were secured in

both bases.   As a further precaution, because of the perceived threat posed by the

gendarmerie armored train at Kaminaville, the Base Commander ordered the

blowing-up of the rail-line, as the track ran through part of the base.165

On 15 September, Katangese gendarmerie made several probing attacks at points

about Bases 1 and 2. These attacks persisted throughout that day, during the

following week, and up to 22 September.  None succeeded in penetrating the base

defences: no UN personnel were killed or injured.166

A new menace now appeared namely the commencement of strafing and bombing

attacks on Kamina by a Katangese Fouga jet-fighter, which first appeared over

Kamina at 12.40 hours on 15 September.  These air attacks which were directed

against the airbase facilities, aircraft on the ground and the control tower continued

through 16 to 18 September in the early morning and about noon.167  Most of the

damage caused was superficial, save for one occasion when a UN D.C.4 was

‘caught’ in the open and destroyed by the Fouga machine-guns: two aircrew

‘working on the plane were slightly injured’.168   The unit history of 1 InfGp reflects

the frustration caused by lack of anti-aircraft defences or weapons: with some

commendable improvisation, two artillery officers of 1 InfGp modified two Vickers

MMGs as anti-aircraft weapons, with limited success.  These were ‘tested’ on the

morning of 18 September, against the attacking Katangese Fouga: unfortunately, the

Vickers repeatedly jammed when in an elevated position but even the broken

streams of tracer fire scared the pilot to a greater attack height which was less

effective.169

The most significant damage caused in the days of the September gendarmerie

attacks on Kamina airbase was caused, not at Kamina itself, but at the power station

on which it greatly depended, the hydro-electric station at Kilubi.  The Irish UN

force at Kamina base, some thirty kilometers east of Kamina, also guarded this
                                                  
165 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 75.
166 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 16.
167 Unit history, 1 InfGp, pp 16-17 & 75-76.
168 Ibid.
169 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 33.
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power station.170   On 16 September the power line from Kilubi hydro-electric

station to Kamina was cut: this action had the effect of rendering Kamina bases

without power or light.171  It was established by air reconnaissance on 17 September

that one of the pylons carrying the H.T. cables from Kilubi to Kamina had been

blown-up and had fallen, causing the H.T. cables to break.172  It was decided that an

attempt to repair the cable would have met with strong resistance from gendarmerie

forces.  Accordingly, the power station garrison was evacuated by helicopter over

the night of 19/20 September.173

Finally, after several days of gendarmerie attacks and intensive defensive actions by

UN forces at Kamina bases, a UN – Katangese cease-fire came into effect at 23.59

hours on 21 September 1961, thus bringing relief to the Irish – and other nations –

defenders of the vital UN asset of Kamina airbase.  The heads of this cease-fire

agreement allowed for – inter alia – prisoner exchange, the establishment of a

cease-fire commission and a return to the status quo ante-bellum as at 12

September.  Importantly, freedom of movement for both UN and Katangese forces

was agreed as part of the cease-fire agreement.174  Thus, despite the efforts of the

Katangese forces to overcome the Irish, Swedish, Malayan and Indian garrison at

Kamina, nothing had changed: the UN still held its asset and the Katangese forces

had lost men dead and injured.

6. 4. 1

Observations on Irish combat experience at Kamina airbase, September 1961
Unlike their comrades of 35 & 36 IrBatt, 1 InfGp suffered no casualties.  As with

Irish troops in Elisabethville, they practiced their profession as they were trained to

do but had not previously engaged in the actual combat facets of that profession.

Their achievement at Kamina of holding a vital UN facility against superior forces,

which had armour and air support, resources unavailable to the Irish troops, whose

                                                  
170 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 12 –13 & Belgian Military Archives, Box 4, File 5. Fonds de Gen. Maj.
Champion).
171 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 16.
172 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 78.
173 Unit history, 1 InfGp, pp 16 & 78-9.
174 Unit history, 1 InfGp, annex ‘D’.
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sole armour comprised two Ferret armoured scout-cars carrying .300 mm Browning

LMGs.  In addition to bemoaning the lack of anti-aircraft weaponry (a strange

deficiency indeed when defending an airfield) 1 InfGp bemoaned also the lack of

permanently attached aircraft for air-borne reconnaissance, necessary due to the

nature of the flat, bush terrain surrounding the airbase, and the area of the base and

its facilities.175  As earlier noted in this chapter, 1 InfGp were the first to be equipped

with the FN automatic rifle.  What is of interest in this process of equipping with

new rifles is that of the process of issuing the FNs to the riflemen.  The unit history

observes that, during their pre-departure training in the Glen of Imaal, Ireland, just

ten FNs were issued ‘so that officers and NCOs could familarise themselves with

the rifle’.176  The final issue of FN rifle took place as the Congo-bound men of 1

InfGp boarded their aircraft at Baldonnel.177 Accordingly, the men of 1 InfGp had no

composite training on or firing practice with the FN rifles prior to departure from

Ireland.

Shortly after the cessation of hostilities in late September 1961, the Irish Minister

for External Affairs visited the Irish force at Kamina on 22 September, during his

tour of inspection of Irish troops in the Congo at that time.  Unfortunately for the

minister, his D.C. 3 aircraft over-shot the runway on landing and the left

undercarriage leg collapsed.178  Despite this no doubt unpleasant arrival, he

inspected an Irish guard-of-honour, toured Irish positions at Kamina, took tea with

the Base Commander and his officers and departed later that same evening for

Elisabethville.179  Whatever hopes that 1InfGp personnel had of remaining in

Kamina to see out the remainder of their service, the C.O. 1 InfGp was advised on 9

October 1961 by ONUC HQ that his unit was being assigned to new stations in

North Katanga, at Nyunzu and Niemba.180  There, in North Katanga, they remained

until repatriated over the period of 18 to 27 November.181

                                                  
175 Unit history, 1 InfGp, pp 18 & 78-9.
176 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 18.
177 Ibid.
178 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 77.
179 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 17.
180 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 79.
181 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 80.
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Chapter 7

7.1
The battle of Jadotville1

Many men who could still see where it was leading them,
Have been drawn on by the allure of this so-called ‘honour’
This word with its seductive power: and fallen with eyes open
Into irremediable catastrophe,
Vanquished in their struggle with a fine word,
Only to achieve a kind of dishonourable honour
Because they weren’t just unlucky,
They were fools.
Thucydides.2

On 3 September 1961 ‘A’ Company of 35 IrBatt was detached from its base at

Elisabethville and posted to Jadotville, Katanga, to ‘establish UN presence there’.3

Although the unit history does not record the emanation of the orders to detach its

‘A’ company, Conor Cruise-O’Brien, the UN secretary general’s representative in

Katanga, would appear to have been the political motivator of the detachment, as he

recounts that the move to Jadotville followed a discussion that he had with the

Belgian consul-general in Elisabethville, towards the end of August, 1961.4  ‘A’

company had already been engaged in the military operations at Elisabethville

airport in August 1961: they had also been involved in Operation Rampunch.  In

their part of ‘Operation Rampunch’, they ‘took gendarmerie HQ and arrested ten

mercenaries’.  They were moved to Jadotville on 3 September 1961 ‘in order to

establish a UN presence there’.5

                                                  
1 Named for Jean JADOT, governor of the Société Général de Belgique (Bank), in honour of his
work of twenty-five years in developing the colony of the Belgian-Congo.
From - Louis Cuypers (ed.) Union Minière du Haut Katanga 1906 – 1956 (Brussels, 1956), p. 175.
2 Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War c.420 BCE translated by Walter Blanco (New York, 1998), p.
230.
3 MAI, Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 3.
4 Conor Cruise O’Brien, To Katanga and back; a UN case history  (London, 1962), p. 227.
5 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 3 &13.
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7. 1: Katanga

(Map courtesy of Dr. Ronan Foley, Geography Department NUI Maynooth)

As tension mounted between UN forces and Katangese gendarmerie, 35 IrBatt unit

history relates that on 13 September ‘A’ company positions in Jadotville were

‘surrounded by a superior force of Gendarmerie du Katanga’.6  The Irish soldiers

came under sustained attack by the Katangese ground forces, supported by fighter

aircraft.  After three days, a cease-fire was called: the Irish were subsequently

disarmed and taken prisoner.7  The battle of Jadotville was, in many respects, a

siege: and consequently, it is as ‘The Siege of Jadotville’ that these three days are

colloquially known in the Irish Army.

                                                  
6 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 14–15.
7 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, passim.
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It will be argued that the assignment of ‘A’ company to the indefensible position in

which they were placed at Jadotville in September 1961 was due to deficient UN

military intelligence, poor operational planning and lack of logistical support. This

chapter will also question whether it is the more honourable to ‘fight to the last

man’ or to concede to superior forces, when a military position becomes untenable.

7.2.

The siege begins
When there are strongholds to your rear,
And narrow passes in front,
You are on enclosed terrain.
And when there is no way out,
You are on
Death terrain.
Sun Tzu.8

Commandant S. Quinlan, officer commanding ‘A’ company, 35 IrBatt began his

report on the action that his company fought at Jadotville to his (battalion)

commanding officer as follows:
At approx. 7.25 hours on Wed. 13 Sept, I received a signal for BN HQ informing
me of OP. MORTHOR and that it had been successfully accomplished.  This was
the first indication I had of any operation or action planned to take place in
ELIZABETHVILLE. At this time, all the men – save those manning the trenches –
were assembling for MASS (sic).
… All carried loaded weapons and were in action almost immediately.9

This was to be one of the more remarkable episodes in the military history of the

Irish Army.  A force of company strength (c.155 all ranks), with minimal armoured

support (one section of two of Ford armoured cars) held out against superior forces

for four days until lack of water, food and ammunition forced them to avail of a

cease-fire.  A noteworthy facet of this action  (the ‘Siege of Jadotville’) is that not a

single Irish soldier lost his life. This analysis of the ‘A’ company action at Jadotville

and the efforts to relieve them by ‘Operation Kane’, which spread over three days,

                                                  
8 Sun Tzu, The art of war c. 520BCE, (London, 2002), p. 83.
9 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 1.
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will rely on the accounts contained in the unit history of the 35th Irish infantry

battalion.10  The paucity of primary sources for such analysis is problematic: it is

salient to observe, however, that during the course of interviews, three veterans

remarked that although they had close friends who fought at Jadotville, these friends

would not discuss what had happened there or during their time as prisoners.11

Returning to the action at Jadotville, and the commencement of hostilities on 13

September 1961:  Comdt. Quinlan recounts that, as his men were assembled for

Mass, the first gendarmerie attack was launched ‘possibly by a signal from the

Garage depot that we were assembled for Mass’.  (Although not so stated, obviously

this ‘garage depot’ overlooked the Irish position).12  About thirty men, in Jeeps and

on foot, mounted this first attack on the Irish position.  The attackers were taken

unawares by the presence of Irish soldiers in forward position trenches:

nevertheless, the Katangese opened fire, which was promptly returned, and the

attack broke-off in some disarray after a firefight of about ten minutes duration.13

Almost immediately after this attack ceased, and during a lull of some two-and-a

half hours, Comdt. Quinlan, with great foresight, ordered that every possible

container in the company’s possession be filled with water – be they baths, buckets,

jerricans or bottles.  Quinlan’s prescience was fortunate, as during that day, the

water supply to the Irish positions was cut-off.14  At the end of this lull, Quinlan

relates that ‘we observed large forces of gendarmerie moving into positions on our

flanks’: he continues:
We could have inflicted heavy casualties at this stage, but I ordered MMGs and
mortars to hold fire, the news from Elisabethville being good: and the chance that
the attack of this morning was the action of some hotheads.15

This was to prove not to be the case: Comdt. Quinlan received information from his

Katangese houseboy that a major assault was being prepared to launch at about

                                                  
10 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 3 & 13.
 Also, unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’ passim: & Appendix ‘C’ passim
11 Veteran interviews – veterans 5,6 & 16.
12 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p.1.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
15 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p.1.
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11.30 hours that same morning (13 September).  At about 11.30 hours an attack

opened with very heavy mortar and small-arms fire.  The Irish responded with

mortars, MMGs and LMGs: the gendarmerie heavy mortar was located and

‘destroyed by our own mortars after it had fired two rounds’ and further, ‘the

ammunition dump for this weapon was also hit, and burned for the rest of that day

and night’.16  Long-range attacks on the Irish positions persisted all day, with

continuous small-arms and occasional mortar fire: however, the Irish returned fire

and Quinlan claimed that ‘our mortars, MMGs, armoured cars and LMGs destroyed

at least three enemy mortars and crews on this day’.17  The next significant event

was the decision of the company commander, Commandant Quinlan, to withdraw to

new positions at last light, as he felt that the forward positions would be untenable if

an assault in force was again mounted, or attempts were made to infiltrate under

cover of darkness.  The necessary company reorganization, preparation and digging-

in were accomplished in about two-and-one half hours.  This reorganization

included a ‘leapfrog’ manoeuvre whereby the forward defensive platoon ‘leaped

over’ their comrades and moved behind them to prepare a new position.18

One hour after last light on 13 September  the Irish unit at Jadotville was in:
A new position, about 250 yards by 150 yards on fairly high ground but
unfortunately there was dead19 ground at ranges of about 600/ 1500 yards. On our
rear, towards the Elisabethville road, we had no observation and only about 29
yards of field-of-fire. A hill of about 300 feet high and a mile to our rear was
strongly held by the enemy. Our plans were to break up all attacks at long range and
use the trenches and fortified villas in our position to deal with any break-in by the
enemy’.20

The next item in Comdt. Quinlan’s report appears to be somewhat out of context, as

it refers to an incident that occurred at 16.00 hours on 13 September and therefore

earlier than the position report quoted above.  This incident refers to enemy gaining

possession of a house 300 yards from the company’s forward position, from which

                                                  
16 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p.1.
17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
19 In military parlance ‘dead’ ground is ground hidden from observers view: activity taking place in
dead ground cannot be seen, save from a higher vantage point.  Also, dead ground renders the
estimation of distances to targets the more difficult.
20 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 1.
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‘heavy fire was brought to bear on one platoon’.21  Using covering fire provided by

MMGs, ‘an anti-tank crew destroyed the enemy in this house’.22  Although not

specified, the anti-tank crew would have used a Carl-Gustaf 84 mm recoilless rifle

for this purpose, as this weapon could fire high explosive shells. Quinlan’s report

continues by recounting that:
The enemy asked for a cease-fire, which I agreed to. They sent ambulances to
collect their dead and wounded out of this building, and immediately after that
mission was accomplished they opened fire again without warning.23

At the next part of his report, Comdt. Quinlan’s battle narrative resumes at the point

of their leapfrogging to the new company position by relating that sustained fire on

his company’s position continued throughout the night of 13-14 September 1961.

The fire directed against them came from small-arms, MMGs and also very heavy

fire from mortars.  Quinlan opines that these mortars were 81 mm and possibly 4.2

inch mortars but he does not indicate how he became aware of these mortars’

calibre.24  Thursday, 14th September was a bad day for ‘A’ company as mortar and

MMG fire became particularly heavy from 05.25 hours until after 06.00 hours: from

then, and throughout that morning, a game of cat-and-mouse, so to speak, began.  In

the hour or so after 05.25, Comdt. Quinlan reported that ‘we were able to locate the

enemy mortars concealed in a grove and garden about 900 yards from our

position’.25  Once the enemy mortars were located,
Counter bombardment from our 60 mm mortars completely destroyed the enemy
mortars and the enemy crews were cut down by our armoured cars and LAs26 as
they tried to run away. Further mortar fire continued from many different positions
during the day.27

The cat-and-mouse game now developed as the Katangese gendarmerie moved their

remaining mortars from place to place, firing a few mortar-bombs, and moving

again.  The Irish mortar crews returned effective fire on the changing enemy

                                                  
21 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 1.
22 Ibid.
23 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 2.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
26 ‘LAs’ is an alternative term for Light Machine Guns (LMGs)
27 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 2.
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positions, to the extent that, according to Comdt. Quinlan’s report, all the

gendarmerie mortars were destroyed on that day.  New enemy mortars were

brought-up some two days later.28

Katangese air-support

Although Quinlan’s men had now successfully countered the threat from

gendarmerie mortars (at least pro tem) - a new menace to the Irish detachment at

Jadotville appeared at about 13.00 hours on that same day (14 September).  At this

time, a Katangese forces jet aircraft flew over on reconnaissance and returned again

with deadly intent at 15.00 and 17.00 hours.  On these return sorties this Katangese

aircraft dropped two bombs and strafed ‘A’ company positions on each run: this

resulted in two Irish soldiers being injured, and (disastrously for the company), their

two buses and all other of their transport were damaged.29   Comdt. Quinlan’s report

tells that the jet aircraft’s approach on attack was ‘out of the sun’ but by the

following day, Friday 15 September, the Irish troops had developed a counter-

measure.  This consisted of a barrage of small-arms fire and concentrated fire from

the machine-guns in their Ford armoured cars.  On this first attack on Friday, the

aircraft dropped two bombs only and did not attempt to strafe.30  On any subsequent

(unspecified) occasions, the air attacks were from a greater height of approach,

rendering fire and bombing inaccurate.31

At this point, it is apposite to reflect on the military action thus far, at the ‘siege’ of

Jadotville.  Commenting on the standard of training in 35 IrBatt, the unit history

observes:
It was thought that the training plan in the Irish home army for all ranks
is very soundly based and very suited to our general needs.32

However, the unit history observes ‘some deficiencies noted’:
Many had not been fully exercised from a battle viewpoint in F.N. rifle and Gustaf
(SMG).

                                                  
28 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 2.
29 Ibid.
30 Ibid.
31 Ibid.
32 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p.48.
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The NCOs are unused to being given initiative opportunities at home and were a
little at sea in the early days in the Congo. This deficiency was quickly rectified and
many NCOs rose to great heights in the operations following the end of August
1961…
Our men at home do not do enough ‘digging-in’. ‘Dig or die’ is a sound motto.33

Taking cognisance of the foregoing points: the history, thus far, of the actions of ‘A’

company, as related by their company commander, Comdt. Quinlan, strongly

indicates a high standard of military competence displayed by all ranks.  This is

evident in the accuracy and effectiveness of return fire by all weapons and all ranks:

particularly noteworthy is the accuracy of mortar fire and the ranging of these

weapons to destroy the enemy mortars.  Quinlan’s report also tells of their No. 31

wireless sets34 failing on Wednesday 13 September 1961, and notes that ‘fire

correction orders were passed to mortar crews from soldiers in our forward

positions’.35  The Irish troops were obviously well dug-in or entrenched, as after two

days of attacks the sole Irish casualties were two men injured by bombs from the

Fouga jet-trainer aircraft.  The company commander had carried out a very

professional survey and assessment of the ground between him and the enemy, and

he and his men had accomplished a leap-frog manoeuvre to a new position, whilst

under fire.  What little armour support had been available to the company was

effectively deployed.  Despite sustained attacks over two days, the Katangese

gendarmerie had failed to overcome the Irish positions.36  On the second day of the

siege at Jadotville, the Irish troops faced a new threat, this time from the air.

Although no anti-aircraft weapons were available to them, they utilised their small-

arms and MMGs mounted on the armoured cars effectively, at least to the extent of

forcing the fighter aircraft to a greater and largely ineffective height.37

This appraisal of the performance of ‘A’ company 35 IrBatt at Jadotville in the first

days of the battle, redounds greatly to the credit of the Irish troops, their commander

and to their basic military training and adaptability.  However, the action at

                                                  
33 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p.48.
34 Back-pack radios used for short or inter-platoon communications.
35 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, pp 1-2.
36 Ibid.
37 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 2.
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Jadotville up to this point suggests that the Katangese gendarmerie were unable to

inflict losses on the apparently encircled Irish infantry company.

A ‘cease-fire’ is arranged

Reverting to the company commander’s report: following on the account of the first

of the attacks by this jet-fighter, Comdt. Quinlan departs once again from a

sequential account of battle events and recounts dealings or negotiations with the

burgomaster of Jadotville. For reasons of narrative continuity and appraisal of the

impact of events, the entirety of those dealings as recorded by Quinlan will be taken

together.  Comdt. Quinlan recounted having had first telephone contact with the

burgomaster, Mr Amisi, on the first morning of the battle, Wednesday 13

September.  The battle narrative contains several references to Amisi, and the role

he played as an intermediary between the commanders of the Irish troops and the

commander of the Katangese gendarmerie at Jadotville.  These contacts with Amisi,

or his representatives, eventually led  to a cease-fire being agreed on Saturday 16

September, on the fourth day of the battle.38  This cease-fire was finally

implemented at about 16.00 hours on that same Saturday but not before a ‘white

officer got his leg shot off as he approached the Irish lines without a white-flag’.39

At 16.20 hours on Saturday, the burgomaster, his adviser and the commanding

officer of the Katangese gendarmerie arrived ‘at the appointed place’.40  The Irish

troops’ representatives attending at this place were Comdt. Quinlan, C.O. of ‘A’

company, the unit chaplain, Fr. Fagan and Lieutenant Froberg, a UN/ Swedish army

interpreter attached to ‘A’ company.41  At this point in his narrative report, Comdt.

Quinlan observes that he was aware of ‘high-level cease-fire negotiations being held

in Elisabethville, with only sniper fire taking place there’.42  Some quite complex

                                                  
38 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, pp 2–5.
39 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 5.
40 Ibid.
41 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 5.
41 Ibid.
42 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 5.
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truce negotiations then took place at this meeting at Jadotville; terms were agreed

and these terms are condensed as follows:

a. That the fighting at the river Lufira bridge would cease.43

b. That the attacking Gendarmerie would disengage and withdraw to barracks.
c. That joint patrols of unarmed Katangese police and Irish troops would form and
enforce a separation zone between the relative combat positions: additionally,
similar patrols would tour the town, as a re-assurance that fighting had stopped.
d. Finally, water supplies would be restored at the Irish positions, (initially by
tanker until burst pipes were repaired) and in the interim 30 dozen of soft-drinks
would be brought to the Irish lines.44

Fighting before the cease-fire

Before considering the implications of the cease-fire, and its subsequent impact on

the Irish troops, it is necessary to return to the battle narrative, as the effects of the

four days’ fighting were beginning to take their toll on the Irish troops ability to

hold their positions under sustained attack – all the while, lacking reinforcement, re-

supply and drinking-water.  This cumulative drain on resources and energies would,

doubtless, influence the Irish commander’s deliberations and decision-making when

the prospect of a cease-fire – and therefore some respite – was put to him on

Saturday afternoon.  In the period between the first appearance of, and firing and

bombing by, the Katangese fighter aircraft on Thursday, 14 September (and the

cease-fire negotiations of Saturday 16 September 1961) the ground attacks

continued against the Irish positions: ‘eight to ten attacks every day, each time under

covering-fire, and about 50/ 60 men involved’.45

The Irish response to these onslaughts was effective:
We could not bring MMG or mortar fire to bear when the enemy formed up in the
dead- ground.46

But:
As soon as the attack groups came within range we broke up every one of them
with devastating fire from our armoured cars’ MMGs, LMGs and rifles.
‘I would like to mention here that we found the Bren gun (LMG) an excellent
weapon. Its fire was devastating up to 1000 yards. The accuracy of our 60 mm

                                                  
43 This appears to be a reference to Operation Kane, mounted to relieve ‘A’ company. Quinlan does
not tell how he became aware of this operation.
44 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, pp 5-6.
45 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 3.
46 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 3.
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mortars and the handling of these weapons was of an extraordinarily high
standard’.47

An attempt to bring some relief to the beleaguered company, by helicopter, ended

shortly after the machine made its first (and only landing) at 09.00 hours on

Saturday 16 September.  As the helicopter touched down, the Katangese opened

machine-gun and rifle fire on it: the Irish troops returned fire, and under cover of

friendly fire, Irish soldiers unloaded the helicopter.  The only mention made of the

cargo borne by the helicopter was ‘20 gallons of water, scarcely enough to supply

20 men with water for one day under our conditions’.  No further mention is made

of the cargo: conjecture would suggest it comprised food and ammunition.   The gun

battle that ensued on the helicopter’s landing was ‘sustained for about two hours on

enemy positions’.48  The fighter aircraft re-appeared shortly after this, and made

several passes over the Irish positions; it also ‘attacked reinforcements coming to

our aid at the Lufira Bridge’.49

By mid-day on Saturday 16 September, the day on which the cease-fire was

arranged, the capability and capacity of ‘A’ company to continue to hold its position

was becoming seriously weakened.  According to Comdt. Quinlan’s account,

‘cooking was impossible by day and extremely difficult by night, but a meal of stew

with bread and potatoes was served in the trenches at about 20.00/ 21.00 hours

daily’.50  This meal was ‘prepared by our cooks who manned their trenches and

fought all day, leaving their trenches at last light to prepare a meal’.51  Quinlan’s

report graphically describes the conditions in the Irish lines occasioned by lack of

water and failed sanitation:
Thirst was our greatest enemy.
Men who were all day in the sweltering heat of the trenches, due to perspiration,
excitement and lack of sleep, require a lot of water. By Friday the water we had left
was very stale. By Saturday it was almost putrid and by Sunday what was left made
the men sick.
There was a grave danger of disease due to burst sewers from bombing and
shelling.

                                                  
47 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 3.
48 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 4.
49 Ibid.
50 Ibid.
51 Ibid.
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There was a vile smell and flies were swarming everywhere.52

The company had suffered five men injured: one from mortar fire, two from aircraft

bombs and two shot by rifles.53

To compound the difficulties facing the company commander, he had been advised

by radio from his battalion HQ of heavy reinforcements attempting to break through

by the river Lufira bridge, in order to relieve the pressure on ‘A’ company, during

Friday and Saturday 15 and 16 September.   Any hopes of relief were dashed when

Comdt. Quinlan, ‘A’ company commander, received a signal that the relief attempt

had been abandoned on Saturday at 19.00 hours after the local cease-fire had been

agreed at Jadotville.54

At this stage, although a cease-fire was in place at Jadotville, the men of ‘A’

company continued to hold their positions in a condition of readiness.  The men still

manned the trenches, and the Katangese fighter aircraft made an appearance over

the Irish lines on Sunday morning, 17 September 1961, when ‘two-thirds of the men

had assembled for Mass while the others still held the trenches’.55   About this time

(early Sunday morning) according to Comdt. Quinlan’s narrative, ‘we also observed

large groups of Gendarmerie and many paratroopers still around our positions’.56

Two abortive attempts to form the patrols agreed under cease-fire, which were

intended to show a return to calm, had failed at the assembly stage, as armed

Gendarmerie had tried to become involved, and not unarmed police as agreed.57

The cease-fire unravels

At this point, some recapitulation is helpful in the formulating a summary of the

general situation in which this infantry company of 35 IrBatt found itself on the

morning of Sunday 17 September.  The Irish troops were without potable water,

were suffering from the effects of sweltering heat and lack of sleep: attempts to re-
                                                  
52 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 4.
53 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 3.
54 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, pp 3-6.
55 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 6.
56 Ibid.
57 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 6.
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supply them by helicopter had thus far failed.  Their transport was damaged and

possibly unserviceable: thus it was neither practicable, nor prudent, to attempt a

fighting break-out, as only the armoured cars could, possibly, have fought their way

out.  ‘A ‘company of some 150 infantrymen men were faced with a Katangese

opposition force estimated in Commandant Quinlan’s report at between 4,000 and

5,000 men, and these, with air support.  The operation mounted from Elisabethville

with the objective of relieving ‘A’ company in their state of siege at Jadotville had

been turned back, having failed to take the critical bridge over the Lufira river,

which controlled the sole river crossing between Elisabethville and Jadotville.

Since the Irish could not be reinforced, relieved or re-supplied, it was possible that

the food and ammunition supply was – or was about to become  – critically

depleted.  Despite the sustained attacks, the Irish casualties were relatively low, at

five wounded: on the other hand, the Katangese had taken estimated casualties of

150 dead, an estimated eighty men, additionally, were hospitalised and an unknown

number were wounded.58

So, ‘when Burgomaster Amisi and his white “adviser” came to the Irish lines at

08.30 hours on Sunday morning’, they were arriving in or from a position of

strength, as the Irish troops were by that stage on very weak ground indeed.  The

only unused ‘weapon’ in Comdt. Quinlan’s armoury was the threat of ‘three UN jets

arriving in Elisabethville that day’.  This proved to be an ineffective threat, as these

aircraft did not provide any succour to ‘A’ company, as they did not arrive.59

Quinlan and the burgomaster discussed the problem of the continuing lack of water

at the Irish position, and their moving to undamaged houses from the damaged ones

they occupied.  At this point, a gendarmerie officer, Major Makita (nationality

unspecified) arrived and joined the discussion.  Makita now began to insist that the

Irish move all of their heavy weapons into one house, and if they did so, water

supply would resume.  It became apparent that the Katangese gendarmerie was in

the ascendant position, as the burgomaster withdrew from negotiations: Quinlan

also became aware that ‘a large group of paratroopers had arrived from the Lufira

                                                  
58 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 8.
59 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 6.
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bridge, and taken up positions to the rear of our lines’.60  However, Comdt. Quinlan

did not yet yield: he related that he ‘drove into the town to – ostensibly – buy beer

for the men’ but in reality, to make reconnaissance.61  On his return, Quinlan

continued to insist to Major Makita that the terms of cease-fire agreed with

Burgomaster Amisi be observed:  unfortunately, the burgomaster was ‘unavailable

since 11.30 hours’.62

At this stage of his report, Comdt. Quinlan made an appraisal of the prospects which

faced him and his men of ‘A’ company: they had little or no hope of ground

assistance.  The promised UN jet aircraft had not appeared.  Quinlan maintained

that, even without fighting, the Irish could not hold out for another day as their

water supply was exhausted. He further opined that if attacked again, ‘it would

develop into a massacre’.63

Quinlan continued thus:
I summoned all my officers and held a conference.
There was no doubt now but that our surrender would be demanded at any time.
We were all agreed that if we could get acceptable guarantees of our safety we
would have no choice but to accept, as there was absolutely no hope of help
arriving in time.
We were determined not to surrender to MAKITO as we were not prepared to trust
him and if we could not get acceptable guarantees from the Burgomaster or some
other responsible person, we decided to fight to the last.64

7.3

The siege ends: ‘A’ company surrenders at Jadotville

Sunday 17 September  wore on in stalemate: at this point the continuing account of

the battle at Jadotville, related by Commandant Quinlan, takes on a certain note of

poignancy. He records that:

At approximately 17.00 hours. Mr. MUNUNGO65 arrived, and asked me to come to
his hotel in the town for discussions. I took Fr. Fagan, Capt. Donnelly and Lt.
Froberg with me. After paying tribute to us for doing our duty as soldiers, he
demanded our immediate surrender. I protested that there was a cease-fire and that
this demand was outrageous. He made it clear that there was no alternative.

                                                  
60 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, pp 6, 7.
61 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 7.
62 Ibid.
63 Ibid.
64 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 7. (Italics are writer’s - for emphasis).
65 Mr. Godfried Munongo, Minister for the Interior, in the government of Katanga..
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We decided at this stage that the only road open to us was to accept this surrender
as further action would have resulted in the complete annihilation of our men.66

It is both appropriate and relevant to include reference to some factors and events

that are not mentioned in Commandant Quinlan’s account of the action at Jadotville.

It should also be borne in mind that Quinlan submitted his account by way of a

report to his commanding officer on 30 October 1961, having been a prisoner-of-

war from the surrender on 18 September to 25 October 1961.67

The unit history of 35 IrBatt includes a log of wireless messages transmitted and

received at the headquarters of UN military sector B communication centre in the

period 11 - 22 September, covering the preparation for, the execution and the

winding down of Operation Morthor.   35 IrBatt was part of this sector of command:

the sector commander was a Swedish officer, Colonel Jonas Waern.68  This log

(hereafter referred to as 35 IrBatt wireless log) includes inter alia some references

to the battle of Jadotville, mainly concerning attempts to relieve ‘A’ company, and

also includes some transmissions to and messages received from ‘A’ company

signal section at Jadotville.  This log runs to twenty-nine A.4 size pages – and forms

appendix ‘A’ of 35 IrBatt unit history.69

One of the most intriguing of these logged messages relevant to Jadotville is a

somewhat cryptic one:

15/9 (1961) 23.45 hours. IR to LEO & WA:70

Discussed position with company commander Jadotville.
He refuses to break-out. He would lose too many lives.
He would prefer to capitulate. Few casualties.
O’Brien71 told MacNamee72 to tell his company commander to hold
and not capitulate.73

                                                  
66 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 7.
67 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, pp 7-11.
68 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’, Introduction.
69 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’. pp 1-29.
70 IR = Irish battalion HQ: LEO = ONUC military HQ at Leopoldville, Congo. WA = Tactical HQ at
Elisabethville for Operation Morthor. (Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’ Introduction).
71 Dr. Conor Cruise O’Brien – Representative of UN secretary-general in Katanga, Congo.
72 Lt. Col. MacNamee, Commanding officer, 35IrBatt.
73 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’. p. 16.
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The discussion referred to in the message above took place on the third day of the

battle: Quinlan’s account of the battle, on page 2, tells that the Katangese fighter

aircraft had ‘damaged the two buses and all our transport’.74  The question that

arises from this is: what transport was then available to the company, during the

battle, for the purposes of breaking-out, even if it was serviceable?  Since Quinlan’s

account is not specific about the type and number of vehicles there, a perusal of 35

IrBatt transport section’s report in the unit history is instructive in this regard.   The

schedule of vehicles assigned to 35 IrBatt records that ‘A’ company’s transport at

Jadotville was two buses, two trucks, three jeeps and two cars – all of which were

destroyed or captured at Jadotville.75  The total passenger capacity of these vehicles

is not shown: but an estimation of the carrying capacity of buses at forty men each;

trucks at twenty men each; jeeps and cars at six men each – gives a total carrying

capacity of barely 150 men – disregarding capacity needed for weapons and

necessary stores such as fuel and ammunition, and noting also that buses are not

suitable for break-out operations.  The unit history does not give a company

organisational chart for ‘A’ company but, using the battalion armament table and

the battalion nominal roll as a guide, it is calculated that the manpower, all ranks, of

‘A’ company at Jadotville was 154 men, plus a chaplain, a medical officer (non-

combatants) and two Swedish officer-interpreters.76  Transport available at

Jadotville provided just 150 places: how then, would it have been possible to effect

a break-out, even with the support of the two armoured cars attached to ‘A’

company?   This deficiency of adequate transport also raises another issue: if the

company at Jadotville had not adequate transport, it can be extrapolated that the

transport used to bring the company to Jadotville – in the first instance – was

withdrawn in part, effectively isolating the Irish unit from its natural logistical

support at Elisabethville.

The above quoted message reveals another facet of some interest: Dr. Conor-Cruise

O’Brien, a political official of UN/ONUC, was giving instructions of a de facto

                                                  
74 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 2.
75 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 53-55.
76 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘D’. pp 6-7 & Appendix ‘O’, passim.
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military operational nature to the commanding officer of 35 IrBatt.77  It is reasonable

to assume that O’Brien had little, if any, appreciation of the realities of the military

situation in which ‘A’ company found themselves at Jadotville in mid-September

1961 – leaving aside the question of whether O’Brien had the authority to issue such

an order.

As to the realities of the military situation of ‘A’ company at Jadotville, it is

instructive to consider the import of the following message recorded in 35 IrBatt

wireless log, and logged as received at 18.10 hours on Saturday 17 September 1961.

17/9 (1961) 18.10
Message from JADOTVILLE.
“ You don’t understand the problem. The heli (helicopter) cannot go now.
Help is too late.
We have no food and no water. There is no def (defensive) position here.
We have to go to a “hotel” with our personal arms.
There is no way out except high level talks.
It is a decision for AIKEN/ MCKEOWN.78

35 IrBatt wireless log of earlier on 17 September also records that:
17/9 (1961) 08.00
Mr. O’Brien wants latest news from JADOTVILLE urgently
For Mr. AIKEN in LEO79.

The wireless log does not record whether O’Brien received the required information

from Jadotville, or how any such information was passed to Mr. Aiken in

Leopoldville: nor, indeed does the log record why the information was requested in

the first instance.  The wireless log does note, on its opening page, that the log does

not include records of messages delivered to 35 IrBatt HQ in person, or by

telephone.80  

                                                  
77 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’. p. 16.
78 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ’A’, p. 20.  & Aiken Papers. Volume 7. P104/6391.
 (AIKEN, Frank – Irish Minister for External Affairs then in Leopoldville. MCKEOWN, Séan – Irish
General: then Chief of Staff of ONUC.
79 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’. p. 20.
80 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’, p. 1.
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In the event, 35 IrBatt wireless log records the final act in the battle at Jadotville, as

follows:
17/9 (1961) 20.10
Message from JADOTVILLE company.
“Company has surrendered – surrender honourable – left personal weapons.
Surrender made MUNONGO81 - treated well”.82

7.4
Prisoners-of-war

7. 2: ‘ A’ Company, 35th. Battalion: in captivity
Commandant Quinlan is seated, left foreground, wearing beret

(Military Archives, Ireland)

In his report, Commandant Quinlan records little detail of the surrender itself, save

that it was received by Mr. Godfried Munongo, minister for the interior in the

Katanga government; nor does Quinlan give any indication of how he felt at this
                                                  
81 Godfried Munongo, Minister for Interior, government of Katanga.
82 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’. p. 26
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time, having endured a battle of five days duration, against significant odds.  He

does, however, give some detail regarding the numbers of the Katangese enemy,

and casualties suffered by them.  Quinlan estimated the strength of the enemy at

about 2,000 men: an Irish man, who, according to Quinlan, was named Kearney and

who worked in Jadotville at the time of the battle, estimated the enemy at about

4,000 to 5,000 men.83  The intelligence chart in 35 IrBatt unit history, facing p.3 of

Annexe ‘G’, and dated 30 September 1961, shows a Katangese gendarmerie

battalion plus two further companies stationed in, or near, Jadotville.84 Using a

measurement of similar strengths of manpower in both the Irish and Katangese

formations, would put the strength in the area of Jadotville at the end of September

at about 1,250 men.  Allowing for reinforcements possibly drafted in during the

battle in September, Quinlan’s estimate of 2,000 is probably the more accurate.  It is

observed that when 38 IrBatt arrived in Katanga a year later, its estimate of

Gendarmerie strength in the Jadotville area at 2,500 suggests a fairly static

Katangese force in this area.  ‘A’ company had suffered five total casualties during

the battle of Jadotville.85   Quinlan estimated that his company had inflicted

casualties on the enemy side of about one hundred and fifty killed and some eighty

wounded.86  There is no sense of ‘tallying’ or ‘score-keeping’ in Comdt. Quinlan’s

account of the casualties inflicted on the enemy, he recounts the information in a

matter-of-fact way.87

For the first few days of their captivity, the Irish soldiers were kept as prisoners-of-

war at Jadotville:  their treatment was good whilst there.  The men were kept

occupied by physical training, lectures, discussions and indoor games, as any form

of military drill was forbidden.88  During this time they were visited by the president

of Katanga, Moise Tshombe, and by a representative of the Red Cross from Geneva,

Dr. Hoffman.89   On 11 October, some three weeks after their captivity began, the

                                                  
83 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Annexe ‘B’, p. 8.
84 Unit history, 35 IrBatt: chart facing p.3 of Annexe ‘G’.
85 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 3.
86 Ibid.
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid.
89 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Annexe ‘B’, p. 9.
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company was transferred to Kolwezi, Katanga.  Comdt. Quinlan recorded the

transfer journey as having ‘Lasted all day from approx. 09.00/ 23.00 hrs, with no

food and very little water’.90

In their new prison, located at Camp Nzilo, twenty miles north of Kolwezi, the

treatment of the Irish soldiers was very bad, featuring many searches, incidence of

physical violence and lack of basic facilities, such as beds.  Quinlan tells that ‘after

two days we got 75 mattresses and some beds, which we distributed so that each

man had either a bed or a mattress’.91  On 16 October, the Irish company was

transferred to Jadotville, then to Elisabethville, and finally returned to Kolwezi.92

The reason for all this movement is not recorded, but it could reasonably be

assumed that it was an abortive release.  Eventually, at 09.00 hours on 24 October

1961, having been held captive for just over one month, the Irish soldiers were

brought to Elisabethville, via Jadotville, and released to their parent unit, 35 IrBatt,

at 16.50 hours.93  In this last period of captivity, their treatment was generally poor.

They experienced threats of, and actual, physical violence, their watches and radios

were stolen, inadequate food and water provided and no access to mail.94

Comdt. Quinlan does not record the nature of the welcome – if any – that he and his

men received from their comrades: this appears  a very remarkable omission.  In the

conclusion of his report, however, Quinlan is fulsome in his praise of the courage,

loyalty and steadfastness of his men.95  The sole mention of the undoubted

leadership ability and military professionalism of Quinlan, his officers, NCOs and

his men is recorded not by their peers or Irish superiors but in a letter of tribute to 35

IrBatt from Brigadier Raja, the commander of the operations in south Katanga.  In

this letter Raja begins:
The 35th Irish battalion has shown remarkable steadfastness and fortitude during
the very difficult times that they had had to pass through during their stay in South
Katanga.96

                                                  
90 Ibid.
91 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Annexe ‘B’, p. 9.
92 Ibid.
93 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Annexe ‘B’, pp 8-10
94 Ibid.
95 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Annexe ‘B’, pp 10-11.
96 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 69. Letter of appreciation from Brigadier Raja, O.C. Katanga command
ONUC.
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Having praised the leadership of Col. MacNamee, the commanding officer of 35

IrBatt, Raja - singled-out Commandant Quinlan:
I should like to make particular mention of Commandant Quinlan, who was in
command of the company that had the misfortune to suffer so much at Jadotville.
This officer needs little commendation as his performance in maintaining the
discipline and morale of his men during a particularly difficult stage of Katanga
operations speaks for itself.
I have great personal admiration for the initiative, courage, drive and restraint of
this officer and I believe that he could be held as an example for all soldiers.97

Raja appears to be the sole person of authority who praised Quinlan for his

undoubted achievements at Jadotville.  Commandant Quinlan, in holding-off vastly

superior forces (who also had air support) for four days, had shown a very high level

of military ability and competence.  With some 150 men, he had held out against ten

times his number, until lack of food, water and ammunition had forced him to

capitulate, then with great reluctance, and without one single life being lost from

amongst his Irish command.  Additionally, as ‘A’ company had held out for four

days as the military engagements of Operation Morthor raged in Elizabethville

Quinlan and his men had achieved something of a strategic feat: by their prolonging

the engagement with Katangese gendarmerie at Jadotville, they had, in effect, tied-

up some 2,000 enemy troops.  Had these Katangese troops not been hotly engaged

at Jadotville, their deployment to Elizabethville might well have had a marked effect

on military operations there.  However, by surrendering with his command,

Commandant Quinlan gave the Katangese government a considerable bargaining

chip in that the Katangese then held some 150 UN troops as prisoners.  Despite

these achievements, Commandant Quinlan’s name does not appear on the list of

those officers, NCOs and men decorated for service in the Congo.98

7.5
Attempts to relieve Jadotville: Operation ‘Force Kane’

                                                  
97 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 69. Letter of appreciation from Brigadier Raja, O.C. Katanga command
ONUC.
98 MAI, Congo – a new departure, commemorative book produced by Irish Defence Forces press,
(Dublin, 2010).
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35 IrBatt HQ mounted two operational attempts to relieve their comrades at

Jadotville: these operations were codenamed ‘Force Kane’. As Commandant J.P.

Kane was the officer commanding for both operations, it is reasonable to assume

that Force Kane took its name from him. Several attempts were made on 13/ 14

September and on 16 September.99  For sake of narrative clarity, these operations

will be discussed individually, and overarching conclusions will be then be drawn.

First operation – ‘Force Kane’

The 35 IrBatt unit history relates that this first force was ‘hastily organized and

collected from units withdrawn from action in the city proper (Elisabethville)’.  It

comprised two infantry platoons and one support platoon from ‘B’ company, with

two Irish Ford armoured cars and two Swedish APCs.100  It is noteworthy to observe

that these Swedish APCs, Terrangabil M42s, protected by 20 mm armour, with off-

road capability, armed with twin Madsen 7.62 mm machine guns and they were

superior to the Irish armoured cars as regards armour, drive capability and

armament.101

                                                  
99 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘C’, p. 1.
100 Ibid.
101 Swedish Armed Forces, LEDS LED Samo LEDS_LED_Samo@HKVMIL.mil.se, (19 November
2012) & Eva-Sofi Ernstell evasofie@armemuseum.se (21 November 2012).
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7. 3: Swedish Terrangabil M42 APC

(Military Archives, Ireland)

(First operation – ‘Force Kane’ - continued).

Although the total strength of this first force is not given in the unit history, standard

Irish Army organisation would indicate a total infantry and support manpower of

about 120 all ranks with an additional eight men in Irish armoured cars and four

more men in Swedish APCs. The total fighting force was therefore about 134 all

ranks.102

                                                  
102 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘C’, p. 1.
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The force assembled in the Irish headquarters camp at Prince Leopold Farm,

Elisabethville on 13 September and at 16.15 hours, they departed for Jadotville.

They reached the river Lufira, ninety-six kilometres from Elisabethville, with the

onset of last light at 18.35 hours: almost immediately, an assault was mounted in an

attempt to force a crossing of the bridge on the river Lufira, which was defended by

about a company strength of Katangese gendarmerie placed in strong defensive

positions.

7. 4: Jadotville & Lufira Bridge

(Map, courtesy of Dr. Ronan Foley – Department of Geography, NUI Maynooth)

The bridge itself was obstructed by large tree-trunks and road-construction

machinery.103  The initial assault was made by one platoon supported by the

weaponry of the Irish armoured cars and Swedish APCs: however, this unit in attack

was unable to overcome the obstructions on the road.  Faced with ‘a wall of fire

from MMGs, LMGs, automatic rifles and grenades’ the armour supported Irish
                                                  
103 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘C’, pp 1- 2.
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infantry platoon was unable to force the bridge, and they were ordered to retire from

the attempt to force the bridge.104

It was now 19.15 hours on 13 September: the next tactic employed by Force Kane

was to engage the road obstacles with their 84 mm anti-tank weapons, and to some

effect since ‘the large vehicle blocks were set on fire’.105  Then, a reconnaissance

party, under the command of the force second-in-command, Commandant M.

Heffernan, advanced towards the bridge to probe the situation there.  Aided by the

searchlights on the supporting armoured cars, this reconnaissance observed that

some obstacles on the bridge ‘were still in position and formidable and could not be

removed by any means at our disposal’.106  Both the reconnaissance party and the

anti-tank gunners came under continuous fire from Katangese positions during the

time they were advancing to, and had a foothold upon, the Lufira bridge.107

It was now 19.45 hours: the troops comprising Force Kane had been engaged since

02.30 hours that day, both at Elisabethville and at the bridge on the Lufira river.

Commandant Kane, the commander of the force, now decided that the physical

strain had sapped his troops and he ordered a withdrawal to about 6 kilometres from

the bridge, where a defensive position was established.  An officers’ conference was

ordered and plans for the next day were made: the force was fed and all, save

sentries, retired for the night at about 22.00 hours – a scheme of all-round security

having been established at the Irish position.108

Reveille was at 04.30 hours on the next day, 14 September: following on breakfast,

Force Kane formed-up to return for a further attempt to force a crossing of the

Lufira bridge.  At this stage, ‘transport gave great difficulties, and this delayed the

move to the start-line’, and the subsequent arrival at the Lufira bridge, to 08.30

hours.109  Once again, as at Jadotville, Irish troops involved in hostile engagements

at this time were bedevilled by lack of (or faulty) vehicles.  Having arrived at the

Lufira bridge at 08.30 hours, a renewed attempt was made by an infantry platoon

                                                  
104 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘C’, p. 2.
105 Ibid.
106 Ibid.
107 Ibid.
108 Ibid.
109 Ibid.
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and two Irish armoured cars to probe the bridge defences or obstacles, and to open

the way for a full assault and clearance of the bridge.  This morning probe was again

repulsed by ‘withering fire directed at our troops from strongly placed enemy

positions’.110  One hour later, at 09.30 hours on 14 September, ‘it was now fully

realised the force at our disposal could not force a crossing by the Lufira’.  The

commander of Force Kane estimated that ‘more than a well-equipped company with

well directed command’ held the bridge.111  This second probing group having also

been unable to advance, a new plan was devised:
To saturate the enemy positions with combined armoured car MMGs and 81 mm
mortar fire from a position of about 1,000 metres from the bridge, directed from an
observation post established for that purpose, for about 30 minutes’.112

At 11.00 hours on 14 September, this first operation by Force Kane was aborted,

and all withdrew to Elisabethville.  The Irish force had not suffered any casualties,

but the unit history of 35 IrBatt states that ‘the enemy suffered 50 casualties’.  Force

Kane suffered the loss of one truck.113  The commander of Force Kane also adverted

to ‘difficulties in getting communication either to Elisabethville or Jadotville’.  This

part of the record, on this first operation, ends with a description of the terrain in the

vicinity of the bridge ‘there is high grass cover on south and north of the bridge; to

the north, the ground rises slightly. The river is deep at this point where it passes

under the road and railway bridges’.114

The decision of Commandant Kane to withdraw to Elisabethville is not explained:

nor, does the commander cite (at this stage) instructions from his battalion

commanding officer to withdraw.  No observation or harassing force was left near

the bridge: it might have been more logical - from a tactical viewpoint – to maintain

the two infantry and one support platoon in a position near the bridge, with their

armour support, to harass the Katangese positions and hinder their reinforcement,

while reinforcements of men and materiel were sent from Elisabethville to bolster

Force Kane.  However, this observation is qualified by noting that the logistics of
                                                  
110 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘C’, p. 2.
111 Ibid.
112 Ibid.
113 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix ‘C’, pp 2-3.
114 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix ‘C’, p. 3.
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Force Kane at that time are unknown, but it is known that radio communications

were difficult.  What is not qualified is the observation that the plight of ‘A’

company, under siege in Jadotville, was not likely to be ameliorated in the near

future.  A ‘Dien Bien Phu’ situation was now developing at Jadotville, as ‘A’

company did not receive any support or reinforcement by air or by land.115  What is

remarkable is that it is claimed that Force Kane had inflicted losses of fifty enemy

dead from Katangese forces who were on higher ground and that no Irish casualties

were suffered in attacks on these Katangese positions, across open ground and

constricted by the approaches to, and on the Lufira bridge.  The account of Force

Kane operations in 35 IrBatt unit history does not relate how the Katangese casualty

figures were established.

Second operation – ‘Force Kane’

This second operation began on 16 September, again under the command of

Commandant Kane.116  For this operation, Force Kane was composed of one Irish

infantry company, one Indian Gurkha company, two Irish armoured cars, two

Swedish APCs and a section each of medical personnel and engineers.  The

operation start time was 07.45 hours and the assembly area at the bridge on the river

Lufira was reached, without incident, at 10.00 hours; there the force was fed in

dispersed positions, while a platoon strength reconnaissance was carried out.117

During this halt, ‘a Fouga Jet Fighter, which used heavy machine guns and bombs’,

attacked the men of Force Kane from the air: however, no casualties were suffered

by Force Kane.118  The reconnaissance force carried on towards the bridge: in the

vicinity of the bridge, this reconnaissance party ‘met two local men who told them

that the Katangese troops on the bridge had suffered very heavy casualties in the

earlier attacks, but had been reinforced by troops from Kolwezi’.119  Just after 10.00

hours the Fouga, made a second pass: a sergeant in the medical section was

                                                  
115 Martin Windrow, The last valley: Dien Bien Phu and the French defeat in Vietnam (London,
2005), pp 367-412.
116 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘C’, p. 3.
117 Ibid.
118 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘C’, p. 4.
119 Ibid.
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wounded in the legs and a Jeep was destroyed.120  However, the reconnaissance

party came under attack ‘from the east side of the road’: this meant that the

Katangese were now on both sides of the river and were attempting to ‘flank’ Force

Kane.  In the ensuing firefight, the armoured cars and APCs joined in and pursued

the Katangese troops into the bush.  The Katangese troops dispersed and their fire

slackened, allowing the reconnaissance platoon and the armoured vehicles return to

the assembly area.121  The Fouga jet made yet another attack during which ‘three

Gurkhas were killed, five wounded and a bus and a truck disabled’.122

Veteran F, then a Lieutenant – now Brigadier-General (Retired) – was with the

second Force Kane operation.  He recalled his experience of being strafed by the

Katangese Fouga’s machine-guns.  Although, naturally, he took cover, he later

reflected on the fortunate circumstance that no Irish casualties arose from this form

of aerial attack.  This good fortune did not, as earlier noted, extend to the Gurkha

element of Force Kane that lost three men killed by Fouga bombing.  These Gurkha

losses caused the commanding-officer (O/C) of the Gurkha company to inform

Commandant Kane that he was withdrawing his men to base at Elisabethville.

Veteran F was present when this conversation took place: the withdrawing of the

Gurkha element may have influenced Comdt. Kane’s subsequent decision to break-

off the second operation at Lufira Bridge.123  However, Comdt. Kane’s post-action

report contained in 35 IrBatt unit history does not mention this action by O/C

Gurkhas.

Following on these events (the attack on the reconnaissance party and the casualties

caused by the latest pass of the Fouga fighter) Commandant Kane re-assessed the

situation of Force Kane and concluded that:
(i) A Daylight attack to force the (Lufira river) crossing without Air Support was
NOT possible without very serious losses.
(ii) A Bn (battalion) minus was NOT adequate to force the river outposts, extending
2,000 yards fwd (forward), take and hold the crossings and send forward a force to
JADOTVILLE to relieve A/Coy and attachments and lift all back through the
LUFIRA Crossings to E’VILLE.124

                                                  
120 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘C’, p. 4.
121 Ibid.
122 Ibid.
123 Interview – Veteran F.
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Again, it is noteworthy to observe that – remarkably – the Irish elements of Force

Kane had taken no casualties in this latest sortie.  Comdt. Kane examined the

possibility of a flanking move eastwards, crossing the river Lufira some distance

from the strongly held bridge, which had thus far resisted Force Kane’s attacks.  The

report of a reconnaissance party of engineers sent to examine this possibility

reported that the roads on the flank had been ‘thoroughly demolished’ and the

engineers were of the opinion that ‘it would take 2/ 3 hours to make one of these

roads passable to heavy traffic’.125  At 16.30 hours on 16 September, the position at

the Lufira bridge having been assessed as un-assailable with existing force, and

wanting air support, the situation was reported to 35 IrBatt HQ and Force Kane was

ordered to disengage and return to Elisabethville.

The withdrawal was effected without incident; but, on the return journey – some

twelve kilometers north of Elisabethville - the Force Kane column was ambushed

from a prepared position, where the road was also mined.126  Again, the armoured

cars and APCs were used to advance into the heart of the ambush area, engage the

ambuscade with their MMGs, suppress the Katangese fire, thus allowing the soft-

skinned transport to pass through the danger zone in safety.127  On this occasion, the

Irish and Gurkha elements of Force Kane each suffered five men wounded.128

7.5.1

Conclusions drawn from Operation Kane

Some conclusions may be drawn as regards the strengths, equipment, supporting

arms and the actions of Force Kane in its two attempts to force the Lufira bridge and

succour their beleaguered comrades in ‘A’ company at Jadotville.  Firstly, it was

clear that the Katangese had air superiority – if only a single fighter – whereas Force

Kane had no air support.  This factor could have been countered by anti-aircraft

guns, which Force Kane also lacked.  Secondly, Commandant Kane’s report on his

                                                  
125 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘C’, p. 4.
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Force’s operations regarding the type of fire to which they were subjected mentions

only fire from Katangese small arms and light/ medium machine guns.  His force

had superior armament, having anti-tank weapons; vehicle mounted machine guns -

with greater flexibility of positioning – light and medium machine guns; and,

importantly 81 mm mortars.  On the second day of the first operation to force the

Lufira bridge, these mortars were used for saturation fire on the Katangese

positions.  During the second operation at the bridge, the commander makes no

mention of using mortars: yet, he had at his disposal a full Irish infantry company,

and a full Gurkha company, the Irish unit – at least – would have had mortars in the

support platoon of their company.  Thirdly, when Force Kane returned on the

second operation, knowing the obstacles that were on (or likely to have been

replaced on) the Lufira bridge, they appear not to have carried any demolition

equipment or materiel or, if they did, it was not used.  Fourthly, the first operation at

the Lufira was conducted with less than a full company.  Faced with apparently

superior and well-positioned Katangese forces, Force Kane was unable to force the

crossing.  On the second operation, Force Kane comprised of two full companies,

twice the manpower of the original force, with supporting armour – even if these

were light armoured vehicles.  Yet Commandant Kane appeared to have made no

more than one attempt at reconnaissance, and when the reconnaissance party came

under fire, the entire operation was aborted.  Commandant Kane made no mention

of deploying any other elements of his command, his own infantry and mortars, or

the resources of the Indian army Gurkha company under his command – save for the

engineer reconnaissance party eastwards and the armoured unit’s movement to

extract the infantry reconnaissance platoon.  Fifthly, there remains the question of

Force Kane’s tactical deployment and offensive engagements.  The strategic

objectives were those of forcing of the Lufira river crossing and relieving

beleaguered ‘A’ company in Jadotville.  Whereas the first operation might be

regarded as robust probing of the Katangese positions at the Lufira bridge, the

second operation was a reconnaissance in infantry platoon strength and was

concluded when this platoon came under sustained Katangese fire.  Although a

flanking movement to the east of the Lufira bridge by Force Kane was mooted and
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explored by reconnaissance, no further attempt was made and Force Kane was

ambushed during its return to base.  Clearly, the Katangese commander had

reinforced his positions at the Lufira, and had laid ambuscade – thus demonstrating

his tactical skills.  He obviously had better resources by way of men and logistical

materiel at his disposal.  It also appears that Katangese military communication

systems were superior, as the deployment of men and weapons to the ambush

demonstrated.

In the event, despite three days having been spent by Force Kane on attempts to

force a crossing at the bridge on the river Lufira, the UN relieving forces withdrew

to their base at Elisabethville on 16 September and ‘A’ company was now isolated,

left to its own devices.  Two days later on 18 September, ‘A’ company, without

food or water – was forced to capitulate.

7.6

Reflections on, and conclusions drawn from, the battle of Jadotville
‘A’ company, 35 IrBatt was detached to Jadotville in September ‘in order to

establish a UN presence there’.129  Although the unit history does not record the

rationale for, or origin of, the orders to assign ‘A’ company to Jadotville, the

political originator of the orders appears to have been Dr. Conor Cruise O’Brien, the

UN secretary-general’s representative in Katanga.  O’Brien relates in his

autobiographical account of the period that the move to Jadotville was the

consequence of a discussion that he had with the Belgian consul-general in

Elisabethville  towards the end of August, 1961.130

The 35 IrBatt unit history does not contain any intelligence appraisal of the situation

in Jadotville at that time; nor does it record the operational instructions to the

company commander, Commandant Quinlan.  Indeed, it does not record the precise

positions or encampments that ‘A’ company would occupy on arrival at Jadotville.

                                                  
129 Unit history,  35IrBatt, pp 3 & 13.
130 O’Brien, To Katanga and back, p. 227.
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The opposing Katangese gendarmerie in Jadotville and in nearby Shinkolobwe, in

mid-September 1961, were four companies strong, according to the schematic plan

of 30 September 1961 contained in 35 IrBatt unit history. The gendarmerie also had

a battalion HQ and training camp in the nearby area.131  In comparative terms,

therefore, a UN/ Irish infantry company, with two armoured cars in support, faced a

number of potential enemy forces four to five times greater than they.  The Irish unit

arrived in Jadotville having already taken part in the aggressive operation of late

August, to clear Katangese gendarmerie from Elisabethville airport, and the equally

aggressive Operation Rampunch of the same month.   The men of ‘A’ company and

its commander were not aware of the very aggressive UN Operation Morthor in

Elisabethville, until it had concluded on 13 September 1961.

The situation in which the officers and men of this Irish infantry company found

themselves on 13 September and the following three days was one where they were

opposed by vastly superior forces – in other words, in a situation where they had

been placed with no apparent regard for their ability to resist the forces ranged

against them.   In addition, they had inadequate transport and armour and were,

therefore unable to attempt a break-out from their besieged position: as has been

seen in the examination of relief Operation(s) Kane, the escape route (or the re-

supply) route to Elisabethville was cut by the gendarmerie position on the river

Lufira bridge.  Without adequate transport or armour, ‘A’ company could not,

alternatively, stage a break-out northwards to the UN base at Kamina – the nearest

friendly position.   The Katangese had air superiority, so re-supply or reinforcement

of ‘A’ company by air was not possible.  On two occasions during the battle of

Jadotville, plans were made and operations mooted to re-supply ‘A’ company by air.

35 IrBatt wireless log records that on 14 September, a DC 3 aircraft was being

readied for an air-drop of supplies to ‘A’ company, to take place on next day, 15

September.  However, this operation was cancelled at 09.30 hours on the same day

by order of the UN brigade commander.132  Although no reason for this cancellation

                                                  
131 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, schematic drawing – p. 3 of annex ‘G’.
132 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’, pp 12-15.
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of the planned air-drop by DC 3 is give, UN brigade command were aware of the

earlier attacks at Jadotville and at the Lufira bridge on 14 September by the

Katangese Fouga jet aircraft.133  The cancellation decision was affirmed at 15.00

hours on 15 September, when Colonel Waern, commander UN sector B, advised

UN air-operations commander that the DC 3 could be used for reconnaissance

flights towards neighbouring Rhodesia.134

The second planned supply air-drop to ‘A’ company at Jadotville was mooted later

on 15 September: on this occasion, 35 IrBatt wireless log records that at 19.30

hours, UN brigade HQ informed commander sector B that a DC 4 was now

available for an attempt to re-supply ‘A’ company on the following day, 16

September.135  There is no further mention of this planned DC 4 operation in 35

IrBatt wireless log, but at 06.50 hours on 16 September 1961, the second Force

Kane operation to force the Lufira bridge had begun.136  Therefore, it can be

categorically asserted that ‘A’ company and their attached armoured cars were

placed in an indefensible position in mid-September, a position that could not be

reinforced, relieved or re-supplied.

The dichotomy facing a military commander when he realises that tactical and

logistical advantage is lost and that he faces superior forces, his troops are low on

ammunition and food and water are exhausted, is one where, quite simply, he has

but two choices.  The choices are either to honourably concede defeat or, to ‘fight-

to-the-last-man’. These choices are all the more stark when the commander knows

that he can neither withdraw, break-out, nor be succoured.  Such was the dichotomy

facing Commandant Quinlan on Sunday 17 September.  As earlier discussed,

Comdt. Quinlan had already appraised the situation, together with his officers, on

the morning of Sunday 17 September 1961:
I summoned all my officers and held a conference.
There was no doubt now but that our surrender would be demanded at any time.

                                                  
133 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’, pp 12-15.
134 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix  ‘A’, p. 15.
135 Ibid.
136 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix  ‘A’, p. 17.
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We were all agreed that if we could get acceptable guarantees of our safety we
would have no choice but to accept, as there was absolutely no hope of help
arriving in time.
We were determined not to surrender to MAKITO as we were not prepared to trust
him and if we could not get acceptable guarantees from the Burgomaster or some
other responsible person, we decided to fight to the last.137

Painful though it may have been, Quinlan chose the option of conceding with

honour – and he duly did so entrusting himself, his officers and men to the

guarantees given by the Katangese government minister for the interior, Godfried

Munongo.138

Although taken prisoner, Quinlan and his men survived to return to their parent unit,

and to take part in UN Operation Unokat.139  Despite being besieged and under

attack, by land and from the air, for four days, Quinlan brought all of his command

safely out of the battle.  In addition, by making such a determined stand, the Irish

unit had committed many of the Katangese forces to both Jadotville and the Lufira

river bridge - Katangese forces who might otherwise have been free to engage UN

troops in Elisabethville. However, as earlier observed, by surrendering with his

command, Commandant Quinlan gave the Katangese government a considerable

bargaining chip in that the Katangese held some 150 UN troops as prisoners.

A question arises regarding the rationale for ‘A’ company having remained in their

beleaguered position in Jadotville, and not attempting to make ‘a fighting break-out’

at the same time as when Force Kane was engaging Katangese forces at the Lufira

bridge in two attempts to break-through to Jadotville.  Earlier in this chapter,

reference was made to an entry in 35 IrBatt signal log and this signal records inter

alia an exchange with  ‘A’ company commander on 15 September:
Discussed position with company commander Jadotville.
He refuses to break out. He would lose too many lives.
He would prefer to capitulate.140

                                                  
137 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’, p. 7.
138 Ibid.
139 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘H’, pp 1-3.
140 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A ‘, p.16.
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Force Kane’s two attempts at relief of ‘A’ company took place between 14 and 16

September.  There does not appear in 35 IrBatt unit history any record of any

consideration of, or discussion on, a coordinated tactical break-out by ‘A’ company

from Jadotville towards the Lufira bridge to tie-in with a simultaneous assault on the

Lufira bridge by Force Kane – especially on 16 September, when Force Kane was at

the strength of two infantry companies plus armoured car support.141

A veteran officer of 35 IrBatt, who served in Elisabethville in the same period as the

Battle of Jadotville and Operations Kane in 1961, (though not directly engaged in

any of those particular events) was highly critical in a professional sense of Force

Kane.  This veteran officer, who was himself heavily engaged in all three UN

offensive operations in 1961, was of the view that the second operation by Force

Kane failed ‘for want of vigorous prosecution by its commander’ and that in any

event, the beleaguered company in Jadotville should have mounted a fighting break-

out in co-ordination with the attacks at Lufira Bridge by Force Kane.  This veteran

related, during interview, that the (then) officer commanding the armoured car

section  (O/C ACG) with ‘A’ company at Jadotville told him that he, O/C ACG, had

planned to stage an independent armoured car ‘fighting’ break-out from Jadotville,

supported by some like-minded infantry: but that the execution of this fighting

break-out had been forbidden by his superior, company commander ‘A’ company

35 IrBatt.  This account by O/C ACG was, the veteran officer related, repeated by

O/C ACG shortly before the latter’s demise from natural causes some forty years

later.142

It may be that the answer to this question lies with what appeared to be the

unwillingness of the commanding officer, 35 IrBatt, to order his company

commander ‘A’ company to effect a coordinated break-out. Alternatively, it may lie

with the record in the 35 IrBatt signal log that
O’Brien143 told MacNamee144 to tell his company commander to hold

                                                  
141 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix ‘C’, p. 3.
142 Veteran interview- veteran ‘E’.
143 Dr. Conor Cruise O’Brien – Representative of UN secretary-general in Katanga, Congo.
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and not capitulate.145

and the implication from this part of the message is that a political decision by

Conor Cruise O’Brien – as UN Secretary General’s representative in Katanga –

influenced a military decision not to attempt a break-out from Jadotville.

Taking an holistic view, it may be reasonably concluded that ‘A’ company, 35

IrBatt was composed of peacekeeping troops, equipped only with light supporting

arms, that they were placed in an untenable position, and faced with superior forces

who had the advantage of air support.  As attempts to relieve or re-supply them had

failed and short of food and ammunition with no water available to them the

commander of ‘A’ company had but three options.  He could order a ‘fight to the

last man’, he could attempt a breakout from his beleaguered positions or, having

fought a robust defence, he could negotiate an honourable capitulation.  As the latter

option was chosen, and Commandant Quinlan could lead his men out of Jadotville

(without the loss of a single man from his command) it would appear that as

peacekeepers, and not as aggressors, Commandant Quinlan and his men had

properly fulfilled their mission with ONUC in Katanga, Congo.

7.6.1

Press reports on Jadotville
As might be expected, the battle of Jadotville and the fortunes of the Irish soldiers

there did not go unnoticed by newspapers in Ireland: Belgian newspapers also

picked-up on the events, as did the Times in Britain.  All of the three main Irish

daily newspapers featured comment on Jadotville - not always with accuracy.  As

examples, The Irish Independent on Saturday, 16 September 1961 featured a front-

page headline that declaimed - ‘MORTARED AND BOMBED BY

KATANGANS’.146  The feature went on to say:
Irish troops at Jadotville are reported to have suffered “heavy losses” but are still
holding out though bombed and mortared – according to a statement from Conor
Cruise-O’Brien on Radio Katanga received in Dublin.

                                                                                                                                              
144 Lt. Col. MacNamee, Commanding officer, 35IrBatt.
145 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’. p. 16.
146 Irish Independent, 16 September 1961.
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There has been no confirmation of a report from “Free Katanga Radio”,
broadcasting from Ruanda-Urundi, that 57 Irish troops have been killed and 150
have surrendered.147

This front-page feature also reported that:
At home, the government has taken a serious view of the turn of events – as a
result,
Mr. Frank Aiken [Minister for External Affairs] will leave for the Congo today,
and is expected  to arrive in Leopoldville tomorrow [17 September 1961]
morning.148

The Irish Press of Monday 18 September was somewhat more restrained in its

front-page feature, stating:

‘JADOTVILLE OVERWHELMED’. A statement from General McKeown in
Elisabethville reports that the situation there has altered dramatically – and the
Jadotville garrison has been overwhelmed by vastly superior numbers.149

This Irish Press report went on to tell of the attempts (by Force Kane) over two days

to relieve and reinforce the garrison at Jadotville, and reports on the casualties taken

in those attempts.150

The Irish Times, in its edition of 16 September, carried the report – attributed to

Radio Free Katanga - of 57 Irish soldiers killed and 150 taken prisoner: however,

this newspaper qualified its report by advising that these reports from Radio Free

Katanga could not be confirmed.151  On 18 September, The Irish Times,  quoting the

Irish government information bureau as the source, reported on the garrison at

Jadotville being ’overwhelmed by superior forces’, and advising that casualties

could not be confirmed by the Irish government information bureau.

In Belgium, the Brussels-based newspaper La Dernière Heure reported on 16

September that ‘the 150 men of the Irish garrison at Jadotville had surrendered, with

57 Irish killed’.152  Also in Belgium, the daily newspaper La Libre Belgique carried

a similar report in its issue of 16 September, adding that ‘the situation was tense for

                                                  
147 Irish Independent, 16 September 1961.
148 Irish Independent, 16 September 1961.
149 The Irish Press, 18 September 1961.
150 The Irish Press, 18 September 1961.
151 The Irish Press, 18 September 1961.
152 La Dernière Heure, Brussels, 16 September 1961.
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the Blue Helmets (UN forces) in Jadotville, and the Katangese forces claim 57 Irish

dead – ten for every Katangese’.153

In Britain, The Times edition of 16 September, reported on the events of the battle of

Jadotville also, but were restrained in announcing ‘Heavy Irish losses in Katanga’.

It quoted reports from Dr. Cruise-O’Brien that the Irish were surrounded at

Jadotville, but no with casualty figures available.154 The Times also repeated a report

from Radio Free Katanga that put Irish casualties at 50 soldiers killed at Jadotville.

The Times commented that the Irish troops had been sent to Jadotville, to protect

Europeans there, ‘at the request of European consuls in Elisabethville’.155

 As has been shown, the major Irish dailies and some European newspapers, paid

attention to the events unfolding in Jadotville.  Whatever about European

newspapers reports, the reports in Irish newspapers must have caused no little

consternation amongst their readers – particularly with those who had family

members serving there.

                                                  
153 La Libre Belgique, Brussels, 16 September 1961.
154 The Times, 16 September 1961.
155 The Times, 16 September 1961.
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7. 5: (deSchryver papers; Archives of the Catholic University of Louvain, file

11.5.2/4)

This un-attributed newspaper cutting, above, with caption in Flemish, shows a

Katangese para-commando smoking a cigarette whilst guarding ‘Irish blue helmets

of the UN contingent’: the para-commando does not appear to be armed.156  It is,

perhaps, fortunate that this emotive picture did not appear in Irish news-media.

                                                  
156 Papers of August Edmond deSchryver; Archives of the Catholic University of Louvain, file
number 11.5.2/4.
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7.6.2
 ‘The White Paper’ of the government of Katanga on the events of September
and December 1961

The Katangese government issued the above publication at an unspecified date after

December 1961: the place of publication is not attributed and a copy was located at

the National Library of Ireland.  This ‘White Paper’ sets out views attributed to the

Katangese government of the time, and details events of the military action between

UN and Katangese forces during the months of September and December 1961,

from the viewpoint of the government of Katanga.

In so far as the events of September 1961 are concerned, this ‘White Paper’ does not

make any mention of the events of the 13 to 17 of the month at Jadotville, nor of the

capture of  ‘A’ company, 35 IrBatt.  This is a surprising omission, especially given

that the taking of a significant number of prisoners from UN troops would have

represented something of a coup for the Katangese forces.

However, annexes I and II of the ‘White Paper’ are given over to the publishing of

an opinion attributed to an Irish ‘pro-UN journalist’, Desmond Fisher.157

Concerning the battle of Jadotville, Fisher writes that:
UN movements were under constant civilian observation and the ambush on the
column returning from Jadotville on the second relief attempt was undoubtedly
planned as a result of information about the column’s outward movements that
morning.158

It is of relevance to here observe that in the short paragraph introducing what is said

to be Desmond Fisher’s opinion, the  ‘White Paper’ observes ‘that Fisher’s opinion

appears to be based largely on information furnished to him by M. O’Brien’.159

Fisher continues:
The Katangese used extremely clever propaganda tricks – and they very often
worked. The Swedes were painted as cowards, the Indians as utter savages and the
Irish as ready to give in at the first setback.

                                                  
157 NLI Call No. 9672 k1.   Livre Blanc du gouvernement Katangais sur les événements de Septembre
et Décembre 1961. (The Katangese government’s White Paper on the events of September and
December 1961).  Place and date of publication not stated. Stamped as having been acquired by NLI
in 1968.  [Hereafter, Katangese White Paper].
158 Katangese White Paper, p. 87.
159 Katangese White Paper, p. 81. M. O’Brien = Conor Cruise-O’Brien, UN secretary-general’s
representative in Katanga.
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As far as Ireland is concerned, the report of the 57 killed at Jadotville was the most
despicable though, from a propaganda point of view, the most successful invention
of the eight-day war. It produced such a shock in Ireland that the whole wisdom of
the UN operation in the Congo was called into question.160

Taken in its entirety, this opinion ascribed to Desmond Fisher is, indeed, largely

pro-UN and supportive of the UN military actions. The rationale for publishing this

opinion in the Katangese government’s ‘White Paper’ appears unclear, other than to

posit the view that by publishing a pro-UN piece, some credence might be lent to a

publication which is, in all other respects, virulently anti-UN.  The publication, or

‘White Paper’ is of some 111 pages, plus several annexes: one of these, annex IV,

comprises of fifteen illustrations – being photographs of damage alleged to have

been caused by UN forces to hospitals, schools; also of a church and convent of a

religious order.  Of these illustrations, eight are graphic, macabre pictures of dead

bodies (variously civilians, women and a child), allegedly victims of UN military

action in Elisabethville in December 1961.   

7.6.3
Secondary sources on the battle of Jadotville.

Several books have been published concerning the battle of Jadotville, and in

general, they are in accord with the account of the battle contained in Commandant

Quinlan’s action report and in the 35 IrBatt unit history.161  Rose Doyle’s Heroes of

Jadotville,162 Declan Power’s Siege at Jadotville163 and Michael Whelan’s The battle

of Jadotville 164 were consulted in researching this thesis.  All of these works are

substantially in agreement with the account of the battle contained in Commandant

Quinlan’s action report.165  However, save for Whelan, the other two writers did not

publish bibliographies, even where sources are quoted in the text, although in all

cases, accounts given by veterans of Jadotville are accredited by name.  All three

                                                  
160 Katangese White Paper, p. 87.
161 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, passim & Appendix ‘B’.
162 Rose Doyle with Leo Quinlan, Heroes of Jadotville, the soldier’s story, (Dublin, 2006).
163 Declan Power, Siege at Jadotville, the Irish Army’s forgotten battle, (Dunshaughlin, Co. Meath,
2005).
164 Michael Whelan, The battle of Jadotville, Irish soldiers in combat in the Congo 1961, (Dublin,
2006).
165 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’.
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above works are illustrated.  Doyle’s account of the events at Jadotville uses veteran

interviews and Commandant Quinlan’s personal correspondence; it also quotes

radio messages exchanged between ‘A’ company at Jadotville and their battalion

HQ at Elisabethville.  As the source for these messages is not given, they could not

be verified.166   Power also quotes veterans and various radio messages: - here again,

sources are not given.167  Both Power and Doyle refer to the existence of a ‘French

75 mm field gun’ used by the Katangese forces against ‘A’ company positions

during the battle of Jadotville: Commandant Quinlan’s action report does not

mention such a weapon and in any event, it is difficult to see how it was known that

such a weapon was used at Jadotville, and how, reasonably, it could be positively

identified as a ‘French 75 mm field gun’.168  Whelan’s account is based on a mixture

of veteran interviews, press reports, some secondary sources and the unit history of

35 IrBatt.  It does include a bibliography.169  However, all above writers conclude

that ‘A’ company’s position at Jadotville was untenable after five days of fighting

and that honorable capitulation was the only sensible course open to the

commanding officer, Commandant Quinlan.170

Writing in International Peacekeeping, Colonel (retired) J.T. O’Neill – himself a

veteran of the Congo operation – reviewed the battle of Jadotville as part of a case

study on the outcomes of placing peacekeeping troops in isolated posts.171  O’Neill’s

account of the battle itself mirrors Commandant Quinlan’s action report: however,

O’Neill’s assessment of Operation Kane – mounted in attempts to relieve Jadotville

– concludes that a full battalion would have been required to force the Lufira bridge

                                                  
166 Doyle & Quinlan, Heroes of Jadotville, passim.
167 Whelan, The battle of Jadotville, passim.
168 Power, Siege at Jadotville, p. 182: Doyle, & Quinlan, Heroes of Jadotville,  p.7. & Unit history,
35 IrBatt, Appendix ‘B’.
169 Whelan, The battle of Jadotville, passim.
170 Doyle & Quinlan, Heroes of Jadotville, pp vii – xix: Power, Siege at Jadotville, pp 224-254:
Whelan, The battle of Jadotville, pp 67-70.
171 John Terence O’Neill, EYEWITNESS - The Irish Company at Jadotville, Congo, 1961: Soldiers or
Symbols? In International Peacekeeping, (2002), Vol. 9 No.4, pp 127-144 p. 130. Available at
http://www.tandfonline.com.jproxy.nuim.ie/doi/pdf/10.1080/714002781 (18 May 2013) [Hereafter,
O’Neill, Eyewitness]
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and reach the beleaguered Irish positions at Jadotville.172  O’Neill also was of the

view that the capitulation of ‘A’ company was the only reasonable option, but added

that the outcome of the battle of Jadotville ‘represented a clear success for the

Katangese’.173  In his conclusions, O’Neill argues that
Much of the blame for (UN) operational problems can be attributed to (UN)
member states which, although having the resources, failed to commit them, and to
those (UN member) states that sent badly trained and poorly equipped troops into
situations for which they were not prepared.174

In the final paragraph of his conclusions, O’Neill observes that the débâcle of

Jadotville was repeated in the post-1961 period by the ‘ tragedies and debacles in

Srebrenica, Rwanda and Sierra Leone’.175

7.6.4
Remembrance of the battle of Jadotville and ‘A’ company 35 IrBatt

This battle of Jadotville took place between 13 and 17 September 1961.  Forty-four

years would elapse until the bravery of the men of ‘A’ company, 35 IrBatt, in

withstanding assaults by vastly superior forces, over a period of five days, would be

formally recognised by the Irish Defence Forces.  Speaking in Dáil Éireann, on 1

March 2005, the  Minister for Defence, Deputy Willie O’Dea said:
As outlined to the House on 26 January 2005, detailed consideration was being
given to the most appropriate form of commemoration for those involved in the
events in Jadotville…
I have decided that a plaque will be situated in Athlone to commemorate the events
at Jadotville and the very significant contribution of A company and of the 35th
battalion, as a whole, to the UN peace support mission in the Congo…
I have also decided that portraits of Lieutenant Colonel McNamee, 35th battalion
commander, and Commandant Quinlan, company commander A company, will be
commissioned and arrangements in this regard are under way. Once completed, it is
intended that these portraits will hang in the Congo Room in the United Nations
Training School in the Curragh.176

                                                  
172 O’Neill, Eyewitness, p. 137.
173 O’Neill, Eyewitness p. 139.
174 O’Neill, Eyewitness p.142.
175 Ibid.
176 Dáil debates, 1 March 2005.
http://oireachtasdebates.oireachtas.ie/debates%20authoring/debateswebpack.nsf/takes/dail200503010
0027?opendocument  (16 May 2013).
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‘PROUD COURAGE OF SOLDIERS WHO HELD OUT AGAINST THE ODDS’,

headlined the front page report in the Irish Independent of 25 November 2005,

recounting that:
For the past forty-five years the heroism of a group of Irish soldiers (at Jadotville)
has been largely forgotten.
Yesterday, a plaque in commemoration of the Siege of Jadotville was unveiled at
Custume Barracks, Athlone by Minister Willie O’Dea who said ‘Jadotville was a
story of ordinary soldiers doing extraordinary things’.177

Medals awarded for the battle of Jadotville

Medals awarded by the Irish Defence Forces for bravery and for distinguished

service are the Military Medal for Gallantry (MMG), and the Distinguished Service

Medal (DSM).178  The MMG and DSM are each awarded in three grades: with

Honour, with Distinction and with Merit.179  Also, there is the Military Star: this

medal is awarded posthumously ‘if the recipient is killed as a result of hostile action

whilst serving outside the State’.180

For the Congo UN operation, 1960-64, only one MMG with Distinction was

awarded: to Trooper Anthony Browne, who fell at Niemba, Katanga on 8 November

1960.181  Trooper Browne is also the only recipient to date of both the Military

Medal for Gallantry and the Military Star.182   A total of sixty-five awards of the

DSM, in various grades, were made for the Congo operation, 1960-64.183  The

citations accompanying these medals do not always specify the precise nature of the

actions or service for which the medal is awarded, nor, indeed, the precise location

or locations where the meritorious actions took place.  Some extrapolation of names

                                                  
177 Irish News Archive/ NUIM library,
http://www.irishnewsarchive.com/Default/Skins/INA/Client.asp?Skin=INA&enter=true&AppName=
2&AW=1368718654207  (16 May 2013).
178 Irish Defence Forces website.
http://www.military.ie/fileadmin/user_upload/images/Info_Centre/documents/Df_Medals_2010.pdf
(16 May 2013).
179 Irish Defence Forces website.
180 Ibid.
181 MAI, Congo, a new departure, (Defence Forces Printing Press, Dublin, 2010) p. 40. & Chapter
five, this thesis.
182 Copy of citations for Trooper Browne, displayed at Orderly Room, 2 Cavalry Squadron, Cathal
Brugha Barracks, Dublin. (22 May 2013).
183 MAI, Congo, a new departure, (Defence Forces Printing Press, Dublin, 2010) pp 40-41.
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of recipients of the DSM, information in Jadotville action report of 35 IrBatt unit

history, and relation of the citations to events, lead to the conclusion that, in

connection with the battle of Jadotville, three awards of the Distinguished Service

Medal were made to the following men.

1. Lieutenant Thomas Quinlan - DSM with Distinction.

Lt. Quinlan was a platoon commander at Jadotville.  His citation does not specify if

the award was for Jadotville, but it is awarded for ‘distinguished service in the

Republic of the Congo, during September and December 1961’.184

2. Sergeant Walter Hegarty – DSM with Distinction.

Sgt. Hegarty was a platoon sergeant at Jadotville.  As with Lt. Quinlan, above, his

citation refers to the same period and place of service, not specifically to

Jadotville.185

3. Corporal John Kavanagh – DSM with Distinction.

Cpl. Kavanagh was decorated for bravery at the Lufira bridge on 16 September

1961, when taking part in Operation Kane to relieve Jadotville: Cpl. Kavanagh ‘left

the safety of an armoured car to rescue a comrade who was trapped, and also

recovered the man’s arms and ammunition’.186

Cpl. Kavanagh’s decoration is the only one of three decorations that can be

positively linked to the battle of Jadotville.

                                                  
184 Defence Forces Citations. PDF file at Military Archives & South County Dublin Libraries, p. 127.
185 Defence Forces Citations. PDF file at Military Archives & South County Dublin Libraries, p. 59.
186 Defence Forces Citations. PDF file at Military Archives & South County Dublin Libraries, p. 63.
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Chapter 8

8. The Irish army as peacekeepers with ONUC:  1960 - 64

You must understand therefore, that there are two ways of fighting:
by law - or by force.
The first way is natural to man, and the second to beasts.
But as the first way often proves inadequate one needs must have recourse
to the second.
So a prince must understand how to make nice use of the beast and the man.
Niccolo Machiavelli.1

This chapter will discuss the work of the first three Irish Army battalions as

peacekeepers in the Republic of the Congo, 1960-61. Additionally, it will discuss

the service of the 37 IrBatt, which followed 35 & 36 IrBatt and 1 InfGp into ONUC

deployment in May 1962.  In earlier chapters 6 and 7 some aspects of the Irish

Army’s performance in offensive and defensive military action in Katanga were

discussed.  This action engaged 35 and 36 IrBatt and 1 InfGp in combat for the first

time.  However, as the primary and stated purpose of the Irish Army’s contingents

with ONUC was peacekeeping, this chapter (and chapter 9, following) will focus on

that aspect of their mission.

In the preceding chapters 6 and 7, the operational effectiveness of Irish troops in

combat situations has been discussed.  In chapter 5, the circumstances of the tragic

events at the Niemba ambush in November 1960 were analysed: this was the first

occasion on which Irish troops in the Congo found themselves under attack and

forced to fire their weapons in self-defence.  For this reason – and because of the

elemental poignancy of the events themselves – the Niemba ambush was discussed

in a separate chapter and addressed sequentially before the large-scale offensive and

defensive military actions that involved two Irish battalions in both Elisabethville

and Jadotville and the two-company Irish infantry group at Kamina airbase, Katanga

in late 1961.  At Niemba, Irish troops were faced with poorly armed and ill-

organised civilians, however aggressive and numerous they may have been. At other
                                                  
1 Niccolo Machiavelli, The prince, c.1527 translated by George Bull (London, 2004), p. 74.
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locations in Katanga such as Elisabethville, Jadotville and Kamina Irish UN troops

were opposed by relatively well-armed, organized military forces supported by light

armour, heavy weapons and fighter aircraft.

This chapter, and chapter 9, do not purport or aspire to present a sequential journey -

military unit by military unit - or an exhaustive trawl through the daily experiences

of each Irish unit that served in the Congo.  These chapters will seek to discuss the

peacekeeping mission of the Irish troops in the Congo as an overview and evaluate

how that peacekeeping mission was performed.

At the start of this chapter it is apposite to briefly reflect on the mission purpose of

the Irish troops in the Republic of the Congo for their four years of service there, or

viewed from a different perspective, to pose the following question what were the

aims and objectives of Irish contingents as envisaged by the UN and by the Irish

government and how were these aims and objectives achieved?

8. 1.

The United Nations mandate and the Irish government’s authorization -
revisited

Although this issue has been discussed in chapter 2, a brief revisitation may serve to

recall the UN mission purpose and mandate of the Irish troops.  The specifics of the

UN Security Council resolution – S/RES/143 (1960), 14 July 1960 [S/4387] -

required that firstly, the government of Belgium would withdraw its forces from

Congolese territory; and, secondly, the resolution authorized the UN Secretary-

General to take the necessary steps to provide the government of the Congo with

military assistance.2  This resolution does not make reference to the precise nature of

the UN military assistance or precisely define peacekeeping per se.  It does specify

that the UN military assistance shall be such as may be necessary ‘until the national

security forces may be able to meet fully their tasks’.3

                                                  
2 UN Security Council resolution No. 143 of 14 July 1960.
http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/RES/143%281960%29 (21 Jan.2013).
3 UN Security Council resolution No. 143 of 14 July 1960.
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Some three days after the passing of the UN Security Council resolution of 14 July

1960, the Irish government, having received the UN request for military assistance

and having agreed to accede to that request, were then obliged to place, before Dáil

Éireann, an amendment to the existing corpus of defence legislation to permit the

Irish Defence Forces to participate in this UN mission to the Congo.  Proposing the

amendment in Dail Eireann on 20 July 1960 the Taoiseach specified the role of any

Irish troops in the Congo as being:

 … for duties of a police character on behalf of the United Nations.4

The amendment was carried, in Dáil Éireann, on 21 July 1960 and the Defence Act

1954 was duly amended.5  The precise wording of the amendment clearly specifies

that Irish troops on overseas service would be engaged as:
(Part of) an international force or body established by the Security Council
or the General Assembly of the United Nations
for the performance of duties of a police character.6

To summarise, then, the strategic objectives of both the United Nations Security

Council and the Irish government in July 1960: the UN security council’s objective

and brief to the UN Secretary-General was to provide military and technical

assistance to the government of the Republic of the Congo so that the Congo

government and its national security forces could exercise proper control and

policing of their own territory. The UN Security Council resolution 143 of 14 July

1960 also required the Belgian government to withdraw its forces from the Congo.

The Irish government’s attitude regarding Irish Defence Forces participation when

the approval of Dáil Éireann was sought in July 1960 was that Irish troops would

serve in duties of a police character in support of the UN Security Council

resolutions, as interpreted by the UN secretary-general or his representatives within

the bounds of UN Security Council resolutions.

                                                  
4 Dáil Debates, July 1960. http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/20/00039.asp   (21 Jan.2013).
5 Dáil Debates, July 1960.
http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/20/00039.asp  [1905] (20 Feb. 2013).
6Office of the Attorney General, Ireland. Defence Act 1954, section 319 (1).
http://www.google.ie/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=9&ved=0CFkQFjAI&url=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.attorneygeneral.ie%2Fslr (19 Feb. 2013).
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8.2.
Peacekeeping experience gained

The experiences of the Irish Army in the early days of peacekeeping efforts with

ONUC in the Republic of the Congo were relatively uneventful from a military

standpoint.  Perhaps not uneventful if measured against previous military experience

in an Irish domestic or garrison role: but certainly uneventful when compared with

the experiences of battalions and units which served in the turbulent days of UN

operations in Katanga during the latter months of 1961: days which have been

discussed in chapters 6 and 7.

Thus the first three Irish battalions that served in the Congo – 32 IrBatt, 33 IrBatt

and 34 IrBatt – during the period July 1960 to June 1961 were not tested under

battle conditions.  Of course, the 33 IrBatt experienced the traumatic events of the

Niemba ambush and its aftermath.  It is posited that the action at Niemba in

November 1960 – although it involved an element of military action – was not a

planned offensive engagement mounted against an opposing organised military

force: nor was it a military defensive response to an attack by an organised military

force.7

32 IrBatt

The 32nd infantry Battalion (32 IrBatt) was the first Irish unit to be dispatched to the

Congo under UN command: the unit history of this battalion not only reflects the

ethos of its commander, but also records the events that the compiler deemed to be

important or remarkable.  The 32 IrBatt unit history also embodies some documents

issued by the commanding officer (O/C) 32 IrBatt, and documents of record written

by O/C advance party 32 IrBatt, based on the mission brief given for 32 IrBatt at the

nascent ONUC HQ in Leopoldville in late July 1960. Focussing on the documents

issued to, and by, O/C 32 IrBatt in these initial days in the Congo operation allows

for an interpretation of the approach to the UN Congo mission taken by ONUC HQ
                                                  
7 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 88-102 & Chapter five, this thesis.
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and also how O/C 32 IrBatt understood his specific responsibilities in the execution

of his mission, for the UN, in Kivu province, Congo.  This unit history also contains

an ‘Outline of important actions and incidents during service in the Congo’.8  This

latter record facilitates an understanding of the way in which the compiler of the

history envisaged the role of this first Irish army overseas unit and why – within the

framework of the battalion’s mission brief – the actions or events recorded were

deemed to be important.

It is useful to begin this focus on, and interpretation of, the stated mission and

objectives of 32 IrBatt with an examination of the first operational order issued by

O/C 32 IrBatt – O.O. No.1.  Unfortunately, this operational order (OO) is neither

dated nor signed, but as it is numbered as being first in a series of such operational

orders it may be safely assumed that it was issued at the outset of 32 IrBatt’s

deployment.9  In this OO, O/C 32 IrBatt began by outlining the political and military

situation in Kivu province, recording the fact that the Congolese Force Publique/

ANC were in a state of mutiny; giving the dispositions of Belgian forces and ‘own’

forces in the province of Kivu; and concluding the briefing section of the OO by

stating the mission of 32 IrBatt, and its mission parameters.  The general description

of the mission of the UN force in the Congo  (inclusive of Kivu province of course)

sets out that ‘the mission purpose (of the UN forces) is that of restoring order in the

province of Kivu’.10  In sub-paragraphs following this mission statement, specific

instructions are given as to how the mission will be carried out: it is worthwhile to

examine some of these, in addition to examining the meaning of the mission

statement itself.  The central objective of the mission, or the kernel of the mission

statement, is encapsulated in the words ‘the purpose of restoring order in the

province of Kivu’.11  Such purposes - that of restoring order in Kivu (or elsewhere)

– are indisputably ‘duties of a police character’ as the Taoiseach of Ireland had so

described the proposed role of the Irish army with the UN in the Congo when he

made his statement to Dáil Éireann on 20 July 1960, in opening the debate there on

                                                  
8 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, pp 56-61.
9 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’.
10 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’, p. 1.
11 Ibid.
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necessary amendments to defence legislation.12  Therefore, O/C 32 IrBatt very

clearly understood the mission purpose of his battalion.  This understanding of his

unit’s mission is made all the more specific when O/C 32 IrBatt gives more detailed

instructions relevant to mission execution:
a. UNITED NATIONS weapons will NOT be used for offensive purpose but only

for self-protection.
b. KEY white workers will be encouraged to remain in the area.
c. Non-key white personnel, particularly women and children, will be encouraged

to evacuate.
d. UNITED NATIONS troops will protect the lives and homes of white people

remaining in the area.
e. CONGOLESE Native Armed Forces will be disarmed by negotiation and will

be encouraged to remain a disciplined force in their barracks.
f. CONGOLESE Native Armed Forces will be fed.
g. Medical and other assistance will be given to the Native population (sic).13

These instructions reflect a pragmatic approach to the business of ‘restoring order’.

Firstly – and most worthy of remark – is the unambiguous instruction on the use of

arms; that is, weapons were to be used only in self-protection.  This instruction,

taken with the objective of disarming the Force Publique/ ANC troops by

negotiation (given that they were in a state of mutiny), reflects further the objective

of peaceful restoration of order.  Again, pragmatism was displayed – even if the

disarming of Congolese state forces was unlikely to allow them to carry out their

duties of maintaining order in their national territory as expressed in UN security

council resolution, S/RES/143 (1960), 14 July 1960 [S/4387].14  Coupled with the

pragmatic approach to the restoration of order in Kivu province, operational order

O.O. No.1 demonstrates a two-fold approach to the safety of ‘whites’: on the one

hand, encouraging key workers to remain so that essential services and industry

might be maintained, and on the other hand, evacuation being encouraged for non-

essentials – presumably for their safety – as the instruction to protect the lives and

homes of ‘white people remaining in the area’ is included.15  The humanitarian

                                                  
12 Dáil Debates, July 1960. http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/20/00039.asp  [1882]
(1 Feb.2013).
13 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’, pp 1-2.
14 UN Security Council resolution No 143 of 14 July 1960.
http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/RES/143%281960%29  (21 Jan. 2013).
15 Unit history, 32  IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’, pp 1-2.
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aspects of the mission – heretofore not mentioned – now appear as O/C 32 IrBatt

aspires to ‘feed Congolese forces and give medical and other assistance to the native

population’.16  Certainly thus far, the operational instruction examined above, might

be said to be a model approach by O/C 32 IrBatt to the restoration of order,

peacefully, and in accordance with the UN mandate for the Congo and the ONUC

HQ mission statement for the execution of that mandate.

The advance party of 32 IrBatt had departed Leopoldville for Goma on 28 July

1960: by 2 August, the entire 32nd Irish Battalion had arrived in the towns of Goma

and Kindu, in Kivu province.17  There, as set out in operational order OO No.1, the

O/C 32 IrBatt, his officers, NCOs and men set about fulfilling their aims and

achieving their objectives which were, in summary, that of ‘restoring order in the

province of Kivu’.18  In order that their mission effectiveness might be measured

against the objectives of OO No.1, turning to the battalion’s document ‘Outline of

important actions and incidents’, which sums up 32 IrBatt’s major activities,

provides an equitable means of assessment.19

The first major operation listed in that document was a ‘Special Intelligence Patrol

to BENI’ (sic).20  The ‘Mission’ for this patrol, on 11 August 1960, is described in

32 IrBatt unit history as:
To ascertain Military, Political and Economic situation in the area LUBERO –
BUTEMO - BENI (sic) and to report on communications, roads, airfields etcetera
and medical and educational facilities.21

This patrol was a small one, comprising one officer, one NCO, four men and one

interpreter.  They travelled in two vehicles – a Land Rover and a ‘VW saloon’: they

carried personal weapons, first line ammunition and five days pack rations.  The

                                                  
16 Unit history, 32  IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’, pp 1-2.
17 Unit history, 32 IrBatt,  p.19.
18 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’, p. 1.
19 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, pp 56-61.
20 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p. 56.
21 Ibid.
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patrol left Goma at 06.00 hours on 11 August 1960, returning at 21.30 hours 13

August: on both outward and return journeys of some 250 miles each, they stayed at

a Roman Catholic mission that was in the care of the White Fathers.  From this

patrol report two points of interest are elicited: firstly, that intelligence gained was

given to intelligence officer 32 IrBatt and secondly, four such patrols were carried

out in the same area.22  What may not be elicited from the patrol report is details of

what intelligence was gathered on this and the other four patrols: nor does it shed

light on the reason why this area was selected for reconnaissance – and, regrettably,

unit history 32 IrBatt does not include a report from the intelligence officer on his

operations.

The remainder of this 32 IrBatt document listing its ‘Outline of important actions

and incidents’ extends across six pages of the unit history and relates such incidents

as rescuing missionaries and isolated European farmers.23  Save for one incident

where a composite platoon drawn from ‘HQ’ and ‘C’ companies of 32 IrBatt

confronted a company-strong attempt by the nascent Armée Nationale Congolaise

(ANC) to occupy Goma airfield, the 32 IrBatt does not appear to have been in any

confrontational situations that may have required the use of arms.24

32 IrBatt had consolidated in Kivu by 2 August 1960: however, they did not see out

their ONUC service there.  On 10 October, ‘B’ company was detached from the

main body of 32 IrBatt, and ordered to move to Kaminaville, Katanga to secure the

railway junction there.25  The remainder of the battalion followed on various dates,

and the battalion once again consolidated on 13 November in Kamina airbase and in

neighbouring Kaminaville.26  32 IrBatt were now engaged on the duties of the

protection of Kamina airbase and the adjoining military camp at Kamina – together

with securing the rail junction at Kaminaville.  In addition, the battalion provided

guards on the trains from Kaminaville to Elisabethville – as far as Luena junction in

                                                  
22 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p. 56.
23 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, pp 55-61.
24 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, pp 57-8.
25 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p. 29.
26 Ibid.
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Katanga where they were relieved by Swedish UN troops from Elisabethville.27  An

indication of the onerous nature of this duty can be seen by the statistic that in the

month of November 1960, ‘C’ company, 32 IrBatt based at Kaminaville provided

twenty-one train guards of platoon strength – each train guard journey being of ten

hours duration.28

32 IrBatt unit history comments, briefly, on the occasion of its leaving their posts at

Kindu and Goma, in Kivu province and on their relief by a Nigerian UN battalion as

the Irish departed for Kamina.  The battalion history merely comments that:
By and large the population of KIVU (sic) province displayed great friendliness
towards the 32 Battalion during its occupation of this territory.

On concluding the account of its time in Kamina airbase and in Kaminaville, 32

IrBatt unit history observes:
The months in Kamina passed quietly enough. The usual small scares occurred
from time to time of impending attacks on the base by BALUBAS or
GENDARMERIE or both (sic). Neither transpired. Christmas was celebrated in
true Irish fashion and in the meantime plans were going ahead for the return of the
Battalion home. This began on 13 January 1961 and the last of the units arrived at
COLLINSTOWN29 Airport (sic) on 16 January 1961.30

This unit’s history concludes its account of the battalion’s sojourn in the Republic of

the Congo on a quiet – almost subdued – note.  Taken all in all, and as reflected in

32 IrBatt’s own story of its time in Kivu and in the area of Kamina airbase, it was a

fairly uneventful, albeit a busy time.

The 32nd Irish infantry battalion had spent about three months in Kivu province and

almost equal time in Katanga province.  32 IrBatt unit history does not convey an

impression of a unit conscious that it was making Irish military history: indeed, it

describes a fairly mundane deployment in the Congo.31  And yet, veteran interviews

conducted more than fifty years after these days of service in the Congo redound to

the excitement that the veterans experienced, together with feelings of worth, both

                                                  
27 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, pp 29-30.
28 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p. 30.
29 Dublin airport.
30 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p. 30.
31 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, passim.
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as soldiers and as Irish UN pioneers.32  One veteran of 32 IrBatt, then a junior NCO

and a trained armourer, told of his first ‘real military’ task of recovering and

defusing a primed grenade from the water tank of a locomotive whilst on train

guard.  This same veteran recalled being in charge of a river transport of stores from

Bukavu to Goma in Kivu province; as a junior NCO, this was a significant

responsibility and one he recalled with some pride.33

Reconnaissance, guard duties and train guards were their principal occupations, but

they did not fire even a single shot in anger.  Thus it might be said in summary of

their activities, as measured against their mission aims and objectives as the first

Irish army unit to serve overseas with ONUC, that their time was, truly, spent in

keeping the peace.

33 IrBatt

The 33rd Infantry Battalion (33 IrBatt) began movement from Ireland on 19 August

1960, and by 25 August, it had completed its deployment to ONUC in the Republic

of the Congo.  In the initial weeks of their service, the battalion was split between

the Albertville area, and the Kamina area – both areas in Katanga province.34

                                                  
32 Veteran interviews – veterans 1, 2, 3 and A, B & C.
33 Veteran interviews – veteran 1.
34 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, pp 4-5 & 9.
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8. 1: North Katanga:
Map facing p.7, Unit history, 33 IrBatt

(Military Archives, Ireland)

The strongest associational memory attaching to this 33rd Irish Battalion is that of

the Niemba ambush of 8 November 1960 (chapter five).  On 7 June 1966 the

commanding officer of 33 IrBatt, who was then serving with the UN Truce

Supervisory Organisation in Damascus, wrote the foreword to 33 IrBatt unit history.

In recalling the tragic ambush he offered, with some pathos, this tribute:
I cannot omit mention of our great tragedy of Niemba. This will be always be our
special memory, a memory made poignant by the knowledge that the small and ill-
fated patrol were only carrying out to the best of their ability, the role of keeping
the peace in a country torn by civil war.   

Earlier in the foreword, O/C 33 IrBatt reflected, pragmatically, on the actual

experience of serving overseas – when compared to serving in Ireland:
We were soon to realize the very considerable difference between the peacetime,
barrack life in Ireland and the active service type of operation with the UN in the
Congo.
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Above everything else, we lacked experience, and consequently it was difficult for
all of us to visualise what a UN peacekeeping mission entailed.

Whilst O/C 33 IrBatt did not appear to issue an exact equivalence of the operation

order O.O. No. 1, as issued by O/C 32 IrBatt, he based his operational procedures on

directives issued by UN Brigade HQ in Elisabethville.  As an example, Brigade

(SCOMEP) Directive No. 2 of 29 September 1960, reaffirms to O/C 33 IrBatt the

earlier, similar, directives and sets out the mission aims and objectives of ONUC:

these aims and objectives mirror those given to O/C 32 IrBatt, viz:
The principle of the UN Force in the Congo as defined in the proposal of the
Security Council is to assist the Government (of the Congo) in maintaining law and
order. In pursuing this purpose the UN operation should exhaust all possible
peaceful means of keeping order before any resort to force.35       

In his standing operational procedures for his battalion, O/C 33 IrBatt instructed

that:
a) The primary responsibility for public order rested with the authorities.
b) The UN could NOT act in their place unless requested.
c) UN could only act by peaceful means.
d) UN could NOT intervene in any internal conflict in the Congo.36

To appreciate how the aspirations of the Brigade HQ directive were interpreted and

how the O/C 33 IrBatt translated these into day-to-day duties, it is instructive to

examine the account of the ‘Operations Section’ of 33 IrBatt.  This account sums up

the nature of the duties performed by the men of 33 IrBatt.  At Kamina air base, the

main activities were guard and patrol duties with airfield protection.  At Manono

and in Albertville (33 IrBatt HQ), principal duties were patrols, guarding of trains,

guarding local areas and patrols; manning outposts, airfield protection, plus supply

and administration duties.37

A useful reflection on the practical purpose and nature of guards and outpost duties

is found in the recollections of a veteran of 33 IrBatt.  This veteran served as an

infantry platoon commander and he recalled some of his more memorable days, as

follows:

                                                  
35 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, Annex D, p. 1.
36 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 6.
37 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, Annex G, pp 1-2.
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Whilst engaged in defence of Kamina airbase, the duties of my platoon included
blocking/ unblocking of runways using abandoned Belgian army vehicles driven by
locally recruited Congolese workers.

The time that we spent on protection duties at Kamimba cement works (outpost of
Albertville) was challenging – especially for me in maintaining both morale and
discipline of my platoon over a period of six weeks: both objectives successfully
achieved – supported by my platoon sergeant.  This was an isolated post: Company
and Battalion HQs being more than four-hours distant by poor roads.  Engaging in
routine training and arms drills and the devising of a ’fire and withdraw’ plan by
launch via Lake Tanganyika maintained a military ‘edge’ for my command.

I, and my men – and other men of 33 IrBatt - were engaged in escorting the last of
the Belgian troops to leave Congo (by rail to Albertville, thence by Lake
Tanganyika to Ruanda-Urundi) and this Irish/ UN escort stopped at Albertville.

I recall being in command of a train escort aimed at recovering a derailed train
carrying arms & ammunition: and, with the assistance of my platoon sergeant,
disarming a somewhat exuberant Belgian civilian who was discharging pistol shots
on this same train.

I recall that following on the Niemba ambush, men of my platoon requested
permission to ‘sleep with weapons’.  Lt. Gleeson, who was in command of the ill-
fated Niemba patrol, was a fellow platoon officer in the same infantry Company as
myself.

I regarded my Congo experience as especially memorable as it being the one time
when I was able to put my military college training into use and practise my
profession as a junior officer  - unencumbered by a superior chain of command.38

It is, perhaps, in this veteran’s recollections of his service with 33 IrBatt that are

found the essentials of the day-to-day routine of duty in such an outpost as

Kamimba.  Maintaining peace in an area dominated by a cement works is hardly the

stuff of adventurous military service – and in military terms, not greatly different

from mounting guard at a barracks in Ireland: and yet, here too is found the

essentials of an effective, disciplined military force.  As this veteran recalled the

challenge of ‘maintaining morale and discipline of his platoon – supported by his

platoon sergeant’ he is examining and discerning his ability as a leader.  He is also

reflecting upon his basic military training as an officer-cadet that fitted him for this

responsibility.  This (veteran) platoon commander, a first-lieutenant, had no

                                                  
38 Veteran interviews - veteran B.
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commissioned officer, such as a second-lieutenant, to support him.39  It is

noteworthy to observe that a posting such as that at Kamimba cement works

presented a complex task for the platoon commander, in that he needed to maintain

morale, discipline and some reasonably absorbing military activity in an essentially

boring post.  During six weeks at the outpost, neither he nor the NCOs and men of

his platoon had the supports of the larger formation – the battalion’s - nor did they

have outlets for recreation, entertainment or diversion.  However, not all of this

veteran’s service was spent on outpost duty as was outlined in the above quoted

passages from the interview.  This ‘snapshot’ of life as a soldier-peacekeeper in the

Congo is not atypical: Niemba outpost, as discussed in chapter five, was an outpost

protecting a railway junction.  Kaminaville, discussed later in this chapter as an

outpost from Kamina airbase for 33 IrBatt, was essentially similar; as was Kilubi

hydro-electric power station, discussed in chapter six.

33 IrBatt did not consolidate in the Albertville area until 7 November 1960, when

‘A’ company 33 IrBatt, which had been detached to Kaminaville, completed their

withdrawal from that post.40   33 IrBatt unit history describes Albertville as:
This beautiful city on the western shore of LAKE TANGANYIKA (sic) at an
altitude of 2,600 feet is the headquarters of the TANGANYIKA District and
territory…
ALBERTVILLE (sic) had been a thriving town after what would seem to be the
fashion of typical European colonial expansion…
It contained a very large railway terminal with repairs and base installations.
A dock area, which served the local industrial complex in the import and export of
commodities.
A large cotton factory employing 2000/2500 people...     
The hinterland contained a large hydro-electric scheme, cement factory, farms
etc…41

                                                  
39 Veteran interviews  - veteran B.
40 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 33.
41 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, p. 8.
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8. 2: Albertville, N. Katanga. Map - facing p.8, Unit history 33 IrBatt.

    (Military Archives, Ireland)
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It would appear, therefore, that the posting of the Irish battalion to Albertville area

had sound strategic aims with regard to the transport infrastructure, as well as the

economic justification of maintaining industries and the hydroelectric power

generation in full operation.  The dock area mentioned above was on Lake

Tanganyika, with its trans-lake ferry connections to Rhodesia and Ruanda-Urundi.

‘A’ company of 33 IrBatt was posted to Kamina, Katanga for the first two months

of the battalion’s service.  There, it had protection duties at Kamina airbase and also

at Kaminaville town, where it was responsible for the protection of the railways

system and was engaged in town patrols.42

8. 3: Indian air force C-119s with UN markings at Kamina Airbase, c.1960

(Collection of Mr. Christopher McQuaid: reproduced with his permission)

                                                  
42 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, Annex G, pp 1-2.
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Kamina airbase and Kaminaville featured regularly as postings for Irish units in the

Congo: in addition to 33 IrBatt - and as earlier discussed in this chapter - 32 IrBatt

served there also, as did 34 IrBatt and 1 InfGp.

The print media in 1960 extended considerable coverage to the formation and

departure of the first Irish Army battalions to serve with ONUC.  As a small

example, the Irish Independent of 26 July reported that ‘Congo Army Parades

Tomorrow’ on its front page: the Anglo-Celt of 28 July declaimed ‘Operation

Sarsfield is under way’ (this was the Defence Forces name for the flight operation to

the Congo).  These two items refer to 32 IrBatt.43  The Irish Times of 10 August

1960 reported that ‘Another Irish battalion to go to the Congo’.  This item referred

to the formation of 33 IrBatt.44  Mr. Cathal O’Shannon, then a reporter with the Irish

Times, travelled independently – in the days before the concept of ‘embedded

journalists’ – to report on the Congo mission for his newspaper: and he was joined

in their making of their own way to the Congo by reporters from Irish Independent,

Irish Press and Radio Eireann.45   Obviously, the Irish Army Congo mission was a

big news-story.

34 IrBatt

The 34th. Infantry Battalion (34 IrBatt) which relieved both 32 & 33 IrBatt spent

four months of its six-months service in Kamina airbase (from January 1961 to

April 1961), the remaining two months being spent in Elisabethville, Katanga.46

Later in 1961, from early August to late November, the Irish 1InfGp also served for

four months in the protection of this major airbase, the largest in the Republic of the

Congo.47  Veteran recollections of this (34 IrBatt) battalion include the fact that they

                                                  
43 Irish Independent & Anglo-Celt,
http://www.irishnewsarchive.com/Default/Skins/INA/Client.asp?Skin=INA&enter=true&AppName=
2&AW=1380274009378  (27 September 2013).
44 Irish Times,
http://search.proquest.com.jproxy.nuim.ie/hnpirishtimes/docview/523587920/140C445FEF31618BF
0D/6?accountid=12309 (27 September 2013).
45 David O’Donoghue, The Irish army in the Congo, 1960-1964 (Dublin, 2005), pp 1-7.
46 Veteran interviews - veteran 2.
47 Chapter six, this thesis.
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were nicknamed ‘The holiday battalion’ – due to the greater part of their service

having been in the comfortable Kamina airbase.  This veteran also recalled

breakfasting on Pepsi-Cola and ship’s biscuits on arrival at Leopoldville, and, on the

same day, lunching on chapattis and curry served by Indian Army cooks in Kamina

airbase.48

The unit history of 33 IrBatt described Albertville, Katanga as ‘this beautiful city on

the western shore of Lake Tanganyika’: Elisabethville, where 34 IrBatt spent its last

two months of service, would become very familiar to the battalions that followed

34 IrBatt, and where the fighting would begin in 1961 between UN forces and those

of the break-away Katanga state.  Elisabethville was the principal town and capital

of Katanga.  It was a modern city, with a good infrastructure - railways, bus

transport and an international airport.  In 1931, under the sponsorship of the Belgian

government, a World Fair was held there, showcasing indigenous art, local

agriculture, Belgian produce and industry.49  Unfortunately, this (34 IrBatt) battalion

did not compile a unit history, and thus, did not describe its sojourn as the first Irish

unit to serve in Elisabethville.

However, veterans’ recollections help to paint some of the historical picture of

service with 34 IrBatt.  One veteran recalls that ‘the accommodation in Kamina

airbase was excellent: brick buildings, terrazzo floors, fine spring beds and a mess

with terrific facilities, including a swimming pool’.50  34 IrBatt published an

occasional news-letter entitled ‘Without the Pig-Iron’: an edition published in

Kamina informs that one sergeant’s constant by-word was ‘If this be war – may

there never be peace’: his opinion on life in Kamina.51

Two veterans recalled that this 34th Battalion had what might be described as a

‘Battle or Rallying Call’.  Both men recall practising this call at Plunkett Barracks,

Curragh camp during battalion formation in early 1961: the battle or rallying call

                                                  
48 Veteran interviews - veteran 2.
49 Maarten Couttenier , History and Anthropology (2013): Between Regionalization and
Centralization: The Creation of the Musée Léopold II in Elisabethville (Musée national de
Lubumbashi), Belgian Congo (1931–1961), in History and Anthropology, DOI:
10.1080/02757206.2013.823056. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/02757206.2013.823056
(18 Sept. 2013).
50 Veteran interviews – veteran 4.
51 Documents disclosed by veteran 4.
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originated with the mythical Irish Fianna, according to the commanding officer of

the battalion, Lt. Colonel Eugene O’Neill (nicknamed ‘Queenie’, by the other-ranks

of 34 IrBatt) and comprised of the commander calling out, loudly, ‘Fáire Fáire’ and

all ranks of the assembled 34 IrBatt responded, equally loudly ‘Fáire hEighe’.52

With regard to duties performed with 34 IrBatt, one veteran recalled constant patrols

with Ford armoured cars and UN Indian Gurkha soldiers around Kamina airbase and

to Kaminaville town.   This veteran also recalled the strain of the virtually non-stop

‘eighteen-hour-long patrol’ by Ford armoured cars with UN Swedish infantry from

Kamina airbase to Elisabethville airport about four months after arrival in Congo –

and going ‘under canvas’ in Elisabethville ‘in rotten conditions as compared to

Kamina airbase’.53

8. 4: A casualty of the ‘Long Patrol’: Ford AFV being recovered near Jadotville54

(Collection of Colonel George Kerton, reproduced with his kind permission)

                                                  
52 Veteran interviews – veterans 4 & 6.
53 Veteran interviews – veteran 6.
54 Writer may be seen at right of picture, above.
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When they were in Kamina airbase, veterans recall that the commanding officer

(O/C) 34 IrBatt was then in possession of an American-built convertible car, red and

white in colour and thus, quite distinctive.  The O/C 34 IrBatt occasionally sent this

car on a tour about the base – but he, the O/C followed some distance behind in a

commonplace Jeep.  The veterans told that soldiers would relax on seeing the

convertible pass; whereupon the O/C 34 IrBatt would suddenly appear in his Jeep

and ‘turn out the guard’, meaning he would demand to know what every soldier was

doing at that time. 55  One veteran of 34 IrBatt remembered that most of his time in

Kamina airbase was taken up with train guards and guards on the airbase but that his

pre-departure training in Ireland consisted of parades, inoculations and lectures.56

An officer veteran, (then) Lieutenant, Michael Moriarity recounts the story of the

battle or rallying call in his autobiographical An Irish soldier’s diaries.  He also tells

of his duties as platoon commander with 34 IrBatt.  He and his platoon were, for

four months, on rotation between Kilubi power station near to and supplying power

to Kamina airbase, and then to the airbase itself, with its ‘very modern facilities for

games and sports’.57  Moriarity also tells of the O/C 34 IrBatt having the

convertible, but not the ‘turning-out of the guard’.58

                                                  
55 Veteran interviews – veterans 2, 4 & 6.
56 Veteran interviews – veteran 4.
57 Michael Moriarity, An Irish soldier’s diaries (Cork, 2010), pp 92-113.
58 Moriarity, Diaries, pp 101-102.
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8. 5: A patrol from 34 IrBatt, with Ford AFV, on the road to Kilubi power station

(Collection of Colonel George Kerton, reproduced with his kind permission)

Lt. Colonel O’Neill, O/C 34 IrBatt, contributed a recollection to O’Donoghue’s The

Irish Army in the Congo 1960-64: in this he recalled Kamina airbase being ‘as big

as Aldershot and bigger than the Curragh Camp’.59  He recounted ‘wonderful

messes, and two Olympic sized swimming pools’.60  However, Col. O’Neill’s

contribution related that ‘Every evening, when the Angelus sounded you heard the

Rosary being said. Our men would say the Rosary without fail and certainly made

                                                  
59 David O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo 1960-1964 (Dublin, 2005), p. 82.
60 O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo, p. 83.
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me hold them in colossal respect’.61  None of the veterans of 34 IrBatt interviewed

had any recollection of saying the Rosary, as described by Col. O’Neill.

However, it is salient to observe here – in the context of peacekeeping experience -

that 34 IrBatt was the first contingent into which was incorporated an armoured car

element –which was equipped with eight Ford armoured cars.62  These Ford

vehicles, which were brought by the Irish Army to the tropical regions of the Congo,

were manufactured in Ireland during the ‘Emergency’ period of the Second World

War: they had been constructed by using Ford truck chassis, upon which were fitted

‘armoured’ bodies manufactured using 0.5 inch mild-steel plate.  The version of the

Ford armoured car brought to the Congo was the Mark VI version, modified by

fitting a seat for the crew commander, a rudimentary air-circulation system within

the vehicle body, and a stabilising device fitted to the Vickers machine-gun ball

mounting in the turret.  This latter device was designed to improve the stability of

the Vickers gun when firing: however, the turret, which must perforce be rotated to

enable engagement of targets,  had no rotating gear, and required man-handling by

the gunner, assisted by the commander, to move the turret into an approximate

firing position – with the Vickers ball-mounting allowing finer adjustment of aim.63

A Ford V8 petrol engine, developing 85 BHP, powered this armoured car: the

gearbox was a four-speed manual, and had rear wheel drive only. The Ford

armoured car carried a standard Irish army C.12 radio set.  The crew was normally

of three: commander, gunner/ driver and radio operator.64  The engine was water-

cooled – as was the Vickers machine gun – and as this vehicle was designed

primarily for use under conditions of the moderate climate of Ireland, it was not

only obsolete but unsuitable for use in Congolese road and climatic conditions.

                                                  
61 O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo, p. 87.
62 Veteran interviews -veterans 2 & 6.
63 Karl Martin, Irish army vehicles: transport and armour since 1922 (Dublin, 2002), pp 33-42.
64 Ibid.
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The Vickers machine gun, although first used in First World War, was still a

formidable weapon: this 0.303 inch calibre, belt-fed gun was also the standard Irish

army infantry medium machine gun.65

(The plate, following, shows a Ford armoured cart being loaded onto a US air-force

’Globemaster’ aircraft at Dublin airport early in 1961.  The aircraft ramp was too

steep for the armoured car’s reversing capability: unseen in the photograph, a winch

fitted to the body of the ‘Globemaster’ is attached to the rere towing-eye of the

armoured car to assist in surmounting the ramp).66

                                                  
65 Imperial War Museum
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/search?query=Vickers+machine+gun&submit=&items_per_page
=10  (24 Sept. 2013.
66 Veteran interviews – veteran 6.
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8. 6: A Ford armoured car being loaded onto a U.S. air force C-124 Globemaster

at Dublin airport, 1961

(Military Archives, Ireland)
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8.3.
The first three battalions and peacekeeping

Thus far, in examining the duties and areas of responsibility, it has been remarked

that during the first eighteen months or so of the first three Irish units’ service in the

Congo, the duties undertaken by 32, 33 & 34 IrBatt were very much those of a

‘police nature’.  Protection of railways, airports and economic activities featured

prominently in their deployments, these elements of communication and

employment being necessary to support daily life for all the population of the new

Republic of the Congo.  This type of peacekeeping – that is, ensuring normality and

absence of conflict – appears to be very much in accord with the mandate of the UN

security council and also with the military purposes of the Irish contingent as

envisaged by Dail Eireann in July 1960.  None of the first three battalions ‘fired a

shot in anger’ – save for the members of the ill-fated Niemba patrol: and even then,

the firing was in self-defence.

As discussed in chapters six and seven, the three units that followed 34 IrBatt into

service with ONUC – viz, 35 & 36 IrBatt and 1 InfGp – were heavily engaged in

offensive military action during the mid to latter part of 1961 and early 1962.

However, the situation in Katanga had stabilised sufficiently by March 1962, during

36 IrBatt’s period of service in Elisabethville, to allow for a visit by an Irish concert

troupe. As reported in the Irish Times of 7 March 1962, under the heading ‘Irish

Concert Group for Congo’ an Irish troupe headed by the comedian Mr. Harry

Bailey, that originally hoped to arrive by St. Patrick’s Day, spent thirty days in the

Congo, ‘ to entertain not only Irish troops but also Swedish and other contingents’.67

                                                  
67 Irish Times, 7 March 1962.
http://media.proquest.com.jproxy.nuim.ie/media/pq/hnp/doc/1411973662/fmt/ai/rep
(18 Sept. 2013).
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37 IrBatt

The 37th Infantry Battalion (37 IrBatt) was formed at the Curragh Training Camp on

15 May 1962:  its commanding officer (O/C) was Lieutenant Colonel D. O’Broin

from the Irish army Military Police Corps.  In his foreword to his unit’s history, the

O/C 37 IrBatt wrote:
Fortunately, the Bn. (sic) did not become involved in any serious outbreak
of fighting and the role consisted, in the main, of patrols and security.68

An examination of this unit history does not necessarily support its commanding

officer’s modest assessment of his battalion’s service: indeed, the unit was mainly

engaged in patrols and security duties, but it did achieve some remarkable ‘firsts’.

37 IrBatt was the first Irish infantry unit to be posted to Leopoldville; it was the first

Irish unit to guard Leopoldville airport – Ndjili – crucial to ONUC operations in the

Congo and the airport for the capital of the republic of the Congo.  It also provided

the guard for ONUC’s principal stores: 37 IrBatt held custody of and guarded

captured ex-Katangese mercenary soldiers who were awaiting deportation/

repatriation.  37 IrBatt also provided a ‘one-hour notice fighting reserve’ to be

deployed at the discretion of Force Commander, ONUC.69   Their sojourn in

Leopoldville lasted for two months.  Their barracks was at Camp Martini – ONUC

transit camp, Leopoldville – and conditions there being described as ‘very bad,

especially as 36 IrBatt was in transit home’.70

However, 37 IrBatt is also notable in that three of its officers were engaged in the

final search for, and recovery of, the remains of Trooper Anthony Browne, who fell

at or after the Niemba ambush on 8 November 1960.71  Two officers of 37 IrBatt

voluntarily went from service with ONUC to service with a UN observer group in

West New Guinea (West Irian) in August 1962 and these officers returned to the

Congo to complete their service with ONUC.72

                                                  
68 Unit History, 37 IrBatt, foreword.
69 Unit History, 37 IrBatt, p. 1.
70 Ibid.
71 Unit History, 37 IrBatt, p. 4.
72 Unit History, 37 IrBatt, pp 23-28.
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The account in 37 IrBatt unit history of the recovery of Trooper Browne’s remains

occupies a short paragraph, and contains nothing that sheds any further light on the

location of the remains, nor hypotheses as to the circumstances of Trooper

Browne’s demise.73  The account informs that:
Towards the end of the battalion tour of duty a small party of four officers
(three from 37 IrBatt and one from 38 IrBatt) were sent to Niemba to locate
the remains of Trooper Browne’.74

It goes on to relate that after a short search, the remains were recovered and

identified by ‘an Anthropologist at Ruashi University’.75  Interestingly, 37 IrBatt

unit history continues - in the same paragraph as that covering the finding of the

remains of Trooper Anthony Browne - that:
At approximately the same time, the remains of Cpl. Nolan,
killed in the fighting in 1960,
were exhumed from the Union Miniere (sic) cemetery in Elisabethville.76

The events surrounding the discovery and the exhumation of the remains of fallen

comrades are related in 37 IrBatt unit history with a strartling lack of detail.  This

is the more noticeable as both of these occurrences were in themselves significant:

not only were fallen comrades recovered for re-burial in Ireland, but also the process

of exhumation is not commented upon.  The officers involved would not have had

relevant training or been prepared for either of these experiences.

Although the UN observer mission in West New Guinea is not, in itself, of direct

relevance to this thesis (the fact that two officers of 37 IrBatt volunteered for this

mission and served with it) is remarkable as it was another occasion of a first-time

event in the history of the Irish Army.  The UN observer mission in West New

Guinea arose out of a dispute between the Netherlands and Indonesia over the

control of the territory of this area of New Guinea.  This mission, known as UNSF,

was established on 3 October 1962 to maintain peace and security in the territory

under the United Nations Temporary Executive Authority established by agreement

between Indonesia and the Netherlands. UNSF monitored the ceasefire and helped

                                                  
73 Discussed in this thesis, chapter 5.
74 Unit History, 37 IrBatt, p. 4.
75 Idem.
76 Idem.
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ensure law and order during the transition period, pending transfer to Indonesia.77

The two officers selected by HQ ONUC for service with UNSF departed 37 IrBatt

on 19 August 1961, and returned to that unit on 25 October.  During those three

months, they travelled a total of some 70,000 miles and crossed the equator six

times on their journeying to and from West New Guinea.78

Another remarkable ‘first’ was that 37 IrBatt while in Leopoldville was to provide a

guard for the ‘Protection of ATOMIC REACTOR at LOUVANIUM university’.79

This latter atomic reactor was an experimental one, installed at the University of

Louvanium in Leopoldville: permission was granted to the university to install the

reactor  – and the necessary funds therefor – were granted, and given the necessary

authorisation by the government of Belgium at its cabinet meeting of 29 April

1956.80   This was not only a distinct ‘first’ for 37 IrBatt: indeed, it was the first

known occasion when the Irish army protected a nuclear reactor – whether

experimental or otherwise.

On 17-19 July 1961, 37 IrBatt transferred from Leopoldville to Elisabethville,

where they took up station at Camp Leopold Farm.81  The account in the unit history

of the movement of 37 IrBatt from Leopoldville to Elisabethville gives some

interesting statistics concerning the logistics of moving a battalion, with all its

equipment and stores, with the UN in the Congo 1961.  The flight operations for this

movement involved twenty-one flights by Douglas DC 4 aircraft and four Curtiss

C46 aircraft over a period of three days: 650 personnel were carried, together with

200,000 pounds of stores.  At Leopoldville’s Ndjili airport, only one forklift truck

was available for use by 37 IrBatt, which resulted in the stores being manhandled in

order to load the aircraft.82 37 IrBatt unit history summed-up their duties in

Elisabethville as the protection of Elisabethville airport, patrolling the city of

Elisabethville to maintain UN freedom of movement and to assist in any other

                                                  
77 United Nations Security Force in West New Guinea, (UNSF) - (3 October 1962 - 30 April 1963).
http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/missions/past/unsf.htm (12 Feb. 2013).
78 Unit history, 37 IrBatt, pp 23–28.
79 Unit History, 37 IrBatt, pp 1-2.
80 Minutes of Belgian government cabinet of 29 April 1956, p. 6.
 http://extranet.arch.be:8180/Conseil1/fr/results.jsp (28 Jan. 2013).
81 Unit History, 37 IrBatt, pp 2-3.
82 Unit History, 37 IrBatt, pp 11-12.
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operation as required.83  The battalion remained at their station in Elisabethville until

their repatriation: this repatriating operation was completed on 15 November 1961,

when the final flight of 37 IrBatt personnel arrived at Dublin airport.84

8.4.

Concluding observations

As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, Irish soldiers who were sent to the UN

force in the Congo were envisaged by the Irish government, as being ‘peacekeeping

troops for the performance of duties of a police character’.85  Peacekeeping may be

defined, simplistically, as keeping belligerents apart: however, the duties and role of

the first Irish units serving in the Congo were somewhat more.  Their very presence,

manifested by their mobile and foot patrols, the guarding of infrastructural elements

and guarding trains helped to instil some sense of normality and ensuring that the

population at large could go about their daily business both unhampered and

unimpeded.  In performing these duties ‘of a police nature’, the Irish units in the

Congo for the first year or so certainly fulfilled the role envisaged for them by the

Irish government.  That later battalions became involved in what might be better

described as ‘peace enforcement’ may not have been strictly what was envisaged in

July 1960 for the Irish Army in the Congo.  However, both the actions of

peacekeeping and peace enforcement had UN mandates, and would have, therefore,

been in accord with the authorisation of Dáil Éireann of July1960.86

                                                  
83 Unit History, 37 IrBatt, pp 11-12.
84 Unit History, 37 IrBatt, pp 2-3.
85 Dáil Debates, July 1960. http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/20/00039.asp (21 Jan. 2013).
86 Ibid.
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Chapter 9

9. A return to hostilities

Assessment of the enemy, and mastery of victory;
Calculating the difficulty, the danger and the distance of the terrain;
These constitute the Way of the Superior General.
Sun Tzu.1

As discussed in chapter 8, the first three Irish battalions (32nd, 33rd and 34th Infantry

Battalions - 32, 33 & 34 IrBatt) to serve with ONUC were not involved in combat.

The 35th and 36th Battalions (35 & 36 IrBatt) and 1st Infantry Group (1 InfGp) were

engaged in combat in Katanga at Elisabethville, Jadotville and Kamina airbase,

respectively, during the latter half of 1961 and into early 1962.  When, in May 1962,

36 IrBatt was relieved, offensive military action between UN and Katangese forces

had ceased, and the relieving 37th Battalion (37 IrBatt) spent its tour of duty with

ONUC on peacekeeping duties, as the first three battalions had done from 1960 to

mid-1961.

This now peaceful situation in Katanga, in May 1962, was not to continue as the 38th

Infantry Battalion (38 IrBatt) – relieving 37 IrBatt – was to discover in

Elisabethville as 1962 drew to a close.

In this chapter, the breakdown of relatively peaceful conditions in Katanga, from

December 1962 to January 1963 and the circumstances and events of a return, by

Irish troops, to offensive military action in Katanga is discussed.  This inclusion is

warranted by the nature of a sudden resurgence in hostility and a final effort made

by the UN forces in Katanga to subdue the Katangese gendarmerie and to bring

about the necessary conditions for the ending of the secession of Katanga from the

Republic of the Congo: equally, when this last UN ‘push’ had succeeded, it was

then possible for the security forces of the government of the Republic of the Congo

– assisted by 39 IrBatt and 2 InfGp in their areas of responsibility - to enter

                                                  
1 Sun Tzu, The art of war, c. 520BCE, (London, 2002), p. 68.
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Katanga, thus, paving the way for the withdrawal of Irish and other UN forces from

the Republic of the Congo.

9.1
Irish troops again engaged in offensive military action

The 38th Infantry Battalion

The 38th Infantry Battalion (38 IrBatt) was formed on 1 November 1962, with its

headquarters at McKee Barracks, Dublin.  The commanding officer (O/C) was

Lieutenant Colonel P.J. Delaney, an infantry officer from the Military College at

Curragh Training Camp.  Its component infantry companies were assembled in

McKee and Cathal Brugha Barracks, Dublin, at Sarsfield Barracks, Limerick and at

Connolly Barracks, Curragh Training Camp.  The armoured car group, which would

be attached to 38 IrBatt, assembled at Plunkett Barracks, Curragh Training Camp.

The battalion first came together as a composite unit at McKee barracks, Dublin on

5 November 1962 on the occasion of a formal parade, which was reviewed by the

Taoiseach.2  The battalion advance parties had already left for the Congo on 24 and

26 October 1962, and the main body began its departure on 7 November 1962.  By

18 November 1962 the entire battalion was on station in Elisabethville, Katanga at

Prince Leopold farm.   In Leopoldville, where the US air-force disembarked the

battalion prior to its being ferried to Elisabethville, the battalion was housed at

Camp Garnier, Leopoldville, where the conditions were described as being ‘filthy,

totally unsuitable and without adequate cooking facilities’.3  Interestingly, unit

history 38 IrBatt does not record that any protest on conditions at the transit camp

was made to ONUC HQ.

On arrival at Elisabethville, the battalion found itself in a situation where the

Katangese gendarmerie had succeeded in blockading all approaches to that city,

leaving it and its Luano airport in UN hands.  For their part, UN forces had mounted

road-blocks at all points of entry into Elisabethville: effectively, freedom of

movement was denied to UN forces, with air transport being their sole means of

                                                  
2 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 1
3 Ibid.
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troop movements or logistical supply.4  According to the unit history of 38 IrBatt, in

November 1962 ‘President Tshombe and his Katangese government were still in

secession from the central government of the Congo’.5

When 38 IrBatt (strength, 650 all-ranks) arrived in Elisabethville, the Katangese

gendarmerie forces around the perimeter of the city and of the airport were

estimated at some 3,000 – comprised of infantry, military police and para-

commandos.  In addition, an estimated 120 men of the Katangese presidential

bodyguard were based at the presidential palace on the outskirts of Elisabethville.

At Jadotville, in late November 1962, the estimate of Katangese gendarmerie was in

the order of 2,500 personnel, including ‘a Heavy Mortar battery (sic)’.6  This

strength of Katangese gendarmerie is very close to their strength of 2,000 men

committed to the Battle of Jadotville - as estimated by Commandant Quinlan in

September 1961 - indicating some stability in Katangese dispositions.7

The armoured element of the gendarmerie was reckoned to be three troops of two

vehicles – totalling six armoured cars in all – of Staghound marque, armed with one

37 mm cannon, one 0.30 inch Browning machine-gun and one 0.50 inch anti-

aircraft gun.8  The dispositions or locations of the Katangese armoured vehicles is

not given in 38 IrBatt unit history. The Katangese gendarmerie was, according to 38

IrBatt unit history, armed mainly with FN FAL 7.62 mm rifles and light machine-

guns of the same calibre and make.  They also possessed 61 and 81 mm mortars,

and 57 mm anti-tank weapons. The strength of the Katangese air force was

estimated at having thirty-two to thirty-eight aircraft, of which eight were Fouga jet-

trainers – equipped with machine-guns and capable of carrying light bombs.9

Again, the locations or dispositions of the aircraft are not given in 38 IrBatt unit

history.

                                                  
4 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, pp 61-62.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
7 This thesis, chapter 7.4.
8 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, pp 61-62.
9 Ibid.
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Other UN, or friendly forces, are recorded: Indian army - 4th Rajputani Rifle

battalion, 2/5 Ghurkhas & 4 Madras Rifles (Battalion); Ethiopian army – 4th

Ethiopian battalion; Tunisian army – 14th Tunisian Battalion.10  The weaponry of

these UN forces is not given, nor is the strength of UN air assets in Elisabethville.

The sole comment on UN armament was that ‘the 38 IrBatt armoured car group

acquired six US amphibious tracked armoured personnel carriers (APCs) at the

beginning of February 1963 and six Swedish APCs’.11  The unit history of 38 IrBatt

does not give the marques of these APCs, but contemporary photographs indicate

that the Swedish APCs were the Terrangabil M. 42 type, and the U.S. army APCs

were M.113s, equipped with dual .300 Browning machine-guns.12

38 IrBatt, having arrived in Elisabethville was established at Camp Prince Leopold

Farm, and settled down into a period of familiarisation on the ground and by

helicopter reconnaissance, from the air.13  They also carried out defensive trenching

works in and about their camp.14  Their early days in Elisabethville saw continuing

weapon training on FN rifles and 61 and 84 mm mortars.  38 IrBatt’s battalion

establishment included a troop of 120 mm heavy mortars – the largest calibre

weapon that was used by the Irish army in the Congo.15  This unit was also engaged

in training in Elisabethville: it is remarkable that, almost without exception, the

personnel of this troop were drawn from the same parent unit in Ireland – the 4th

Field Artillery Regiment – then stationed at Mullingar, Co. Westmeath.16  38 IrBatt

unit history records that in general, weapons need thorough cleaning on a daily

basis, as they were very prone to rusting and liable to clog with dust in dry season.17

                                                  
10 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, pp 1-2.
11 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 18.
12 MAI, Congo: a new departure (Defence Forces Press, Dublin), p. 17.
13 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 2.
14 Ibid.
15 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 3.
16 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, Nominal roll - Annex A, p. 26.
17 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 11.
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38 IrBatt’s daily routine was established thus:
Event. Time – hours.

Reveille - 06.30
Mass - 07.00
Breakfast - 07.30
Parade - 08.30
Coffee break - 10.30
Lunch - 12.00
Parade - 15.00
Dinner - 17.00
Rosary - 18.30
Roll call- 22.30
Lights out - 23.00

Siesta was allowed from 12.30 to 15.00 hours and the canteen was opened from
12.00 to 12.30 and from 19.00 to 21.30 daily.18

So, the early weeks of the service of 38 IrBatt in Elisabethville were settled,

measured days in a fixed campsite, with a routine of regular training and work on

defensive measures at their camp.19

38 IrBatt’s training and defensive works routines had a purpose – other than that of

military good-practice.  As the officer-commanding 38 IrBatt observes in his unit

history:
These pages describe the part played by the 38th in the campaign to regain freedom
of movement for the UNITED NATIONS in KATANGA in the period
DECEMBER 1962 to JANUARY 1963 (sic).20

In this period of limited military action – the intensity of which did not compare

with the action or engagements described in chapters 6 & 7 of this thesis – 38 IrBatt

expended the following amounts of ammunition:
Gustaf 9 mm. 9,870 rounds (rds).

FN rifle 7.62mm. 6,219 rds.

Vickers MMG.
(including armoured cars). 16,924 rds.

Mortars
(120 mm calibre). 225 bombs.21

                                                  
18 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 8.
19 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, pp 2-3.
20 Foreword to Unit history, 38 IrBatt.
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By way of comparison, during its several engagements in both Elisabethville and

Jadotville, 35 IrBatt expended, in the same categories, the following amounts of

ammunition:

Gustaf 9 mm 120,000 rounds (rds).

FN rifle 7.62mm 57,000 rds.

Vickers MMG
(including armoured cars) 127,000rds.

Mortars
(all calibres) 1042 bombs.22

Although comparison of ammunition expenditures is a crude means of gauging the

intensity of military action, it is, nevertheless, a reasonable indicator of the relative

ferocity or intensity of military actions.  In all the above calibres of ammunition, 35

IrBatt expended almost ten times that of 38 IrBatt, and in the case of mortar bombs

35 IrBatt expended five times more mortar bombs than 38 IrBatt.  What does strike

an unusual note in 38 IrBatt’s account of ammunition expenditure is its revolver

ammunition – 115 rounds of 0.38 inch.23  This factor is striking in that the 0.38

revolver is a close quarter weapon: 38 IrBatt unit history does not shed any light on

the reasons for such close quarter use.  Again, by way of comparison, 35 IrBatt’s

account of ammunition expenditure does not feature usage of revolver

ammunition.24

The unit history does not comprehensively describe the engagements in which it

played a part as the final month of 1962 gave way to the first month of 1963.  Any

picture of the engagements or actions in which 38 IrBatt took part needs must be

built up from limited action summaries, and from the Operational Orders (O.O.s)

that are recorded in the unit history.25

                                                                                                                                              
21 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 11.
22 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 50.
23 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 11.
24 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 50.
25 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, pp 3-4 & Annex D, pp 65-81.
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The first hostile action occurred on the morning of 24 December 1962, when the

Katangese gendarmerie opened fire on UN positions: later on the same day, a UN

helicopter was shot down, resulting in the death of one officer of the Indian

contingent with five others wounded, all of whom were on board.26  Although 38

IrBatt was placed on alert no further incidents occurred until the night of 27/28

December 1962, when heavy small-arms and mortar fire came from the Katangese

positions and 38 IrBatt took up defensive positions and doubled the strengths at all

guard posts.27  At about this time also, water and electricity supplies to the Irish

camp at Prince Leopold Farm were cut off.28

On 28 December 1962, between the hours of 12.30 to 15.30, the President of

Katanga, Moise Tshombe, made an abortive attempt to stop firing by his own

forces: this attempt failed, and Indian UN troops of brigade strength commenced a

series of attacks in Elisabethville.29  The 120 mm heavy mortar troop of 38 IrBatt

was attached to the Indian UN brigade during this phase of operations, which was

directed against radio communication centres and Katangese gendarmerie positions.

Unfortunately, the positions attacked are not given in 38 IrBatt’s unit history.30

Meanwhile, an armoured car section (two Ford vehicles) was detached to the

Ethiopian UN troops, who were engaged in opening the road from Elisabethville

towards – and including assault on – the town of Kipushi.  Kipushi lies on the

border with Zambia, about twenty-five kilometres southwest of Elisabethville.31

The strategic significance of this phase of operations, that is, the assault on Kipushi,

is not detailed in the unit history of 38 IrBatt: however, in the unit history’s

‘Ordnance Report’, there is detailed the discovery and destruction of ‘eight hundred

and sixty eight aerial rocket bombs’ found at Kipushi airfield.32  No reference is

made to any Katangese military aircraft at Kipushi airfield: nevertheless, it may be

                                                  
26 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 3.
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid.
29 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 66.
30 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, pp 3  & 65.
31 Ibid.
32 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 16.
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deduced that the action towards Kipushi had the strategic aim of capturing the

airfield and any military equipment there.   The infantry role of 38 IrBatt in the

attack was to act as a reserve and to reinforce the Ethiopian troops.  The drive

towards and the assault on Kipushi began on 29 December 1962 and concluded on

the morning of 30 December 1962 when 38 IrBatt passed through Ethiopian lines,

advanced on Kipushi, and ‘Having met a truce party about one mile short of the

town, the battalion entered the town peacefully’.33  Then, and in several subsequent

weeks, A & B companies of 38 IrBatt – supported by their armoured car group (less

one section with Ethiopian battalion) – occupied Kipushi.  There, these elements of

38 IrBatt was involved in attending to the needs of many refugees, assisting in

maintaining law and order and taking–over abandoned Katangese gendarmerie

stores, weapons, ammunition, mines and various types of explosives.34

The 120 mm heavy mortar troop, which had been detached, to the Indian UN

brigade, was in continuing action with them in Elisabethville before moving to

support the Ethiopian battalion on an attack on a feature known as ‘Simba Hill’ en

route to Kipushi.  At the conclusion of this latter phase of action, 38 IrBatt heavy-

mortar troop supported their own battalion as they closed on Kipushi.  Following the

Kipushi operation, heavy mortar troop, 38 IrBatt, was moved back to the Indian UN

brigade as they assaulted Jadotville and then Kolwezi, Katanga.  This meant that the

men who manned the 120 mm mortars were in action on a continuous basis from 28

December 1962 to 21 January 1963.35  The unit history of 38 IrBatt describes the

effect of this heavy mortar fire thus:
The devastating effect of the 120 mm mortar on the Katangese gendarmerie has
been borne out at all stages of the operation. The efficiency of the 38 Battalion
Heavy Mortar Troop and its application to duty has been evidenced in the many
public statements and citations given by all concerned.36

The report on the heavy mortar troop in the 38 IrBatt unit history lists a number of

conclusions – clearly intended as guidance for future operations, on the basis of

                                                  
33 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, pp 3-4.
34 Ibid.
35 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, pp 3-4 & pp 87 –90.
36 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 4.
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‘lessons learned’.37   The main points made were the importance of highly skilled

crews and that each gun-towing vehicle should be capable of also carrying

ammunition – the Land Rover vehicles used were not powerful enough to tow the

weapon, carry crews and carry ammunition also.38  Other difficulties mentioned

were the cumbersome nature of officers’ Gustaf sub-machine guns worn ‘in the gun

positions’, and, that the detached mortar troop were not self-sufficient in food and

cooking and other supplies, ‘meaning that they had to look after themselves in this

regard’.39

The Armoured Car Group also gave a report on its activities, included in the 38

IrBatt unit history: it begins by mentioning the excellent accommodation in

Elisabethville and the good condition of the Ford armoured cars which they had

taken-over from 37 IrBatt.40  But the report continues by excoriating their poor radio

communications, due to want of adequate supply of radio batteries.41

The report goes on to narrate that in the early days of service in Elisabethville, the

Armoured Car Group of 38 IrBatt carried out daily patrols on the three principal

routes to and from the city to Luano airport, Elisabethville.42  Then, at the end of

December 1962, ‘when the 38 battalion took the field on active service’, one section

(two armoured cars) of the armoured car group was detached for operations with the

3 Ethiopian UN battalion.43  The remainder of the Armoured Car Group was with

the leading elements of 38 IrBatt and with those elements:
This leading section (of armoured car group) actively engaged the enemy on the
move from SIMBA HILL to KAFUBA BRIDGE and lead the advance of the
battalion into KIPUSHI (sic).44

Regrettably, this armoured car group report does not give any details on how they

‘actively engaged the enemy’: however, returning to 38 IrBatt statistics on the

                                                  
37 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, pp 87 –90.
38 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 90.
39 Ibid.
40 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 18.
41 Ibid.
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
44 Ibid.
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expenditure of ammunition, it is noted that just under 17,000 rounds of .303 in.

Vickers ammunition was fired.  38 IrBatt unit history does not give any detail of

infantry action on this advance on Kipushi, nor does it relate use of Vickers

machine-guns by their infantry elements.  The operational orders (OOs) issued for

the period of offensive action from late December 1962 to early January 1963

instruct that on the advance to Kipushi ‘Armoured Car Group will lead the advance

and search by fire both sides of the road’.45  It is, therefore, reasonable to deduce

that possibly all of the Vickers ammunition expended by 38 IrBatt was fired by the

Vickers MMGs on the Ford armoured cars – a considerable amount: given the rate

of fire at 500 rounds per minute for these guns, a total of some thirty-four minutes

of actual firing time may be adduced.46

The Armoured Car Group moved from Kipushi to Kolwezi on 19 March 1963,

where it accompanied infantry from 38 IrBatt in carrying out patrols in the town.47

The report’s reference to the performance of the Ford armoured cars observes that

‘the Ford armoured cars are not suitable for dirt roads during the rainy season’ – and

also observes that the acquisition of the Swedish and U.S. amphibious APCs ‘was a

great boost to morale’. 48

On 11 February 1963 all of 38 IrBatt had assembled in Kolwezi.  There, they were

engaged in patrols in and about Kolwezi and its approaches: they placed an infantry

company at Kolwezi airport.49  As the Katangese gendarmerie had capitulated at end

January 1963, the central government’s Armée Nationale Congolaise (ANC) placed

registration teams in Kolwezi in early February 1963, and 38 IrBatt ‘co-operated

with the ANC teams in enlisting ex-gendarmerie who wished to join the ANC’.50

38 IrBatt remained in Kolwezi, engaged in a peaceful routine of patrolling and

guarding activity, until their repatriation in the period 24 April to 7 May 1963.  As

                                                  
45 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 69.
46  The Vickers Gun, http://www.vickersmachinegun.org.uk/ (15 Mar. 2013).
47 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 18.
48 Ibid.
49 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 4.
50 Ibid.
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observed earlier in this review of 38 IrBatt activities as peacekeepers, they had taken

part in aggressive military action, of a somewhat limited nature, save for their heavy

mortar troop and their armoured car group as earlier discussed.  Using the

information given in the 38 IrBatt unit history on ammunition expenditure as a

crude guide to actual military action,  in small arms ammunition (sub-machine gun

and rifle) 38 IrBatt expended 16,000 rounds in all. This was only one-tenth of the

expenditure of 35 IrBatt as narrated, and compared, earlier in this account of 38

IrBatt’s activity.

38 IrBatt, acting in support of the Ethiopian UN battalion, would have expended this

ammunition in this support operation and in 38 IrBatt’s own advance towards

Kipushi, this town having capitulated before any assault.  The absence of detail on

infantry action by 38 IrBatt is regrettable, as consequently it cannot be accurately

gauged by comparison with other Irish units in action.

Whilst in Kipushi, the armoured car group, 38 IrBatt recovered from Union Minière

workshops at Kipushi mine one of the armoured cars that had been lost at Jadotville

in September 1961, when ‘A’ company 35 IrBatt were taken prisoner.51

                                                  
51 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 18.
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9. 1: Captain Brendan Smyth (l) & Commandant Kevin Nunan (r) - and three

unnamed Congolese– with recovered Ford armoured car at Kipushi 52

(Collection of Mr. Denis McCarthy: reproduced with his kind permission)

The Foreign Affairs and Diplomatic Archives of the Kingdom of Belgium contain a

tribute – however indirect – to the standing of the Irish troops in Kipushi, or the

esteem in which they were held there, in February 1963.  On 7 February 1963, the

Belgian ambassador in Leopoldville sent a cable to the Belgian minister for foreign

affairs in Brussels in which the ambassador advised his minister:
UMHK [Union Minière de Haut Katanga] have advised me that if the Irish
contingent [at Kipushi] is replaced by Ethiopians at Prince Leopold mine at Kipushi
Europeans and Congolese workers will go on strike immediately.
Will see Gardiner [Civilian officer-in-charge of ONUC operations in Congo and
secretary general’s representative there] and insist that the Irish stay.53

                                                  
52 It may be noted that this armoured car is missing its Vickers MMG.
53 Foreign and Diplomatic Archives of the Kingdom of Belgium, Brussels.
    Foreign affairs dossier 18, 802/44/IV: File 211.
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In the event, some Irish troops remained in Kipushi until 19 March 1963, when the

Irish armoured car section that had been detached to an Ethiopian UN battalion at

Kipushi left to join the main Irish battalion at Kolwezi.54  38 IrBatt unit history does

not record any difficulties with UMHK workers before their departure – nor is this

matter mentioned subsequently in the files of Belgian ambassador at Leopoldville

up to end of December 1964, by which time UN forces had left the Congo.

Irish newspapers reported on the fighting involving 38 IrBatt, but not at the depth in

which they reported on the Battle of Jadotville (chapter 5).  The Irish Independent

carried some reports on Irish troop activity such as ‘No reports on Irish involved in

Katanga fighting’ on 29 December 1962 – but, on 31 December 1962 it reported

‘Details of Irish attack on Simba Hill’, with information attributed to commanding-

officer, 38 IrBatt, Col. Delaney.55  The Irish Times was somewhat more informative:

on 29 December 1962 it reported ‘Heavy fighting in Katanga: Irish troops

committed to action’.  Again, on 31 December 1962 and on 2 January 1963 the Irish

Times carried reports on ‘Irish troops capture Simba Hill and take Kipushi

unopposed’ and, ‘Major UN advance in Katanga: Indian and Irish troops within 15

miles of Jadotville’.56  The efforts of 38 IrBatt in this UN operation that brought

about the capitulation of the Katangese forces in 1963 did not go unnoted by Irish

print media.

                                                  
54 Unit History, 38 IrBatt, p. 18.
55 Irish Independent
http://www.irishnewsarchive.com/Default/Scripting/ArticleWin.asp?From=Search&Key=MEX/1962
/12/21/11/Ar01114.xml&CollName=MEX_1960_1979&DOCID=42725&PageLabelPrint=11&Skin
(27 Sept. 2013).
56 Irish Times
http://search.proquest.com.jproxy.nuim.ie/hnpirishtimes/docview/523977828/140C469FFE7293AA0
E3/1?accountid=12309 (27 Sept. 2013).
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9. 2

A return to peacekeeping

39 IrBatt

The 39th Infantry Battalion (39 IrBatt) began preparation for Congo service on 6

February 1963, when the infantry companies commenced a training programme and

range practices: the content or extent of training is not detailed in their unit history,

nor is the extent of the range practices.57  The battalion was not formally established

until 5 April 1963: 39 IrBatt’s commanding officer (O/C) was Lieutenant Colonel

P.J. Dempsey: prior to his appointment to 39 IrBatt, he was O/C, 3rd. Infantry

Battalion at Curragh Training Camp.  The battalion formed at both Cathal Brugha

and McKee barracks, Dublin: the advance party left for the Congo on 10 April 1963,

with the main body following in the period 29 April to 5 May 1963.58

By comparison with previous Irish ONUC battalions, 39 IrBatt had strength of 461

all-ranks: earlier Irish infantry battalions in the Congo had strengths of 650-700.

The manpower of 39 IrBatt is particularly relevant as they were taking over an area

of responsibility at and around Kolwezi, Katanga that had previously been invested

by 38 IrBatt, itself of some 650 all-ranks.59

The unit history of 39 IrBatt has a distinctive structure in its composition: the

history is complied in parts: the first – and short – part is devoted to battalion

formation.  This is followed by a long narrative account of the main activities of the

battalion in the Congo: and 39 IrBatt unit history concludes with discrete parts

which deal with administrative affairs; operations; quartermaster affairs and

concludes with armament tables.  Some hand-drawn maps, somewhat faded, are

appended to the history: an example of these maps - a schematic of Kolwezi town

area – is reproduced on following page.

                                                  
57 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, p.1.
58 Ibid.
59 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Part II, ‘A’ admin, p.2
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9. 2: Hand-drawn map of Kolwezi, Katanga.

Appended to 39 IrBatt unit history

(Military Archives, Ireland)

The unit history of 39 IrBatt opens with an analysis of the status of Katangese

military forces and of political conditions in Katanga, at the time of their arrival in

early May 1963.  This unit history relates that:
The military action undertaken by ONUC, in February 1963, against the Katangese
gendarmerie had been successfully concluded, and no further organised resistance
was to be anticipated.60

However the 39 IrBatt unit history continues by expressing the opinion that the

mercenary element of the Katangese gendarmerie had fled across the Katangese-

Angolan border – taking their heavy weapons with them and regrouped there with

the possible intention of invading Katanga at some later date, with the objective of

                                                  
60 Unit history, 39 IrBatt. Part I, Operational narrative, p. 1. [Operational narrative - hereafter,
Op.Narr.]
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re-establishing independent Katanga.61  The unit history also opines that this

mercenary band had the capacity to conduct ‘acts of banditry against isolated

individuals or communities’.62

39 IrBatt unit history also points to the strategic importance of the town of Dilolo,

lying on the border between Katanga and Angola: very near to this town lay the

only rail and road crossings of the River Kasai, which separates Katanga from

Angola.  Dilolo was, in early May 1963, not occupied by the Congolese central

governments forces – Armée Nationale Congolaise- otherwise, the ANC.63   

From a political perspective, the Congolese central government had effectively

taken over the administration of the province of Katanga: political power now rested

with the Congolese government through M. Ileo, their representative in

Elisabethville.  Moise Tshombe remained as president of Katanga, but he now had

neither political nor military power.64

39 IrBatt unit history describes the town of Kolwezi as being home to ‘2,000 –

3,000 European workers who were highly paid, beautifully housed and settled in a

most pleasant climate’.  In functionally housed ‘cites’ placed about and near

Kolwezi, there lived some 65,000 to 80,000 indigenous Congolese; this segment of

the local population comprised unskilled workers and their families.  These workers

were mainly employed in the nearby copper mines and a zinc mine and its

associated processing plant.65

39 IrBatt’s assessment of military risks – apart from that of the ex-Katangese

mercenaries across the River Kasai in Angola – included a potential threat to the

safety of Europeans in Kolwezi area from the Congolese army – the ANC - who

‘presented a sullen and hostile attitude towards Europeans’.66  The Congolese army

                                                  
61 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 1.
62 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. pp 1-2.
63 Ibid.
64 Ibid.
65 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. pp 2-3.
66 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 3.
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unit in the vicinity of Kolwezi was the 8th Battalion ANC, described as being

‘inadequately officered, badly disciplined, poorly trained with haphazard supplies of

food, transport and munitions’.67  The unit history, 38 IrBatt expresses the view that

many of the ANC felt that they were in hostile territory: ‘this extreme. ill-controlled

element wished to exact retribution for perceived indignities on the ex-Katangese

gendarmerie and the Europeans who had supported them’.68  Equally, according to

39 IrBatt unit history, there was reciprocal hostility from Europeans towards the

ANC soldiers – and this very much complicated the task of 39 IrBatt.69

The tasks of 39 IrBatt are described as being:
To ensure that law and order was maintained in the area (of Kolwezi and its
hinterland).
To neutralise quickly and efficiently any attempts by any one (sic) at disturbing the
peace.
To ensure freedom of movement of UN troops in the sector, by patrolling.

The battalion was posted at various locations in and around Kolwezi, with battalion

HQ and HQ company in Kolwezi town.  A and C companies, with the Armoured

Car Group, were positioned at Camp Ruwe, with B company at Kolwezi airfield.  A

detached platoon of A company was charged with guarding the road/ river bridge at

Lualaba, some twenty miles east of Kolwezi: security of this bridge was necessary

to hold-open the road from Kolwezi to Elisabethville, where ONUC HQ for

Katanga was located.70  39 IrBatt unit history observes that the posts and

dispositions of 39 IrBatt mirrored those of 38 IrBatt – with 39 IrBatt having one-

third less of manpower.  In addition to maintaining those posts, a new responsibility

or task was suddenly thrust upon the over-stretched battalion: this task was to

occupy the town of Dilolo.71

Control of the sole crossing of the River Kasai at Dilolo was, in the opinion of the

Congolese central government, an essential security measure.  This measure was to

cut-off from Katanga those mercenary elements of ex-Katangese gendarmerie that

                                                  
67 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 3.
68 Ibid.
69 Ibid.
70 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 5.
71 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. pp 5-6.
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had fled across the river to Angola, following on the capitulation of the Katangese

gendarmerie, in February 1963.  According to 39 IrBatt unit history, the ANC could

not be entrusted this task, as ‘they would flee if opposed and butcher the population

if un-opposed’.72

In relating the story of the occupation of Dilolo by elements of 39 IrBatt, the unit

history offers an operational risk assessment of the task presented to them on 10

May 1963 – a mere five days following on the consolidation of 39 IrBatt at

Kolwezi. The operation is described as being:
The move (to Dilolo) had a considerable element of risk involved, in that very little
was known of the area between KOLWEZI and DILOLO and of DILOLO (sic)
itself, in relation to possible concentrations of ex-gendarmerie and their reaction to
a small UN force; and the capability of 39 IrBatt in particular, and Katanga
Command in general; to reinforce without delay, should the need arise was
questionable.73

Despite these reservations, 39 IrBatt began the operation to occupy Dilolo on 16

May 1963: the column began its long range move – some 200 miles – with A

company, supported by two Ford armoured cars.  The company’s transport was

augmented by a Danish UN transport platoon of fifteen trucks, and also attached

were a signals unit and medical platoon elements of HQ company, 39 IrBatt.74

Having progressed in stages, the column reached Dilolo on 18 May 1963, and

occupied the airfield there.75

The entry into and occupation of Dilolo was peaceful: the objective of the operation

was to secure the town and its airfield, and to ‘pave the way’ for Dilolo’s investment

by the Congolese government – in the form of its army, the ANC.76  The Irish

column was accompanied by an ANC liaison officer – Captain Ilunga and according

to unit history he enjoyed ‘excellent relations with all ranks and he also played a big

part in countering opposition in Dilolo to the arrival of the ANC’.77

                                                  
72 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 6.
73 Ibid.
74 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. pp 6-7.
75 Ibid.
76 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. pp 5-8.
77 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 7.
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An ANC unit duly arrived in Dilolo.  This unit was of two officers and 160 other-

ranks: they established themselves in vacant farm buildings near the town.

Gradually, opposition to the ANC presence was worn down, so that by the time the

Irish unit withdrew from Dilolo, relations between all parties there were ‘very

good’.78  Unfortunately, 39 IrBatt unit history does not record the dates of arrival of

the ANC, their mode of transport and the date when the Irish unit left Dilolo to

return, task completed, to Kolwezi.  39 IrBatt unit history records that ‘relations

between Irish UN force and local administration – both Belgians and Congolese –

was excellent’: credit is attributed to the high standards of discipline and conduct of

all ranks of the Irish unit in maintaining these excellent relations.79

At Kolwezi, in addition to establishing a UN presence there, and preparing the local

civil administration and population for the arrival of the ANC, 39 IrBatt also made

contact with a Portuguese army unit in Angola.  The unit history records ‘that after a

few meetings, relations became very friendly’.80  At the invitation of the officer-

commanding the Portuguese army unit, Lt. Col. Prego, officers of the Irish UN

contingent joined him for lunch at his HQ in Texeira de Sousa, Angola: later, he

extended similar hospitality to ANC officers.81  More hospitable and cordial was

Col. Prego’s permission given to the Irish unit that allowed them to draw fresh

water supplies from sources in Angola.82

Even with A company, 39 IrBatt, and its attached elements now returned from

Dilolo to Kolwezi, the battalion was still under pressure to fulfil its duties and tasks.

The unit history describes these duties and tasks as being discharged by ‘basing

battalion security on efficiency, mobility and high morale rather than on numbers’.83

In order that these aspirations might be met, 39 IrBatt established a highly mobile

unit, or rapid reaction force, ‘Force Tranquiliser’.84  This ‘Force Tranquiliser’

comprised of two reinforced rifle platoons, mounted in armoured personnel carriers

                                                  
78 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 7.
79 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 8.
80 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. pp 7-8.
81 Ibid.
82 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. pp 7-8.
83 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 8.
84 Ibid.
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(APCs): 39 IrBatt’s armoured car group had at its disposal – in addition to the Ford

armoured cars – six Swedish and six American APCs.85   This rapid reaction force

was established on 23 May 1963 and remained in existence for the rest of 39

IrBatt’s service with ONUC.  39 IrBatt unit history tells that:
This unit was employed on a number of occasions in Kolwezi town, where rioting
and shooting affrays occurred. The aggressive appearance of the APCs together
with their mobility and protection compensated for the lack of personnel normally
available.  The knowledge that this group could intervene rapidly, played a large
part in maintaining a reasonable state of law and order in KOLWEZI (sic).86

A further device, employed by officer-commanding (o/c) 39 IrBatt, in maintaining

UN presence and authority in Kolwezi, was the practice of holding weekly

conferences with various civil, police and army representatives.  Topics covered at

these conferences included the various duties and responsibilities of UN, ANC,

police force and civil administration.  Also discussed were co-ordination of patrols

between UN, ANC and police force, and powers of arrest and exchange of

information.87  Although these conferences did not solve all problems encountered,

‘they had a fair success in removing misunderstandings and in establishing better

relationships among the leaders of the groups involved’.88

According to 39 IrBatt unit history, the main problem encountered in maintaining

good order in the town of Kolwezi, was the poor behaviour and lack of discipline

amongst members of the ANC.89  The core difficulty with the ANC in Kolwezi –

which was rooted in their indiscipline – was that ANC soldiers were permitted to go

into Kolwezi town bearing arms when off duty.90  In the town, they often stopped

and searched cars – a function properly belonging to the local police force.  This

practice, especially when occupants of cars were roughly handled, as occurred at

one incident in mid-May 1963, led to some panic amongst the local population.91

Intervention by 39 IrBatt ‘Force Tranquiliser’, which succeeded in peacefully

obliging the ANC unit to remove the traffic barrier and return to its camp,
                                                  
85 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 8.
86 Ibid.
87 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 9.
88 Ibid.
89 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. pp 9-10.
90 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 9.
91 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 10.
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demonstrated the usefulness of this tactical force and reinforced local perception of

UN effectiveness and even-handedness.92

This was not an isolated incident, and indeed, a more serious one followed when on

4 June 1963 (Whit Monday and a public holiday) an exchange of fire occurred

between local police and ANC troops manning one of these ‘unofficial’ traffic

barriers.  The ANC reinforced their men at this barrier, and in the continuing and

escalating firefight, five Congolese and one European were killed and an unknown

number of Congolese wounded.  This firefight was quelled by the arrival of 39

IrBatt ‘Force Tranquiliser’, soon reinforced by ‘A’ company 39 IrBatt rifle platoons,

and resulted in the ANC withdrawing to their barracks.93

The repercussions of accusations and counter accusations persisted for several days

thereafter, and despite conferences between the ‘injured parties’ of the ANC and

local police, facilitated by O/C 39 IrBatt.  The difficulties with ANC behaviour were

not effectively ended until the (then) chief-of-staff of the ANC, General Mobutu,

came to Kolwezi on 14 July 1963 and, ‘by force of his personality’ and ‘issuance of

strict orders’, restored some semblance of discipline to the 8th. Battalion, ANC at

Kolwezi.94

In late July 1963, 39 IrBatt also became involved in what was – for them and Irish

units in general, a new form of operational activity, which was known as

‘Ratissage’.95  The purpose of this activity was to encircle and then search the

Congolese cites (workers’ housing areas) for arms.  These ‘Ratissage’ operations

were carried out by joint 39 IrBatt, local police and ANC forces, with some limited

success in discovering and seizing ‘small quantities of weapons’.96  These

operations ceased in early August 1963 ‘as the results yielded were unproductive’.97

                                                  
92 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 10.
93 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. pp 10-11.
94 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 16.
95 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 17. [Ratissage; from Fr. – ratisser = to comb, search
thoroughly].
96 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. pp 17-18.
97 Ibid.
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The remainder of 39 IrBatt’s time in Kolwezi, from early August to early October

1963, was quiet.  The battalion engaged in regular, routine patrols in and around

Kolwezi, and by establishing a base camp at Mutshatsa – some eighty miles from

Kolwezi on the Dilolo road – also engaged in long-range patrols of some four to

five days’ duration in the hinterland of Kolwezi and Dilolo.  Save for 39 IrBatt’s

expedition to Dilolo, related earlier in this account of 39 IrBatt activities, this area

now patrolled was virgin territory for any UN forces.98

The frequency of patrols in and around Kolwezi town was at the level of twenty-

four patrols per twenty-four hour period, averaging one patrol per hour: in addition,

four patrols daily checked all roads and bridges on approaches to Kolwezi.  Weekly,

a long-range patrol, comprising of one platoon and two armoured cars, was effected

from Kolwezi to Jadotville, some 130 miles distant; duration of this patrol was four

days.  The town patrols varied in strength from sections (about nine men) to platoon

(about thirty men) plus two armoured cars and two APCs.99  On daily basis, some

two platoons and four sections were engaged on routine town patrols: the total daily

commitment of ninety-six men to these patrol duties placed a considerable drain on

limited resources of 461 all-ranks of 39 IrBatt.100

On 2 October 1963, the advance party 39 IrBatt departed Kolwezi for Ireland: then,

following on their relief by a battalion of Ethiopian UN troops, the remainder of 39

IrBatt was repatriated, via Elisabethville, all arriving in Ireland by 26 October

1963.101  39 IrBatt was to be the last Irish unit of battalion strength or denomination

to serve with ONUC in the Republic of the Congo.

                                                  
98 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. pp 18-20.
99 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Part IV, Report of Operations Officer, p.2.
100 Ibid.
101 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Op.Narr. p. 21.
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9. 3

The Irish peacekeeping mission with ONUC in Katanga, Republic of the Congo
comes to an end

2 InfGp.

The 2nd. Infantry Group (2 InfGp) replaced 39 IrBatt in Kolwezi: this unit, 2 InfGp,

was to be the last Irish unit to serve in Katanga with ONUC.

The formation of main unit began on 28 October 1963 and by this time, 39 IrBatt

had been repatriated.  2 InfGp advance party had left Ireland on 25 October, but the

main elements of 2 InfGp did not arrive in Katanga until 10 November.  By 15

November, 2 InfGp had all arrived at Kolwezi.  Their route to the Congo differed

from the preceding units, as 2 InfGp were carried by Sabena airlines, of Belgium, on

Boeing 707 jet aircraft from Dublin airport via Brussels, Rome, Leopoldville and

Elisabethville airports.  2 InfGp then travelled by road from Elisabethville to

Kolwezi, Katanga.102

The officer commanding (O/C) of 2 InfGp was Lieutenant Colonel R. O’Sullivan:

the unit history does not state the parent units of any of its officers or men, and so

the O/C’s service corps was not established.103

As with other Irish Army units that preceded it, 2 InfGp formed in various barracks

at Curragh Training Camp, before moving to Dublin for a formal parade and review

by An Taoiseach, Sean Lemass, on 8 November 1963.104  The manpower strength of

2 InfGp was 272 all-ranks.105  By comparison, the Irish 1st Infantry Group that had

served in Katanga in 1961 was of 310 all-ranks in strength.106  The organisation of 2

InfGp did not include an armoured car group; however, the unit history narrates that

‘an armoured car group was formed from Cavalry personnel on arrival in the

Congo’.107

                                                  
102 Unit history, 2 InfGp, p. 1.
103 Unit history, 2 InfGp, Annex A, nominal roll p. 1.
104 Unit history, 2 InfGp, p. 2.
105 Unit history, 2 InfGp, Annex A, nominal roll pp 1-9.
106 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 1.
107 Unit history, 2 InfGp, p. 1.
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2 InfGp unit history recounts that, unlike the units that preceded it:
The full unit underwent battle practices in the Glen of Imaal108 and the infantry
company practiced night patrols and the establishment of listening posts. Full range
practices were conducted, and the mortar troop and anti-tank troop practiced firing
live ammunition.109

2 InfGp organisation chart shows the structure of this unit: in addition to group HQ

and HQ company, there were five support platoons of administration, quartermaster,

signals, transport and medical services. The infantry element, or infantry company,

of 2 InfGp was divided into five platoons, and infantry support was provided by a

mortar troop and a cavalry troop.110  This organisational chart of 2 InfGp does not

give the manpower strength of any of the platoons or troops. A typical platoon

numbers some thirty all-ranks; using this figure, the infantry component of 2 InfGp

would be in the order of 150, with the balance of 122 all-ranks comprising all HQ

functions plus armoured car and mortar support units.111

The manpower strengths of both 2 InfGp (272) and 39 IrBatt (461) show a gradual

decrease in numbers, as compared to 38 IrBatt (650) and thus a decrease in Irish

Army commitment to ONUC.  However, although 2 InfGp had responsibility for the

same area of Katanga as had their two predecessor units, the political and military

landscape in Katanga had changed.  The secessionist Katangese government,

establishment and military forces had been overturned and the central Congolese

government’s administration and the ANC were now established in the principal

towns of Katanga.112  The dispositions of 2 InfGp did not, however, mirror those of

39 IrBatt, as 2 InfGp based themselves solely in Kolwezi town and at Kolwezi

airport.113  The duties or responsibilities of 2 InfGp are given in their unit history as

being:
a. To ensure law and order was maintained in the sector of responsibility.
b. To neutralise quickly and efficiently any attempts by anyone at disturbing the
peace.
c. To ensure, by patrols, the freedom of UN troops in the sector.114

                                                  
108 Irish Army camp and training area in Co. Wicklow, Ireland.
109 Unit history, 2 InfGp, p. 1.
110 Unit history, 2 InfGp, annex B, organisational chart.
111 Ibid.
112 Unit history, 2 InfGp, pp 3-8.
113 Unit history, 2 InfGp, p. 2.
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2 InfGp unit history lists all the patrols which were carried out during their service

in Kolwezi: town patrols of Kolwezi were effected thrice weekly, but on varying

dates.  Patrols of the area about Kolwezi were weekly but were not carried out on

regular days: the strengths of the patrols are given as one officer, three NCOs and

four privates for town patrols, and patrols outside Kolwezi town are given as

platoon strength, usually commanded by an officer of the rank of commandant or

captain.115

These patrol routines apart, 2 InfGp unit history records only two incidents of note.

These were, firstly, the shooting dead of a local Congolese parliamentarian by

Belgians who were said to be drunk: secondly, a series of strikes at the local Union

Minière copper mines.116

In the first instance above, the alleged Belgian perpetrators sought refuge from a

pursuing ‘mob’ at Irish UN HQ: following negotiations with police and the Belgian

consul, and with a guarantee of fair treatment and trial, the two Belgians were taken

by Congolese police to Elisabethville.  Although the outcome of the court trial of

these Belgians is not documented, the events of rioting and looting in Kolwezi by

ethnic Congolese are: this breakdown of law and order lasted from the shooting on

the night of 5 February until 7 February 1964.  By this latter date, local Congolese

police patrols supported by Irish UN patrols had gradually restored calm.117

In the second instance – strikes at the copper mines – local rumour attributed the

industrial action to fomentation by Communist activists: under pressure from Union

Minière management, local police set-up roadblocks in the town and began

harassing drivers and passengers.  Again, local rioting and looting began, but

peaceful control of Kolwezi was re-established when and following on the O/C 2

InfGp parlaying with police and management of Union Minière.  The removal of the

roadblocks and overt patrolling by 2 InfGp restored calm to Kolwezi and work
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resumed in the mines.118  Unit history 2 InfGp does not record what settlement – if

any – was made between mine employers and mine workers.

Operationally, apart from the incidents recounted above and the patrol routines, 2

InfGp quite simply kept and maintained peaceful conditions by its very presence.

As the strength of the Congolese army in Kolwezi area was augmented, and as the

ANC extended its posts and patrols, the Irish troops began progressively to

consolidate their presence solely at Kolwezi airfield and at their HQ in Kolwezi

town.119  2 InfGp also spent considerable time on training routines – such as anti-riot

drill and driver training on the Swedish and American APCs that they had taken

over from 39 IrBatt.120  In addition, they fired range practices with FN rifles, Bren

light machine-guns, the Vickers medium machine-guns, Gustaf sub-machine gun

and their Browning 9 mm semi-automatic pistols.  The total ammunition expended

was 33, 022 rounds in all.  A pistol competition for officers was held as part of the

range practices, using the recently issued Browning 9 mm pistol: it is recorded in

the unit history that this competition was won by a 2/Lieutenant from the Cavalry

troop.   These range practices took place during January and February 1964.121

A veteran of 2 InfGp recalled his excitement when he – as a seventeen-year-old

soldier emplaned for the Congo on a Sabena Boeing 707 jet-aircraft.  This veteran

remembered his time in Kolwezi as one spent mainly on patrols and guard duties.

He also remembered the food there as being ‘consistently awful, with lots of tinned

tomatoes and shortages of bread’.  On the subject of pre-departure training, his

predominant recollection was of Irish Army Air-corps Fouga jet aircraft flying very

low overhead on ‘mock’ strafing runs, as a part of battle training in the Glen of

Imaal.122

Another veteran of 2 InfGp recounted that he ‘was commissioned (as an officer) in

mid-July1963 and was on the ground in the Congo by the end of November 1963’.

For him, the Congo was ‘a huge learning curve’ which stood to him in his later
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career ‘serving with the UN in Cyprus, Lebanon, Middle East, Central America and

the Balkans’.  This officer recalled inter alia that he was duty officer at Kolwezi

airport on 17 March 1964 and meeting, at his aircraft, the then Force Commander

who was coming to present UN service medals to 2 InfGp.  This Force Commander,

whom he described as ‘a very tall, most impressive man with an outgoing

personality’ was General ‘Johnny’ Aguiyi-Ironsi of the Nigerian army: later in his

career in Nigeria General Ironsi would become the de facto military dictator of

Nigeria – until his assassination in July 1966.123

2 InfGp also practised all forms of sport for which facilities were available in the

locality.  These sporting activities were diverse; Gaelic football and hurling

predominated, but other less common sports – such as horseshoe throwing featured

during ‘unit sports week’, 27 April to 2 May 1964.124

2 InfGp’s unit history observes that:
Sports week came at a very good time as warning orders of repatriation had been
received and restlessness had set-in. It also helped to keep discipline and morale
high.125  

For 2 InfGp, the last Irish army unit to serve with ONUC and to serve in Katanga,

repatriation began on 10 May and was completed by 18 May 1964.  The return of 2

InfGp to Ireland marked the end of the Irish Army’s first UN operational service

commitment, as distinct from UN observer missions: an operational commitment

which began on 17 July 1960 and ended on 18 May 1964.

9. 4
The political and military decline and fall of Katanga

When the first Irish troops arrived in 1960, Katanga was a functioning state and its

armed forces, the Katangese Gendarmerie Gendarmerie du Katanga were evolving

and strengthening.  By mid-1961, the Katangese Gendarmerie numbered some
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5,000 combat troops, supported by armour, artillery and air elements.126  Katanga

also had a well-functioning civil administration and judicial system – as evidenced

by the November 1961 criminal proceedings in Elisabethville against alleged

perpetrators of the Niemba ambush.127

By 21 December 1961, the President of Katanga, Moise Tshombe had achieved

such a measure of notoriety that he had appeared on the cover of Time Magazine.128

By the time the UN offensive military operations ended in Katanga in 1963, the

government of Katanga had collapsed; Congolese security forces had occupied

Katanga, and the remaining elements of the Gendarmerie du Katanga had fled

across the Congolese/ Angolan border at Dilolo/ Texeira de Sousa, taking their

heavy weapons with them.129

UN forces were engaged in offensive military action against the Gendarmerie du

Katanga at various times during 1961-63.130   The estimates of Katangese military

strength equipment and aircraft were indicative of a well armed, well supplied and

numerous military force.131  Despite that, in the various engagements with UN

forces, the Katangese forces rarely prevailed.  As a case in point: during the ‘Siege

of Jadotville’, Katangese military units estimated at some 2,000 men, with air-

support, failed to overwhelm the Irish UN garrison of some 160 men.132  And yet, in

the same area of engagement, at the Lufira bridge, a Katangese unit of company

strength, with limited air-support, held off attacking Irish and Indian Gurkha UN

troops of two-company strength with supporting armour and heavy mortars over a

period of three days.  The UN forces failed to take their objective – the Lufira

Bridge – and were ambushed during their withdrawal to Elisabethville.  In both

actions, casualties on the UN side were minimal.  Whilst not detracting from the
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military abilities and competencies of the Irish or Indian troops, there are questions

arising as to the military abilities or competencies of the Katangese.  If the

Katangese forces, outnumbering the Irish at Jadotville, failed in their objective, why

did the Katangese succeed at Lufira bridge and in setting ambush for the

withdrawing UN force?  It seems strange that one Katangese unit of vastly superior

strength failed at Jadotville, and yet an outnumbered Katangese force prevailed at

Lufira.   Michael Kennedy and Art Magennis in Ireland, the United Nations and the

Congo quote the UN Force Commander, General Sean McEoin’s opinion of the

Gendarmerie du Katanga as being ‘well-led, particularly by people trained in

psychological warfare’.133  A possible and plausible explanation may be that the

strategic aims of the Katangese government were such as dictated avoidance of all-

out confrontation with, and the infliction of heavy losses upon, UN forces – with its

attendant bad publicity and adverse political consequences.  The taking prisoner of

160 Irish soldiers at Jadotville gave the Katangese a strategically valuable

bargaining chip in subsequent post bellum negotiations with the UN.

In so far as the Irish military involvement with ONUC was concerned, when 2

InfGp left Kolwezi in May 1964 and Ireland’s part in ONUC in Katanga had come

to an end, the erstwhile Katangese government no longer existed and the Katangese

Gendarmerie had ceased to exist as a cohesive unit in that province.  As discussed in

chapters one and four, the Katangese state had been covertly supported by the

Belgian government from 1960, with initial and continuing financial support to the

State of Katanga being provided by Union Minière/ Société Général.

Following on the collapse of Katanga in January 1963, the Belgian government

cabinet minutes of 18 January 1963 noted, almost laconically, that:
The Minister for Foreign affairs (M. Spaak) has received a copy of the formal
agreement between Tshombe and the UN, bringing to an end the secession of
Katanga. If the end of Katanga is inevitable, it would be wrong to assume, for all
that, that our problems are over or that our involvement there has come to an end.
M. Spaak to monitor and advise.134
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Katanga and Tshombe appear again in the Belgian cabinet minutes of the following

week, 25 January 1963.   On this occasion Foreign Minister Spaak reported:
The exact mission of the Congolese central government representative in
Elisabethville, M. Ileo, is not yet known. If it is his mission to normalise relations
between central government and Katanga, it will lead to a right-wing regime. This
would contrast with the Tshombe regime, stable and accommodating, and may
present future difficulties for us. In the coming weeks, we will withdraw our
technical support to Katanga, and if all goes well, we can resume support and
return.135

In the following section of the minutes it is noted:
M.Spaak will continue to monitor the situation, as we await the outcome of
M.Ileo’s mission.  We will seek to maintain our consul-general in Elisabethville if
the central Congolese government agrees. We will also consider what future
technical and economic support we will grant to the Congo with the assistance of
international organisations.136

From the above quoted minutes, it is clear that the Belgian government were

pragmatically withdrawing their support for Tshombe and Katanga.  They were also

biding their time with the new central Congolese government, keeping open their

options to return to involvement in the Congo with technical and economic support.

This pragmatism continues to feature in Belgian cabinet minutes: on 14 June1963,

MM. Spaak and Segers (Foreign Affairs and Defence ministers) reported to cabinet

on their discussions with General Mobuto, chief-of-staff of the Congolese Army, on

‘future technical aid to the Congolese Army, by way of secondment of Belgian

officers and assisting Gen. Mobuto in weeding out professional agitators from the

Congolese army’.137  On 2 August 1963, MM. Spaak and Spinoy (Foreign Affairs

and Economic Affairs ministers) reported to the Belgian cabinet on their continuing

harmonious negotiations with their Congolese opposite-numbers on the topics of

‘Congolese national debt owed to Belgium and the successful absorption of the
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former Banque Nationale du Katanga (created by Société Général/ Union Minière

du Haut Katanga as the central bank of the secessionist Katanga) into the Banque

Central du Congo’.138  Accordingly, it appears that in so far as the Belgian

government and Belgian commercial interests were concerned, Katangese

administrative and financial systems were now defunct, and that Belgium was

beginning a new, pragmatic and harmonious relationship with the Congo’s central

government.

In 1964, the Irish Times reported, on 5 May, that the former President, Moise

Tshombe left Katanga ‘to holiday in Spain’.139  However, unit history 39 IrBatt

recorded – in a section headed ‘Enter & Exit – Mr. Tshombe’ - that Tshombe

arrived in Kolwezi, Katanga from Elisabethville, towards the end on May 1963.

Tshombe’s father, a tribal chief, was dying at his home-town of Kapanga, near

Kolwezi.  During his stay in Kolwezi, the Congolese security services raided

Tshombe’s house in Elisabethville and uncovered ‘some incriminating documents’.

Following his father’s death, Mr.Tshombe ‘left Kolwezi in the early hours of 14

June, bound for Paris’.140

 In a remarkable comeback, Tshombe returned to the Congo in late June 1964, at the

invitation of the President, Joseph Kasavubu, who had asked him to form a new

government ‘of national reconciliation’.141  Tshombe remained as Prime Minister of

the Congo until October 1965 when he was dismissed by Kasavubu.  Tshombe

again left the Congo and returned to live in Spain.   On 30 June 1967, whilst

Tshombe was en-route from Spain to Egypt, his aircraft was diverted to Algiers,

where he remained - under house arrest - until his death there on 29 June 1969.142
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In summary, the Belgian government that had covertly supported the secession of

Katanga and the regime of Moise Tshombe during 1960-1963 now – pragmatically

– withdrew their support for Katanga.  With equal pragmatism, even cynicism, they

turned to establishing cordial relations with the ascendant Congolese central

government, whilst appearing to keep open future Belgian political options.

The strategic objectives of the Belgian-backed Katangese government in –

seemingly - not presenting more strenuous military opposition to UN forces during

the period of hostilities seems to have left Belgium in a position to adopt this

pragmatic approach.

9. 5
Irish army units on peacekeeping duties in Leopoldville, Congo:
the 2nd and 3rd Armoured Car Squadrons

The greater part of the Irish army units that served with ONUC did so in Katanga

province – and, to a lesser extent, in Kivu province.   Both of these provinces lie to

the southeast of the country.  However, two Irish army cavalry units served in the

capital of the Republic of the Congo, Leopoldville on the extreme west of the

Republic of the Congo.  These units were designated as 2nd and 3rd Armoured Car

Squadrons (2 ACS & 3 ACS).  When, on an un-stated date in October 1962, 2 ACS

was reviewed at Plunkett Barracks, Curragh Training Camp (CTC) by Lt. General

Sean McKeown, then Chief-of-Staff, Irish Defence Forces, he described the

squadron as ‘having the unique distinction of being a small unit employed as an

independent unit’.143  McKeown described their role as:
Being for independent missions, based initially in Leopoldville,
for training and fitting-out; then, they could be deployed anywhere in the Congo.144

2 ACS

The unit history of the 2nd Armoured Car Squadron (2 ACS) is very slim and lacking

in detail.  However, from the unit history it can be established that the unit was
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formed in Plunkett Barracks, CTC, on 13 August 1962, and was at that time

expected to depart for the Congo in mid September: the unit, having been delayed

‘due to unforeseen circumstances’ – which are not given – did not depart until 24

October 1962.  Its commanding officer (O/C) was Commandant J. Foley.  The

period between 13 August 1962 and departure on 24 October 1962 is loosely

described in the unit history as ‘spent on training’, but the type of training is not

specified.145

The entire unit travelled to the Congo on a single Sabena airlines aircraft to

Leopoldville, with a single intermediate refuelling stop of one hour at Brussels.  The

travelling conditions are described as having been ‘very luxurious; and we were

attended en-route by three pretty hostesses’.146

When 2 ACS arrived in Leopoldville, they were posted to base at Camp Garnier,

Leopoldville, which – in marked contrast to their ‘luxurious travel’ – was described

in its unit history as ‘nothing less than a hovel’.147  Camp Garnier is more fully

described in 2 ACS unit history as being a place where mosquitoes plagued all

ranks; where toilets did not function; where one only water tap was in use for all

washing and ablutions; where cooking facilities were non-existent; there was no

furniture in dining rooms and meals – such as they were – were taken seated on the

floor.148

After one week in Camp Garnier, 2 ACS move to camp at a former factory, called

Jouret Congo, Leopoldville – which was to be its base for the duration of unit’s

service in Congo: the conditions in this Camp Jouret were described as ‘being near

primitive’.149  This camp was shared with an Indian army signals and supply unit,

also on UN duty in Leopoldville.  However, 2 ACS apart, the only other operational

UN troops in Leopoldville was a battalion of the Nigerian army from the 2nd The

Queen’s Own Nigerian Rifles (2 QONR).  Responsibility for the security of all UN

                                                  
145 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 1.
146 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 1.
147 Unit history, 2 ACS, pp 1,2.
148 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 2.
149 Ibid.
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posts in ONUC headquarters Leopoldville, and Ndjili airport Leopoldville rested

with these Nigerian and Irish UN operational units.150

2 ACS appraised the military situation in their area of responsibility – Leopoldville

– as being peaceful, save for local ‘banditry’ after darkness.151  The unit history 2

ACS states that their immediate tasks, whilst awaiting refitting and deployment as a

mobile unit, was to attempt to improve their living quarters in Camp Jouret, ‘with

limited success as requests for supplies were often futile’.152

2 ACS describes the process of requesting supplies as involving enormous amounts

of paperwork and repeat visits to various stores, which often culminated in items

being ‘not available/ unavailable’: however, visitors to the various stores were

frequently and hospitably greeted by an invitation to ‘You sit down, have a smoke;

have a cup of chaee’.153  2 ACS suffered from a lack of basic equipment and

furnishings for dining halls and lack of fridges; 2 ACS unit history bemoans the

want of technical equipment for maintaining their vehicles – ‘no spanners, jacks or

battery charging equipment for radio batteries’. 154  In addition, their food supply

was poor, and pack-rations that were issued, occasionally, in lieu of fresh food and

vegetables ‘dated back to the Korean War; mostly containing rice and chillies and

were unsuitable for an Irish palate’: butter was not available, bacon was often

inferior and not eaten, likewise tinned meat.155  As regards clothing and uniforms, 2

ACS unit history observes that ‘the clothing issue from Ireland was adequate:

however, the UN issues were not sufficient for the six months, especially for cooks,

fitters and AFV drivers’.156  It is noteworthy to observe that this unit, 2 ACS, had

taken up duty in the Congo some two years following on the arrival of their

comrades, 32 IrBatt in July 1960 – and yet problems concerning rations and clothing

which had bedevilled the men of 32 IrBatt still persisted.

                                                  
150 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 2.
151 Ibid.
152 Ibid.
153 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 9. (Hindi – Chaee, or, chai = tea)
154 Ibid.
155 Unit history, 2 ACS, pp 9, 10.
156 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 8. (AFV = Armoured Fighting Vehicle)
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Having arrived in Leopoldville on 24 October 1962, this armoured car squadron was

not equipped with any armoured cars until 8 November 1962 when twelve ‘Ferret’

armoured cars arrived from England, by sea to the port of Matadi, Congo and thence

by rail to Leopoldville.  The unit history recounts that ‘the arrival of the Ferret Scout

Cars was looked forward to with great enthusiasm’.157  Historically, Irish army

cavalry units had been equipped with, and trained on, Landsverk L180 medium

armoured cars or Ford light armoured cars which dated from 1937 and 1941

respectively: so, these Ferrets were very much up-to-date by comparison.158

These Ferret scout cars which had arrived for 2 ACS were constructed by the

Daimler company, England: their manufacture commenced in 1953, and were well

ahead of the 1941 Irish Ford armoured cars in design and construction.159  Although

chronologically only twelve years ahead of the Fords, the Ferrets were decades

ahead in utility and armament.  Ferrets had a Rolls-Royce engine, independent

suspension and all-wheel drive – in contrast with Fords rear-wheel drive and

transverse axles.  Ferrets were armed with a .300 in. air-cooled, link-fed, Browning

medium machine-gun (MMG) – in contrast to the water-cooled, belt-fed, .303 in.

Vickers medium machine-gun (MMG) on the Ford armoured cars in service with

Irish UN troop in Katanga160

                                                  
157 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 3.
158 Karl Martin, Irish army vehicles: transport and armour since 1922 (Dublin, 2002), pp 28 & 36.
159 Karl Martin, Irish army vehicles: transport and armour since 1922 (Dublin, 2002), p.36.
160 The Tank Museum, Bovington, U.K.
http://www.tankmuseum.org/ixbin/indexplus?_IXSS_=_IXMENU_%3d%26ALL%3dFerret%26_IX
ACTION_%3dsummary%26%252asform%3d%252fsearch_form%252fbovtm_combined%26_IXSE
SSION_%3dFmIz6dIyzbD%26TYPE%3darticle%26_IXFPFX_%3dtemplates%252fsummary%252f
&_IXFIRST_=4&_IXSPFX_=templates/full/tvod/t&_IXMAXHITS_=1&submit-
button=summary&_IXSESSION_=FmIz6dIyzbD&_IXMENU_=Vehicles (7 May 2013).
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9. 3: Ferret scout car in UN livery

(The tank museum, Bovington, Dorset U.K.)161

On 19 November 1963, 2 ACS was instructed to take over the duty of guarding the

atomic reactor at Louvainium University Leopoldville – a duty that had earlier

fallen to 37 IrBatt in August 1962.162  The strength of these guards was that of one

NCO and three men by day, and  two NCOs and six men by night; this duty was to

continue for all of 2 ACS service in Leopoldville.163

Later that month, on 23 November 1962, a small party of technical staff of 2 ACS,

led by their technical officer Capt. F. Lawless, travelled to Elisabethville for training

on repair and maintenance of the Ferret scout cars from the Malayan Armoured Car

Squadron there – which was also equipped with Ferrets.164  On 18 December 1963, 2

                                                  
161 The Tank Museum, Bovington, U.K.
http://www.tankmuseum.org/ixbin/indexplus?_IXSS_=_IXMENU_%3d%26ALL%3dFerret%26_IX
ACTION_%3dsummary%26%252asform%3d%252fsearch_form%252fbovtm_combined%26_IXSE
SSION_%3dFmIz6dIyzbD%26TYPE%3darticle%26_IXFPFX_%3dtemplates%252fsummary%252f
&_IXFIRST_=4&_IXSPFX_=templates/full/tvod/t&_IXMAXHITS_=1&submit-
button=summary&_IXSESSION_=FmIz6dIyzbD&_IXMENU_=Vehicles (3 May 2013).
162 Unit history, 37 IrBatt, pp 1-2.
163 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 4.
164 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 3.
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ACS loaned some of their men to the Indian army UN contingent at Leopoldville, to

give Indian soldiers instruction on the Gustaf SMG and FN rifle.165

With regard to operational training on the Ferret scout cars, the unit history of 2

ACS is silent on the topic: the unit history relates the carrying out of various long

and short range patrols in the area of the capital of the Republic of the Congo,

Leopoldville and Ndjili airport there.  It also mentions that 2 ACS gave a battle

practice demonstration to the Force Commander, ONUC on 14 January 1963 – but

does not describe this battle practise .166

Morale and discipline in the unit is reported as ‘generally excellent’: an appendix of

breaches of discipline is mentioned in 2 ACS unit history, but was not attached to,

or included in, the copy of unit history in Military Archives.167  Illness and sickness

records in unit history 2 ACS are patchy: stomach upsets and sunburn are given as

most common, with ‘some minor injuries such as cuts or sprains’.168

Interestingly, 2 ACS unit history is the first one of the Irish unit histories in which

‘black marketing’ is mentioned.  This is detailed as follows:
There was no evidence of black marketing (sic) as such.
Isolated cases were suspected but not proved of the selling of beer and
cigarettes to Congolese or other nearby contingents.
However, if it took place it was on a very minor scale.169

It might be reasonably assumed, from the above, that the mere mention of the

subject of ‘Black Marketing’ infers that there were suspicions – at least – of

wrongdoing in this regard, or that complaint had been made from outside of 2 ACS

ranks.

2 ACS arrived in the Congo on 25 October 1962: their date of departure from the

Congo is not given in the unit history, but they should have departed about 25 April

1963, on completion of their six-months’ UN service.   The unit history of 3rd

Armoured Car Squadron notes the commencement of their take-over from 2 ACS as

                                                  
165 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 3.
166 Unit history, 2 ACS, pp 3-4.
167 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 6.
168 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 11.
169 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 6.
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beginning on 16 April 1963.170  The overall strength of the unit is not given in their

unit history, but a count of the nominal roll, attached to unit history 2 ACS as Annex

A. gives a total of seven officers and seventy-one NCOs and men.171

3rd Armoured Car Squadron.

The 3rd Armoured Car Squadron (3 ACS) formed at Plunkett Barracks, Curragh

Training Camp on 4 April 1963: the commanding officer (O/C) was Commandant

P. Cahalane.  The main body of the unit embarked for the Congo on 17 April

1963.172  The advance party of 3 ACS had already departed from Dublin on 13 April

1963.173

On arrival at Leopoldville, 3 ACS was quartered in Camp Chametal – a camp built

by the UN in 1961 to house an Indian UN brigade that had now departed the Congo.

The accommodation there was described in 3 ACS unit history as being ‘adequate

and well appointed; NCOs and men of 3 ACS being accommodated in quarters

previously used by Indian officers, with the Irish officers having their

accommodation in nearby rented villas’.  Other rented villas served as officers’

mess and NCOs mess.174

Before departure to the Congo, whilst yet at Plunkett Barracks, Curragh, the

squadron engaged in routine training such as radio procedure, first-aid drills,

gunnery and driving exercises.  3 ACS unit history does not detail the vehicles used

for pre-departure training in Ireland.175

3 ACS unit history, at this point, makes a salient observation:
The Squadron was fortunate in that a high percentage of its personnel
had previous service in the Congo –
which made the task of preparation much easier.176

                                                  
170 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 1.
171 Unit history, 2 ACS: Annex  A,  pp 1-3.
172 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 1.
173 Ibid.
174 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 1.
175 Ibid.
176 Ibid.
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Indeed, Commandant Cahalane, O/C 3 ACS, had previously served with 35 IrBatt in

Elisabethville in 1961: there, he had been injured in an attack on a Ford armoured

car; been subsequently taken as a prisoner by the Katangese gendarmerie and held

by them under threat of execution; yet, he had returned to the Congo for a second

tour of duty.177

The squadron’s unit history details the extensive training carried out after their

arrival.   As no pre-Congo training had been done with the Ferret scout cars – there

not being any Ferrets in the Irish Army, intensive training embracing wireless,

gunnery, maintenance and driving was carried out: as was training on field-craft, use

of cover and patrol routines.178  A particular training requirement was gunnery –

especially as the Ferret’s 0.300 in. Browning machine gun was new to all the scout

car crews.  Live firing of this weapon was carried out at a local firing-range.179

The unit did not neglect physical training and fitness: ‘a period each day,

immediately after Reveille was devoted to physical training’.180  Also, sporting and

recreational facilities for 3 ACS were not neglected: soccer was a major activity,

and competitions were held both internally – troop v. troop teams – and external to

the unit, with 3 ACS challenging Nigerian, Danish and Pakistani contingents.181

Inter-troop basketball games and inter-contingent challenges in the same sport are

recorded in the unit history – together with less strenuous activities such as darts

matches.182  Other recreational activities feature: film shows, swimming, boat

cruises on the River Congo; and, monthly squadron dinners – followed by concerts

or ‘sing-alongs’ - which were attended by all ranks.183

3 ACS had a high level of incidence of guard duties: in addition to providing a

guard on their own Camp Chametal – one officer, two NCOs and four men, daily –

the Irish unit also mounted guard, daily, at Louvainium University’s nuclear reactor.

                                                  
177 Unit history, 35 IrBatt: Appendix G, passim.
178 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 2.
179 Unit history, 3 ACS, pp 2-3.
180 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 3.
181 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 13.
182 Unit history, 3 ACS, pp 13-16.
183 Ibid.
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This latter guard on the reactor required one NCO and three men. Guards were also

provided, on an occasional basis, at Camp Martini transit camp; UN radio

transmitting station, Leopoldville; and the UN Bank, Leopoldville.  These

occasional requirements, not being simultaneous, required merely one NCO and

four men at any time or location.  Thus, 3 ACS daily guard requirements totalled

one officer, four NCOs and eleven men.184  The daily guard duty requirement for 3

ACS, then, when doubling this preceding figure to allow for officers, NCOs and

men ‘resting-off’ duty - committed two officers, eight NCOs and twenty-two men to

guard related duties daily.   In effect, about one quarter of the unit’s strength of eight

officers and eighty other-ranks was thus occupied on daily guard duty.  Three-

quarters of 3 ACS manpower was then available, daily, for routine work in camp –

such as vehicle maintenance, cooking, cleaning etc. and, of course, patrols.

Although 3 ACS unit history mentions ‘frequent long distance patrols and

reconnaissance exercises’, the unit history does not detail the frequency, range or

purposes/ objectives of these patrols.185  This is an unfortunate omission, as the very

purpose of both 2 & 3 ACS was described by the Defence Forces Chief-of-Staff,

General Sean McKeown – prior to the departure of 2 ACS to Leopoldville as ‘being

for independent missions, based initially in Leopoldville, but could be deployed

anywhere in the Congo’. 186

3 ACS tour of duty was mostly free from involvement in any major incidents or

actions.  Mention is made in unit history of two specific incidents; the first is of a

revolt of the local ‘Congolese Civilian Police in Leopoldville for ten days in June

1963’.  3 ACS was required to maintain half of their squadron’s scout cars on

twenty-minute notice of call-out during this period.  The account of this incident in

3 ACS unit history tells that ‘the revolt was quelled by the ‘Congolese

gendarmerie’.187

The second major incident recounted in unit history is that of a general strike in

Leopoldville ‘towards the end of September 1963’ when ‘the unit was allotted

                                                  
184 Unit history, 3 ACS, pp 4-5.
185 Unit history, 3 ACS, pp 2-3.
186 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 1.
187 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 3.
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specific tasks and placed on full stand-by for fourteen days while the trouble

lasted’.188  Unfortunately, the ‘specific tasks allotted’ to 3 ACS are not detailed.

However, some indication of what these ‘specific tasks’ might have been may be

gleaned from that section of 3 ACS unit history that details ‘Association with other

UN contingents’.189   This section of 3 ACS unit history mentions that it ‘co-

operated closely with 2 Bn Queens Own Nigerian Regiment (UN) on combined

training on control of rioting and on ambush response drills’.190  It may be

reasonably adduced, therefore, that anti-riot and ambush control duties were – at

least part – of these ‘specific tasks’.

However, in the context of 3 ACS unit history commenting on ‘Language Problems’

and bemoaning ‘lack of knowledge of French in a country where the majority speak

that language’, allusion is made to important or specific tasks.  The point is made

about their dependence on UN civilian interpreters – in any instance of their ‘being

called to aid the Civil Power (sic)’.  Thus, it appears that one of 3 ACS specific

tasks or important responsibilities was to be prepared to come to the assistance of

Congolese government law enforcement agencies, if and when required.191

The squadron, in common with their predecessors, 2 ACS, had no previous

experience of, or training on, the Ferret scout car that they used.  3 ACS unit history

details the training regime on gunnery and the like: it also makes specific mention of

the difficulty faced by the squadron technical staff, or fitters, in maintaining the

Ferret scout cars:
None of the fitters had ever seen a Ferret Armd. Car (sic) until they arrived in the
Congo.  Neither workshop manuals nor special tools were available, and suitable
garage equipment was received only towards the end of the squadron’s tour of
duty.192

 Despite these difficulties, the unit history relates that ‘ all vehicles, both armoured

and soft-skinned, were handed into stores in first-class condition before the

squadron was repatriated’.193

                                                  
188 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 3.
189 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 4.
190 Ibid.
191 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 4.
192 Unit history, 3 ACS, pp 2-3 & p. 12.
193 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 12.
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3 ACS, in common with earlier contingents, encountered problems with uniforms

and clothing.  3 ACS, in its unit history, observes that the tropical uniform issue,

made in Ireland before departure, was ‘of heavy and coarse material, was most

uncomfortable and was not suitable for the climate of Leopoldville’.194  The

discomforts caused by the unsuitability of these uniforms were resolved by

‘Squadron personnel purchasing light weight shirts and slacks locally, at their own

expense’.195

The quality of food supplied to 3 ACS and the standard of cooking at Camp

Chametal is described in the unit history as being generally satisfactory – save for

absence of butter from the ration scale.196  In addition to the earlier mentioned 3

ACS squadron dinners, outdoor barbeques were held on an occasional basis.  These

barbeques featured ‘Large succulent steaks flown in from Johannesburg by Pan Am

and Irish Coffees, using cream from the same source, courtesy of our friend “Pete

the Greek (sic)”’.197

Taking an overview of the history of the tour of duty of 3 ACS in Leopoldville –

from their arrival on 18 April 1963 until their departure on 11 October 1963 – the

overview presents a picture of a busy, well trained unit; one that had also time for

sport, recreation and socialising.198

In overall terms, 3 ACS unit history describes ‘Morale and discipline’ in the

squadron as being:
Very good.
The standard of dress, behaviour and performance of the troops both on and off
duty were most satisfactory and compared favourably with the standards in other
UN contingents.199

                                                  
194 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 10. See also:- Donal McCarron & Bill Younghusband, The Irish defence
forces since 1922 (Oxford, 2004), plate G.
195 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 10.
196 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 11.
197 Unit history, pp 16-17. Pan Am = Pan-American airlines. “Pete the Greek” = Mr. P. Zacharias,
Pan Am airlines official, (p.16).
198 Unit history, 3 ACS, pp 1 & 18.
199 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 7.
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Under the general heading of ‘Factors affecting Morale’, the unit history notes that

the first factor that adversely affected morale was that of high incidence of duty; the

second adverse influence being climatic conditions with temperatures at

Leopoldville in the region of 100 degrees Fahrenheit daily.200  The description of the

third factor that contributed negatively to morale extends across two pages of the

unit history and was clearly a contentious issue.  In brief, this concerned the

application of a UN regulation governing the Irish unit’s total ‘spend’ on canteen or

PX201 items, including monies lodged for conversion to Irish pounds and remitted to

Irish UN personnel at their home stations through the UN canteen/ PX system.202

The governance of the ‘spend’ stipulated that the total monies spent on canteen or

PX goods, which included ‘attractive items’ such as cameras, watches radios and the

like, could not exceed the total aggregate amount of the unit’s (in this case 3 ACS’s)

daily service allowance.  This allowance was paid to all ranks, in local currency, at

the rate of eighty-three Congolese francs per diem.203  As 3 ACS were, apparently,

unaware of this regulation, their ‘spend’ had already exceed the total amount

allowed for their tour of duty by the end of July 1963, when they were at about the

mid-way point of their UN service.  On 1 August 1963, the responsible UN official

cancelled all outstanding orders for ‘attractive items’, and stopped the supply of

beers, soft drinks and cigarettes from UN supply sources to the Irish unit.  The

consequence of this action was – in short – that the Irish had to source all their PX/

canteen/ mess supplies locally, at prices that were well in excess of UN supplied

goods.204   Despite the strongest of representations made by 3 ACS squadron

commander at local UN HQ level – namely, Mr. Max Dorsinville, UN officer in

charge of administration, Leopoldville and Mr. Carey Seward, Chief Administration

Officer for PX affairs, the UN authorities stood firm, and this issue was to remain

                                                  
200 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 7.
201 PX = Post Exchange: this term is from U.S. Army vernacular and refers, in general, to shops on
military posts.
202 Unit history, 3 ACS, pp 7-8.
203 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p. 9.
204 Unit history, 3 ACS, pp 7-8.
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unresolved from the Irish squadron’s point of view, and the practice of local

purchases continued for the remainder of their tour.205   

The representations made by squadron commander, 3 ACS, included one relating to:
The existence of an open and thriving black-market in UN cigarettes, beer,
cameras, watches etc., going on openly in Leopoldville with no apparent efforts
being made to curb the practise.  Two members of the squadron had noted that
forty-three cartons of ‘UN stamped’ cigarettes were on sale, one day, outside the
GPO in Leopoldville.206

This is a further mention of ‘black-market activities’ in Leopoldville, as black-

market activities were also noted in the unit history of 2 ACS.207  The question of

black-market activities will be addressed more fully in chapter 11 of this thesis.

3 ACS, on completion of their service with ONUC in Leopoldville, Congo, were

repatriated on 15 October 1963.  The squadron had earlier begun the process of

repatriation, by Sabena airlines, on 11 October 1963.  Unfortunately, engine trouble

on the Boeing jet aircraft used by Sabena, forced a return to Leopoldville after

ninety minutes flying time.  The 3rd Armoured Car Squadron finally arrived in

Dublin at 22.35 hours on 15 October 1963.

This was the last Irish army independent armoured car squadron to serve in the

Congo with ONUC.

9. 6

Concluding observations

The return to offensive operations by 38 IrBatt was, in effect, a reprise of the UN

actions in 1961 and 1962 – Operations Morthor, Rampunch and Unokat.  These

operations were intended to break the strength of the Katangese gendarmerie, ensure

UN freedom of movement – all with the political aim of ending Katangese secession

from the Republic of the Congo and in restoring the province of Katanga to the

control of the Congolese central government.  In this latter objective, the UN forces

in Katanga – of which 38 IrBatt was a part -in December 1962 and January 1963,

were successful.  39 IrBatt, taking over at Kolwezi, Katanga from 38 IrBatt in 1963
                                                  
205 Unit history, 3 ACS, pp 7-8.
206 Ibid.
207 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 6.
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was involved in the gradual assimilation of Congolese central government’s security

services into Katanga, and thusly unifying the Congo as a ‘whole’ state.  This

‘whole state’ condition had not obtained in the Congo since the period July to

August 1960.

The gradual ‘run-down’ of the Irish contingents in Katanga – which began with 39

IrBatt, ended with the withdrawal of Irish troops from the Congo in 1964 when

2 InfGp was repatriated and not replaced.

The service of 2 and 3 ACS in Leopoldville was somewhat unremarkable, save for

their being the only independent Irish cavalry units to serve in the Congo.  Their

duties of patrolling and guarding were mundane: the remarkable feature of their

service was that these first cavalry squadrons in the Congo had to adapt to and train

on Ferret scout cars, of which they had no prior experience, nor training on, when

they arrived in the Congo.

These Ferret scout cars were vastly superior in comparison to the Ford armoured

cars that were used by Irish units in Katanga.  Even in the most basic of utilities,

these Ferret scout cars had four-wheel drive and their turrets were rotated by a

geared mechanism: the Fords had rear-wheel drive only, and their turrets were

rotated manually.208  Whether the Ferrets’ Rolls-Royce engine was superior to the

Fords’ V-8 engine is a moot point as none of the relevant unit histories records

comments on engine reliability or performance.

In the sense that one of the prime objectives of the UN operation in the Republic of

the Congo was the re-unification and consolidation of that state, it can be

confidently asserted that the Irish army units in the Congo contributed significantly

to the achievement of that objective of re-unification.

                                                  
208 The Tank Museum, Bovington, U.K. http://www.tankmuseum.org (7 May 2013) & Karl Martin,
Irish army vehicles: transport and armour since 1922 (Dublin, 2002), pp 33-42.
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10. The challenges of command

Command is:
Wisdom, Integrity, Compassion, Courage, Severity.
Discipline is:
Organisation, Chain of command, Control of expenditure.
Every commander is aware
Of these fundamentals.
He who grasps them,
Wins.
He who fails to grasp them,
Loses.
Sun Tzu.1

This chapter will explore certain aspects of the various Irish Army units that served

in the Congo, recorded in unit histories in the form of disciplinary and sickness

statistics.  In addition, factors that challenged the experience and capability of unit

commanders – and their subordinates – will be presented where relevant.

Disciplinary standards in the units in the Congo are perceived as having been

influenced by ‘The level of military activity’: this means that such level – which

might also be referred to, inversely, as the ‘boredom quotient’ – are where units

performed their tasks and duties in a very soldierly manner, allied to a busy life of

patrols and worthwhile tasks.  These tasks included giving humanitarian aid and

duties where men perceived their role as valued good soldiers and peacekeepers.

Veteran interviews consistently reflected the theme or feeling of men moving from

garrison duties in Ireland to an ‘exciting’ life overseas – if only of six months

duration, as giving them a feeling of self-worth as soldiers and as men.2

Sickness statistics, perceived to be indicators of morale are examined and presented

later in this chapter, in simple tabular form.

In addition, some challenges to commanding-officers (and subordinate officers) to

their leadership skills will be evaluated: for example, dealing with the actual

realities of command of a full battalion in overseas conditions.

                                                  
1 Sun Tzu, The art of war, c. 520BCE (London, 2002), pp 2-3.
2 Veteran interviews - veterans 1–16: also, veterans 3/ O &  A - E.
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10.1
Unit morale as reflected in disciplinary statistics.

In the table following are listed composite figures for offences against military law

(disciplinary statistics), found in unit histories, for Irish Army units that served in

the Congo 1960-64.  The presentation of these statistics is in simple form, as they

are used as a basis for assessing unit morale, rather than to identify specific forms of

breaches of military law.  The collation of the disciplinary statistics was hampered

by the fact that units did not present these statistics in a common manner, and in

some cases they were not statistically recorded in unit histories.  One unit, 34th

Infantry Battalion (34 IrBatt), did not compile a unit history, so in this case no

figures are available.  Further, no units of equivalent strength existed in Ireland on

‘home service’ in 1960-1964: regrettably therefore, no comparison can be made

between ‘home service’ and ‘overseas service’ units in that period.
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Table 1: Disciplinary records:  Irish units with ONUC 1960-64
based on figures extracted from unit histories

Unit Strength* Total all offences Offences per man§

32 IrBatt 700 783 1.12

33 IrBatt 700 135 0.12

34 IrBatt N/A N/A N/A

35 IrBatt 650 105 0.16

36 IrBatt 650 324 0.50

37 IrBatt 650 451 0.70

38 IrBatt 600 170 0.28

39 IrBatt 450 147 0.33

1 Inf Gp 300 138 0.46

2 Inf Gp 300 210 0.70

2 ACS   100 N/A N/A

3 ACS 100  53 0.53

Explanatory notes.

* Strength is rounded up/ down to the nearest whole 50 to facilitate calculation.

§ Total of all offences divided by strength.

34 IrBatt did not produce a unit history.

2 ACS    did not report on disciplinary offences.
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Using the above table as a simple measurement of the relativity between ‘The level

of military activity’ and unit morale as reflected in offences against or breaches of

military law as expressed in the table by ‘Offences per man’ leads to some basic

conclusions.

The first Irish unit to serve in the Congo, 32 IrBatt had the highest incidence of

offences at 1.12 per man. The second unit to serve there, 33 IrBatt had the lowest

incidence of offences at 0.12 per man.  This low incidence was closely followed by

that of 35 IrBatt at 0.16 per man.  Taking half of the highest incidence as a median -

that is 0.56 offences per man - 36 IrBatt, 38 IrBatt and 1 Inf Gp all fall below the

median point, as does 35 IrBatt.  From these calculations it is observed that these

units - all of which were involved in offensive military actions  - have the lowest

incidence of offences.  33 IrBatt, with the lowest incidence of all units, was not

involved in offensive military action per se but suffered the trauma of the Niemba

ambush and the loss of nine of its men in a single incident.  These observations

suggest that there may be a link between such an incident, offensive military activity

and unit morale, and that the incidence of disciplinary offences tends to mirror the

morale of a military unit.

However, some breaches of military law recorded in various unit histories

disciplinary statistics are worthy of examination.

32 IrBatt unit history noted:
For the past fifteen years or so there has been an easing-off of disciplinary
standards at home. Offences which at one time would have met with very severe
punishments (i.e. insubordination and disobedience) have for some time back been
treated more lightly.
NCOs have progressively lost the power and authority over men which they once
indisputably wielded.3

This observation tends to reflect the ethos of command of the battalion and may,

therefore, partly explain that their incidence of offences per man is the highest of all

Congo units.

                                                  
3 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p. 108.
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On 21 October 1961, O/C 35 IrBatt sent the Force Commander ONUC a report on

the morale of his unit. O/C 35 IrBatt began his report with a summary of battalion

morale:
The morale of the battalion continues high, in spite of many adverse factors, e.g.
casualties, prisoners, poor living conditions, inferior tentage, absence of steel
helmets and jungle boots, heavy duties etc.4

At the time O/C 35 IrBatt wrote his report, ‘A’ company of his command were

prisoners of the Katangese forces.  His battalion had been engaged in two aggressive

military actions, Operations Morthor and Rampunch, losing two men dead and one

man ‘missing, presumed dead’.5  This unit had the second lowest incidence of

offences.

The disciplinary record for 36 IrBatt shows that nine courts-martial were conducted

during the tour of duty.6  The offences listed as tried by these courts contain a

remarkable entry.  Two soldiers were tried by court martial for the offence of ‘By

want of due precaution being taken prisoner’- unfortunately, the circumstances of

these men having been taken prisoner are not recorded.7

38 IrBatt unit history observed that:
Morale in the battalion was excellent generally. It fluctuated throughout the six
months and probably reached its peak during the Dec/Jan fighting.  It got a good
boost again with the move to KOLWEZI (sic), but in the latter stages it was
affected by …Delays in postal delivery; lack of films; lack of indoor recreation and
lack of pitches for outdoor recreation.8

However, two offences given in 38 IrBatt unit history stand out and these are:

firstly,‘Scandalous conduct unbecoming an officer’ and secondly, ‘Demanding wife

of a Congolese’.9

                                                  
4 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix “J”, p.1.
5 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 64.
6 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 105.
7 Ibid.
8 Unit History, 38 IrBatt, p. 7.
9 Unit History, 38 IrBatt, annex ‘F’, p. 86.
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The first of these offences above, were an officer charged and found guilty under

section 139 of Defence Act 1954, carried the following sanction:
Every officer who, being subject to military law, behaves in a scandalous manner,
unbecoming the character of an officer, is guilty of an offence against military law
and shall, on conviction by court-martial, be liable to suffer dismissal with
ignominy from the Defence Forces or dismissal from the Defence Forces.10

This type of charge, involving an officer, is unique in the disciplinary records of all

Irish ONUC units.  The outcome of this particular charge is not recorded – a finding

of ‘guilty’ carried the sanction of dismissal, or dismissal with ignominy, from the

Defence Forces, both very severe outcomes.11

The second charge, described as ‘Conduct to the prejudice of good order and

discipline’, under section 168 of the Defence Act 1954, and detailed as ‘Demanding

a Congolese wife’ is also unique in Irish ONUC reported disciplinary records.12  It is

not possible to determine the outcome of this charge from 38 IrBatt unit history –

nor, indeed, what precisely was meant to be described when the man accused had

been ‘Demanding a Congolese wife’.

39 IrBatt was the last Irish unit to serve in the Congo to be denominated as a

battalion and also the smallest at a strength of 461 all-ranks.13  It is not recorded in

the unit history of 39 IrBatt whether canteen opening hours, or sales of types of

alcohol, were restricted.  In this, they differed from the earlier 32 IrBatt: in this latter

battalion, where alcoholic drinks were limited to beers, and then sold for one hour

only in the evenings.14  Although not, perhaps, empirically sound – 39 IrBatt’s

disciplinary statistics record a mere thirteen (13) offences of drunkenness compared

to 32 IrBatt’s 216 instances of drunkenness.15  Even allowing for the fact that 39

                                                  
10 Defence Act 1954
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/1954/en/act/pub/0018/sec0139.html#sec139  (18 Mar. 2013).
11 Defence Act 1954
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/1954/en/act/pub/0018/sec0139.html#sec139  (18 Mar. 2013).
12 Section 168, Defence Act 1954
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/1954/en/act/pub/0018/sec0168.html#sec168  (18 Mar. 2013).
13 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Part II, ‘A’ admin, p.2
14 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p. 113.
15 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Part II, ‘A’ admin, p. 4. & Unit history, 32 IrBatt, Appendix ‘A’ to chapter
XI: p.111.
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IrBatt was numerically two-thirds of the strength of 32 IrBatt, the disparity in these

‘drunkenness’ statistics is glaring.

Turning to the independent armoured car units that served exclusively in the

Congolese capital, Leopoldville.  The 2nd Armoured Car Squadron (2 ACS) unit

history makes first mention of black-market activities:
There was no evidence of any black marketing (sic) as such. Isolated cases were
suspected but not proved of the selling of beer or cigarettes to Congolese or other
nearby contingents. However, if it took place it was on a minor scale.16

This is the first mention of black market activities in any of the histories of Irish

units preceding 2 ACS.  Such activity would be a disciplinary matter  - but in the

absence of disciplinary statistics for 2 ACS no observations can be made on the

inclusion of this matter in 2 ACS unit history.

The 3rd. Armoured Car Squadron, (3 ACS) also served in Leopoldville and

mentioned in its unit history a ‘factor affecting morale’ - namely a complex one of

spending levels at PX, or levels of savings repatriated, and the cutting-off of

supplies to the squadron from UN duty-free sources and noted:
The existence of an open and thriving black-market in UN cigarettes, beer,
cameras, watches etc., going on openly in Leopoldville with no apparent efforts
being made to curb the practise.  Two members of the squadron had noted that
forty-three cartons of ‘UN stamped’ cigarettes were on sale, one day, outside the
GPO in Leopoldville.17

The wider issue of alleged black market activity is discussed in more depth later in

this chapter.

2 InfGp was the last Irish unit to serve with ONUC.  In matters of discipline, 2

InfGp unit history observed that ‘ the general standard of discipline was very high

during the entire period of service in the Congo’.  This unit’s history added a salient

comment on previous Congo service when it observed that ‘127 other-ranks, or

                                                  
16 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 6.
17 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 17.
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about one third of the unit had previous Congo service and less than one quarter of

all offences committed involved this category’.18

Nevertheless, 2 InfGp had the one of the highest incidence of offences against

military law, averaged at 0.70 offences per man, second only to that of 32 IrBatt.

10.1.1

Observations on disciplinary matters
The reporting of offences against military law in various unit histories was not done

on a standard format, and lacks considerable detail: for example, disposal matched

to offence: or, offences per company in any unit: or, repeat offences attributed to

individual soldiers. What is clearly obvious from the available statistics is that the

two units with the best disciplinary records are 33 IrBatt and 35 IrBatt.  33 IrBatt

had suffered the trauma of the Niemba ambush; 35 IrBatt was the first Irish unit

‘into action’ and had the trauma of Jadotville.  It is submitted that these traumatic

events positively influenced military comportment in these units and, therefore, had

a positive effect on discipline and behaviour.

10.2
Sickness statistics and morale

Sickness statistics may be skewed by factors that tend to distort levels of illness,

such as effects of inoculations and outbreaks of dysentery or diarrhoea caused by

poor sanitation or deficiencies in ration scales. There was no standard reporting or

recording format for sickness returns or statistics in ONUC unit histories.  The

available statistics, extracted from unit histories, are given in simple tabular form

below.

                                                  
18 Unit history, 2 InfGp, p. 16.
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Table 2: Sickness records:  Irish units with ONUC 1960-64
based on figures extracted from unit histories

Unit Strength *  Total incidence § Daily incidence  Incidence ^

(All sickness) (At 180 days)      per man.

32 IrBatt 700  643 3.6 0.9

33 IrBatt 700  228 1.3 0.3

34 IrBatt N/A  N/A N/A N/A

35 IrBatt 650    54 0.3 0.08

36 IrBatt 650  924 5.0 1.4

37 IrBatt 650  893 5.0 1.37

38 IrBatt 600 1280 7.0 2.13

39 IrBatt 450   313 1.7 0.70

1 InfGp 300 N/A N/A N/A

2 InfGp 300   508 2.8 1.7

2 ACS 100     14  0.7 0.14

3 ACS 100     49  0.27 0.49

Explanatory notes.

* Strength is rounded up/ down to nearest whole 50 to facilitate calculation.

§ Total of reported sickness, irrespective of cause.

^  Total reported sickness divided by strength.

34 IrBatt – No unit history/ figures available.

1 Inf Gp  - did not report sickness statistics.

2ACS - reported only hospitalisations.
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The 32 IrBatt – the first to serve in the Congo – was posted initially to Kivu, and

then to Katanga.  Although 32 IrBatt had the highest incidence of disciplinary

offences, it did not have the highest incidence of reported sickness.  The 33 IrBatt,

that had the lowest level of disciplinary offences – also had one of the lowest

incidence of sickness.  It was stationed in Albertville, North Katanga, on the shores

of Lake Tanganyika, but nothing in the unit history suggests that this location was a

contributory factor.

No sickness statistics are available for the34 IrBatt.

35 IrBatt was heavily committed to offensive military action during its period of

service.  Also, an entire company was taken prisoner, and it is not known whether

reported sickness was recorded during that period of captivity.  This battalion’s

sickness record shows a remarkably low incidence of ‘Inneffectivity’ (sic) - that is,

unfitness for duty – averaging nine men monthly from a total of 647 all-ranks.

During the service of 35 IrBatt, the peak sickness monthly rate occurred in

September 1961 with eighteen men suffering from gastro-enteritis: in August 1961,

one man only was sick and unfit for duty.19  35 IrBatt had, overall, the lowest

incidence of reported sickness of all the units that served in the Congo.

The 36 IrBatt was committed to offensive military action during 1961 and 1962.  36

IrBatt lost seven men: four died from direct enemy action; one died from wounds

sustained in course of duty – while two died from natural causes.20  As regards the

general level of sickness, 36 IrBatt unit history remarks that ‘the standard of fitness

was high, and the daily incidence of sickness was in the region of 1%’.21  Taking the

strength to be 650 all-ranks – equivalent to that of 35 IrBatt – this one percent would

give a daily average of six or seven men sick, and a total therefore of some 924

cases: (Six per day multiplied by 154 days of service – 154 days are taken for total

service, there being no sick parades on Sundays).   This figure is disproportionately

                                                  
19 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 64.
20 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 78.
21 Ibid.
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large when compared to 35 IrBatt at nine men sick monthly (54 sickness cases) – or

even when compared with that of 37 IrBatt at 893 cases.  Among these cases of

sickness in 36 IrBatt, the most common ailment was gastroenteritis, showing a total

of forty-five cases in the first three months of service.22  36 IrBatt’s medical officer

also commented that:
There were quite a number of people of 50 years and over serving, principally with H.Q.
Company. While these are employed on special duties & have stood up well to the
conditions it is doubtful if they would have been of value to the unit if the active hostilities
had continued longer than the stated period.
I think that the policy should be to reduce the age limit to 50 years.23

Reverting to 36 IrBatt medical statistics quoted as ‘1% daily, the standards of fitness

being high’.24  This medical report does not itemise cases of ‘ineffectiveness, or

excused duty’. Making a comparison with 37 IrBatt  - which reported 418 cases of

‘ineffectiveness’ out of 893 total and with just under one-half of all cases were

‘ineffective’: extrapolating that fraction to 36 IrBatt would give 462 cases

ineffective – that is half of 924 total cases.  The level of ‘ineffectiveness’ of 36

IrBatt is now more comparable with 37 IrBatt.  A further factor to be discounted is

that of deaths, neuroses & hysteria and wounds - at a total of some fifty cases in all

in this category: the total of ineffectiveness now comes to just 412 cases.  At an

incidence of sickness of 1.4 per man, 36 IrBatt is in the mid-range, statistically.

As regards reported sickness records for 37 IrBatt, there were 893 instances of

sickness reported during the six-months service period.  Of these total cases, the

most frequently recurrent ailment was diarrhoea, accounting for 141 diagnoses.  Of

a total of 893 cases of sickness, 418 were ‘ineffective’ for varying periods.25  This

level of ineffectiveness averages some seventy cases per month for 37 IrBatt and

contrasts sharply with the average of nine men rendered ineffective per month for

35 IrBatt.26  Overall, their incidence rate of 1.37 per man is among the highest of the

units recorded.

                                                  
22 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 79.
23 Ibid.
24 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p .78.
25 Unit history, 37 IrBatt, pp 20-22.
26 Unit history, 37 IrBatt, pp 20-22 & Unit history, 35 IrBatt, p. 64.
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38 IrBatt recorded an average of fifty men sick per week, or seven per day: this

compares almost exactly to the level of sickness in 36 IrBatt, and about 5/6 per day

in 37 IrBatt.  Taking each of these three battalion strengths at 650 personnel, the

percentage of men sick daily averages at just less than one percent of battalion

strength.  In all, this unit (38 IrBatt) recorded 1,280 cases of sickness, the highest

figure recorded of all ONUC units. No causative factor was apparent.

39 IrBatt sickness statistics are expressed in simplified form in the unit history, and

categories of illness or injury are not stated.  Statistics for 39 IrBatt inform, for their

total service period, that 313 men reported sick.27  The medical officer of 39 IrBatt

cited the incidence rate at 112 per 1000 men – although it is not clear why this

figure was extrapolated, as it is not compared to any equivalent ONUC formation.28

The sickness incidence rate for this unit was 2.13 per man – the highest figure of all

ONUC units. With no detail of sickness types being available, causation could not

be established.

The 1st Infantry Group did not report sickness statistics in their unit history.  The

unit history does contain a short section reporting on the work of the unit’s medical

section, which observed that:
Strict supervision of cooking, hygiene and refuse disposal contributed to leaving the
men free from most sickness – save for dysentery and gastro-enteritis: In South
Kasai, 80% of the Group contracted these ailments, but remained free from other
major illnesses.29

2 InfGp reported 508 cases of sickness, and remarked in the account of their

medical section activity that cases of sickness ‘were higher in February and March,

due to fatigue, and diarrhoea was the main complaint ’.  Later in this section of their

unit history, it is remarked that the men of 2 InfGp were ‘well attuned

psychologically and were, in the main, fitter when going home that on their

                                                  
27 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Part II, ‘A’ admin, p. 6.
28 Unit history, 3 ACS, pp 7-8.
29 Unit history, 1 InfGp, p. 9.
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arrival’.30  However, at an incidence rate of 1.7 per man, their sickness level is

second highest of all Irish ONUC units reported.

Of the Leopoldville-based squadrons: 2 ACS reported only hospital admissions.31

No other illness statistics are reported for 2 ACS, and accordingly comparison to

other units is not possible.  3 ACS reported sickness statistics cite only details of

hospital admissions, at six cases – ranging from lung infections to accidental electric

shock to observation – and one case of subsequent repatriation.  Other cases of

illness are merely noted as forty-three occurrences.32  Given this paucity of detail,

comparison with other Irish ONUC units is of no merit.

10. 2. 1
Observations on sickness statistics

The disciplinary statistics, earlier examined, tend to indicate a connection or

relativity between discipline and activity – especially offensive military action.

However, taking sickness statistics as measure of morale would appear to be a

flawed exercise: if there is a connection between sickness, morale and offensive

military activity the sickness statistics gleaned for Irish ONUC units do not appear

to support such a connection.  It is remarkable, however, that 35 IrBatt which had

the lowest incidence of sickness, also had the second lowest incidence of

disciplinary offences, during the most prolonged period of offensive military action.

10. 3

The realities of command and leadership
The first Irish Army unit to serve in the Congo was 32nd Infantry Battalion  (32

IrBatt), activated on 22 July 1960.33  The commanding officer (O/C) Lt. Colonel

M.J. Buckley was then serving as a staff officer of the Army’s Western Command

                                                  
30 Unit history, 2 InfGp, p. 50.
31 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 7.
32 Unit history, 3 ACS, Annex D.
33 Unit history, 32nd Infantry Battalion, p. 5.
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based in Galway.34  When formed, O/C 32 IrBatt had 686 all ranks under his

command.35  Given the actual low strength (compared with establishment strength)

of the Irish defence forces in 1960 (as discussed in chapter three) it is unlikely that

the O/C 32 IrBatt had ever commanded an equivalent force.  Such a responsibility

would have been onerous under Irish service conditions, but with this battalion, O/C

32 IrBatt was treading an unknown path: he was leading his men into UN service in

the Congo on an operation for which there was neither precedent nor military

manuals for guidance.  Nothing in his previous military experience would have

involved him in the air transit of a full battalion to Africa, the journey itself lasting

thirty-eight and one-half hours from Dublin to Goma in Kivu province, in the

Congo.36   It is also relevant to observe that, for all of his officers and NCOs, this

UN service was to present both challenges and opportunities in command skills.

However, the unit history of 32 IrBatt, in reflecting on its regimental duties at the

end of the tour of duty, makes a number of salient observations that reflect the ethos

of the battalion and the O/C’s leadership or command skills.37  As an example:
The nature of duties and their frequency during this period (29 July to 28 January
1961) entailed a heavy strain on all personnel involved.
In some cases, corporals and privates did guard on alternative days.
Due to climatic conditions, a twenty-four hour guard was a very heavy duty.38

Clearly, an alternative approach to hours spent on guard of twelve hours duration in

tropical conditions was not considered.  The ‘constant checking’ referred to above

would involve the orderly officer or orderly sergeant carrying out these constant

checks, thus imposing a further strain on these men.  Yet O/C 32 IrBatt had guards

mounted on duty periods as would have been done in the temperate climate of

Ireland.  Some observations in 32 IrBatt unit history appear to reflect the attitudes of

the commanding officer – and these may be interpreted as indicative of his

command attitude to his subordinate other-ranks.  The ‘Welfare’ section of the unit

history stated:

                                                  
34 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p. 4.
35 Ibid.
36 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, pp 4-5.
37 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, pp 1-12.
38 Ibid.
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Hours of opening (of canteens) were from 11.00 to 13.00 and 19.00 to 20.00 hours
daily. Sale of intoxicating drinks was not allowed mid-day.
Whiskey was not for sale to Other Ranks but this was acceptable as in the main
IRISH (sic) whiskey was not very popular.39

10. 1: Down time

(Military Archives, Ireland)

The instance of restricted canteen opening hours and strict control of liquor itself

may be a commendable approach to the matter of potential over-consumption of

alcohol.  But this type of approach penalises both temperate and intemperate

soldiers, and the (unsubstantiated) assertion that ‘Irish whiskey was not very

                                                  
39 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, p. 113.
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popular’ tends to be seen as a justification for the banning of whiskey to other-

ranks.  It is assumed that if the sale of whiskey was specifically prohibited, equally

therefore sales of all spirits in canteens was banned.

On the matter of deficiency of tropical clothing, a further reflection of command

attitudes in 32 IrBatt is displayed:
As the UN tropical uniform was totally unfit for wear by Officers except when on
guard patrol or training exercises, a decision was made by Battalion Commanding
Officer in AUGUST (sic) to allow Officers to purchase “superfine” tropical dress.
The cost of these superfine uniforms was met from the cash allowance given to
each officer prior to leaving IRELAND (sic).40

The matter of the ‘superfine uniforms for officers’ – paid out of available, public

funds – tends to reflect an attitude of emphatic rank distinction: if superfine

uniforms were purchased (from Irish public funds) for officers, then such should

also have applied to other-ranks.

Therefore it is extrapolated that, using these quotations as examples, that the

commanding officer 32 IrBatt had perspectives impacting upon his command

attitudes.  The attitudes of the O/C are, invariably, reflected by the officers of his

command.

On the other hand, NCOs and men’s attitudes to commissioned officers in the 1960s

are illustrated in the autobiography of (then) Lieutenant Michael Moriarity who

served with 34 IrBatt ONUC in 1961.  Lt. Moriarity tells of an occasion when, as

orderly officer in 1959 at Magee Barracks, Kildare he overheard in the NCOs mess

the Barrack-Sergeant-Major bitterly remark to other NCOs that:
This is only an officers’ army, they get the best of everything.
NCOs get nothing.41

It is of relevance to note that ‘Sergeant-Major’ is the highest non-commissioned

rank in the Irish Army: it could be taken that the sergeant-major’s opinion was

representative of other-rank attitudes, however inappropriate such a remark might

have been, especially from one such as himself, responsible for discipline in the
                                                  
40 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, pp 115-6.
41 Michael Moriarity, An Irish soldier’s diaries (Cork, 2010), p. 58.
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ranks.  Such conflicting attitudes bode ill for mutual respect, upon which military

discipline, command and leadership is founded. As von Clausewitz has it:
War is a special activity…
An army’s military qualities are based on the individual who is steeped
in this spirit and essence…
Who will not lose the strength to obey orders and its respect and trust for its officers
even in defeat – such an army is imbued with the true military spirit.42

The second battalion to serve in the Congo was the 33rd Infantry Battalion,

(33IrBatt) under the command of Lt. Colonel R.W Bunworth: it was also the first

Irish unit to serve in the province of Katanga, Congo.43  When writing the foreword

to his unit’s history, Col. Bunworth observed that:
We were soon to realize the very considerable difference between the peacetime,
barrack life at home in IRELAND and the active service type of operation with the
U.N. in the CONGO.44

As with his colleague contemporaneously commanding 32 IrBatt in Kivu province,

Congo, Lt.Col. Bunworth would not have had experience of commanding a full

battalion in Ireland, and he too had responsibility for close to 700 all-ranks,

thousands of miles from Ireland.  It would appear, that in some respects at least,

Bunworth adapted to the challenges of command, if the disciplinary records are

taken as an indicator of morale.  Given that two Irish battalions, of almost equal

strength, were serving in the Congo simultaneously, and that they had been selected,

dispatched and processed with the same haste, their disciplinary records contrast

quite sharply.  In disciplinary cases, 32 IrBatt reported 783 offences, whilst 33

IrBatt reported 135 offences – just one-sixth of the disciplinary offences of 32

IrBatt.

The manner in which the commanding officers of 32 IrBatt and 33 IrBatt dealt with

the matter of tropical uniforms might well illustrate differing responses to the

challenges of command.  Unit history, 32 IrBatt records that officer-commanding 32

IrBatt prioritised, by rank, the matter of provision of suitable uniforms, as he was

                                                  
42 Carl von Clausewitz, On war, translated by Michael Howard & Peter Paret (Oxford, 2007), pp
144-5.
43 Unit history, 33 IrBatt, foreword.
44 Ibid.
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more concerned with the appearance of his officers.45   However, O/C 33 IrBatt took

a different approach.  Recalling his Congo experiences in David O’Donoghue’s The

Irish army in the Congo 1960-1964,  the second-in-command of 33 IrBatt,

Commandant P.D. Hogan, related:
Our soldiers collapsed in these ridiculous woollen uniforms.
We were guarding a clothing factory in Albertville so Colonel Bunworth (O/C 33
IrBatt), sent our Quartermaster down to the factory and ordered hundreds of cotton
shorts and long trousers, as we were able to get bush shirts from the UN.46    

It is not conclusively argued that the matter of uniforms was solely responsible for

the variation between the disciplinary records of 32 IrBatt and 33 IrBatt: the matter

of uniforms is used to illustrate what appear to be markedly different approaches to

command challenges and leadership values.

34 IrBatt, did not produce a unit history: however, a veteran of 34 IrBatt (who

contributed his recollections of Congo service to David O’Donoghue’s The Irish

army in the Congo 1960-1964) described O/C 34 IrBatt as ‘a stickler (for

discipline): You would have to present arms about fifty yards before he came to

you, and if you looked right or left after he passed by, you would be relieved of your

post. That’s how strict he was’.47  However, 34 IrBatt celebrated St. Patrick’s Day,

1961 in Kamina in some style with a sports day and sub-unit dinners, and ended the

day with a concert and barbecue.48

O/C 35 IrBatt included, in a report of 21 October 1961 to Force Commander

ONUC, a summary of battalion morale:
The morale of the battalion continues high, in spite of many adverse factors, e.g.
casualties, prisoners, poor living conditions, inferior tentage, absence of steel
helmets and jungle boots, heavy duties etc.49

However, under the sub-heading of ‘Sickness’, O/C 35 IrBatt reports on an incident

‘which caused much worry’.  An infantry section of twelve other-ranks of 35 IrBatt,
                                                  
45 Unit history, 32 IrBatt, pp 115-6.
46 David O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo 1960-1964 (Dublin, 2005), pp 55-6.
47 David O’Donoghue, The Irish Army in the Congo 1960-1964 (Dublin, 2005), p. 178.
48 Veteran interview – veteran 4. Veteran 4 also disclosed the programmes for St. Patrick’s Day
sports and concert programmes.
49 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix “J”, p.1.
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who on being rotated from guard duties at one location were immediately ordered

on guard duties at another location, ‘To man they went sick, complaining of

fatigue’.50  ‘Going sick’ in a body might well have been seen an action bordering on

mutiny if all men reporting sick were not in fact genuinely ill: unfortunately, the

unit history does not record how this matter was dealt with.

The 36th. Infantry Battalion (36 IrBatt), commanded by Lt. Colonel M.F. Hogan saw

all of its service in Elisabethville from 5 December 1961 to 24 May 1962.  As

discussed in chapter six, this battalion arrived as UN forces were heavily engaged in

military offensive action against the Gendarmerie du Katanga, enduring over a

period of some two months. It is noteworthy to observe that the medical officer of

36 IrBatt, writing in the unit history, noted that men of three companies of the

battalion came under fire almost immediately upon arrival from a twenty-two hour

flight:
I consider that the reaction by the officers, NCOs and men was excellent.
Particular attention was paid to the behaviour of troops under fire, and detailed
cases of battle neuroses and hysteria are supplied.
The incidence of such cases was remarkably low and the wastage to the unit
negligible.51

Whilst not itemising or differentiating between ‘battle neuroses and hysteria’, the

medical officer 36 IrBatt reported eight cases of these: most responded to

(unspecified) treatment and only one case failed to respond and required

repatriation.52  36 IrBatt medical officer’s observation on this condition is notable:

he identified ‘battle neuroses and hysteria’ as medical conditions requiring treatment

and not as cowardice or reluctance to engage with enemy forces.53  36 IrBatt

suffered seven fatalities: four died by direct enemy action; one died from wounds

sustained in action and two died from natural causes.  The relatively low incidence

of disciplinary offences in 36 IrBatt suggests a well-led unit.

                                                  
50 Unit history, 35 IrBatt, appendix “J”, p.1.
51 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p. 78.
52 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, p .79.
53 Unit history, 36 IrBatt, pp 78 & 79.
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Unit history of 3 ACS makes a salient observation, bearing on morale and

discipline:
The Squadron was fortunate in that a high percentage of its personnel had
previous service in the Congo –which made the task of preparation much easier.54

Thus it appears to be the case that the leavening of the ranks of 3 ACS with

‘veterans of the Congo’ had a positive influence on discipline. Also, Commandant

Patrick Cahalane who commanded 3 ACS was a ‘Congo veteran’: he had previously

served with 35 IrBatt in Elisabethville, during the UN offensive military actions of

September and December 1961.55

10. 3. 1

Observations on the realities of command and leadership
Regrettably, unit histories of other Irish ONUC units do not cite a sufficiency of

detail that might be extrapolated and used to illustrate, and compare, approaches to

command and leadership.  The examples given above appear to reflect the ethos of

some units and gained experience in command overseas.

10. 4

P.X goods and black-market trading in hard-currency

Section 168 of the Defence Act 1954 covers offences against military law -

described as ‘Conduct to the prejudice of good order and discipline’.56  In other

words, offences that detract from, or offend against, good military conduct or

behaviour not specified elsewhere in this Defence Act.  It is posited that matters

discussed in this section of thesis, that is over-spending on P.X. goods and illicit

currency trading, fall into the broad category of offences covered under Section 168

                                                  
54 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 1.
55 Unit history, 35 IrBatt: Appendix G, passim.
56 Section 168, Defence Act 1954,
http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/1954/en/act/pub/0018/sec0168.html#sec168  (18 Mar. 2013).
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of the Defence Act 1954.  As such, they constitute ‘challenges to command’ and

possibly, matters requiring disciplinary action.

In chapter eight, when examining the history of 3rd Armoured Car Squadron (3

ACS) based in Leopoldville, it was noted under ‘Factors affecting Morale’, that on 1

August 1963, the ONUC headquarters official responsible for PX and canteen

supplies from UN sources cancelled all outstanding orders for ‘attractive items’, and

stopped the supply of beers, soft drinks and cigarettes from UN supply sources to

the Irish unit.

Representations made by squadron commander, 3 ACS, included one relating to:
The existence of an open and thriving black-market in UN cigarettes, beer,
cameras, watches etc., going on openly in Leopoldville with no apparent efforts
being made to curb the practise.  Two members of the squadron had noted that
forty-three cartons of ‘UN stamped’ cigarettes were on sale, one day, outside the
GPO in Leopoldville.57

These ‘black-market activities’ in Leopoldville were also briefly mentioned in the

unit history of 2 ACS.58  The background to this issue of PX and ‘attractive items’ is

more complex than that related in 3 ACS unit history: this issue began with a

circular, by Mr. Ben T. Twight, of ONUC HQ, Leopoldville.  This ‘Administration

Circular 275’ dated 22 December 1962 was sent to all ONUC military units and

civilian personnel.  It detailed the rules governing ‘Purchases from PX and

commissaries’.  It stipulated the ‘spend’ allowed at PX and commissary outlets.  It

also set out the mechanism for saving part of local allowances –that were paid to all

ONUC personnel, locally, in Congolese (cfrs) or Katangese francs (kfrs)  – a daily

allowance of 83 francs.59  The circular stipulated the total spend at PX and

commissaries (including Irish messes and canteens) and the total of savings could

not exceed in any unit the total multiple of daily allowance by unit personnel by

length of service, all expressed in Congolese or pari passu Katangese francs.60  The

‘PX spend’ included all beer, spirits, cigarettes etc., and ‘attractive items’ - cameras,

                                                  
57 Unit history, 2 ACS, p. 6.
58 Ibid.
59 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/49,
UN Administration Circular number 275.
60 Ibid, p. 1.
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watches, radios and the like - supplied from UN sources free of Congolese taxes or

excise duties.61  The ‘savings’ was a mechanism allowing members of individual

ONUC contingents to save up to 50% of their local allowance (83 cfrs/ kfrs) by

lodging money through a contingent’s PX or canteen.  Irish Army units operated the

‘savings’ scheme through the Irish Army Canteen Board (ACB): savings were

remitted via ACB local bank accounts to ACB accounts in Ireland, and then paid-

out by ACB, in Ireland, to the original ‘saver’ in Irish pounds.62

In brief: in so far as members of the Irish contingent were concerned, and taking 3

ACS as an example:

3 ACS, with a strength of 88 all-ranks, had - on 1 August 1963 – some 105

days of service at an individual daily allowance rate of 83 cfrs.

So, on 1 August 1963, the total allowable of ‘PX spend’ and ‘savings’ would

have amounted to: -

88 men x 105 days x 83 cfrs = 766,920 cfrs.

Contemporaneously, the 39th Irish Infantry Battalion (39 IrBatt) was serving in

Kolwezi, Katanga.  Using the same multiple, the total allowable ‘PX spend’ and

‘savings’ the position of 39 IrBatt should have been: -

461 men x 92 days x 83 kfrs = 3,520,196 kfrs.

These figures will be reverted to later in this part – when a more detailed analysis of

the ‘spend and save’ position of the Irish contingent will be made.

The representations made by squadron commander, 3 ACS, noted in its unit history,

included his reporting of his concerns to the Defence Forces’ Adjutant General in

                                                  
61 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/49,
UN Administration Circular number 275.
62 Kilcullen memo, p. 2.
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Ireland, who in turn brought the matter to the attention of the Irish Departments of

Defence and External Affairs.63

On 31 August 1963 P.F. Kilcullen, Secretary at Department of Defence, advised his

opposite number at External Affairs of the outcome of investigations into the matter

carried out by Kilcullen and by the Irish permanent representative at UN HQ, New

York.  Kilcullen decided that the entire matter of PX spend/ savings limits and

controls was strictly one for ONUC HQ in Leopoldville, and that Irish government

departments were not prepared to be involved.64

However, the Kilcullen memorandum sheds some very interesting light on PX

spend and savings, in so far as the Irish contingent at ONUC was concerned in

August 1963, when both units were at about the mid-way point of their service.

In addition to the daily allowance of eighty-three francs paid in Congolese or

Katangese francs, each soldier brought with him from Ireland an imprest of twenty

$US, in hard currency.  Were this exchanged at the official rate of exchange – which

was then 65 Congolese francs to $US  - each man would have an additional 1,300

francs at his disposal.65

Therefore, according to Kilcullen, by 5 August 1963, the position regarding total PX

spend and savings, for both 3 ACS and 39 IrBatt was: -

3 ACS, excess over spend and savings – 1,000,000 Congolese francs (cfrs).

39IrBatt, excess over spend and savings –2,000,000 Katangese francs(kfrs).66

In an attempt to account for this ‘overspend/ save’ the following calculation, based

on numbers of men multiplied by the proceeds of US dollar conversion (1,300

francs) and assuming that no man spent any of his dollar imprest in Ireland, or en-

route in, say, Wheelus US air force base: -

                                                  
63 Unit history, 3 ACS, pp 7-8 & NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs,
DFA/5/305/384/49: Memorandum  - Kilcullen, Secretary of Department of Defence to Secretary,
Department of External affairs, 31 August 1963 . [Hereafter, Kilcullen memo].
64 Kilcullen memo, p. 3.
65 Kilcullen memo, p. 3.
66 Kilcullen memo, pp 2-3.
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3ACS:      88 x 1,300 cfrs. =  114,400 cfrs.

39 IrBatt: 461 x 1,300 kfrs. = 599,300 kfrs.

The discrepancies between these ‘overages’ in PX spend and savings are very

significant and raise questions as to the source of these additional funds.

3 ACS had about nine times overage or excess of their total allowable spend and

save: 39 IrBatt had an overage or excess of almost four times their total allowable

‘spend and save’ when proceeds from conversion of the dollar imprests are taken

into account.

The question now arises as to the source of these additional funds, held in francs.

With some degree of nuanced under-statement, Kilcullen observed in his

memorandum to External Affairs:
It appears that contingents have Congolese francs well in excess of their total of
allowances and imprests and that hard currency may be being converted on the
black market – which is of course in contravention of Congolese law – and this
(conversion) is not being policed by the UN.67

It is observed that in his memorandum of 31 August 1963, P.F. Kilcullen, Secretary

at Department of Defence, did not specifically allege that Irish troops were engaged

in black market conversion of hard currencies: such an interpretation might,

however, be reasonably deduced.68

When Kilcullen Secretary at Department of Defence, wrote his memorandum

indicating that the ‘PX spend and savings’ was a matter for the UN authorities to

deal with, he may have felt that this would be the end of the matter.  However, some

(unnamed) members of 3 ACS, after their return to Ireland in October 1963, decided

to institute civil proceedings against the UN.  Proceedings began in a letter dated 13

May 1964, from John D. Nugent, Solicitor of Merrion Square, Dublin.69

Proceedings alleged that (unnamed) members of 3 ACS were aggrieved by:

                                                  
67 Kilcullen memo, p. 3.
68 Kilcullen memo, p. 3.
69 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs,
DFA/5/305/384/49, Letter - Nugent to Secretary Department of External Affairs – 13 May 1964.
[Hereafter, Nugent letter].
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The United Nations failure to deliver goods contracted for and paid for through the
PX store: the goods (unspecified) were paid for in advance but the contract was not
fulfilled nor was the payment refunded.70

Having sought counsels’ opinions, both counsels and Nugent felt that ‘ a sound right

of action exists’.71  The letter does not name Nugent’s clients, nor divulge whether

his clients had sought by any other means to recover their monies or acquire their

goods.  Nugent’s letter does not state the value of goods or the amounts of monies

for which recovery was sought.  However, the cost of instructing a solicitor and

obtaining counsels’ opinion would not have been insignificant.

So, it is relevant to now return to the ‘spend and savings’ figures of 3 ACS.  In

August 1963, when the UN had closed-off PX facilities for 3 ACS, the position

outlined in the Kilcullen memorandum of 31 August 1963 is now taken to make the

following calculations.  On 1 August 1963, the total allowable of ‘PX spend and

savings’ of all ranks of 3 ACS would have amounted to:

88 men x 105 days x 83 cfrs = 766,920 cfrs.

As 50 % of total was the maximum allowed for saving, or spending, each man

would have spent/ saved a total of 8,715 cfrs. or, 4,358 cfrs in either ‘spend or save’.

In addition, 3 ACS had overspent their allowance by 1,000,000 cfrs.  Dividing this

by the number of men in 3 ACS – 88 – gives a further spend/ save of 11,364 cfrs per

man; or, 5,682 cfrs per man in either spend or save.

In total, therefore, by 1 August 1963 each man had acquired the financial capacity in

Congolese francs to have either spent, or saved, some 10,000 cfrs.  Expressed in

$US, using Kilcullen’s conversion figures, each man’s spend or save capacity was:

Each man cfrs ‘assets’ – 4,358 + 5,682 = 10,040 cfrs & divided by 65 cfrs to

$ US conversion rate  = 154 $ US.72

Accepting that the above figures are somewhat crude – as it is assumed that each

man individually spent or saved all his permitted allowance in either category to

                                                  
70 Nugent letter, p. 1.
71 Ibid.
72 Kilcullen memo, p. 2.
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exactly 50 %, it would not appear to make any financial sense to institute a civil

legal action against the UN for goods that had a value of just 154 $ US per

individual.  A possible and plausible explanation is that some members of 3 ACS

had each spent, or saved, well in excess of the averaged amount per man of 154 $

US.  By way of comparison, in 1963 a private soldier in the Irish army earned £7-

14-2 per week whilst serving in Ireland, equivalent to some 22 $ US per week.73

The sum of 154 $ US was then equivalent to about seven weeks pay for a private

soldier.

Returning to the civil action per se: solicitor Nugent, in furtherance of his clients

claims, sought copies from Department of External Affairs of agreements between

Department of Defence and the UN covering service conditions in the Congo.74

The Secretary, Department at External Affairs invoked the assistance of Mr. P.F.

Kilcullen, Secretary at Department of Defence, in dealing with the Nugent letter.75

Kilcullen responded on 13 May 1964, advising that no such agreements existed.76

Following on a somewhat detailed investigation of this matter, involving the Irish

Permanent Representative at the United Nations, the Secretary at External Affairs

advised Department of Defence that no such agreements existed and advised that the

Irish government departments were withdrawing from any involvement in the 3

ACS/ Nugent civil action.  Accordingly, on 30 July 1964, Secretary of Department

of External Affairs wrote to Mr. Nugent, solicitor, informing him that no

agreements of the kind sought by Nugent between Defence and UN existed and that

as the civil proceedings were those of (some) members of 3 ACS versus Secretary

General UN – the Irish government departments were not involved.77  The file

dealing with this civil action does not indicate whether the civil action was pursued,

nor the outcome, if any, of the action.

                                                  
73 Department of Defence, Defence Forces recruiting campaign: Sunday Press, 13 January 1963.
74 Nugent letter, pp 1-2.
75 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs,
DFA/5/305/384/49, Memo from Secretary Department of External Affairs to Department of Defence
– 12 May 1964.
76 NAI, DFA/5/305/384/49, Memo – Kilcullen, Defence to Secretary at External Affairs, 13 May
1964.
77 NAI, DFA/5/305/384/49, Memo + enclosures - Secretary External Affairs to Secretary Defence, 30
July 1964.
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10. 3.  1
Concluding observations on PX goods and black-market trading in hard

currency.
The remarkable, and notable, features of this affair involving the UN PX and Irish

contingents in the Congo 1963 are the tacitly acknowledged existence in the Congo

of black market trading in hard currencies and that some UN contingents, not

excluding the Irish, were availing of the black market and ‘passing’ the proceeds

through the PX system.  It would appear that, based on the 3 ACS/ Nugent civil

proceedings, that the amounts involved – in either value or goods – were not

insignificant and that in his memorandum of 31 August 1963, P.F. Kilcullen not

only acknowledged the existence of a black market for hard currency in the Congo,

but that the UN authorities were not policing this black market.78

No sources were discovered that would explain how Irish soldiers serving with

ONUC came into possession of hard currency in the normal course of events – other

than the already discussed imprest in $ US issued to troops in Ireland.  Possible

explanations for possession of additional hard currency might include: soldiers

bringing additional hard currency to the Congo, or, having hard currency sent to

them by post from Ireland.  In either case, soldiers must have been aware of black-

market trading in currency there.

Veteran interviews revealed that there was an awareness at least on the part of some

personnel of the existence of a currency black-market, and the potential to remit

‘surplus’ funds in Congolese or Katangese francs through canteens and to receive

these funds upon repatriation in Irish pounds at the official rate of exchange.79  One

veteran acknowledged that he had ‘heard rumours’ of some personnel utilising the

‘empty’ canteen savings accounts of comrades to remit further funds.80  Another

disclosed a document, being a copy of the minutes of an officers’ conference of 2nd

Infantry Group ONUC, (2 InfGp) presided over by the commanding officer of that

                                                  
78 Kilcullen memo, p. 3.
79 Veteran interviews – veteran ‘E’.
80 Veteran interviews – veteran 3/ O.
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unit.  At item five of the above minutes the commanding officer is recorded as

stating:
In the matter of savings, he pointed out that he would not tolerate savings by
anybody in another persons name. He said that he had info. [information] that such
was the case. He wanted the matter stopped, and he would deal with the case
involved personally. He had referred to this matter at his first conference and was
appalled to learn that it had happened.81      

These minutes document the officers’ conference of 24 March 1964 held HQ,

Kolwezi, Katanga.  Matters of note arising from these minutes are firstly, that some

form of illicit currency transaction was still taking place in March 1964, some seven

months after the matter was referred to the secretary of the Irish Department of

Defence; secondly, if commanding officer, 2 InfGp, had referred to the savings

issue at his first conference, then he must have been aware of a pre-existing illicit

practice.

Separately, another veteran in published recollections of his service in the Congo

with 34 IrBatt, contributed the following testimony:
We got on well with the Belgians. The majority of them were trying to get out [of
the Congo]. They were trying to get money. If we had dollars or sterling they were
very anxious to get their hands on it and they would give us a lot of Congolese
francs for it because they wanted to move out.82

This need of Belgian residents in the Congo – particularly in Katanga to acquire

hard currency arose partly from the salary payment system of Union Minière du

Haut Katanga, the employer of the majority of Belgians (and other Europeans) in

Katanga.  In March 1960, prior to Congolese independence, Union Minière du Haut

Katanga transferred its registered office to Brussels: in July 1960, just after the

secession of Katanga from the Republic of the Congo, Banc Nationale du Katanga,

a sister company of Union Minière in the overall holding company Société General,

became the de facto Central Bank of the new Government of Katanga.   European

employees of Union Minière received their salaries through a system known as

‘Francs divisée’.  This system involved salaries being paid in two halves: one half

paid into the employees’ European bank accounts in their domestic currency

                                                  
81 Veteran interviews – veteran 4.
82 David O’Donoghue, The Irish army in the Congo 1960-1964 (Dublin, 2005), p. 169.
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(generally Belgian francs) and the other half paid locally in Katangese francs.83  As

this latter currency was not an internationally traded currency, so the need for

foreign or hard currency became a critical issue for Europeans in Katanga, fostering

a demand which may have been satisfied, at least in part, by black-market currency

trading with members of UN contingents.

10. 4
Allegations of improper conduct

(The prince) will be hated above all if, as I said,
he is rapacious and aggressive with regard to the property
and the women of his subjects. He must refrain from these.
As long as he does not rob the great majority of their property
Or their honour, they remain content.
Niccolo Machiavelli.84

10. 4. 1

Alleged sales of weapons
In 1963 a serious allegation of black market activity was made against the Irish

Army contingent in the Congo.  This allegation was contained in a memo to the

Minister for External Affairs from the Embassy of Portugal in Dublin, on 30 August

1963.85  It stated that the Portuguese Ministry of Foreign Affairs had learned that:
It is reported from several sources that the UN Irish contingent stationed in the
Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville) has been disposing of “Vigneron” sub-
machine guns for the price of one thousand Congolese francs per unit.
Apparently such sales take place indiscriminately of prospective purchasers and
thus it has also been reported that a number of these arms were acquired by the
terrorist group known as UPA (Union of the People of Angola).86

                                                  
83 Chambre des Représentants de Belgique. ‘Enquête parlementaire visant à déterminer les
déterminer les circonstances exactes de l’assassinat de Patrice Lumumba et l’implication éventuelle
des responsables politiques belges dans celui-ci’.
http://www.dekamer.be/kvvcr/showpage.cfm?section=search&language=nl&cfm=cfsearch.cfm?db=
FLWB (27 Sept. 2013), pp 521-527.
[Lumumba Commission: Report to the Belgian Chamber of Deputies].
84 Niccolo Machiavelli, The prince c.1527 translated by George Bull (London, 2004), p. 77.
85 National Archives of Ireland, Dublin. Files of the Department of External Affairs,
DFA/5/305/384/13/1. Memo – Embassy of Portugal, Dublin to Minister Foreign Affairs  - 30 August
1963. [Hereafter, Portuguese memo].
86 Portuguese memo.
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10. 2: ‘Vigneron’ 9 mm sub-machine gun

(Imperial War Museum)87

The Portuguese memo concluded by requesting, diplomatically, that the Irish

Department of External Affairs might convey to the Embassy of Portugal ‘any

information that they (the Irish department) might deem possible concerning the

truthfulness of the said report’.88

On 2 September 1963 the Secretary of the Department of External Affairs passed a

copy of the Portuguese embassy memo to the Minister for Defence, requesting that

an investigation be conducted of the alleged illicit sales of arms, and further that a

report might be furnished to External Affairs in order that they, External Affairs,

might respond to the Portuguese embassy memo.89

At the Department of Defence, the Secretary, P.F. Kilcullen, initiated an

investigation of this serious allegation: this was conducted by Lt. Colonel Cooney,

who was, at that time, the Irish Army contingent commander in the Congo.  The

investigation culminated in a memorandum of reply from Kilcullen at the

Department of Defence, citing Col. Cooney’s report to Ronan, Secretary at External
                                                  
87 Imperial War Museum, http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/30029815 (15 June 2013).
88 Portuguese memo.
89 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1, Memo – External Affairs
(Ronan) to Defence (Kilcullen), 2 September 1963.
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Affairs, on 23 October 1963, almost two months after the matter was raised by the

Portuguese embassy.90

In summary, Lt. Colonel Cooney observed in his report that ‘Vigneron’ sub-

machine guns (SMGs) were not standard Irish Army equipment but were standard

issue in the Congolese army: however, some of these SMGs were in the possession

of the Katangese gendarmerie and had accordingly been captured by, or were in the

custody of, the 39th Irish battalion (39 IrBatt), then serving in Kolwezi, Katanga,

Congo.

Lt. Colonel Cooney acknowledged that it might have been possible for members of

39 IrBatt to have contact with the Union of Angolan People (UPA) at Dilolo or

Jadotville, Katanga.  Cooney stated that ‘all captured “Vigneron” weapons have

been accounted for’, and that ‘movement of captured arms from Kolwezi would

have been impracticable in view of tight controls of all movements to these centres

of UPA activities’.  Colonel Cooney concluded that it was his considered opinion

that the Irish contingent had not engaged in the alleged illegal traffic in arms.91

A note, hand-written on the top Colonel Cooney’s report, records that the content of

the Cooney report was conveyed to the Portuguese charge d’affaires, by way of an

aide memoire, on 29 October 1963.92

Although 39 IrBatt, based at Kolwezi, Katanga and therefore close to the

Congolese/ Angolan border, was the battalion in possession of the captured

Vigernon SMGs, and other captured ex-Katangese gendarmerie weaponry – the

subject of these arms is but briefly mentioned in their unit history.  Unit history 39

IrBatt recounts that ‘quartermaster branch assisted by ordnance and engineer staff

checked all ammunition, arms and equipment over a period of five weeks’ (dates

unspecified) and this check included:
Captured arms, equipment and explosives being examined, listed and returned from
both Camp RUWE (sic) and LEOPOLD FARM ELISABETHVILLE (sic) to
Salvage Depot.93

                                                  
90 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1, Memo – Defence
(Kilcullen), to External Affairs (Ronan) 23 October 1963.
91 Ibid.
92 Ibid.
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The unit history of 38 IrBatt, which had served in the same area as 39 IrBatt, noted

that the its early weeks in Kipushi, Katanga, included the task of:
Inspection and removal of captured arms and ammunition from Kolwezi Airport
to Camp Ruwe.  This involved inspection of two thousand weapons, rifles and
sub-machine guns, one percent of which was found loaded.94

Unit histories of both 38 and 39 IrBatt mention the captured arms: neither history

mentions recording of weapon types or numbers.  38 IrBatt unit history records ‘two

thousand captured weapons’: a strangely round number and possibly just that - an

estimate of the number of weapons captured.

However, a veteran of 39IrBatt recalled that early in his period of service (May

1963) he entered an ordnance store at Camp Ruwe, Kolwezi where the captured

arms were stored. This store contained a considerable quantity of weapons, captured

earlier from Gendarmerie du Katanga. These weapons were of various small-arms

types: rifles, sub-machine guns, revolvers and automatic pistols.  The store was

unlocked, open to ‘all-comers’ and the weapons were not secured in any way: nor,

did he note any evidence of logging or registration of these weapons.  He did not

take any of the weapons, but he believed – anecdotally – that some personnel from

39th. Battalion had taken automatic pistols as ‘souvenirs’.  This veteran also recalled

that a comrade of his from 39 IrBatt had told him of his (the comrade’s) surprise at

wakening on his first morning in Camp Ruwe to see hanging from the rafters above

his head - a Gendarmerie du Katanga camouflage uniform, and there also, was a

loaded sub-machine gun.95

10. 4. 2
Observations on alleged sales of weapons

The unit history of 39 IrBatt (the unit involved in Lt. Colonel Cooney’s

investigation of the Portuguese allegation of August 1963) makes no reference

whatever to any formal audit of, or accounting for, the captured weapons.  Nor does

it make reference to Lt. Colonel Cooney’s investigation of the ‘Vigneron affair’.
                                                                                                                                              
93 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, Part III, p.1.
94 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 16.
95 Veteran interviews – veteran 5.
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It may be reasonably concluded that there being no further references in the relevant

file to this matter of the Portuguese allegation of arms sales by Irish contingents, the

matter was regarded as ‘closed’ and that the Portuguese diplomatic representatives

in Dublin accepted the Irish government’s assurance that Irish troops were not

involved in illicit arms sales to Angolan rebels in the Congo.

The question of alleged illicit arms sales by Irish troops was not reported on by the

Irish newspapers of the period.

10. 5
Allegations of improper conduct: allegations of atrocities

Allegations of atrocities - Elisabethville, 1961

The deSchryver papers in the archives of the Catholic University of Louvain

contain, inter alia, a report dated 18 January 1962, which emanated from Dr. Van

Grunderbeeck, doctor-in-chief of the Hospital Services of Katanga: this report was

sent to M. deSchryver by the Katangese state information service.  M. deSchryver

was the Belgian  Government Minister for the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi just prior

to Congolese independence in July 1960.  The report is headed ‘Violations of the

Geneva Convention on Human Rights, (1949) - Article 3, protection of non-

combatants’ and lists atrocities alleged to have been committed by UN forces in

Elisabethville during the period 5 December to 18 December 1961.96  Whilst not

making specific reference to Irish UN troops in Elisabethville at that time, it does

assert that Ethiopian, Indian and Swedish troops fired on, and killed, civilians in the

period covered by the report, 5 December to 18 December 1961.

In this report, Dr. Van Grunderbeeck summarised the total civilian casualties of the

December 1961 fighting in Elisabethville as being fifty-nine, whose bodies he had

seen at the morgue of the Queen Elisabeth Clinic at Elisabethville.  Of these fifty-

nine, four were European women; also, four were ‘European volunteers in the

Katanga National Guard, dressed in combat uniforms’ and thus hardly ‘non-

combatants’.  In addition, three of these dead were allegedly Red Cross volunteers.
                                                  
96 Papers of Auguste Edmond de Schryver,  KUL 209/ Part 11/ 11.5.2/5: Archives of Catholic
University of Louvain. (KADOC BE/942855/209, Archief Katholieke Universitet Leuven).
[Hereafter, deSchryver papers].
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Of the total casualties referred to by Van Grunderbeeck, twenty-seven were

Europeans and the remainder Katangese or North Rhodesians.97

Van Grunderbeeck refers disparagingly, even contemptuously, to the Ethiopian,

Indian and Swedish troops, variously, as ‘mercenaries’; ‘traitorous, brutish soldiers’:

and he describes some Ethiopians soldiers as being ‘members of penal units’98

Although Irish troops were not specifically named in Van Grunderbeeck’s report, he

did give as his opinion that one of the civilian casualties had been shot dead while

driving in his car by fire from ‘an ONU armoured-car’.  Only Irish troops were

equipped with armoured cars in Elisabethville at that time.  Dr. Van Grunderbeeck

does not categorically state that the armoured car was from the Irish UN contingent

and in any event, he qualifies his opinion by adding that there was no conclusive

evidence to support his opinion that a casualty caused by firing from an armoured

car.99

Another section of the deSchryver papers contains some clippings from the Brussels

edition of the newspaper L’Echo du Katanga of 11 May 1962.  This edition reports,

that ‘UN troops had been tried and punished by a secret tribunal for their vile

conduct during last years fighting in Katanga’100.  L’Echo du Katanga also reports

that ‘UN authorities refuse to disclose details of the tribunal’s findings, and that a

UN spokesperson told the newspaper “We wash our dirty linen in private”’.101

However, an archived file ‘Allegations of atrocities: Irish troops with ONUC’ of the

Irish Department of External Affairs contains a newspaper clipping from the widely

circulated Belgian daily newspaper La Libre Belgique dated 31 January 1962.102

This edition published a letter from Dr. Van Grunderbeeck ‘on behalf of forty-six

civil doctors working in Elisabethville’.  Under the heading ‘ The dossier of murders

                                                  
97 deSchryver papers, 11.5.2/5: Van Grunderbeeck report, pp 8-9.
98 deSchryver papers, 11.5.2/5: Van Grunderbeeck report, passim
99 deSchryver papers, 11.5.2/5: Van Grunderbeeck report, p. 8.
100 deSchryver papers, 11.5.2/7. Newspaper clippings.
101 deSchryver papers, 11.5.2/7. Newspaper clippings.
102 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1.
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committed by UN in Elisabethville – the account of the doctors of Elisabethville’ in

La Libre Belgique Van Grunderbeeck refers to an earlier weekend, edition of the

newspaper of 20 & 21 January 1962 – on the front page of which, Van

Grunderbeeck writes, appears an account of murders committed by UN troops in

Elisabethville.  Van Grunderbeeck continues by stating that his copies of his report

on alleged murders committed by UN troops in Elisabethville in December 1961,

written on behalf of forty-six civil doctors in Elisabethville (circulated by the

Katangese state information services) had been forwarded to the headquarters of the

Red Cross Organisation at Geneva and also to the President of the Appeals Court in

Brussels, in addition to one sent to the judicial authorities in Elisabethville.103

Van Grunderbeeck’s published letter in La Libre Belgique of 31 January 1962 does

not contain any references to national contingents of UN troops in Elisabethville, or

indeed to Irish troops in particular.   That this newspaper cutting was discovered in

the Department of External Affairs file ‘Allegations of atrocities: Irish troops with

ONUC’, in close proximity to a later dated cutting from La Libre Belgique of 9

January 1963, suggests that the complier of the file was, perhaps, informing himself

on the subject of alleged atrocities in Elisabethville in the previous year.

The Katangese government’s ‘White Paper’ on the events of September and

December 1961 also mentions Dr. Van Grunderbeeck in the context of an allegation

of murder of Katangese civilians on 13 December 1961.  This alleged incident,

involving four Europeans and eight indigenous workmen, was attributed to Indian

UN troops.104  In this instance, Van Grunderbeeck is stated to have been present at

the recovery of bodies and their removal to Queen Elisabeth Hospital in

Elisabethville.105  This ‘White Paper’, in the course of detailing alleged atrocities, by

way of the shooting by UN forces of civilian non-combatants, refers to UN troops

as, variously - ‘Indian mercenaries’; ‘Ethiopian mercenaries and thugs’ and,

                                                  
103 NAI,Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1.
104 NLI, Call No. 9672 k1, Livre Blanc du gouvernement Katangais sur les événements de Septembre
et Décembre 1961. (The Katangese government’s White Paper on the events of September and
December 1961).  Place and date of publication not stated. pp 57-8. [Hereafter, Katangese White
Paper].
105 Katangese White Paper, pp 57-8.
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‘Swedish ruffians’.106  This same ‘White Paper’ also alleges four acts of rape,

attributed to Ethiopian UN soldiers, but offers little by way of evidential

circumstances.107

The sole specific reference to Irish UN troops in this White Paper is by way of

allegations of pillage in the period 5 December to 14 December 1961; but these

allegations of pillage are not confined to Irish troops alone:
The number of houses pillaged by UN troops is very high. The count has not yet
been confirmed. Men of all nationalities serving with the UN participated in this
scramble for booty. Certainly the Ethiopians top the list, but the were not the only
ones.
The Irish made a thorough job of it in their area around Avenue des Plaines. In one
case an Irish soldier left his identity disc* on the premises.
Not only that; but the Baluba refugees ‘guarded’ by the Swedes, followed in the
footsteps of their guardians.108

* Name of soldier is given in the original ’White Paper’, but omitted here.

Although allegations of shooting of civilians were levelled against the Ethiopian,

Indian and Swedish UN contingents, none were made against the Irish UN troops in

this Katangese ‘White Paper’.109  The allegation of pillage is the only instance in this

publication where Irish troops are specifically mentioned.

Allegations of atrocities  -  Elisabethville, 1962

However, specific allegations of atrocities committed in December 1962 in

Elisabethville were made against Irish – and also Ethiopian - troops in January

1963, and again in this instance, in the widely circulated Belgian daily newspaper,

La Libre Belgique.

The charges alleged against the Irish and Ethiopian troops are summarised in United

Nations document/ press release CO/312 of 15 February 1963, which also a refuted

the following two charges:
Irish troops fired point-blank at patients in a ward of the Union Minière Hospital of
Lubumbashi (Elisabethville) on 29 December 1962, and

                                                  
106 Katangese White Paper, pp 57-64.
107 Katangese White Paper, p. 63.
108 Katangese White Paper, p. 73
109 Katangese White Paper, passim.
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Ethiopian soldiers had caused the death of 70 persons whose corpses were brought
to the Prince Leopold Hospital at the end of the year.110

10. 3: Photograph of ambulance allegedly machine-gunned by UN forces:
Katangese government white paper

(National Library of Ireland: call number 9672k1)

The origin of these allegations lies in a report carried by the Belgian newspaper La

Libre Belgique on 9 January 1963 under the heading of ‘The Vicar-General of

Elisabethville denounces murders committed by the “blue helmets”’.111  The sub-

heading of the report contains the damaging allegation that ‘Monsignor Kileshie

confirms that Irish soldiers fired at point-blank range on patients of a hospital in

                                                  
110 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1. Copy of UN press release
CO/312 - dated 15 February 1963.
111 Literally, ‘Les casques bleu’ - Name sometimes used by French speakers to describe UN troops –
who wore blue helmets.
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Lubumbashi (Elisabethville)’.112  At that time, the 38th Irish Infantry Battalion (38

IrBatt) was serving in Elisabethville.113

The substance of the report of La Libre Belgique may be précised as follows:
Monsignor Kileshie, the vicar-general of [the arch-diocese of] Elisabethville has
protested strenuously to the senior officer of the UN command in the Congo against
‘the flagrant violations of international law and conventions by UN troops’ and
‘their [UN troops] disregard for the moral codes of civilised nations’.
Mgr. Kileshie waxed indignant against ‘the profanities, sacrilegious acts and
vandalism perpetrated by the Blue Helmets [UN troops] in and against churches’
and also against ‘murder of innocent civilians, acts of rape, pillaging and thefts
perpetrated by UN troops, who seemed to have escaped the control of their
officers’.114   

The report continues that ‘Mgr. Kileshie has annexed his report with a list of

incidents witnessed by, deposed by and attested to, by members of his clergy and

these depositions were received at the secretariat of the archdiocese of

Elisabethville’.115  It is relevant to note that at the time of Mgr. Kileshie’s

allegations, the ordinary of the archdiocese of Elisabethville, Joseph Cornelis

O.S.B., was in Brussels.116

From the Irish Army’s point of view, the damning or damaging sentence that

followed alleged:
[Based on these depositions], Monsignor Kileshie accuses Irish soldiers of firing, at
point-blank range, upon ailing patients at the hospital of Lubumbashi
[Elisabethville] on 29 December last.
Monsignor Kileshie also alleges that Ethiopian soldiers … committed several
murders and acts of rape in the Kenya commune, Elisabethville, on the same night
of 29 December 1962.117

This report in La Libre Belgique, which linked Irish and Ethiopian troops in the

allegations and accusations of Monsignor Kileshi, would later present a problem for

the Irish Department of External Affairs in attempts to refute the report, and

                                                  
112 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1. Copy of cutting from La
Libre Belgique of 9 January 1963. [Hereafter La Libre Belgique, 9 January 1963].
113 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, passim.
114 La Libre Belgique, 9 January 1963.
115 La Libre Belgique, 9 January 1963.
116 UN press release CO/312 - dated 15 February 1963 & Catholic Hierarchy Directory
http://www.catholic-hierarchy.org/diocese/dlubu.html#details (17 June 2013).
117 Ibid.
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attempting to exculpate Irish troops without ‘placing the blame’ on their fellow UN

troops – the Ethiopian contingent.

La Libre Belgique, published Mgr. Kileshi’s allegations and accusations on 9

January 1963: then, on 20 February 1963 they published a retraction headed ‘UN

atrocities in Katanga: the Irish were innocent’.   This retraction states that the Irish

troops were accused in error, and that no Irish troops were in the vicinity of the

hospital in Elisabethville on the date of the alleged shootings at patients (29

December 1961).118  Obviously, these retractions, while absolving Irish troops on

that particular occasion, did not absolutely retract the earlier allegations made

against Ethiopian troops, or withdraw any implication that Irish troops were

involved in other atrocities or allegations of rape, pillage or desecrations that were

made in La Libre Belgique of 9 January 1963.

On 15 February 1963 the United Nations HQ in New York issued a press release,

CO/312, which quoted a letter from Mr. Robert K. A. Gardner, officer-in-charge of

the UN operation in the Congo (ONUC) to Monsignor Kileshie, vicar-general of the

arch-diocese of Elisabethville.119  Mgr. Kileshie was the originator of the allegations

printed in La Libre Belgique of 9 January 1963.  In his letter, Gardner addressed,

and refuted all allegations of shooting, pillage, rape etc. made by Kileshie.  Gardner

refuted the allegations made against Irish troops in shooting at point-blank range at

patients at the Union Miniere hospital, Elisabethville on 29 December 1961: and

stated categorically that although on that date Ethiopian troops were in the vicinity

of the hospital, and entered the hospital and its grounds, no Irish troops were there.

Gardner stated ‘they (Irish) were nowhere near this area, and therefore could not

have been involved in the incident which you (Kileshie) have accused them of

provoking’.120

However, Gardner did accept that shooting had taken place in the hospital as

Ethiopian soldiers had mistaken patients wearing khaki clothing as members of the

Katanga gendarmerie – who wore uniforms of such a colour – and that two patients
                                                  
118 Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1. Copy of cutting from La Libre
Belgique of 20 February 1963.
119 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1. Copy of UN press release
CO/312 - dated 15 February 1963.
120 UN press release CO/312 - dated 15 February 1963. p. 2.
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were slightly wounded as a result.121  Gardner also cites evidence that the hospital

and its grounds from which fire had been directed against the Ethiopians had been

occupied by the Katangese gendarmerie on 29 December 1961.122

In so far as this thesis is concerned, the essential point to be taken from the UN’s

Gardner’s letter to Monsignor Kileshie was that no Irish troops were involved in any

of the incidents at the hospital in Elisabethville, as alleged by Kileshie.123

The Irish news media of the day, in so far as allegations of atrocities were

concerned, gave remarkably little coverage to the matter.  The Sunday Press of 6

January 1963 carried on page six a heading ‘ Katanga force to march against the

UN’ and beneath this a sub-heading – ‘Bishop protests’:
The Catholic Bishop of Elisabethville, Most Reverend Edouard Kileshie, acting for
the Archbishop, yesterday protested to the UN representative Mr. Elias Matheu
against what he termed “the flagrant breach by UN troops of international
conventions sacred to all nations.”
Bishop Kileshie said he protested as a Catholic priest against “sacrilegious
profanities allegedly committed by UN troops against the Holy Eucharist at
Kapashi church, Elisabethville”. The Bishop also protested against the “alleged
killing of Katangan civilians and looting”.124

It is of interest to note that this Sunday Press report made no mention of shootings

in a hospital – or, of any Irish troops’ involvement.

The Irish Press, of 16 February 1963 carried a report headed ‘UN Denies Prelate’s

Accusation’: the report then quoted from Gardner’s letter of refutation to Vicar-

General Kileshie, of Elisabethville.  Specifically, the Irish Press in a discrete

paragraph of the report, refers to ‘the alleged shooting at Lubumbashi

((Elisabethville) hospital, where Ethiopian troops were ordered to clear highly-

strategic positions of Katangan gendarmerie in this hospital compound. Irish troops

were nowhere near the area’.125  It is noted that the Irish Press reports ‘Irish troops

were nowhere near the area’, but does not report Monsignor Kileshie’s original

allegation of Irish involvement.
                                                  
121 UN press release CO/312 - dated 15 February 1963. p. 2.
122 UN press release CO/312 - dated 15 February 1963, pp 2-5.
123 UN press release CO/312 - dated 15 February 1963, p. 2. & passim.
124 Sunday Press, 6 January 1963. (National Library of Ireland).
125 Irish Press, 16 February 1963. (National Library of Ireland).
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The Sunday Independent of 24 February 1963, and also the Irish Independent of 27

February 1963, reported that La Libre Belgique of 20 February 1963 had retracted

its earlier accusatory story, alleging atrocities by Irish troops, which La Libre

Belgique had originally published on 9 January 1963.126  The Irish Press of 20

February 1963 carried a short item in which it was reported that the Irish delegation

at the UN  ‘was gratified by the UN press release of 15 February 1963 in which

Irish troops were cleared of the allegation of shooting patients in a ward at

Elisabethville hospital’.127

The Irish Times of 21 February 1963 also reported on the allegations published in

the Belgian newspaper La Libre Belgique of 9 January 1963 – and the subsequent

retraction by the same newspaper of these allegations. The Irish Times also adverted

to the UN press release of 15 February 1963 ‘in which, after a thorough

investigation, Irish troops were cleared of the allegations made by the vicar-general

of Elisabethville diocese of shooting at patients in Elisabethville hospital in

December last’.128  The Munster Express of 8 March 1963 also reported on both the

original Kileshie allegations and the retraction by La Libre Belgique: referring to the

UN press release of 15 February 1963, the Munster Express stated ‘this marks the

withdrawal of vicious propaganda directed against Irish troops and foul allegations

of shooting patients in hospital’.129

                                                  
126 Sunday Independent, 24 February 1963, &  Irish Independent, 27 February 1963.
http://www.irishnewsarchive.com/Default/Skins/INA/Client.asp?Skin=INA&enter=true&AppName=
2&AW=1371558072051  (18 June 2013).
127 Irish Press, 20 February 1963.
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128 Irish Times, 21 February 1963.
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129 Munster Express, 8 March 1963.
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The matter of these atrocities was also raised in Dail Eireann, on 27 February 1963,

when the Minister for External Affairs was asked by Deputy R. Ryan ‘whether a

protest has been made to the United Nations about the terms of a denial of alleged

atrocities involving Irish troops in the Congo; and, if so, if he will publish the

protest’. The Minister for External Affairs, Frank Aiken, responded ‘that the answer

is in the negative. We were completely satisfied with the content and terms of the

UN report of the on the spot investigation into the alleged atrocities’.130

The question remains, which is, how did Monsignor Kileshie first come to involve

Irish soldiers?  And, where did these allegations first originate?  On 27 February

1963 the Director, P & Ops wrote to Lt. Colonel Delaney, officer commanding 38

IrBatt, asking that he arrange to meet Monsignor Kileshie, or the Archbishop, and to

try to get to the bottom of the matter.131

It is remarkable that the Director of Plans and Operations at Irish Army HQ, had

asked the commanding officer of the Irish unit, against which an allegation of an

atrocity was levelled, to investigate elements of that allegation.  The maxim Nemo

iudex in causa sua  (no-one should be a judge in their own cause) would surely

apply.

However, on12 March 1963 Lt. Colonel Delaney responded:
Accompanied by Father Fagan [chaplain to 38 IrBatt] I had an interview with the
Archbishop [Joseph Cornelis O.S.B.] at 17.00 hours on 11 March ...I handed him
the cutting from “Irish Independent” 27 Feb.
[This was the cutting that carried the report of the refutation of allegations of
atrocities by La Libre Belgique].132

Lt. Colonel Delaney sought to establish from the Archbishop why or how the

reports in La Libre Belgique contained an allegation that Irish troops were involved

in an atrocity of shooting patients in a hospital, when they were not in the area of
                                                  
130 Dáil Éireann debates, questions – 27 February 1963,
http://oireachtasdebates.oireachtas.ie/debates%20authoring/debateswebpack.nsf/takes/dail196302270
0023?opendocument (18 June 2013).
131 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1. Letter:  Delaney to
Director, P & Ops. - 12 March 1963, p. 1.
132 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1. Letter:  Delaney to
Director, P & Ops. - 12 March 1963, p. 1.
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Elisabethville hospital on that date.  The Archbishop then told Lt. Col. Delaney and

Father Fagan that the file in the office of the diocese contained several handwritten

memos and draft statements prepared by Monsignor Kileshie on the matter of the

alleged shooting at the hospital.133

In summary the sequence of events was given to Delaney as:
1. Monsignor Kileshie receives a report, (unspecified) that both Irish and Ethiopian
troops were at the hospital. Kileshi records this by hand.
2. Monsignor Kileshie telephoned the hospital and he is told by staff there that no
Irish were present, only Ethiopians.
3. Monsignor Kileshie corrects his first ‘note’, by removing the word ‘Irish’.
4. Kileshie redrafts/ rewrites his record or note. Erroneously, the typist who
prepared the text of Monsignor Kileshie’s letter to La Libre Belgique inadvertently
includes ‘Irish’ from Kileshie’s first draft.134

Delaney also observed:
I can imagine what went on in this office when Monsignor Kileshie (a negro
himself)  (sic) was in sole charge – his Archbishop being in Brussels at the time, the
first time away from the place in 27 years.
I did not consider it prudent to question the Archbishop further. He was most
gracious in receiving us and made us feel very welcome.135

Lt. Colonel Delaney concluded his letter to Director of Plans & Operations at army

HQ in Dublin, by writing:
I was the officer in-charge of this operation and have had to keep silent during
this controversy: I would be glad were it possible in some way to bring it to a
conclusion’.136

Delaney’s letter does not indicate which language was spoken during the interview

with the archbishop: Delaney does inform that ‘ the above narrative (regarding

Monsignor Kileshie’s compiling of memos) was given with much gesticulation and

some little excitement’.137  The text of Delaney’s letter gives, also, some indication

of his interpretation of the atmosphere in the diocesan office in early January 1963

when Monsignor Kileshie was receiving reports and writing memos:

                                                  
133 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1. Letter:  Delaney to
Director, P & Ops. - 12 March 1963, p.2.
134 Ibid.
135 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1. Letter:  Delaney to
Director, P & Ops. - 12 March 1963, p.2.
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I can imagine what went on in this office when Monsignor Kileshie (a negro
himself)  (sic) was in sole charge – his Archbishop being in Brussels at the time,
the first time away from the place in 27 years.138

Delaney’s imputation appears to be that as Archbishop was away in Brussels and as

the vicar-general, Monsignor Kileshie, was in charge, a state of some confusion

reigned in the diocesan office.  This was, in some way, attributable to the vicar-

general being in-charge of the diocese and since the vicar-general was ‘a negro

himself’ - he was, therefore, less capable.

Following on Lt. Colonel Delaney’s letter of 12 March 1963, the Department of

External Affairs file ‘Allegations of atrocities: Irish troops with ONUC’ has

somewhat of a lacuna, as the next sequential document is a letter of 23 April 1963

addressed to Frank Aiken, Minister for External Affairs, from Deputy James Dillon

(Fine Gael party) and Leader of the Opposition of the 17th Dail in 1963.

In his communication to Aiken, James Dillon wrote:
I enclose a letter and enclosure which I have had from a Father Kennedy in
California. This is obviously being circulated by the John Birch Society people,
who appear to be fairly strong in that State.139

There are some specific allegation of atrocities by Irish troops in the Congo: and
perhaps you might think it well to send Father Kennedy some information which
would help him to challenge this kind of slanderous propaganda.140

The External Affairs file does not contain a copy of Father Kennedy’s letter, or a

copy of the enclosure that Dillon sent to Aiken.  Aiken replied to Dillon on 29 April

1963.  Aiken acknowledged receipt of ‘Father Kennedy’s letter and also a brochure,

“46 Angry Men”, published in the United States’.141  It may be recalled that when

Dr. Van Grunderbeeck wrote to La Libre Belgique on 31 January 1962, regarding

alleged atrocities in Elisabethville in December 1961, he did so ‘on behalf of 46

                                                  
138 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1. Letter:  Delaney to
Director, P & Ops. - 12 March 1963, p.2.
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civil doctors in Elisabethville’.142  Aiken dismissed the content of the brochure as

‘being violently polemic, containing bitter partisan and propagandist campaigns

conducted against the UN’143 and added:
In a more recent case an allegation was made that Irish troops were supposed to
have forced their way into a hospital near Elisabethville and to have fired at patients
at point-blank range. It was found that Irish troops were nowhere near the scene of
the alleged atrocity and that the atrocity had not in fact been committed.
In spite of our best endeavours, we have not as yet been able to get a public
repudiation of this allegation.144

This latter sentence, quoted above, seems to indicate that efforts had been made –

possibly by the Department of External Affairs in the interval between Lt. Colonel

Delaney’s report of 12 March 1963 and the letter from Aiken of 29 April 1963.

Also, it also appears from this same letter by Aiken 29 April 1963, that a connection

was made between the Van Grunderbeeck allegations of January 1962, and the

Kileshie allegations of January 1963.

In the event, the Dillon – Aiken correspondence of late April 1963 appears to have

motivated the Department of External Affairs to make a fresh attempt to oblige La

Libre Belgique to publish a complete repudiation of not only the allegations of

atrocity themselves, but also to repudiate the source – vicar-general Monsignor

Kileshie of Elisabethville.   On 11 May 1963 the Irish ambassador at Brussels

replied to a ‘personal and confidential minute from the Secretary of the Department

of External Affairs of 3 May 1963’.  Unfortunately, the archived External Affairs

file does not contain a copy of this ‘personal and confidential minute’.145

This letter from Irish ambassador, Brussels, forensically analyses the affair of the

alleged atrocities of December 1962 – as reported in La Libre Belgique in January

1963.  Given that in his letter, the ambassador refers to Lt. Colonel Delaney’s report

of 12 March 1963, it appears then that the ambassador was fully briefed on the
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affair.146  The substance of the ambassador’s letter is that External Affairs wished

him to again approach the editor of La Libre Belgique in an effort to oblige the

editor to publish a full repudiation of their original report – emanating from

Monsignor Kileshie of 9 January 1963 – and, in essence, to discredit, Mgr. Kileshie

as a source.147

The ambassador comes to the conclusion, having examined the entire matter that:
It would be unwise, after an interval of four months, to revive the story, as this may
do more harm than good: and that by asserting that Irish soldiers were not involved
may give the impression that the Irish are shifting the blame onto the Ethiopians.148

In his concluding paragraph of his letter of 11 May 1963, the Irish ambassador

remarks, interestingly:
In considering the matter, it is not un-important to bear in mind that even
“pratiquants” in Belgium would not necessarily attach a great deal of weight to an
allegation originating with a Congolese ecclesiastic and that the higher proportion
of the population which is ‘non-pratiquant’ and largely anti-clerical would be still
less impressed.149

* (Pratiquant = practising Catholic: v.v. non-pratiquant).

In the above paragraph, the ambassador reflects upon the ability or credibility of the

Congolese vicar-general of Elisabethville in much the same way as did Lt. Colonel

Delaney.  However, the ambassador reverted to the ‘linking’ of Irish troops and

Ethiopian troops in an alleged atrocity, as contained in the original report by La

Libre Belgique of 9 January 1963: he further observed that an attempt to ‘absolve’

the Irish troops, might well tend to implicate the Ethiopians, which course of action

the ambassador would be anxious to avoid.150

10. 5. 1
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150 NAI, Files of the Department of External Affairs, DFA/5/305/384/13/1Letter, Irish ambassador
Brussels to Secretary, Dept. of External Affairs – 11 May 1963 – pp 3-5.
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Concluding observations on alleged atrocities of December 1961 and December

1962
In so far as allegations of atrocities said to involve UN troops in Elisabethville in

December 1961 are concerned, there are virtually no references to the Irish

contingent in the sources earlier discussed.  The sole specific reference to Irish

soldiers is that contained in the Katangese government’s white paper where

allegations of looting are made.  While looting is a grievous, ‘un-military’ action, no

allegations of indiscriminate shooting or rapine levelled against other contingents

were aimed at the Irish troops in Elisabethville.

The unit history of 38 IrBatt – in Elisabethville at the time of the alleged atrocities

in late December 1962 relates that on 28 December 1962 that Irish troops were in

their camp at Prince Leopold Farm, preparing to move to secure Elisabethville

airport on the night of 28/29 December 1962.  This 38 IrBatt mission to secure the

airport was accomplished and on the date of the alleged shooting, 29 December

1962, all Irish troops – save for their heavy mortar troop and one section (two of)

armoured cars - were at Elisabethville airport, north-east of, and well distanced,

from the hospital in south-west central Elisabethville.151

                                                  
151 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, Operational Order No 2.
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10. 4: UN dispositions, central Elisabethville: 29 December 1962.

This map is based on military sketch map in unit history 35 IrBatt, facing p.64.

Irish positions are shown in green: Indian and Ethiopian are shown in red.  The

hospital & compound, scene of alleged shootings, shown in blue, are at the

southwest of Elisabethville.  38 IrBatt has moved from their central location to the

north-east: Indian battalion, with attached Irish heavy-mortar troop is to the north-

west: Ethiopian 4th battalion, with attached section (two of) Irish armoured cars, start

at their camp to the west of Elisabethville, but move south, and then west towards

the Kipushi road – where they come under fire from the hospital compound.

[Central Elisabethville, shown above, is about twelve kilometres west to east].
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38 IrBatt heavy mortar troop were detached, on 28 December 1962, to support

Indian UN troops who were engaged, on 29 December at the radio station on the

northern outskirts of Elisabethville, again discrete from the hospital.152

On 29 December 1962, one section of two armoured cars was detached from 38

IrBatt to the 4th Ethiopian Battalion UN,.153  Unit history 38 IrBatt recounts that

‘This section saw action with the leading elements of 4 Ethiopian Battalion in the

vicinity of Union Miniere and on SIMBA HILL (sic)’.154  Unit history of armoured

car group 38 IrBatt, relates ‘At the end of Dec 62 (sic) when the 38 Battalion took

the field on active service, one section of the group was detached for operations

with 3 Ethiopian Brigade’.155

The above evidence in the unit history clearly places the main body of 38 IrBatt as

well distanced from the scene of any shooting in the wards of the Union Minière

hospital Elisabethville, on 29 December 1962.  The heavy mortar troop, 38 IrBatt

detached to the UN Indian battalion was, on 29 December 1962, in action with the

Indian unit to the north-west of Elisabethville, several kilometres from the hospital.

However, the detached section of two armoured cars from 38 IrBatt, was, on 29

December 1962, with the UN Ethiopian 4th Battalion, and – ‘this (armoured car)

section saw action with the leading elements of 4 Ethiopian Battalion in the vicinity

of Union Minière and on SIMBA HILL’.156  On the morning of 29 December 1962

the 4th Ethiopian battalion UN left their base at the Lido, Elisabethville, moved

south and then turned west towards Simba Hill and Kipushi.157  As they advanced

along the start of the Kipushi road, the Ethiopians came under fire from the

compound of the Union Minière hospital.158  Two Irish armoured cars were with this

Ethiopian battalion: the normal crew of the armoured cars was three men per car –

so in total six Irish soldiers were with the Ethiopian battalion on the day of the

alleged shooting at the Union Minière hospital.  However, the Irish armoured car

                                                  
152 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, Operational Order No 2 & p.18.
153 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 3.
154 Ibid.
155 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 18.
156 Unit history, 38 IrBatt, p. 3.
157 UN press release CO/312 - dated 15 February 1963, p. 2.
158 UN press release CO/312 - dated 15 February 1963, p. 2.
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element is not placed at the hospital: also, these six Irish armoured car crew

members were ‘mounted’ troops – that is, they were mounted in and protected by,

their armoured cars – and, therefore, highly unlikely to dismount, especially if under

fire.

An Irish armoured car section from 38 IrBatt was detached to the Ethiopian brigade

and was with 4th Ethiopian battalion as they moved towards Kipushi on the morning

of 29 December 1962: both 38 IrBatt unit history itself and the armoured car

group’s section of that unit history support this.   4th Ethiopian battalion came under

fire from the Union Minière hospital – the scene of the alleged atrocities: this

appears to be factually at variance with the UN statement that ‘they (Irish) were

nowhere near this area, and therefore could not have been involved in the incident

which you (Kileshie) have accused them of provoking’.159  Irish troops of the 38th

infantry battalion (38 IrBatt) were positively vindicated in the United Nations

document/ press release CO/312 of 15 February 1963.160  However, it is notable that

despite the serious nature of the allegations of atrocity, unit history 38 IrBatt makes

no reference whatsoever to the allegations.

10. 6

Summary on allegations of atrocities

In summary, it is concluded that no evidence was discovered that Irish troops

committed atrocities in either of December 1961, or December 1962 or, indeed, at

any other time during their service with ONUC in the Congo.

                                                  
159 UN press release CO/312 - dated 15 February 1963, p. 2.
160 Ibid.
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Conclusion

This thesis examined the political and military aspects of the Irish army’s service in

the Republic of the Congo during the years from 1960 to 1964.  This concluding

chapter will begin by reviewing and summarising the research questions and their

outcomes.  It will also reflect on ‘new’ material discovered in course of research,

some of which material discloses hitherto unrevealed facets of the Irish Army’s

service in the Congo.

The Irish Army of 1960 that supplied the first two battalions to ONUC was an army

that was – in effect – one performing garrison duties in a domestic environment.

Suddenly, in July 1960, it was catapulted into a new and very challenging

environment.   This challenge was that of adapting to a new role as peacekeepers

and it extended to all ranks of Irish Army units in the Congo.  For officers and

NCOs their command and leadership skills were tested and all Irish soldiers faced

new, and sometimes hostile situations.  Irish soldiers now had to cope with military

life in an environment far removed from the relative comfort of routine soldiering.

New military skills were learned – guarding trains, undertaking long patrols,

protecting and operating airfields.  In addition, the Irish soldiers learned how to

operate with contingents from other nations and to cope with differing cultures from

within the UN forces and among the Congolese people.  As mentioned in chapter

six, Irish soldiers of 36 IrBatt were given responsibility of succouring and protecting

refugees: this experience – apart from its humanitarian aspect – taught food

distribution skills and practiced the Irish troops in the basics of camp hygiene and

sanitation.  The importance of acquiring language skills was underscored as few

men of the Irish detachments could speak other than the Irish or English languages.

The Irish Army that evolved from the Congo experiences of 1960-64 was a much

strengthened force: in the intervening four years it had acquired not only experience
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in peacekeeping, but had also acquired experience in peace enforcement in the

military engagements against Katangese forces in 1961 and 1962.

Research questions

Firstly: what political motivation underpinned the Irish government’s decision to

dispatch troops to support the UN operation in the Congo?

It has been shown that the political motivation underpinning the Irish government’s

decision in sending Irish troops to the Congo in July 1960 was a combination of the

influences of earlier, internationally articulated, foreign policy precepts; the

precedent of participation in the UN observer mission to the Lebanon in June 1958,

coupled to earlier decisions in principle with regard to UNEF Suez in August 1957;

and lastly, a pragmatic response in seizing an opportunity presented by the UN in

July 1960 to step onto the international stage by sending Irish troops to the Congo.

Indeed, the entire rationale for the political decision to accord to the UN Secretary-

General’s request for Irish troops may be found in this one sentence, articulated by

Taoiseach Sean Lemass, in Dail Eireann on 7 July 1959, ‘We believe in the United

Nations and we want to be good members of it’.1

To an extent, the Irish government was, in July 1960, something of ‘a hostage to

fortune’: the roots of this situation are embedded as deeply as when Ireland first

appeared as an actor on the international stage at the League of Nations in 1923.  On

acceding to the League, the (then) Irish Free State assumed all the responsibilities

and obligations of membership, including that of an obligation for a military

commitment, if called upon.  No call was made on this League of Nations military

commitment.  Indeed, the first call on Ireland’s defence forces for multi-national

peacekeeping assistance came from the United Nations Organisation in July 1960 –

                                                  
1 NLI Call No. – 9A188. Pamphlet -- Cahill & Co. (Dublin, 1959?) Speeches delivered by Sean
Lemass (Taoiseach) & Frank Aiken (Min Ext. A.) on  ‘Ireland’s role in the United Nations and
Ireland’s Foreign Policy ‘in Dail Eireann on 7 July 1959. p.1.
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Ireland’s admission to membership of the United Nations Organisation (UN) being

relatively recent, occurring in 1955.

As discussed in chapter three, the Irish government had considered a possible

military contribution to a UN emergency force (UNEF) in August 1957.  That

UNEF was created under UN Resolution 1000 (ES-1) of 5 November 1956: this

force formed the cease-fire buffer in the aftermath of the Anglo-French-Israeli

intervention in Suez, Egypt of November 1956.2  The Irish government, in August

1957, had decided that it would have no objection, in principle, to contributing a

contingent to this United Nations emergency force, concluding that ‘if requested to

contribute such a contingent the Government would consider the matter as

favourably as possible in light of the circumstances prevailing at that time’.3

However, no request for troops came from the UN in 1957, but the Irish government

had approved the sending by the Irish defence forces of fifty unarmed army officers

to serve with the UN Middle-East Truce Supervisory Force, (UNTSO) in Lebanon

in 1958.4

Therefore, in the three years preceding the request from the UN for Irish troops for

the Congo, the Irish government had discussed, and decided in principle, that an

armed military contribution to UN peacekeeping forces would be favourably

considered, if requested.  A precedent – admittedly a slender one – had already been

established by sending officers of the defence forces to the Lebanon as part of the

UN observer force there.   This precedent of defence forces personnel on UN

service was of such a kind that differed from an armed military contribution – these

fifty officers with UNTSO were un-armed observers: not numerous armed

peacekeeping troops, but a precedent nevertheless.

From the perspective of international affairs and Irish foreign policy articulated at

the UN General Assembly, the Irish governments had, since admission to the UN in

1955, frequently stated their perception of, and position on, ‘a clear-cut rule of law
                                                  
2 NAI, Copy of UN resolution appended to memorandum for government: in NAI, Department of the
Taoiseach, File S/16137A.
3 NAI, Department of the Taoiseach, File S/16137A.
4 Defence (Amendment) Bill, 1960, Second and Subsequent Stages, (1881-2), 20 July 1960.
http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/20/00039.asp (26 Mar. 2012).
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which would forbid such action by the strong against the weak anywhere, at any

time’.5

In July 1960, when the UN troop request was received, the then Taoiseach, Sean

Lemass, was possessed of a leadership style and approach to decision making which

held that:
A quick decision is always better that the long delayed decision. Once you had
some clear concept of a problem you rarely added to your wisdom by going back
and looking at it again and again.6

It is argued, therefore, that when in July 1960 the UN requested the Irish

government for a troop contribution from the Irish Defence Forces to the UN

Emergency Force in the Republic of the Congo, that the Irish government’s political

motivation in acceding to this request was underpinned by the pillars of precepts,

precedent and pragmatism.

The precepts of Irish foreign policy were frequently articulated at the UN general

assembly and favoured action by the United Nations Organisation to enforce a ‘rule

of law’ by protecting the weak from the strong.  Taoiseach Sean Lemass, addressing

Dáil Éireann on 27 July 1960 said inter alia:
The answer (as to why Ireland was asked for troops) is provided, I believe, by the
special position we occupy in relation to world affairs and by the policies we have
been able to pursue since we became a member of the United Nations in 1956. We
have tried to deal with world problems and issues on their merits and to arrive at
fair and impartial conclusions with regard to them, in the light of our obligations
under the Charter and of our own national traditions and outlook. 7

A precedent was established by sending fifty army officers to UNTSO in the

Lebanon in 1958, and the formal consideration by the Irish government, in August

1957, and their approval in principle of contributing troops to a UN emergency

force (UNEF) in Suez: by implication, to future UNEF operations elsewhere.

                                                  
5 NLI, Call No.10A61, Browne & Nolan, (Dublin, 1957?) pamphlet,
“Ireland at the United Nations, 1957” Speeches of Frank Aiken, p.6.
6 Irish Press, 4 February 1969.
7 http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/20/00039.asp Dáil Éireann Debate, Vol. 183 No. 13,
Cols. 1876-77 & 1877-83. (11 Nov. 2011)
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The pragmatism of the Irish government, with Séan Lemass as Taoiseach in 1960,

was induced by Lemass’s leadership style and speedy decision in seizing the

opportunity of appearing as an actor on the international relations stage.  As the then

Chief-of-Staff, of the Irish Defence Forces, Lt. General Séan McKeown, famously

observed ‘it was fantastic, whether they were prepared or not, it was worth it to give

700 men an opportunity of this experience’.8  A further example of this pragmatic

approach is evidenced by Lemass’s comments in Dail Eireann on 7 July 1959,

almost exactly one year before the formal UN request for Irish troops:
We believe in the United Nations and we want to be good members of it. Indeed,
small countries must support the development of a world organisation such as it and
the commencement of the rule of law between nations.9

  

It is noteworthy to here observe that despite the loss of life at Niemba in 1960,  the

casualties at Elisabethville during the fighting of 1961 and the capture of the

infantry company at Jadotville, also in 1961, no political pressure was exerted upon

the Irish government to withdraw Irish troops from the Congo.

A second research question was: were the Irish troops adequately trained and

prepared for their mission?

It is argued that the overall training levels of the Defence Forces in 1960 were

deficient with regard to the basic requirements of home-service training and practice

– much more so for UN peacekeeping service.

Coupled with this deficiency in training, must be the overall parlous condition of the

Defence Forces in 1960, as evidenced by the reports of the various directors of the

Army corps and services to the Defence Forces Chief-of-Staff, discussed in chapter

three: these reports contain a litany of listed outdated equipment and shortages.
                                                  
8 Séan McKeown, ‘Congo (ONUC): the military perspective’ in The Irish Sword Vol. XX, No. 79,
(Summer 1996), pp 43-45.
9 NLI Call No. – 9A188. Pamphlet -- Cahill & Co. (Dublin, 1959?) Speeches delivered by Sean
Lemass (Taoiseach) & Frank Aiken (Min Ext. A.) on  ‘Ireland’s role in the United Nations and
Ireland’s Foreign Policy ‘in Dail Eireann on 7 July 1959. p.1.
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The lead-in time from the UN request for Irish troops to the actual dispatch of the

troops was a mere ten days – taken from the meeting between Minister for Defence

and Defence Forces Chief-of-Staff on Sunday 17 July and the departure of the first

flight to the Congo on 27 July 1960.  During this very short time interval, volunteers

were sought, selection made and the processing of troops was effected. This

processing included placing selected officers, NCOs and men into the battalion

formation of units and sub-units, such as companies, platoons and sections.  It

included medical and dental examinations, prophylactic inoculations and the

accompanying administrative procedures.  Weapons, kits and equipment were

selected, issued and prepared for aircraft loading.  Officers and men were

transported from parent units throughout Ireland to a central location at the Curragh

Training Camp.  This was at a time when mobile phones and computers were not

available.

The essential military principle of training for mission purpose – indeed drills,

which by their repetition bring efficiency, was not, could not, have been planned,

much less effected.   Accordingly, in essence, the training element necessary for the

mission as UN peacekeeping troops – was reliant on the training already given to

officers, NCOs and men as soldiers in a domestic defence force.  The first battalion

to serve overseas, the 32nd Infantry Battalion, was readied for its mission in ten days:

the basic training for all officers NCOs and men who formed this battalion prepared

them as infantrymen based in Ireland as a defensive force.  Crucially, the Irish

Permanent Defence Force was – as discussed in chapter three – seriously under-

strength in 1960.  Such deficiencies in manpower must necessarily have inhibited

training as composite units of platoon, company or battalion strength.

The Defence Forces ‘Manual of Field-craft and Battle Drill’ and its practical

application to critical military training, discussed in chapter three, covered a wide

range of basic military skills, but in his report to the Defence Forces Chief-of-Staff

for 1960, the Irish Army’s Director of Training acknowledged that units received

only some tactical training at summer camps.
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In chapter five, when the tragedy of the Niemba ambush was discussed, it was

argued that lack of training in the firing of live ammunition was a contributory

factor to the casualties at Niemba.  This argument must be set against the

performance of Irish army units serving in the 1961, 1962 and 1963 offensive

military actions of ONUC, which were discussed in chapters six, seven and nine.  In

these actions the 35th, 36 and 38th battalions and the 1st Infantry Group acquitted

themselves favourably in achieving their assigned military objectives.  Arguably,

the battle of Jadotville, discussed in chapter seven, had something less than a

favourable military outcome: nevertheless, the commander of the Irish troops at

Jadotville brought every one of his men safely out of action – if, it is true, into

captivity.

As regards preparation for overseas service, the pattern of selection of personnel and

formation of units for Congo service appears to have been repeated with each unit if

the Defence Forces destined for Congo service.  The early battalions were formed in

very short time periods: 32 IrBatt in ten days and 33 IrBatt likewise.  This facet has

always been intriguing: how was it possible to form in a very short time and move

to Africa a battalion of troops – taken from scattered units and engaged on domestic

defence duties?  The planning and logistics of such an exercise are manifold.

Although no substantial evidential sources were discovered in support of the

proposition, it is posited that, when the Irish government – particularly the

Department of Defence – had considered, in August 1957, the possibility of an Irish

troop contingent being provided for UN service in Suez some planning and

evaluation was carried out by the department of defence and the general staff of the

Defence Forces.  This Irish government cabinet memorandum and especially the

reports from the Department of Defence in 1957, discussed in chapter three, indicate

that the proposition of an Irish troop contingent for UN service was examined in

some detail.  Also, when the then chief-of-staff, General Sean McKeown reflected

in his discourse to a UN summer school at the Curragh Training camp in 1996:
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We hadn’t given any serious thought to participating in a UN operation with troops,
apart from a short study that was done by our plans and operations people in GHQ,
which reckoned at the end of some brief deliberations that in our situation at the
time the most we could afford would be a reinforced company, some 250-300
soldiers of all ranks.10

In the above sentence, where McKeown adverts to ‘a short study that was done by

our plans and operations people in GHQ’, lies the answer to some, at least, of the

aspects of preparation for overseas service.  It is posited that when in 1957

consideration was being given to a notional Irish Army contingent for the UN force

in Suez, some planning had been conducted and this plan was the basis used for

preparation of units for service with UN forces in the Congo in 1960.

The third research question was: what contribution did the Irish troops make to the

effectiveness of the UN force over their four-year period of service?

It is argued that whatever their shortcomings in equipment, training and preparation

the Irish units in the Congo over their four year period of service acquitted

themselves with honour and distinction.  When the first Irish battalion arrived in the

Congo in July 1960, that newly independent country was in a state bordering on

chaos, with the secession of Katanga being an open sore on the Congolese body

politic.  Irish units acted, as discussed, as both peace-keepers and peace-enforcers:

however, the majority of their time was spent in peace-keeping – that is, duties of

police character - which was the role mandated to the Irish Defence Forces by the

Irish government.

At the end of the Irish Army’s UN service in the Congo, in May 1964, the secession

of Katanga had been brought to an end and the writ of the Congolese central

government extended across the entire territory of the Republic of the Congo.

                                                  
10 Séan McKeown, ‘Congo (ONUC): the military perspective’ in The Irish Sword Vol. XX, No. 79,
(Summer 1996), pp 43-45.
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Assessing the effectiveness of the Irish troops in their various roles with ONUC,

must properly begin with an examination of their mission purpose: in simple terms –

What were they supposed to be doing in the Congo?  To once again hearken back to

the Dáil Éireann debate of 27 July 1960: Irish troops being sent to the UNEF Congo

(ONUC) were supposed to be acting in accordance with that which was proposed to

Dáil Éireann on that date by the Minister for Defence, Kevin Boland who sought:
Leave to introduce a Bill entitled an Act to authorise the dispatch of contingents of
the Permanent Defence Force for service outside the State with international forces
established by the Security Council or the General Assembly of the United Nations
for the performance of duties of a police character.11

And in that passage, above quoted, lies the key concept or perception of the role of

the Irish troops in the Congo – ‘the performance of duties of a police character’.  So,

what exactly was meant by Deputy Boland, ergo the Irish government, by police

character or, putting it another way, ‘policing’?  Policing is ’the action of providing

or organizing a police force or similar body for the maintenance of law and order;

the maintenance of law and order by means of such a force’.12  The essentials of this

definition are those of establishing a body to maintain, and to maintain law and

order by such a body.  Therefore, in assessing the mission performance or

effectiveness of the Irish troops and using this assessment to determine their

contribution to the effectiveness of ONUC, measurement will be made against the

earlier quoted definition of policing.

The first three battalions to serve in the Congo – 32, 33 & 34 IrBatt – were engaged

primarily in patrolling, guarding of key facilities and infrastructural elements such

as trains and airfields and ensuring freedom of movement by road: peacekeeping is

also achieved by ‘presence’ in as much as the patrolling policeman on a street

achieves, if on a smaller but nevertheless comparable scale.  The UN offensive

military actions which involved 35, 36 & 38 IrBatt and 1 InfGp could not be

                                                  
11 http://debates.oireachtas.ie/dail/1960/07/19/00023.asp Dáil Éireann Debates, Vol. 183 No. 13,
cols.1761-2 (23 Sept. 2011).
12 Oxford English Dictionary,
http://www.oed.com.jproxy.nuim.ie/view/Entry/146838?redirectedFrom=policing#eid  (28 Aug.
2013).
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described as peacekeeping actions per se: indeed, they might be more closely

described as being peace-enforcement actions.  37 & 39 IrBatt and 2 InfGp –

together with 2 & 3 ACS – were involved in maintaining a newly enforced peace in

the Congo. These latter units were engaged in what might be described as ‘peace

stabilisation’ and, in an essential way consolidated the peaceful conditions that had

been achieved by – regrettably – UN offensive action against the military strength

of the secessionist Republic of Katanga.

The contributions of all of the above units have been examined and discussed in

some detail in chapters four to nine of this thesis.

Reflections upon ‘new’ material discovered during research for this thesis

The discovery, in the National Archives of Ireland, of material relating to the

possibility of the dispatch of Irish troops to the UN force in Suez in 1957, in the

aftermath of the Anglo-French-Israeli occupation of the Suez Canal, was of

compelling interest as ‘received wisdom’ suggested that the Irish contribution of

unarmed officers to the Lebanon in 1958 was the first such event considered by the

Irish government.  Although no formal request for a contribution to the Suez UN

force was made, the Irish government did discuss such a possibility in 1957.  More

importantly, it was discovered that the Irish Department of Defence had not only

considered such an event, but had engaged in close assessment and indeed had

conducted a feasibility study, leading to a basic response plan.  This material was

presented and discussed in chapter three.

Other material discovered in the National Archives of Ireland (NAI) – and to a

lesser extent in the National Library of Ireland (NLI) –was incorporated in this

thesis’ chapter ten. This chapter includes discussion of alleged arms sales; also

references to reprisals and allegations of atrocities.  That part of chapter ten dealing

with overspending on PX goods, excessive savings of local allowances and black
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market trading in hard currency was based on material discovered in National

Archives of Ireland (NAI).

Although veteran recall at interviews suggested the existence of a hard-currency

black market, engaged in by UN troops in the Congo, documentary evidence in

support of the discussion on this topic was discovered in the files of the (then) Irish

Department of External Affairs.  In the same archival section, source material

relating to alleged sales of arms and alleged atrocities was also discovered.  Some

material relating to alleged atrocities, notably the ‘White Paper of the Government

of Katanga’, was discovered in National Library of Ireland, as were some

newspaper references to the topic of atrocities.

Researching and writing about, such ‘un-military’ topics as black-market trading,

alleged arms sales and allegations of atrocities does not form part of what might be

described as the ‘traditional’ or ‘perceived’ image of the Irish Army in the Congo:

however, covering these topics is an integral part of the teleological, historical

record of four years of the Irish Army’s UN service.  This is not intended to redound

with discredit upon the 6,000 men who served there with great distinction, reflecting

honourably upon the Irish Defence Forces and the Irish nation.  This UN service in

the Congo in 1960 was the start-point in an unbroken and honourable continuous

tradition of Irish military contributions to many UN missions, extending over fifty-

three years.

Documentary and oral evidence affirmed the participation in black-market trading

of hard currency by some personnel of Irish units in the Congo: this evidence also

affirms overspending on PX goods and excessive savings of local allowances,

likewise.  As regards sales of captured weapons to Angolan rebels (or indeed any

illicit arms sales) examination of discovered evidence does not lead to the

conclusion that any illicit weapons sales took place.
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There were several discovered references to ‘reprisals’, as discussed in chapter ten.

No evidence was discovered, or adduced, to explain why these references appear.

What is very clear is that absolutely no evidence was discovered which might

suggest that Irish troops in the Congo were involve in any reprisals whatsoever.

The same is true with regard to allegations of atrocities.  The allegations of

commission of atrocities emanating from both the head of medical services in

Elisabethville in 1961, and the similar allegations made by the vicar-general of the

diocese of Elisabethville in 1962, were both well publicised and carefully

investigated.  However, the allegations remain just that – allegations: no evidential

chain links Irish soldiers who served in the Congo with such reprehensible

behaviour.  References to, or coverage of, these topics (above) do not appear in any

of the extant works on the Congo operation referred to in this thesis – Introduction:

Literature Review.

ONUC and UNFICYP
Irish Army participation in ONUC (the UN force in the Congo) began in 1960, and

ended in 1964.  In that same year the Irish Army’s involvement in the UN force in

Cyprus (UNFICYP) began.

It is not proposed to examine the Irish Army’s service in Cyprus, but rather, to

briefly contrast ‘the Irish Army going to Cyprus’ with ‘the Irish Army that went to

the Congo’.

Throughout this thesis, the efforts of the first Irish units to find their feet in the

Congo and the gradual upwards learning curve of peacekeeping – and, on occasion

peace-enforcement by aggressive military action – has been analysed and discussed

in some considerable detail.  This has been done to show how the Irish Army had

evolved from a poorly equipped neophyte peacekeeping force.  To compare this

‘army’ with the ‘army’ that went to Cyprus a few, short but salient, observations on

men and materials are now made.
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Regrettably, neither 40th Infantry Battalion, nor 3rd Infantry Group – the first two

formations to serve in Cyprus prepared unit histories.  The first such unit history

available in Irish Military Archives, is that of 4th Infantry Group (4 InfGp) which

served in Cyprus from January to July 1965: the commanding officer of 4 InfGp

was Lt. Colonel P.D. Hogan – who served in the Congo as a company commander

with 33 IrBatt, and who was closely involved in the rescue and recovery efforts

following upon the Niemba ambush.   Colonel Hogan and his men flew to Cyprus

by Aer Lingus Boeing jet aircraft, not in US Airforce propeller driven Globemaster

troop carriers that convoyed the early Irish units to the Congo.

Colonel Hogan was not alone in having previous UN service: a ‘snapshot’ of

officers and men serving with the armoured car group, 4 InfGp, reveals that of the

total strength in this sub-unit of forty-two personnel, sixteen were on their second

tour of UN duty.  Ten men were on their third tour; four were on their fourth tour

and four others were on their fifth tour of duty of UN service.13  Thirty-four men of

these forty-two were UN service veterans – a factor of 80%.

The above shown illustrations give an indication of the maturity and experience of

the Irish soldiers with UNFICYP – many of them were by 1964 also veterans of the

ONUC, Congo mission.

To compare the small arms carried by this 4 InfGp in 1965 to that of 32 IrBatt in

1960: officers carried Browning 9 mm semi- automatic pistols rather than 0.45 inch

revolvers. Men carried 7.62 FN semi-automatic rifles – not the bolt-action Lee

Enfield rifles of 32 IrBatt.  Although the Gustaf SMGs and Bren LMGs were still

carried by 4 InfGp, the 60 mm breech-loading mortars of the newly acquired French

manufactured Panhard-Levassor armoured cars, that also were equipped with twin

7.62 machine-guns, gave this infantry group a considerable armoured element - in

having an attachment of an armoured car group, comprising eight of these

Panhards.14

                                                  
13 Unit history, 4 InfGp, p. 36.
14 Unit history, 4 InfGp, Annex B - Equipment table.
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C. 1: Panhard-Levassor AML 60

(Writer’s collection)
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C. 2: Panhard-Levassor AML60s ‘At the Halt’ in Cyprus

(Military Archives, Ireland)

[The writer is seen, to the right, in the turret of the leading AML]

An indicator of the change of emphasis on, or approach to, training is reflected in

the report in the Irish Times of 1 April 1964, which related that personnel from the

Irish Army Cavalry Corps had departed from Dublin, bound to Orleans, France, to

undergo two weeks of intensive training on the newly acquired Panhard armoured

cars with the French Army.15

The Army elements that marched out for Cyprus (UNFICYP) in May 1964 were

more confident, more assured and more experienced than those who had marched

                                                  
15  The Irish Times,
http://search.proquest.com.jproxy.nuim.ie/hnpirishtimes/docview/524267061/140F40DA70F1C969E
7B/1?accountid=12309   (6 Oct. 2013).
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out – with some trepidation, leavened with excitement – to the Congo bound US air

force Globemaster aircraft at Baldonnel airfield in July 1960.

Some closing observations

In 2010, on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the departure of the first Irish

UN peacekeeping troops, the Irish Defence Forces press prepared and issued a

commemorative, photographic booklet on the Congo, entitled Congo – A new

departure.16   This booklet’s title is, perhaps, a synopsis – maybe overly so – of what

the Irish Army’s contribution to the UN mission to the Congo meant.

A new departure?  Certainly: but much, much more than that: this ‘Congo

adventure’ was many things and affected many people in different ways.  There was

the excitement of the big US Airforce aircraft landing and taking-off at Baldonnell

airfield, the excitement of the parades of marching soldiers and their bands through

Dublin: the smiling politicians and prelates on the reviewing stands.  Then the

newspaper reports of Irish soldiers in the Congo: this was a great adventure for all

personnel there.  First flights for many: first time abroad for many also and most

significant of all, the thrill of army service in Africa.

Then came tragedy: Niemba.  Military parades through Dublin once again, but this

time with muffled drums and funereal marches: politicians and prelates in sombre

mien, the mass interment at Glasnevin cemetery, the firing party, the last post.  This

was the price that Ireland and her defence forces would pay for the honour of

service with an UN peacekeeping force: part of the price of being an actor on the

international political stage.  Niemba was the first such funeral, but more would

follow; for those who fell in action in 1961 and 1962 and for those who died from

natural causes or accidents in the Congo over the course of four years: twenty-six

deaths in all.17  It is estimated that a total of about 6,000 men served in the Congo.

The Irish defence forces do not record – on a central database – those who served on

                                                  
16 MAI, Defence Forces printing press, Congo – A new departure (Dublin, 2010).
17 MAI, Defence Forces printing press, Congo – A new departure  (Dublin, 2010). p. 35.
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more than one occasion nor indeed, how many yet survive.  For all of these men it

was a step into the unknown: it would also be the most important event in the

history of the Irish Army since the Irish civil war.

Lessons Learned

Irish ONUC unit histories do not record any formal or informal process of de-

briefings or briefings for units departing to the Congo.  This knowledge transfer

process should, ideally, have been formalised following on the completion of the

tours of duty of the first two battalions (32 and 33 IrBatt) that served in the Congo.

As a six-monthly rotation interval occurred between units, a formal de-briefing and

briefing process should have been readily achievable.  Interviews with veterans

revealed not only an absence of a pre-departure briefing process, but also want of

briefings prior to operational missions whilst on ONUC duty.  Such deficit of

knowledge transfer was possibly assuaged by the factor of men performing repeat

tours of duty – but the frequency or incidence of repeat tours could not be

established from available records.

Insofar as ONUC experiences were incorporated into formal military training and

education, interviews with three retired Irish Army officers, two Brigadier-Generals

and a Colonel, disclosed some facets of knowledge transfer.

Brigadier-General No 1, who was an officer-cadet in the period 1962-1964, related

that the Congo experience per se did not feature in his cadet training.  However, two

of his instructors had served in the Congo and their experiences were discussed on

an informal basis.  On his 1978-1979 Command and Staff course the main case

study was of the Irish contingent in Sinai and Suez, post- 1973 Yom Kippur war,

directed by two officers who had served there.

Brigadier-General No. 2, an officer-cadet in the period 1969-1971, disclosed that the

‘Congo experience’ did not then form any part of the syllabus.  This officer’s

Command and Staff course was in the period 1990-1991: likewise, this latter did not

include ONUC experience on its syllabus.

During the Colonel’s officer-cadet training in the period 1972-1973, both the Congo

experience, and Irish Army experience with UNFICYP, Cyprus was included in the
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tactical-training element of the syllabus: instruction on Peace Support Operations

featured on his 1990-1991 Command and Staff course.

During the past decade, the Congo experience features on officer-cadet training and

also on Command and Staff courses at the Military College,18 including case studies

on both the ‘Battle of Jadotville’ and the ‘Niemba Ambush’. 19

The Irish Defence Forces UN training school, a component of the Military College,

was surprisingly not established until 1993 - almost forty years after the Congo

mission.20  Writing in International Peacekeeping in 1997, UN School commandant

Lt.Col. Oliver A.K. MacDonald summarised the lessons learned from previous UN

missions, based on over 44,000 tours of peacekeeping duty on forty-two missions.21

He observed that all prospective Irish UN missions were appraised and evaluated by

assessing the scope of the peacekeeping elements of the mission, together with the

basic force requirements and working relationships with other bodies in the field.

Col. MacDonald stressed the need for planning for peacekeeping operations:

establishing peacekeeping logistics and setting command, control and

communications parameters.  He emphasised the importance of peacekeeping

training and stated that Irish soldiers are now required to have at least one year’s

service before being considered for peacekeeping missions.22

As earlier remarked, unit histories do not reflect any formal knowledge transfer

process.   Rare mentions of the benefits of previous Congo experience includes one

in the unit history, 2nd Infantry Group – reflecting upon the favourable influence of

veterans on their disciplinary records.23  Similar comment appears in the unit history

                                                  
18Officer-cadet courses prepare candidates for commissioning as officers of the Defence Forces.
Command and Staff courses prepare commissioned officers for field-rank.
19 Information supplied by Dr. Ian Speller, Director, Centre for Military History & Strategic Studies,
NUIM – who assists in setting curricula and teaches at Military College, CTC.
20 Defence Forces Website,
http://www.military.ie/search/?cx=002081102009708133800%3Aan3dx1jx62o&cof=FORID%3A11
%3BNB%3A1&ie=UTF-8&q=UN+Training+schooll (16 July 2014)
21 Oliver A.K. MacDonald, Lt. Col., Peacekeeping lessons learned: An Irish perspective.  In
International Peacekeeping, Vol. 4, No.3, (1997), pp 94-103. Available at
http://www.tandfonline.com/loi/finp20 (16 July 2014)
22 Ibid.
23 Unit history, 2 InfGp, p. 16.
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of 3rd Armoured Car Squadron.24  Observations on the benefits of previous ONUC

experience are also made in the history of a unit on the Cyprus mission.25

Veterans, in the main, decried the absence of briefings – even prior to missions

undertaken while on service in the Congo.  Although unquantifiable from available

records, veteran interviews and oral histories revealed that many officers and men

served in the Congo on more that one occasion.  These officers and men acquired

invaluable experience: it seems almost inconceivable that returning veterans would

not have told their comrades of their exploits in the Congo, especially to those who

were about to serve there.

An abiding difficulty for Irish units was the lack of language proficiency.  This

persisted throughout the Congo mission: in late 1963, the unit history of 39 IrBatt

bemoaned the shortage of interpreters: UN HQ supplied four, but none could speak

French.  However one NCO in the battalion was sufficiently competent in French to

act as an interpreter.26  Veterans acquired a smattering of Swahili: Irish Army

vernacular still employs the word ‘Mingi-Box’ of which the first part is a Swahili

word meaning ‘plenty’, and a ‘mingi-box’ describes a box or case used for soldiers’

souvenirs from overseas missions.27

In summary: training structures for UN missions were not formalized within the

Irish Defence Forces until 1993, with the establishment of the UN training school -

although the Congo experience featured on officer-cadet courses in the early 1970s.

No sources were discovered that demonstrated briefing or debriefing processes

before or post Congo service. This failure to pass-on ‘lessons learned’ in a

structured way appears to be a remarkable missed opportunity.  The acquired

experience of veterans, brought with them on repeat tours of duty in the Congo,

appears to have been the principal means of knowledge-transfer during the ONUC

mission.

                                                  
24 Unit history, 3 ACS, p. 1.
25 Unit history, 4 InfGp, p. 36.
26 Unit history, 39 IrBatt, pp 5-7.
27 Interviews with retired officers, earlier referred to.
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The Irish contingents  - a comparison

The national contingents in ONUC with whom Irish troops had most contact and

operational experience were those of Sweden and India, particularly during the

contra-Katangese offensives of 1961 and 1962-1963.

Canada, Sweden and Ireland are regular contributors of contingents to UN

peacekeeping operations.28  Prior to serving in the Congo, the Canadian, Indian and

Swedish Armies had each contributed contingents to UNEF Suez/ Gaza from

November 1956 and continued up to June 1967.29  However, the Canadian

contingent in the Congo served only in supporting, non-combat roles, supplying

thirty-nine Air Force personnel and two C119 transport aircraft, together with a 204-

man signals unit.  Additionally, up to eight Canadian staff-officers served at UN HQ

in Leopoldville.30

The Swedish contingent.

Sweden made a significant contribution to ONUC: providing four Saab fighter

aircraft in the period December 1961 to January 1963.  A Swedish battalion fought

alongside Irish and Indian forces against the Katangese gendarmerie in December

1961.  A total of 6,200 Swedish soldiers participated in ONUC; nineteen died

there.31  Sweden’s contingent almost exactly matched that of Ireland, with Ireland

providing some 6,000 men, of whom twenty-six died in the Congo.

Like Ireland, Sweden is a neutral country, with an anti-colonial civic ethos: like

Ireland, its soldiers were volunteers.  Sweden then had compulsory military service,

but its ONUC battalions were formed from volunteers who had completed their

conscription period.32  However, its officers and senior NCOs were professional

                                                  
28 Katsumi Ishizuka, Ireland and international peacekeeping operations 1960-2000 (London, 2004),
p.12.
29 UN website, http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/missions/past/unef1facts.html (1 Sept. 2014)
30 Kevin A. Spooner, Canada, the Congo crisis and UN peacekeeping 1960-64 (Vancouver, 2009),
pp 64-7 & 168-201.
31 Ståle Ulriksen, Deployments for Development? Nordic Peacekeeping Efforts in Africa, in
International Peacekeeping, Vol.14, No. 4, (2007), pp 553-568. Available at
http://www.tandfonline.com/loi/finp20 (15 July 2014)
32 Andreas Tullberg, ‘We are in the Congo now’: Sweden and the Trinity of Peacekeeping during the
Congo crisis 1960-1964 (PhD thesis, Lund University, Sweden, 2014), p. 9.
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soldiers.33  The early Swedish units sent to the Congo had no specific training for

UN service, its soldiers’ experience was limited to ‘homeland defence’ and Sweden

had not been involved in military conflict since 1814.34  With striking similarity to

Ireland’s experiences, the Swedish government’s conditionality for UN service

included the proviso that Swedish troops be used ‘as a Police Force, and its battalion

being lightly armed is not for fighting war’.35  From 1962 onwards, Swedish units

received two weeks of training specifically for Congo service.36  In 1962, Swedish

Colonel Jonas Waern, who had commanded the Swedish 12th and 14th Battalions,

and who was brigade-commander during the 1961 fighting in Elisabethville

described Swedish soldiers as ‘the best personnel one could find in the Congo, even

superior to the professional soldiers of other contingents’. 37  However, it might be

borne in mind that Col. Waern was a Swedish officer evaluating the performance of

his own men.  Into the category of lessons learned, falls the observation made in a

1964 report by the Swedish Army’s UN department that ‘The Congo was an

opportunity to test Swedish soldiers and Swedish equipment’.38  However, writing to

his ministry in 1963, the Swedish consul-general in Leopoldville bemoaned that

‘Furthermore, too few Swedes speak French or had any knowledge at all of the

Congo’.39

Arms and equipment for Swedish ONUC units fell into the category of ‘lightly

armed’ and an illustration in Andreas Tullberg’s work shows a Congo-bound

Swedish soldier carrying a Gustaf SMG and wearing tropical uniform.40  As earlier

mentioned in chapter seven of this thesis, Swedish units were equipped with

Terrangabil M42 APCs – but had no armoured cars, as such.

                                                  
33 Tullberg, p. 10.
34 Tullberg, pp 9 and 18.
35 Tullberg, pp 77-78.
36 Tullberg, p. 92-93.
37 Tullberg, p. 172.
38 Tullberg, p. 91.
39 Tullberg, p. 245.
40 Tullberg, p. 96.
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The Indian contingent.

Prior to joining ONUC, Indian troops had previously served with UN forces in

Korea, 1951-1954 and with UNEF Suez/ Gaza, since November 1956.41

India contributed six Canberra bomber aircraft and provided a total of two infantry

brigades, numbering about 12,000 men: this was the largest national contingent of

ONUC.42  India lost a total of 36 troops in the Congo, with a further 124 wounded,

its first major losses in a UN operation.43  Indian soldiers were volunteers and the

Indian Army ‘followed an uncompromising system of selection for officers and men

for UN Peacekeeping Operations, followed by formal and mission-specific training

for UN operations, and realistic orientation in the mission area.’44  No sources were

discovered as to Indian Army language skills.

As regards Indian Army arms and equipment with ONUC, illustrations in The

Indian Army, UN peacekeeping operations show, in the period 1960-1963, Indian

soldiers carrying Short-Magazine Lee-Enfield Mark 1, .303 rifle of World War One

vintage (SMLEs).  However, a photograph dated May 1963, shows an Indian soldier

carrying a Self Loading Rifle: SMGs shown in these illustrations are Sten-guns, and

also shown are Willys jeeps of World War Two vintage.45  India did not provide

armoured vehicles to its contingent, and Irish armoured cars frequently supported

Indian units.46

Lt. General (retd.) S.L. Menezes, in his seminal work on the Indian Army, Fidelity

and Honour, the Indian Army from the seventeenth to the twenty-first centuries,

surprisingly, makes no virtually no reference to ONUC or Indian service on UN

peacekeeping missions, save to note that two Indian General-Officers served as

Brigade Commanders in Katanga in1961 and 1962.  Of relevance, however, is that

Gen. Menezes recounted that in 1956, a five-year plan was adopted to re-equip the

                                                  
41 Army Training Command, the Indian Army, The Indian Army, UN peacekeeping operations, (New
Delhi, 1997), pp 9-11.
42 Ruchita Beri,  India's Role in Keeping Peace in Africa,  in Strategic Analysis, Vol. 32, No.2,
(2008) pp 197-221. Available at  http://www.tandfonline.com/loi/rsan20 (16 July 2014)
43 Alan Bullion, India and UN peacekeeping operations, in International Peacekeeping, Vol. 4, No.1,
(1997) pp 98-114, Available at  http://www.tandfonline.com/loi/finp20  (16 July 2014)
44 Army Training Command, the Indian Army, p.125.
45 Army Training Command, the Indian Army, pp 23, 30, 31, 33.
46 This thesis, chapters six, seven and nine.
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Army with self-loading rifles.47  Despite this, when Chinese forces attacked India in

October 1962, ‘self-loading rifles were flown in from the UK and the US by the

planeload, and rushed to Indian Army units serving at elevations of 18, 000 feet –

many still clad in their olive-green uniforms and canvas shoes’.48  Thus, General

Menezes suggests an ill-prepared, mal-equipped army on home service in 1962: but

in so doing, confirms the type of rifle then in use, and that the Indian Army had

tropical uniforms, as had the Swedes.

Concluding comparison and evaluation of military competency.

Sweden, a European nation, shares with Ireland a neutral, anti-colonial ethos and the

Swedish and Irish contingents were not dissimilar on ONUC service.  Although

Irish units in 1960 were armed with bolt-action rifles, they also used the identical

SMG to the Swedes.  Armoured elements were not dissimilar, and Irish and

Swedish soldiers fought side-by-side in Elisabethville and in Kamina in 1961.  Both

contingents achieved their military objectives in these actions.  Both units were – in

the main – English speaking, or English competent: it was in language skills that the

Swedes appeared to have some advantage.49

As discussed in this thesis, Swedish troops supported the Irish in the assault on the

Tunnel in Elisabethville in December 1961 and in the same series of operations

Swedish units attacked, and overwhelmed, the Katangese Gendarmerie main camp

and HQ at Camp Massard, Elisabethville.50  A joint force of Swedish and Irish

soldiers, commanded by an Irish officer, successfully repelled a series of Katangese

Gendarmerie attacks, at the vital UN held Kamina airbase in September 1961.51

As earlier discussed, Indian troops in the Congo were not as well equipped as the

Irish: their rifles and sub-machine guns (SMGs) were of World War One vintage,

even if the Irish rifles were World War Two vintage, Irish SMGs were identical to

those of the Swedish contingent.  The Irish Army was equipped with self-loading

                                                  
47 S. L. Menezes, Fidelity and Honour: the Indian army from the seventeenth to the twenty-first
centuries, (New Delhi, 1999), pp 472-3.
48 Menezes, p. 474.
49 This thesis, chapters four and five.
50 This thesis, chapter six.
51 Ibid.
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rifles (SLRs) in early 1961, whereas SLRs did not feature with the Indian contingent

until mid-1963.   As earlier mentioned, the Indian contingent had no armoured

vehicles.   As regards an evaluation of Indian military competency with ONUC:

insufficient sources were discovered to make an overall evaluation of Indian Army

against Swedish and Irish military competence.  However, Indian military

competence may be evaluated in two offensive actions - at the assault on the Saio

road junction strongpoint in Elisabethville, December 1961, and at the Lufira

Bridge, September 1961.52   At the Saio strongpoint, a joint Indian and Irish force

attacked a dug-in position of Katangese Gendarmerie.  When the Indian officer

leading the joint force was killed, the Indian unit was in disarray, and did not

prosecute the action – now led by an Irish officer, whose own unit continued to fight

with success.53  In contrast, an Irish platoon in action at the Tunnel, Elisabethville

December 1961, had its platoon commander and radio-operator killed: but, the

platoon regrouped and continued the action successfully.54  During the second Force

Kane operation at the Lufira Bridge, the Indian unit in the joint Indian and Irish

force that was commanded by an Irish officer threatened to withdraw and return to

base when the unit took casualties during the action.55

Acknowledging that these evaluations are across a very narrow range, it

nevertheless appears to demonstrate that Irish soldiers were the military equal – at

least – of above contingents compared and evaluated.  By way of evaluation, it is

reasonable to include Irish Army performance at Niemba and at Jadotville.  At

Niemba, the small Irish patrol was overwhelmed by a combination of the elements

of surprise, inexperience and un-preparedness.56  At Jadotville, even though the Irish

company capitulated, this was primarily due to lack of food, water and munitions,

following on protracted assaults by the Katangese Gendarmerie.  It should be borne

in mind, however, that, despite sustained attacks no Irish soldiers were killed at

Jadotville – which demonstrated high levels of both leadership and military

competence.
                                                  
52 This thesis, chapter six.
53 Ibid.
54 Ibid.
55 This thesis, chapter seven.
56 This thesis, chapter five.
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The Congo mission in the context of Irish peacekeeping missions

The Congo mission 1960-1964 was the first contribution by the Irish Defence

Forces of armed troops to UN peacekeeping efforts and thus began an almost

unbroken chain of missions with United Nations forces, extending across fifty-four

years.57 At the present time, three Irish soldiers are serving in the Congo, as

observers with MONUSCO (United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in

the Democratic Republic of the Congo).58

These missions were in diverse locations, including - Cyprus, Suez/ Sinai, Lebanon,

East Timor, Eritrea, Liberia, Chad, Somalia and Kosovo.  Currently, in 2014,

simultaneous deployments of a two-company Infantry Group in Lebanon (UNIFIL)

and of a reinforced Infantry Company on the Israeli/ Syrian border at the Golan

Heights (UNDOF).59  Irish Defence Forces contingents have served in the Lebanon

since 1978.60  In addition, some Irish Defence Forces missions were those as UN

observers, beginning with Lebanon in 1958, and included locations in Asia, Africa

and South America.61

The UN peacekeeping mission in the Congo developed into offensive military

action during the period from August to December 1961 and again between

December 1962 and January 1963.  On only one subsequent occasion has Irish

participation in a UN peacekeeping mission evolved into offensive action: this was

at the village of At-Tiri in Lebanon, which had been seized from an Irish UN unit by

the Israeli-backed DFF (De-Facto Forces).  This action occurred in the area of

responsibility of 46 IrBatt UNIFIL, during a period of hostility, coupled with

sporadic exchanges of fire, which began on 7 April 1980 and was of three-days

duration.  On 11 April the main action, an attack in infantry-company strength

supported by Panhard AML 90 armoured cars, succeeded in retaking At-Tiri.  This

                                                  
57 Defence Forces web-site: UN missions, http://www.military.ie/overseas/current-missions/ (28 July
2014)
58 Ibid and UN web-site, http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/missions/past/monuc/ (28 July 2014)
59 Defence Forces web-site: UN missions, http://www.military.ie/overseas/current-missions/ (28 July
2014)
60 Defence Forces web-site: UN missions.  http://www.military.ie/en/overseas (11 July 2014)
61 Ibid.
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engagement at At-Tiri resulted in the death of one Irish soldier, and the subsequent

retaliatory abduction and murder of a further two Irish soldiers.62

Placing the Congo in context of the long and distinguished history of Irish Defence

Forces’ participation in UN peacekeeping operations leads to the observation that

the Congo operation was the exception to, and a very different type of, UN

operations.  Although it was the first peacekeeping endeavour of the Irish Army, it

was also a mission that developed from peacekeeping into a form of peace

enforcement in the period 1961-1963: in this sense, Irish soldiers experienced both

types of operation – even if their original mandate was that of a peacekeeping force.

The importance, and significance, of the Congo mission cannot be overstated.  In a

period of some ten days during July 1960, the Irish Army began its metamorphosis.

It progressed from being a stagnant force, rooted in the 1930s and 1940s military

mindset, and became – in the relatively short period of the following four years  - an

experienced ‘blooded’ force, capable of performing as a cohesive, modern army in

circumstances that were ever challenging but always rewarding.  Congo service

brought to the Irish Defence Forces a vital – and sometimes elusive – element: it

created and fostered esprit de corps.  This was evident, when, in July 2010 some

hundreds of veterans of Congo service gathered at Baldonnel airfield to

commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the start of the Congo mission.63

‘We few, we happy few - we band of brothers’:64 in its edition of 24 July 2010, The

Irish Times reported the words of one veteran:
The comradeship was sacred.
We were like a family; we were very close to each other,
we would do anything for the other fella, (sic) in good times or bad.
I still have friends from those days.
A day like today [the commemoration] is special.65

                                                  
62 Unit history, 46 IrBatt, UNIFIL. Annex ‘G’, not paginated.
63 The Irish Times, 17 & 24 July 2010.
http://search.proquest.com.jproxy.nuim.ie/hnpirishtimes/docview/863660402/141C1CDDB3D272F4
273/4?accountid=12309 (15 Nov.2013).
64 Wm. Shakespeare, Henry V, Act IV, Scene 3.
65 Corporal Séan Maher, quoted in The Irish Times, 24 July 2010.
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Of all the changes that this Congo service wrought on and brought to the Irish

Defence Forces, perhaps the greatest single change was that of the level of esteem in

which the nation held her soldiers: no more  - ‘Jail or join the Army’.  The most

significant evidence of this change of esteem was that some 300,000 people came

and lined the streets of their capital city in November 1961 to witness – in

reverential silence – the funeral procession of the Niemba fallen.
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Questionnaire for veteran interviews.

Q 1. What years/ units did you serve in, in the Congo?

Q 2. Please recall any mission specific training or briefings that you received in the
period between your volunteering for  - and your departure to – the Congo?

Q 3. Please recall any mission specific training or briefings that you received in
your period(s) of service whilst in the Congo?

Q 4. Please recall what duties – such as routine patrols, humanitarian tasks – that
you performed which are memorable?

Q 5. Please recall any operations – such as long patrols, rescues or offensive/
defensive actions – which are memorable

Q 6. If you served in later missions such as Cyprus, Lebanon etc.: please compare
this later service experience with your experience(s) in the Congo?

Q 7. Do you wish to add any (Congo related) recall or experience that you
personally find memorable?
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